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The study was conducted to investigate the prevalence of ovine fascioliosis in Alkut slaughter house.  A 
total number of the examined sheep was 360 (205 males and 155 females). Results revealed that the 
prevalence was 21.94%. The effect of sex on the infection rate was not significant. Also, results showed 
that the infection rate of females (50%) in autumn was significantly (P<0.05) higher than infection rate in 
male (25.92%). For serological examination using ELISA applied on 200 blood samples which were 
collected from suspected sheep from Alkut slaughterhouse in different ages and sexes results showed 
that the total positive samples was 41 % (82/200).  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Fasciolosis, or fascioliasis, is one of the most important helminth infections of ruminants in the world caused by 
digenean trematodes belonged to the Phylum Platyhelminthes of Class Trematoda, and the genus Fasciola spp. which 
are a common liver flukes and the common species are F. gigantica and F.hepatica (1).Mas-Coma et al., (2)reported that 
F. hepatica can be found in temperate zones and F. gigantica in tropical areas, and that both species may be overlapped 
in subtropical zones.Fasciolosis in animal cause severe and enormous economic losses all over the world due to the 
mortality, morbidity,  susceptibility to secondary infections, cost of treatment and control, decrease in weight gain of 
animal  reduced carcass quality, besides thecondemnation of infected liver,(3). 
 
In Iraq, there are many studies of Fasciola infection,some of these studies recorded infection percentage  about 3.3% 
in females and  0.82 % in males(4).The prevalence of animal fasciolosis has been carried out in different parts of KSA 
(5). Between all serologic procedures ELISA method is usually have a high sensitivity, specificity, accurcy and easy to 
perform for paraclinical goals in parasitic infections in endemic areas (6,7). Therefore, the present study was carried 
out to estimate the prevalence of Fasciolosis in sheep in alkut slaughter house and to use the serological diagnosis of 
Fascioliosis by ELISA. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Samples Collection 
 
In this study, three hundred and sixty livers of sheep were examined in theAlkut slaughter house. A weekly visit was 
made to the slaughter house at the period of the examination that extended from January to December 2017.The age 
of animals ranged between less than year month to up 3 year for both sexes.  
 
Post-Mortem examination 
 
For each slaughtered sheep, The infected livers were thoroughly examined alongside, it was located on a plank and 
the livers and bile ducts were firstly inspected to identify existence of Fasciola sp. to apply the routine inspection 
procedures to the internal organs.If there is a sign of fasciolid flukes is found, thecase was classified as immature  and 
mature worms and the gross lesions were recognized (8).The primary examination included visualization and 
palpation of the organs, while secondary examination included make more incision of liver and bile duct opening. 
For generalized fasciola infection (liver fluke), we have made incision in different parts of the liver to confirm the 
presence of fluke in liver parenchyma.The cut liver was pressed in order to flukes squeeze out from the tissue and 
smaller bile ducts. Each collected flukes from animal was examined and classified on the basis of shape and size (9). 

Blood samples and Separation of serum 
 
Two hundred blood samples were collected from suspected sheep before slaughtering. After collection of blood 
through the jugular vein, blood was transferred into gel tube (without anticoagulant) and allowed to stand in 
refrigerator for 15 minutes and centrifuged at speed of up to 3500 RPM for 5 minutes. Serum was   aspirated by a 
pipette and transferred into Eppendorf tubes kept frozen in (-20 C°) until use. 
 
Procedure Indirect IgG-ELISA  
 
Commercial versions of MM3-SERO (BIO K 211) are available from Bio-X Diagnostics.The samples were performed 
in this test according to the instructions of the company. 
 
Statistical analysis 
 
The Statistical Analysis System-SAS (2012) program was used to explain the differences factors in this study 
parameters. For significant comparison between percentages, Chi-square test has been used to explain results of this 
study. 
 

RESULTS 
 
Epidemiological study 
 
All samples collected were recorded under different condition, like; season, age and sex. The total number of the 
examined sheep was (360) included 205,155 male and female respectively, while the total number of  infected sheep 
was(n= 79) with percentage  (21.94%) . table (1). 
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Infection percentage of Fascioliosis according to the sex 
 
The total infection rateof fascioliosis was 18.53% in the males and 26.49% in the females. The statistical analysis 
showed that however, the infection rate was higher in females as compared with males but there was no significant 
differences  (P>0.05) (Table2).  
 
Infection percentage of Fascioliosis according to age  
 
Results showed that the highest infection percentage were recorded in female  sheep > 3  years of age with percentage  
(36.73 %) on the other hand, In male  results showed that highest infection percentage were in age( 2-3 )year with 
percentage (28.07%) .Statistically results confirmed that the association between Age groups and sex for infection rate 
was significant(P=0.001) table(3). 
 
Infection percentage of fascioliosis according to the seasons 
 
According to the season of this study, the highest infection rate was recorded in female with percentage (50%)in 
Autumn, and highest infection rate in male was in winter with percentage (34.78%). Statistically, the differences in 
the infection rates of males and females due to season were significant (P<0.0001).Table (4) 
 
Serological examination 
 
Two handerd blood samples were collected from suspected sheep from Al-Kut slaughter house in different ages and 
sexes. All samples were subjectedto ELISA. The results showed that 82 serum samples(41 %) were positive. 
 
Infection percentage of Fascioliosis according to the sex by using ELISA 
 
The total percentage % of infection by ELISA according to sex in sheep was between ( 29.89 % to59.55%) for male and 
female, respectively. The statistical analysis showed that there were significant differences  (P<0.0001) between them. 
Table (5). 
  
Infection percentage of Fascioliosis according to age by using ELISA 
 
Results showed that the highest infection percentage were recorded in female  sheep > 3  years of age with percentage  
(36.73 %) on the other hand, In male  results showed that highest infection percentage were in age ( 2-3 )year with 
percentage (28.07%) . Statistically results confirmed that the association between Age groups and sex for infection 
rate was significant (P=0.001) (table 6). 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
The total percentage infection in sheep was (18.53%, 26.49%) for male and female, the incidence of Fasciola in female 
sheep was higher than that of male. This result coincided with all previous studies that conducted field surveys in the 
massacres to detect parasitic diseases that need a long time to appear (10) this because of the fact of that females are 
rarely slaughtered except at old ages and consequently the chances of being infected with parasitic infections are 
higher than that of males which are often slaughtered in young ages (4). %). A study of Al-juboury, (11) in holly 
karbala province’ slau ghter house recorded that the percentage of fascioliosis in sheep and was (1.62). While, Dakhil 
(12) documented that the infection with F. gigantica in sheep in slaughters of Al-Amara abattoir about 1.62%. In 
contrast,other researcher observed that the prevalence of fascioliosis in sheep in Baghdad city was 40.8% (13). Wajdi 
and Nassir (14) at Baghdad slaughter house showed that the percentage of  infection with F. gigantica was 9.1, in 
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sheep. However, Al-Obaidy (15) noted the prevalence of F.gigantica ova from sheep’s feces was (4.4 %) in Mousl 
province.In 2017, in Karbala city the study showed that the percentage was (2.27 to 3.5%) for male and female, 
respectively. (16). the prevalence of animal fasciolosis has been carried out in different parts of KSA (5). 
 
Statistical analysis of infection rates on the basis of ageindicated a significant difference (P < 0.05) among different age 
groups. The decrease in infection rate (prevalence rate) as age increase is the result of acquired immunity which is 
manifested by humoral response and tissue reaction in bovine liver due to previous challenge (17).The incidence of 
fascioliosis during this study in male sheep was high in Autumn months (September, October and November) and 
this was disagree with (16) whofoundthat the highest infection rate of fascioliosis in spring months (March and April) 
and the lowest infection rate of present study was in summer months this was disagree with Mahdi and Al-Baldawi 
(18) who found that the highest percentage was in summer months reaching 4.06 % followed by the spring months 
3.33% while the infection rate decreased to 2.66% in winter months. 
 
Several studies conducted have shown that the incidence of fascioliosis is high along the months of year, however, is 
relatively higher in autumn and winter than in the rest of the year (19).the present study serum sample 82 (41%) 
samples were seropositive in the applied ELISA test this was higher than oliewi (20) who recorded 28 (12.73) 
percentage in sheep in Abu Ghriab district in Baghdad this may be because of this areas had more wet than other, the 
result is represented to the disease in area since the higher sensitivity of applied test which can reach to 98% (21)As 
well as there is lack of strategically control measuresin area . 
 
While our study was lower than that recorded by Al-khafajy, (22)(67.7%) who used 43 sheep in his study as well as 
the environmental changing that happen in present study area and Hussain, (16) ,in karbala city recorded (69.89%) in 
sheep.The sensitivity and specificity of all serologic assays are varying according to the population on which they are 
tested (23,24) and the season at which samples are being tested (25). 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The statistical analysis showed that there were a no significantdifferences under (P<0.05) between the percentage of 
infection in male and female sheep (0.07). According to seasons the highly percentage of infection was in autmn 
(4.12%), while the lowest percentage was in summer (0.00%). The statistical analysis showed that there were a no 
significant differences under (P<0.05) between percentage of infection in male and female cow (0.28). In sheep the 
highly percentage of infection was in march (6.84) while the low percentage was also in November (0.00%). The 
results showed that the infection of sheep with fascioliosis in sheep more than in cattle, and infection in female more 
than male, also infection occur in spring season. 
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 Table 1:The total number of examined and infected sheep with Fascioliosis with percentage of 
infection: 
 

 
Table 2  : Infection percentage of Fasciola spp. in sheep according to the sex 
 

sex No. of examined No. of 
infected 

Percentage of 
infection (%) 

Male 205 38  (18.53%) 
Female 155 41  (26.49%) 

Total No. 360 79  (21.94%) 
Chi-Square value 3.22   

P 0.07   
 
Table 3 : Percentage of infection of fascioliosis in sheep according to the age 

*No significant difference between male and female at level of (P<0.05). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Total No.    No. of Positives 
samples   

Percentage 
(%) 

No. of Negatives 
samples 

Percentage (%) 

360 79 (21.94%) 281 (78.05%) 

 
Age 

No. of examined  
Total no. 

No. of infected and 
percentage(%) 

Total 
percentage 
(%) Male  Female  Male  Female  

<1 year 44 29 73 2 
(4.54%) 

1 
(3.44%) 

3 
(4.1%) 

1-2 year 59 32 91 10 
(16.94%) 

9 
(28.12%) 

19 
(20.87%) 

2-3 year 57 45 102 16 
(28.07%) 

13 
(28.88%) 

29 
(28.34%) 

3< 45 49 94 10 
(22.22%) 

18 
(36.73 %) 

28 
( 29.78) 

Total no. 205 155 360 38 41 79 
Chi-Square value 23.91      

P 0.001      
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Table 4| Infection percentage of fascioliosis according to the seasons  

 
**Results confirmed that the association between Age groups and sex for infection rate was significant (P=0.001).  
 
Table 5: Infection percentage of Fascioliosis according to sex by using ELISA 

 **Significant difference between male and female at level of (<0.0001). 
 
Table6 : Infection percentage of Fascioliosis according to age by using ELISA 

The differences in the infection rates between age groups were significant (P <0.01) 
 

 
 

 
Season 

No. of examined No.of infected Percentage  of 
infection (%) 

Chi 
square 
value 

P 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Chi 
square 
value 

P 

Spring 56 34 8 8 26.45% 23.52% 1.23 0.26 
Summer 49 41 0 0 0 % 0% - - 
Autumn 54 36 14 18 25.92% 50% 5.46 <0.05 
Winter 46 44 16 15 34.78% 34.09 % 0.005 0.94 

Total no. 205 155 38 41 18.53% 26.45% 3.22 0.07 
Chi square 

value 
  21.81 26.47     

P   <0.0001 <0.0001     

Sex No. of examined No. of infected Percentage of infection (%) 

Male 97 29 (29.89 %) 
Female 89 53 (59.55%) 
Total No. 200 82 (41 %) 
Chi square 
value 

  15.36 

P   <0.0001 

Age No. of examined No. of infected Percentage of infection (%) 
<1 year 32 9 28.12 % 
1-2 year 53 19 35.84 % 
2-3 year 56 25 44.64 % 
3< 45 29 64.44 % 
Total no.  200 82 41 % 
Chi square value   12.37 
P   <0.01 
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Cryptosporidiosis is an intestinal protozoan parasitic disease that infects human and animals, caused by 
apicomplexan parasite belong to the genusof Cryptosporidium. The current study was done to record the 
infection rate of cryptosporidiosis in human and cattle, and genotype the clinical isolates of 
Cryptosporidium in Baghdad Province. A total of 265 stool sample were collected (150 from human and 
115 from cattle) during the period from December 2016 to the May 2017. Cryptosporidial infection was 
detected using modified acid fast stain. DNA of the parasite was extracted from oocysts of positive fecal 
samples and nested PCR method was used for partial 60 kDa glycoprotein (gp60) gene amplification then 
sequence analysis for selected samples.The total infection rates of Cryptosporidium in human and cattle 
were 47.33% (71/150), 35.63% (41/115) respectively. The results of this study record that Cryptosporidium 
parvum was found in all positive samples of human and cattle except two human samples which were 
Cryptosporidium hominis, and all were belonging to the common allele family IIa.The prevalent zoonotic 
subtype of C. parvum species (IIa) in this study highlights the significance of zoonotic transmission of 
cryptosporidiosis in the country. 
  
Keywords: Cryptosporidium, human, cattle, genotyping. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Cryptosporidium spp. are apicomplexan parasites that have a wide occurrence in developed and developing countries 
and infecting humans and various animal hosts (Liuet al., 2014). Cryptosporidium species infect different sites 
including intestine, stomach, and respiratory system (Plutzer and Karanis, 2009).At least five genotypes/species of 
Cryptosporidium infect humans:a human genotype (C. hominis) found only in humans and 4 zoonotic genotypes: 
bovine genotype in cattle(C. parvum), avian (C. meleagridis), cat (C.felis) and dog (C. canis) found mainly 
inanimals.Cattle cryptosporidiosis is usually associated with four main species, i.e., C. parvum, C. andersoni, C. ryanae, 
and C. bovis(Robertsonet al., 2014; Chen F and Huang, 2012 andXiao, 2009).Cryptosporidiumparvum cause changes in 
mucosubstances secreted from goblet cells of mucosal villi and submucosal glands (Al-Kennanyet al., 2012), also 
resulting in villus atrophy, microvillus shortening, and destruction in the intestine (De-Graafet al., 1999).Severity of 
the disease ranges from asymptomatic or mild to severe, intractable diarrhea with wasting depending on immune 
status, nutrition, and age. Transmission is fecal-oral with both human and animal reservoirs (Stefan and Honorine, 
2010). Although diarrhea in livestock results in economic loss, symptomatic and asymptomatic infections in animals 
have the potential for transmission and are a threat to public health (Bowman and Forster, 2010). 
 
The most common methods for diagnosis of the parasite oocysts  in feces of infected man or animals is by staining 
with modified acid fast stain (Chalmers and Katzer, 2013; Al-Zubaidi, 2017). The molecular methods are essentially 
used for the identification of the species, genotype, and subtype of Cryptosporidium because the oocysts of many 
species are in distinguishable from one another. In this way the identification of the organism which is responsible 
for the infection and the source and routes of transmission becomes more applicable (Ryanet al., 2014).According to 
previous studies the molecular investigations to define the parasite species used genetic marker, the gene encoding 
the glycoproteins GP60 which is the single most polymorphic marker identified so far in the Cryptosporidium genome 
(Widmer G and Sullivan., 2010).  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Collection of Stool samples 
 
A total of 265 fecal samples from both sexes were collected during the period from early December 2016 to the end of 
May 2017. Selected geographic regions of Baghdad city were (Al-Hurria, Al-Gazaliya, Al-Shuala and Al-Chcok).150 
sample from human (49 handlers and 101 non handlers) in different agesfrom less than 1 year to more than 40 year, 
visited government hospitals for treatment because of gastrointestinal symptoms. 115 samples were collected from 
randomly selected cattle aged from less than 1 year to more than3-4 years (age of the cattle was determined by their 
owners).Fecal samples were collected in two aliquots; one of them concentrated by formalin-ethyl-acetate 
sedimentation method and stained by Modified Ziehl-Neelsen stain to identify Cryptosporidium oocysts 
microscopically as explained previously by (Biderouni and Salehi., 2014), and another aliquot was suspended in a 
storage medium composed of aqueous potassium dichromate (2.5% w/v, final concentration) and kept at 4 °C for 
molecular study.The presence of other intestinal parasites detected in some of the samples using various 
methodologies was not considered in the present study. 
 
DNA isolationand molecular analysis 
 
Prior DNA isolation, positive fecal samples with staining method were washed with distilled water for three times to 
remove potassium dichromate by centrifugation, and then were subjected to thermal shock to weaken the active 
oocyst cell walls. A total of five freeze-thaw cycles of 15 minutes at -80°C in a freezer followed by 15 minutes at 65-
70°C in a metal bead bath were conducted on each sample (Jianget al., 2005). Total DNA was extracted from a 
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quantity of about 200 mg of feces using a DNA isolation kit (Accuprep stool DNA extraction kit, Bioneer Corp. 
Korea) following the manufacturer’s suggested protocols. Purified DNA was stored at −20 °C. 
 
Nested polymerase chain reaction and sequencing  
 
Nested polymerase chain reaction was used to amplify a fragment of 400 bp in the gp60 gene from DNA samples as 
described (Abe et al., 2006). PCR was conducted in 20 µL volumes using the primers: 5′-ATA GTC TCC GCT GTA 
TTC-3′ and 5′-GCA GAG GAA CCA GCA TC-3′ in the first round of PCR employing the following thermal cycling 
protocol: one cycle of initial denaturation at 94 °C for 3 min, followed by 32 cycles of: denaturation at 94° C for 30 s, 
annealing at 42 °C for 30 s, and extension at 72 °C for 1 min, then followed by a final extension at 72 °C for 7 min. In 
the second round, 1 µL of the primary amplicon was subjected to the PCR using primers 5′-TCC GCT GTA TTC TCA 
GCC-3′ and 5′-GAG ATATAT CTT GGT GCG -3′ employing the same cycling protocol. A positive control and a 
negative control (DNA free sample) were included in each set of PCR of this study.The PCR products were sent to 
Macrogen Co./ Korea where they were subjected to direct sequencing. Cryptosporidium species and subtypes were 
identified by using the BLAST search against the GenBank database.  
 
Ethical issues  
 
This research project was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Baghdad-College of Pharmacy (No. 
112016-A1). 
 

RESULTS 
 
Cryptosporidiumparvum was found in all positive samples of human and cattle except two human samples which were 
Cryptosporidium hominis. The Cryptosporidium infection rate was 47.33% in human (46% C.parvum and 1.33% C.hominis) 
and 35.63% in cattle (all were C. parvum). The peak of human positive rates were seen among children less than 1 year 
old which was 68 % when it compared with other age groups (table 1), and the higher cattle infection, 43.75% 
appeared also in age (< 1) year (table 2).The infection rate of Cryptosporidium spp. in human was higher in handlers 
than non- handlers as shown in table 3. 
 
Cryptosporidium genotypes 
 
Figure 1 showed the nested PCR analysis of the gp60 gene DNA preparations of all 112 specimens yielded products 
of the expected size (400 bp) on the gel electrophoresis. 
 
PCR products were sequenced for 10 human samples and 16 cattle samples, and the analyses of the partial gp60 
sequence data were aligned with sequences obtained from previous studies allowed the genotypic classification of 
isolates. The genotyping of most of the remaining isolates was failed due to very small amounts of fecal materials 
that were available. Moreover, the extraction technique used has reduced DNA productivity.GP60subtypes were 
identified according to the number ofserine-coding trinucleotide repeats (TCA or TCG)in the 5′ region of the 
gene.The subtype name usually starts with the designation of subtype family, followed by the TCA number 
(represented by the letter A) and TCG (represented by the letter G). Somesubtypes have one copy of the sequence 
ACATCA immediately after the trinucleotide repeats whereas others have two, therefore R1 and R2 are used to 
differentiate the two types of sequences (Sulaimanet al., 2005).All isolates ofC. ParvumandC.hominiswerebelonged to 
the previously described subtype family IIa and all were R1except the two C.hominis isolates which wereundecided 
subtype(Table 3 ).Two subtypes of human isolates were recognized within the C. parvum subtype family IIa including 
IIaA15G2R1 (2/10) and IIaA22G1R1 (6/10) (Table 3 ), while the subtypes of cattle isolates were six 
includingIIaA15G2R1 (4/16), IIaA16G2R1 (2/16), IIaA16G3R1 (4/16), IIaA17G2R1 (2/16), IIaA19G3R1 (2/16) and 
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IIaA22G1R1 (2/16) as shown in Table 4. Representative sequences of C. parvum subtypes of human isolates in this 
study submitted to the GenBank under accession numbersLC383634 toLC383637, and the one of C.hominisis under 
submission. Cattle subtypes are under accession numbersLC383638 toLC383645. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Cryptosporidiumparvum is responsible for most of the diarrheic outbreaks. Results of the study have shown a 
predominance in human of C. parvum, and it is in a higher percentage for handlers than the non- handlers,indicates 
that zoonotic pathway is expecteddue to close contact with cattle.C. parvumis responsible for zoonotic and 
anthroponotic infections in both urban and rural settings worldwide (Xiaoet al., 2000). The common occurrence of 
zoonotic subtypes of C. parvum in cattle highlights the potential role of these animals as significant reservoirs of 
infection to humans (Ehsanet al., 2015; Nget al., 2012; Adamuet al., 2014).C. parvum and C. hominis found in 46% and 
1.33% of positive samples respectively in human. Previous Iraqi studies reported a prevalence of 72.9% and 24.3% 
human samples in Mid-Euphrates Area (Abdul-Sada, 2015), while Salman found C. parvumina percentage 16.28 in 
Kirkuk (Salmanet al., 2015). These findings also supported by some studies in Iran, indicating that C. parvum and C. 
hominis are the most prevalent species in humans and that Cryptosporidiumparvum is the dominant species (Ryanet al., 
2016; Xiao, 2010).The predominance of C. parvumand the low proportion of infections due to C. hominisin a 
population has been considered the result of zoonotic transmission (Sulaimanet al., 2005).Thus, anthroponotic 
transmission was possibly less important in human in current study. 
 
In Baghdad, the tap water is the major source of drinking water, and this can indicate the low importance of water-
borne transmission in Baghdad province and this agree with a study done by AL-Waridin the north of Baghdad that 
all tap water samples were free of Cryptosporidium (AL-Warid, 2010).The higher infection ofC. parvum wasappeared in 
age younger than 1 year for both human and cattle.This agree with the data from less severe management systems in 
different regions of the world (Rahiet al., 2013;Benhoudaet al., 2017 and Budu-Amoakoet al., 2012 ).A previous study 
confirmed that the highmolecular subtyping resolve of the GP60an immune dominant antigen which is recognized 
by almost all infected individuals and animals, especially in outbreak surveys or transmission-dynamics studies 
(Camaet al., 2007).The present studyis considered the first regarding genotyping and subtyping of Cryptosporidium 
inhuman and cattle in Iraq.Subtypes inthe allele family IIa are commonly seen in both humans and cattle in the 
current study. Allele IIais almost exclusively the only allele family found in cattle (Alveset al., 2003; Penget al., 
2003).In Baghdad,C. parvumIIaA22G1R1 was the most endemic subtype for human, while for cattlebothIIaA15G2R1 
and IIaA16G3R1.The most common alleleforhumanin a city in northern of Iranwas the zoonotic subtype IId A17G1d 
(Sharbatkhoriet al., 2015).In France, IIaA16G3R1 genotype was the most frequent subtype for cattle with no 
geographic clustering(Sharbatkhoriet al., 2015). 
 
Sequencing of a fragment of the GP60 locus revealed an undecided subtype IIa belonging to Cryptosporidiumhominisin 
two non-handlers human samples referred also to age less than 1 year group. An undecided subtype may because 
the presence of mixed subtypes or several genotypes (Sulaimanet al., 2005; Razakandrainibeet al., 2018).IIaA15G2R1 
and IIaA22G1R1C. parvumsubtypes wereisolated from both humans and animals in our study, while in Egypt the 
subtype IIdA20G1 within C. parvumwas isolated from both animals and humans (Ibrahimet al., 2016).In a rural area in 
the north of Tunisia, two subtypes, C. parvumIIdA16G1 and IIaA15G2R1were identified in children and calves 
respectively (Rahmouniet al., 2014).IIaA15G2R1 was the most endemic subtypereported in China for cattle (Gonget 
al., 2017) and in Kuwait for the children, also found in Jordanian human samples (Hijjawiet al., 2016). That’s indicate 
the subtype IIaA15G2R1 of C. parvumis more prevalent in cattle but it can transmit to human, and this mentioned in 
Fayer study that both human and bovine genotypes may be transmitted from person-to-person (Fayeret al., 2000). 
Consumption of raw milkand its products by most people of the studied areasisknown to be risk factor, also 
supported the zoonotic transmission of cryptosporidiosis. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Cryptosporidiumparvum was the most common species found in Iraqi human and cattle for current study. Subtype 
family IIa was the only one found for of C. parvum and C. hominis in all studied samples suggest that zoonotic 
transmission play an important role in human Cryptosporidiosis in our country.Biosafety measuresof personal 
hygiene and food hygiene,may reduce the levels of cryptosporidiosisinfections and environmental 
contamination.More studies are neededon Cryptosporidium isolates to improve knowledge insubtype analysis and 
transmission of cryptosporidiosis in other provinces in Iraq. 
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Table 1: Prevalence of Cryptosporidium in human according to the age groups in Baghdad-Iraq 2017. 
 

Age groups (Year) Number of cases Positive  Percentage% 
< 1 25 17 68 

1-10 25 12 48 
11-20 25 13 52 
21-30 25 10 40 
31-40 24 11 44 
>40 26 8 32 

Total 150   71 47.33 
 
Table 2: Prevalence of Cryptosporidium in cattle according to the age groups in Baghdad-Iraq 2017. 
 

Age groups (Year) Number of cases Positive  Percentage% 
<1 32 14 43.75 

1 – 2 29 10 34.48 
2-3 28 10 35.71 
3-4 26 7 26.92 

Total 115 41 35.65 
 
Table 3: prevalence of Cryptosporidium in human according to the host in Baghdad-Iraq 2017. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Host No of  examined samples No of Positive Percentage% 

Handlers 49 33 67.34 

Non handlers 101 38 37.62 

Total 150 71 47.33 
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Table 4: Distribution of Cryptosporidium spp. subtypes in Iraqi human isolates from Baghdad 
Province. 

Species Subtype No. of isolates Accession numbers Reference 
C.parvum IIaA15G2R1 2 LC383634 IranMG787320 
 
C.parvum 

 
IIaA22G1R1 

 
6 

LC383635 
LC383636 
LC383637 

 
Norway MF062698 

C.hominis IIa* 2 Under submission Saudi Arabia AJ973149 
*an undecided subtype 
 
Table 5: Distribution of Cryptosporidium parvum subtypes in Iraqi cattle isolates from Baghdad 
Province. 

Subtype No. of isolates 
Accession 
numbers 

Reference 

IIaA15G2R1 4 
LC383645 MexicoKY990891 
LC383642 IranMG787320 

IIaA16G2R1 2 LC383640 JordanMF770734 

IIaA16G3R1 4 
LC383639 ChinaKF128741 
LC383641 ChinaKF128741 

IIaA17G2R1 2 LC383644 AustraliaMG738818 
IIaA19G3R1 2 LC383643 AustraliaFJ839880 
IIaA22G1R1 2 LC383638 NorwayMF062698 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: PCR of Cryptosporidium isolates based on partial gp60 gene. Lanes 1-8Cryptospoidium isolates, 
PC1: positive control of C. parvum,PC2: positive control of C. hominis,NC: negative control, M: DNA 
size marker. 
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The presentwork study the therapeutic effects of Sodium Nitroprusside ( SNP) on Newcastle disease 
virus NDV on 20 day old broilers, and compare this material with other antiviral (Amantidine and 
Verkon®S ) and the effects of this therapeutic material on the growth, blood, immune status, 
histopathology,blood volume in immune organs and body Wight parameters of the infected broilers.The 
experiment design included one hundred (80) broilers chick (ROSS 308) were used from day one till 45 
days. 
 
The chicks were weighted and divided randomly into foure groups; 20 birds for each group. All three 
groups were infected intratracheally with NDV 0.1 ml (50ELD50 1×107) at 20 day old,the 1st group received  
SNP in  dose ( 3mg/ml) orally,the 2nd group received the Amantidine in dose (1gm /10L), the 3rd group 
received the Virkon® S in  dose (1gm/L), while the 4th group was control without any treatment or 
infection. All groups were vaccinated against Newcastle diseases on 5 and 15 day and against Gumboro 
disease on day 10  of age.The results referred to the antiviral effects of SNP on the NDV and have ability 
to reduce the loses in poultry in case of Newcastle diseasesinfectionwhen was used or administrated with 
other medications to elevate the antibodies titer and increase the ability to resist the diseases.  
 
The SNP group shows vasodilation and highly vascularization with blood vessels filled with erythrocytes 
and very low inflammatory reactions in the tissues in the different organs ( spleen , liver ,kidney, thymus, 
ileum  and bursa of fabricious) while  the Amantadine and Verkon® S groups shows vacuolation and 
sever haemorrhages in these organs as compared with the SNP.As a conclusion, the results indicated the 
antiviral positivelyeffect of   SNP on the infected birds with NDV as it reducing mortality and inducing 
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less pathological lesions, and also increase body performance and increase the immunity of broilers 
against virus. 
 
Keywords: Sodium Nitroprusside ( SNP ), Newcastle disease virus,  broilers (comet assay). 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
At present, viral and bacterial diseases represent a considerable problem in medicine, which despite significant 
progress in the field of biophysics, biochemistry, molecular biology, pharmacology and medicine has not been 
satisfactorily coped with. Influenza, in comparison with other viral diseases, however the opposite is true. Every 
year, thousands of people die of influenza or connected complications all over the world (Iramet al., 2014) . Newcastle 
disease can affect many species of birds. In addition to poultry, more than 230 species from more than one-half of the 
50 orders of birds have been found to be susceptible to natural or experimental infections with avian 
paramyxoviruses. Chickens are mainly affected by Newcastle disease. Turkeys and pigeons, ducks , geese, as well as 
parrots and wild cormorants may also develop generalized disease, but clinical signs are rarely reported in geese and 
ducks. (Capua and Alexander, 2009). 
 
Conventional antiviral agents can interfere successfully with viral proteins and functions (declercq,2004). Nitric oxide 
has been shown antibacterial and antiviral activity(Vargaet al., 2013)NO is produced by the nitric oxide synthase 
(NOS) protein family.(Li et al., 2009).Sodium nitroprusside(SNP) Potent vasodilator working through releasing NO 
spontaneously in blood. Potent vasodilating effects in arterioles and venules. Breaks down in circulation to release 
nitricoxide (NO).(Vargaet al., 2013).The aim of current study explain the therapeutic effects of Sodium Nitroprusside ( 
SNP ) on Newcastle disease virus infected broilers. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Viruses used in this study were propagated in fertile chicken’s eggs. The Allantoic fluid was processed for 
Hemagglutination assay to detect the viruses. The presence of viruses in the Allantoic fluid was confirmed using the 
Hemagglutination assay (Alexander &Senne, 2008). The chicken antiserum that has been prepared against one of the 
strains of NDV is used.Nine-day-old chicken embryonated eggs were prepared from a local hatchery. Sodium 
Nitroprusside  (SNP) materials were ground to a fine powder diluted with distal water and  were mixed with 
virulent NDV strain (107 EID50/mL) and maintained at a room temperature for one hour.A more accurate indication 
of the true pathogenicity of ND viruses for a susceptible species could come from experimental infection of a 
statistically significant number (≥10) of young and adult birds with a viral standard dose (105 EID50) administered 
via natural routes (intra tracheal route).(Sustaet al..2013).Eighty Broiler (Breed: Rose 308, Origin: Belgium) were 
brought in good condition from (hatchery in Baghdad ). The chicks were divided randomly into 4 groups, each group 
contained 20 birds reared in poultry field distance of 10 x 5 m. All management requirements as poultry hygiene 
standardization were done. Blood samples were collected from jugular vein randomly from 10 chicks in 15 days old 
for measuring of maternal immunity against Newcastle disease virus (NDV) using ELISA test.Birds bodies weight 
was done on day 18. The birds inoculated intra tracheally   with NDV  and some drops of  the virus were dropped  in 
the eyes and nostrils, after 24 hrs. the birds divided into 4 groups treated with sodium Nitroprusside  , amantadine , 
verkon®S , and the fourth group was control without treatment.After 7 days the blood samples were collected from 
the birds .The body weight for each group was measured. The samples of serum were collected to evaluate the 
Antibody  titers against Newcastle disease. 
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Statistical analysis 
 
The data were subjected to analysis using SAs software. One way ANOVA was applied and post hoc test least 
significant differences was done. P <0.05 is considered significant. 
 

RESULTS  
 
The body weight in the experimental groups that supplied SNP was increased significantly  (P<0.05) as compared 
with  Amantadine and Verkon® Sin.And the Feed Conversion Ratio ( FCR ) in the experimental groups that supplied 
SNP was increased significantly (P<0.05) and is was different than the increase due to  Amantadine and Verkon® Sin 
which it was less. 
 
H/L ratio of broilers during the experiment 
 
According the results showed in the table below the therapeutic material ( SNP) shows same and no significant in 
different groups. 
 
 Blood Volume (ml/gm) in Broilers 
 
The blood volume in immune organs ( liver , bursa and thymus ) increased significantly (P<0.05)  in group treated by 
SNP if compared with other  groups . 
 

DISCUSSION  
 
All birds which treated with the Sodium Nitroprusside (SNP) or amantadine against Newcastle disease virus  
showed low neurologic clinical signs after infection if compare with Verkon®S  or the control groups Agree with the 
neurologist the exposure of neural cells with NO donors may cause the release of Nervous Nitric Oxide( nNOS ), 
leading to a positive feedback loop in the NO production and subsequently decreasing proliferation and increasing 
differentiation of neurons (Cheng et al. 2003). andobtained  good results in weight parameters increase body weight 
and FCR because of vasodilator effects of SNP which increase the transporting the nutrition leading to increase 
weights  , and high blood volume measured  in immune organs of the SNP group compared with the other groups , 
that showed high mortality and morbidity . After challenge at 20 daysold , the statistical analysis showed that (tables  
) the treated groups with the Sodium Nitroprusside  kept their normal Body Weight (BW), Body Weight Gain (BWG), 
Feed Intake (FI) and Food Conversion Ratio( FCR ),this proved protection against the Newcastle disease virus and 
against the E. coli after challenge infections, comparing with the other  groups which suffered from weights loss, 
sever anorexia.The SNP was the efficiency of food utilisation adverselyaffected (Table). Similarly there was a 
progressive and significant increase inplasma thiocyanate concentration. It would normally be expected that high 
plasma thiocyanatewould lead to thyroid hypertrophy. This has been observed in an experimentwith chicks in which 
potassium thiocyanate was included in the diet (Elzubeir,1986). However, because dietary potassium thiocyanate 
does not depressgrowth comparisons can be made between birds of similar size. In the presentexperiment there was 
a large disparity in body weight and this may have servedto obscure effects upon thyroid size. (Fafournouxet al. 
2000). 
 
Treatment with Sodium Nitroprusside ( SNP) showed significant (P<0.05) increase feed intakecertain treated groups 
as table (2). This may presumablyone of the motives for high body weights this result explained by Calignanoetal., 
(1993) who reported that L.arginine–NO pathway had effect on feeding behavior in mammalian species. The results 
on body weight showed an increase in the live body measurements indicating a direct positively  in group ofSodium 
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Nitroprusside  (SNP) .this resulted in effects of nitric oxide on the intestine muscles as reported in recent studies 
Bulbul et al 2013mention ,the effect of NO on contractile activity of the small intestine of chickens during different 
feeding periods. (Bulbul et al. 2007).There are some reports of increased NO levels in blood and other tissues after 
oral administration of NO donors (Rytlewskiet al. 2005). It has been reported that arginine, a NO donor, either 
stimulates the immune system or inhibits pulmonary hypertension by increasing NO levels(Hampl and Herget 2000). 
It is known that NO inhibitors decrease the efficiency of NO in vitro (Vapaataloet al. 2000, Bulbul et al. 
2007).Therefore, we suggest that SNP did not alter the neural NOS expression and nNOS did not exist throughout the 
nerve fibres of the small intestine and that the intensity of nNOS expression changed duringgrowth of the chickens. 
The absorption activity of the small intestineand the contraction/relaxation of smooth muscle in the small intestine 
are the major factors in promoting and regulating the transport and absorption of nutrients (Thompson and 
Applegate, 2006 ). 
 
In this study, the effect of SNP on the antibody titers of ND, H/L ratio, organdevelopment, and frequency of mid 
colon contractions ofbroilers were investigated during the infection with  Newcastle disease . SNP improves the 
immune defence mechanism of the body against infectious agents (Lee et al. 2002). Moreover,SNP modulates or 
boosts humoral and cellularimmune response to experimental infection challenges(Abdulkalykova and Ruiz-Feria 
2006).  
 
Previous reports mentioned  the exact mechanism of antiviral response of NO against avian viruses as well as in vivo 
activity of LPS against avian viruses are still not defined adequately. Thus, the current observation and previous two 
observations might indicate that the LPS is indeed a useful antiviral agent that could be used in vivo for poultry viral 
diseases control.Although, there are limitations in the use of LPS in mammals, the chickens are less sensitive to toxic 
effects of LPS. The fact that chickens are more tolerant towards detrimental effects of LPS (Bercziet al., 1966) Present 
study, suggests that Sodium Nitroprusside  (SNP)supplementation affect antibody synthesisafter challenge and the 
result showed significance increase in antibodies titer in group of Sodium Nitroprusside  (SNP)  if compared with 
other groups .Sodium Nitroprusside  (SNP)supplements increasethe proliferation of lymphocytes in the blood,boost 
suppressor T-cell counts (Barbulet al. 1981),phagocytic activity of alveolar macrophages(Tachibana et al. 1985). In this 
study significant difference in H/L ratio wasobserved . (Cengiz and Kucukersan,2010).  
 
Treatment with Sodium Nitroprusside  (SNP) loading dose showed significant increase in blood volume of immune 
organsespecially  thymus , bursa of fabricious and liver   through indirect effect on blood vessels vasodiltation 
activity during metabolic production nitric oxide potent vasodilator. It had been implied that nitric oxide exerts part 
of its physiological actions in the body  blood flow, possibly by facilitating an increase or maintenance of local nitric 
oxide is an important mediator for the maintenance of local blood perfusion as well as the regulation of blood 
pressure  (Zackrissonet al., 1998).Modulating blood perfusion in the liver might be one of the significant mechanisms 
by which NO can affect various aspects of hepatic function by increase blood volume (Bonelloet al., 1996 :Rosselliet 
al., 1998). 
 
The main objectives of the research described in this study showed the antiviral antibacterial effects of the Sodium 
Nitroprusside  ( SNP)  against the Newcastle disease virus in-vitro and in vivo  and against the Escherichia coli after 
challenge. 
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Table 1.body weight of broilers during the experiment 

Group Mean ± SE of Body weight (g) 
d 0 d 7 d 14 d 21 d 28 d 35 d 42 

SNP 44.8 ± 2.19 a 157 ± 6.71 a 454 ± 9.57 
ab 

967 ± 
16.72 a 

1210 ± 
19.63 a 

1305 ± 
18.42 ab 

2113 ± 18.94 a 

VER 41.1 ± 1.84 a 150 ± 5.07 a 423 ± 11.24 
b 

856 ± 
13.96 b 

1037 ± 
17.87 a 

1005 ± 
16.35 c 

1902 ± 20.08 b 

AMA 42.5 ± 2.63 a 155 ± 5.37 a 475 ± 9.89 a 908 ± 
17.61 ab 

1029 ± 
14.02 a 

1255 ± 
18.13 b 

1899 ± 20.61 b 

CTRL 42.1 ± 2.55 a 158 ± 7.18 a 463 ± 9.36 a 895 ± 
12.53 b 

1200 ± 
23.09 a 

1378 ± 
25.26 a 

2053 ± 21.67 a 

Level of sig. NS NS * * NS * * 

* (P<0.05), NS: Non-Significant. 
Means with the different letters in same column differed significantly 
And the Feed Intake ( FI )in the groups that supplied SNP was increased significantly  (P<0.05) as compared with  
Amantadine and Verkon® Sin which it was less. 
 
Table 2 .The Feed Intake ( FI ) of broilers during the experiment 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Group Mean ± SE of feed intake (gm) 

From 0–21 days old From  21–42 days old From 0–42 days old 
SNP 1091 ± 15.78 a 3545 ± 35.86 ab 4636 ± 43.07 a 

AMA 1122 ± 13.27 a 3533 ± 38.72 ab 4655 ± 39.51 a 

VER 1081 ± 13.09 a 3572 ± 41.98 a 4653 ± 44.08 a 

-VE CTRL 1085 ± 14.55 a 3475 ± 36.05 b 4560 ± 32.61 b 

Level of sig. NS * * 

* (P<0.05), NS: Non-Significant. 
Means having with the different letters in same column differed significantly 
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Table 3.The Feed Conversion Ratio ( FCR )of broilers during the experiment. 
 

 
Table 4.The H/L ratio of broilers during the experiment 
 
Group Before challenge After 

challenge 
D15 D30 

SNP 0.401 ± 0.05 a 0.412 ± 0.05 a 
VER 0.400 ± 0.05 a 0.407 ± 0.03 a 
AMA 0.404 ± 0.06 a 0.409 ± 0.03 a 
POS+ 0.398 ± 0.03 a 0.394 ± 0.02 a 
NEG- 0.401 ± 0.05 a 0.472 ± 0.07 a 
Level of sig. NS NS 

NS: Non-Significant. 
Means with the similar letters in same column non- significantly 
 
Table 5.The Antibodies Titer of broilers during the experiment 
 

Groups Before challenge After challenge and 
treatment 

SNP 645 ± 16.78 a 5919 ± 88.35 a 
VER 598 ± 12.97 a 5550 ± 71.97 a 

AMA 634 ± 15.24 a 3545 ± 52.66 b 
POS+ 645 ± 15.07 a  3454 ± 64.91 b 
NEG- 655 ± 17.37 a -- 

Level of sig. NS * 
 
 
 
 

Group Mean ± SE of FCR 

From 0–21 days old From  21–42 days old From 0–42 days old 
SNP 1.279 ± 0.04 a 3.527 ± 0.08 a 2.468 ± 0.04 a 

AMA 1.289 ± 0.06 a 3.487 ± 0.07 a 2.472 ± 0.05 a 

VER 1.326 ± 0.06 a 3.259 ± 0.05 ab 2.434 ± 0.06 a 

-VE CTRL 1.258 ± 0.03 a 3.165 ± 0.07 b 2.343 ± 0.06 a 

Level of sig. NS * NS 

* (P<0.05), NS: Non-Significant. 
Means with the different letters in same column differed significantly 
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Table 6. The effect of Sodium Nitroprusside blood volume (ml/gm) in broilers. 
 

 
 

Sodium 
Nitroprusside  

Amantadine 
 

Verkon S Control Level 
of sig. 

Liver blood 
volume  

0.22 ± 0.04 a 0.20 ± 0.03a 0.18 ± 0.01 a 0.11 ± 0.02 b * 

Bursa blood 
volume 

0.24 ± 0.06 a 0.21 ± 0.05 a 0.11 ± 0.02 a 0.14 ± 0.02 b * 

Thymus blood 
volume 

0.26 ± 0.06 a 0.19 ± 0.02 ab 0.12 ± 0.02 b 0.17 ± 0.02 b * 

* (P<0.05),. 
Means with the different letters in same row differed significantly 
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This research was carried out to isolateHistoplasma capsulatum from respiratory samples of horses in Iraq 
using genomic detection.A total numbers of one hundred (100) nasal swabs andone hundred (100) blood 
samples were collected from equestrian clubs in Baghdad, DhiQar, Addiwaniya and Najaf provinces.All 
samples cultured on sabouraud dextrose agar (SDA) and brain heart infusion agar (BHIA) with 
chloramphenicol and cycloheximide and incubatedat (25°C and 37°C) for (4 weeks). The samples 
wereexamined macroscopically depending on shape, texture and color of the fungalgrowth and 
microscopically by preparing a mount smear with lactophenol cotton blue and examined under (40X). 
The diagnosisconfirmed by molecular techniques for the detection ofHistoplasma capsulatum by using 
conventional PCR.So, the isolation ofHistoplasma capsulatumwas(4%)in both conventional examination 
and molecular detection innasal swabs,but in case of blood samples,the Histoplasma capsulatum isolatedby 
conventional methods was 3%,whereas the molecular detection appeared as 2%. 
 
Keywords: Histoplasma capsulatum,Horses,Conventional PCR, Sequences analysis 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Histoplasmosis was first described in (1906) by Darling among the workers of the Panama Canal (Darling, 1909). The 
H. capsulatum is thought to cause approximately 500000respiratory infections a year in the central river valleys in the 
Midwestern and south-central United States (Chang, 2007).Histoplasma capsulatum is a fungal pathogen that can result 
in a wide range of clinical presentations, from asymptomatic to fatal infection. It usually causes lung disease called 
Histoplamosis or Darling’s disease, according to Samuel Darling who found the pathogenic fungi in histopathologic 
specimens about a century ago, (Chang, 2007).Histoplasma capsulatum is a biologically interesting inhabitant of soil 
and mammalian hosts, a clinically significant cause of respiratory and systemic infection, and an excellent fungal 
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model of dimorphic cell development and facultative intracellular pathogenesis(Heitman.et al, 2006). Histoplasma 
capsulatum is unique in its dimorphism. 
 
This fungus also causes Epizootic lymphangitis in equids and most common form of this disease is an ulcerative, 
suppurative, spreading dermatitis and lymphangitis; however, other forms including pneumonia or ulcerative 
conjunctivitis also occurs. Epizootic lymphangitis spreads most readily where large numbers of animals are 
assembled, and it was a serious problem during the early twentieth century, when large numbers of horses were 
stabled together. This disease continues to be a significant concern in some countries, where the prevalence in 
carthorses is nearly (19%), and economic losses from this disease are high. (Ameni and Terefe 2004). 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The collected samples 
 
A total ofone hundred(100) nasal swabs and one hundred (100) blood samples of the horses were collected 
fromequestrian clubs in Baghdad, Dhi Qar, Ad diwaniya and Najaf provinces, during the period from October 2017 
to the end of March 2018. The samples were kept in a cold until and processed in the laboratory,  the nasal swabs 
inoculated in transport media before processed in laboratory. 
 
Laboratory tests 
 
All samples from horses were inoculated in Sabouraud dextrose agar with  Chloramphenicol; incubated in (25° C for 
2-4 weeks) , as well as they were inoculated in Brain heart infusion agar with Chloramphenicol 0.05 mg/ml and 
Cycloheximide (1%) ; incubated in (37° C for 2-4 weeks). 
 
Isolated strains examined macroscopically according to their shape, texture and color of the fungal colonies on SDA 
and BHIA and microscopically by preparing a mount of  smear with lactophenol cotton blue to identify fungal 
elements. So, the suspected isolated strains wereinoculated in  a new BHIA to proceed to  a molecular detection by 
conventional PCR(Alexander and Street, 2001). 
 
Molecular diagnosis  
 
PCR techniques were performed on isolated strains of the horses for the four provinces to detect of the Histoplasma 
capsulatum based on 18SrRNA gene. The method was carried out according to a description obtained by Wang 
etal.,(2014).The DNA extraction was done from isolated suspected strains by using EZ-10 Spin Column Fungal 
Genomic DNA Mini-Preps Kit(DNA Extraction Kit), (Bioneer, Korea). PCR master mix preparation by using primer 
pair: forward (5–TTGTCTACCGGACCTGTTGC–3) and reverse (5-CCTGGTGTGAAAAGGGGGTT-3) (MaximeTM 
PCR PreMix Kit (i-Taq)), then placed in PCR Thermocycler (MyGene. Bioneer. Korea). 
 
Sequence analysis 
 
The genetic analysis done by phylogenetic tree method between local Histoplasma capsulatum horse isolates and 
NCBI-Blast submission Histoplasma capsulatum. Then the identification species isolates were submitted into of NCBI-
GenBank.The DNA sequencing analysis was conducted by using Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis version 
6.0 (Mega 6.0) and Multiple sequence alignment analysis of the partial small subunit rRNA gene based on ClustalW 
alignment analysis and the evolutionary distances were computed using the Maximum Composite Likelihood 
method by phylogenetic tree UPGMA method (Wang et al., 2014). 
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RESULTS 
 
Conventional macroscopic method recorded 4 (4%) positive out of 100 swabs, and 3 (3%) positive out of 100 blood 
samples in horses. Not all microscopy positive specimens were found positive by PCR only one had been negative as 
in Tab. (1). 
 
Microscopic appearance 
 
Two types of conidia were produced on the hyphae. The macroconidia, or tuberculate conidia, are (8 to 15 μm) in 
diameter and have distinctive projections on their surface; the microconidia are small (2 to 4 μm) and smooth walled. 
Fig. (2). 
 
PCR 
Genomic DNA samples obtained from suspected isolates were subjected to molecular analysis by PCR, using 18S 
rRNA gene specific primers in order to identify Histoplasma capsulatum.PCR of positive samples employed in the 
research exhibited distinct band of (476 bp) on agarose gel confirming the presence of Histoplasma capsulatum (Fig. 3). 
 
Macroscopic appearance 
 
After four weeks,the mold was grainy to cottony in appearance, and became increasingly brown in color from white 
over time. Yellow/yellow-orange reverse (Fig. 1).DNA sequence results for Histoplasma capsulatum (2-6) showeda 
close relate to NCBI blast Histoplasma capsulatum(AF129547 )according to phylogenetic tree analysis between local  
Histoplasma capsulatum isolate and NCBI blast Histoplasma capsulatum isolate at homologue sequence identity 
(100%) and then local Histoplasma capsulatum isolate (2-6) were submitted to NCBI gen bank at accession number 
(MH745422, MH745423, MH745424, MH745425 and MH745426) (Table 2). 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
The results of macroscopic and microscopic appearance of Histoplasma capsulatum isolated from nasal swabs and 
blood samples of horses in four provinces in Iraq,which were Baghdad, Dhi Qar, Addiwaniya and Najaf, revealed 
(3.5%)with characteristic features of histoplasma capsulatum(4/100 from nasal swabs and 3/100 from blood samples) 
were the fungal colonies appeared with grainy cottony appearance and became increasingly brown in color from 
white over time,yellow/yellow-orange reversewithtwo types of conidia. The macroconidia, or tuberculate conidia 
with distinctive projections on their surface and microconidia which were small and smoothly walled,so it gives the 
characterstic appearance of Histoplasma capsulatum which is agrees withAl-Ani et al.(1998), Ameni and Siyoum (2002) 
andKauffman(2007).  
 
Isolation percent ofHistoplasma capsulatum in this research was (3.5%), that indicates presence of this dimorphic fungi 
in horses without any other clinical signs related with Histoplasma capsulatum, but it also revealed that there were 
animals (horses) which were carriers (asymptomatic) to such pathogenic systemic fungi and also have ability to 
induce the disease  related to predisposing factors and this  disagree  with (Al-ani and Al-delami in 1986),who were 
isolated Histoplasma capsulatum in conducting with incidence of  epizootic lymphangitis with(6.4%) in Iraq ,and 
similar to that wasMesafint et al. 2018) whom estimated prevalence of Epizootic lymphangitis (EL) in (23.2%)in 
carthorses in Ethiopia. 
 
The confirm diagnosis in this research was done by using PCR conventional technique so in all six positive cases, 
sequencing of the (476-bp amplicons) demonstrated the presence of Histoplasma capsulatum DNA, and this was 
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further confirmed by sequencing of a large sample of clones. PCR methods targeting the 18S rRNA region have 
previously been used to identify Histoplasma capsulatum and have the additional advantage of enabling strain 
sequence variation to be explored,region sequences shown a high degree of conservation, which was agree with the 
minimal diversity that was reported among Histoplasma spp. by Raquelet al. (2013) and Scantlebury et al(2016).In this 
researchfungal cells were used as template for the PCR amplification procedure. Molecular approaches have been 
developed to provide more rapid and accurate identification of fungi compared with traditional microscopic 
methods. The 18S rRNA regionshave been usedextensively for PCR-based systems to detect and identify fungal 
pathogens. Molecular identification of Histoplasma capsulatum can be based on  the sequences of the 18S rRNA 
followed by a similarity search in public databases even though this may be hampered by the poor quality of 
databases in terms of sequence quality, sequence length and taxonomic group or other updates.  (Al-ani et al. 1998), 
recorded the appearance of Histoplasma capsulatum var farciminosum in twelve suspected cases of horses suffered from 
Epizootic lymphangitis, and diagnosed presence of Histoplasma capsulatum var farciminosum, in contrast to results in 
this research which confirmed detection of Histoplasma capsulatum var capsulatum from asymptomatic carriers of 
horses by molecular techniques. 
 
This is the first research depend upon PCR-based detection of Histoplasma capsulatum from nasal swabs and blood 
samples of Iraqi equine. Our data suggests the identification of Histoplasma capsulatum var. capsulatum in horses, 
although further work is required to determine the timing of the development of histoplasmosis and investigate the 
potential for the early detection of H. capsulatum from nasal swabs and blood samples. 
 
Conclusions: 
According to results appeared in this research, Histoplasma capsulatumwas isolated from apparentlynormal, healthy 
animals (horses) without clinical signs,so it was suggested carrier animals may appeared infection with any risk 
factors animals may suffered from them, so continuous observation and periodic inspection must be done to animals 
by using classical and modified conventional laboratorytests to confirm the devoid of animals from any infection in 
latent phase. 
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Table 1.Number of total and Positive. 
 

Types of samples Total numbers Positive by conventional 
methods 

Positive by molecular 
detecting 

Nasal swabs  100 4 4 
Blood samples  100 3 2 

 
 
 

Fig. 1: Macroscopic appearance of suspected 
isolates, Histoplasma capsulatum. 

Fig. 2: microscopic appearance of suspected 
isolates Histoplasma capsulatum 
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Fig. 3: Agarose gel electrophoresis image that shows the PCR product analysis of 18S ribosomal RNA gene in H. 
capsulatum positive isolates. Where Marker Ladder (1500-100bp), lane (1) negative isolates, and lane (2-7) H. 
capsulatum isolates at PCR product size 476bp.Sequence analysis 
 
Table 2:NCBI-BLAST Homology sequence identity (%) between local Histoplasma capsulatum horse 
isolates and NCBI BLAST Histoplasma capsulatum isolates. 
Local horse H. 
capsulatum isolatesNo. 

Gen-Bank 
accession No. 

NCBI BLAST Homology sequence identity 
Genbank isolates Identity (%) 

2 MH745422 AF129547 100% 
3 MH745423 AF129547 100% 
4 MH745424 AF129547 100% 
5 MH745425 AF129547 100% 
6 MH745426 AF129547 99% 
    

 

Fig.4: Multiple sequence alignment analysis of the partial  18S ribosomal rRNA gene sequence in local 
Histoplasma capsulatumisolates and  NCBI-Genbank Histoplasma capsulatum isolates based ClustalW  
alignment analysis by using (MEGA 6.0, multiple alignment analysis tool). The multiple alignment analysis 
similarity was shown at  (*) in nucleated sequence of 18 ribosomal gene. 

476bp 
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 Figure (5): Phylogenetic tree analysis based on the partial sequence of 18S ribosomal rRNA gene in local 
Histoplasma capsulatumisolates that used for genetic confirmative detection analysis. The evolutionary distances 
were computed using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method by UPGMA phylogenetic tree (MEGA 6.0 
version). The local Histoplasma capsulatum No.1-No.5 isolates were shown closed related to NCBI-Blast 
Histoplasma capsulatum (AF129547) at total genetic change (0.0010-0.0050). 
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Echinococcusgranulosus is a causative agent of  hydatidosis, a parasitic disease that affects humans and 
livestock with significant economic and public health impact worldwide.The hydatid disease parasite  
E.granulosus has a restricted lipid metabolismand needs to harvest essential lipids from the host. The aim 
of the present study was to compare between some biochemical parameters infertile and sterilehydatid 
cyst fluids obtained from the liver, lung and spleen of human naturally infected with hydatidosisdiseases 
who have a complex clinical management.  The current study showed the distribution of hydatid cyst in 
the infected patients and trevealedthat a high percentage in liver (100%), followed by lung, spleen and 
kidney (33.33%).The number of fertile and sterile cysts was (16 ) and (14) respectively.The biochemical 
components of the cystic fluid for  fertile and sterile types are measured.The results showed that the 
concentration of glucose, cholesterol and total protein in  thefertile cysts fluid was more concentrated 
than sterile cysts. 
 
Keywords: fertile and sterile cyst ,Echinococcusgranulosus, cystic fluid components 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Hydatidosis, a problem of worldwide importance (approximately 2-3 million human cases are thought to occur 
worldwide) is caused by adult or larval (metacestode) stages of cestodes belonging to the genus Echinococcus of the 
family Taeniidae (Brunetti et al., 2010).This disease has serious impacts on human and animal health (Snabel  et al , 
2009) and public health problem in many parts of the world , especially in rural areas where dogs and livestock are 
raised together, it is usually asymptomatic, however, it can clinically manifest as a complicated cyst, the most 
frequent complication is compression or rupture of pericystic structures (Daali et al.,2001). Thedisease is endemic in 
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South America, Far East, Middle East and Eastern Europe, as well as in some other parts of the worldand the disease 
is endemic and enzootic in Iraq,  it is estimated to have a prevalence in all world of  50-70% and is present in the liver 
member, the majority of them are single and in the right lobe of the this organ (Ezer etal.,2006).The cyst fluids contain 
biochemical such asproteins,carbohydrates, lipids, vitamins, electrolytes andtraceelements that may have role in 
metabolism andgrowth of unilocular hydatid,the composition ofcyst content may differ in various area and strains 
(Kouidri et al., 2014).The purposes of this study is the assessment and compare the level of biochemical components  
in the two types  liquid hydatid cysts (fertile and sterile ) in patients infected.  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The current study inclusiveIraqi patients suffering from hydatid cysts disease in different organs , during the period  
March 2017  until the end of February 2018,which has been shown to have hydatid cysts disease according to x-ray 
diagnosis, ultrasound and CT scan programmed by specialized medical surgeons, after their consultation with six 
major hospital in  Baghdad after achieving agreement of the ethical committee  (the General Surgery Hospital at 
Baghdad Teaching Hospital, Al Yarmouk Teaching Hospital, Gastroenterologyand liver Hospital, Al Kindi Teaching 
Hospital, Al Kadhimiya Teaching Hospital, Al Sadr Hospital). 
 
Specimenshydatid cyst   
 
The contents of  hydatid cysts were excised from patients  who underwent surgery for cystic echinococcosis from 
different hospitals throughout Iraq previously mentioned. The samples were placed in refrigerated containers and 
transferred to the laboratory for study. Then washed several times with sterile physiological (PBS) to decrease 
contamination with host tissue, and they were extensively washed with 70% alcohol.  
 
Preparation protoscoleces 
 
According to Khan et al. (2001), the cyst fluid contents  were aspirated aseptically via sterile disposable syringes (10 
ml) into sterile tubes. Then cysts were opened longitudinal incision and all the remaining fluid were centrifugation at 
3000 rpm for l0 minutes at room temperature to get of the protoscoleces to pellet. The supernatant was collected into 
a sterile tube for measuring some biochemical parameters, stored at (-  20Ϲ°) until it is used.The supernatant was 
discarded and only 2 ml of fluid with precipitate was left in the bottom of the test tube, then after shaking well, one 
drop was taken by pasture pipette and placed on a microscopic slide, then add one drop of methanol left to dry, 
covered by cover slip and examined under microscope (40x).Fertility was defined as presence of protoscoleces, the 
positive sample was an indicator of cyst fertility ,while the absence of it is characterized by sterile samples(Bajalan, 
2006). 
 
Estimation chemical components 
 
Cystic hydatid fluid assessment for two types cyst was sterile or fertile, used to measurement the following criteria 
 

 The concentrations of the glucose were estimated by colorimetricmethod uses glucose liquid color kits 
(Spinreact, Spanish), according to No. (Bsis 17-1), this test was carried out by the Roche system. 

 The cholesterol was determined using an enzymatic colorimetric by test (CHOL2, Cobas cIII ,Germany), 
according to No. 2017- 01 (V 8.0). 

 The concentrations of the total proteins were evaluated by colorimetric method using total proteins 
liquicolor kits (Linear, Spanish), according to No.(B1153-2/0901) by  (humalyzer primus human / Germany). 
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Statistical Analysis 
 
The Statistical Analysis System- SAS (2012) program was used to effect of difference factors in study parameters . 
Chi-square test was used to significant compare between percentage and Least significant difference –LSD test 
(ANOVA) t-test was used to significant compare between means. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The current study included30 patients (16 fertile  and 14 sterile hydatid cyst type) suffering from hydatid cysts 
disease in  liver, lung and spleenorgan ,in ages between 12 - 75 years.The  sterile cysts type, most of which were 
ruptured,  the major sources of morbidity are pressure effects from cyst size, location in a sensitive organ (brain, 
reproductive tract, bone) (Mandal and Mandal, 2012).As shown in (table 1).  
 
As well as that all organs of the body are targeted by parasite embryos except teeth, hair and nails (Prabhakar et al., 
2005). The presence of cysts in more than one member depends on the host's body resistance to infection, then  
parasite evasion to escape from the immune system and spread disease (Derbel et al., 2012). In contrast Al-Ubaidi 
(2002) noted that the high rate of infection of the hydatid cysts in the lung compared to the proportion of the liver.  
 
The relationship between the number of cysts and the type of infected organ,  shows that the liver has a highest rate 
of infection( 15 cases), followed by lung, spleen and kidney (one case for each organ). The liver was the only infected 
organ in the case of two cysts and three cysts or more in organs with rate of 3 and 12 patients respectively. These 
relationships showed significant differences ( P<0.01) and (P<0.05) (table 2). This may be due to, the liver is the more 
influenced by cases of hydatid cysts (Mandal and Mandal, 2012),also, because the  liver is the first refinery for 
oncosphere which hold these embryos in the liver in large numbers and attach  it to the hooks and begins to form of 
the cyst.This is called the initial infection (Moro and Schantz, 2009). 
 
Glucose concentration 
 
Glucose  present as a  component in the cystic fluid,  the results showed significant increasing glucose concentration 
in fertile hydatid cyst (55.71 mmol/L) compared  with sterile cysts (24.58 mmol/L) figure (1). This is comparable 
toKouidriet al. (2014) who showed a significant differences in gloucose concentration between fertile and sterile cysts.  
Unlike of our results Al-Bayati et al. (2010)  who found a non-significant differences in this compound for two types 
of cysts. Biochemical substances of hydatid cysts play a definitive role in the metabolism, physiology and  
immunology of cysts echinococcosis.The variations in these parameters reflect the relation between intermediate host 
and parasite (Gruboret al., 2017). 
 
High rate of glucose in the fertile cysts represent an  evident component in hydatid fluid. It has been reported that the 
parasite contains glycogen as a stored polysaccharide and it serves as an essential source of energy (Pakala et al., 
2016). A Chinese group working on E. granulosus documented that  mebendazole inhibits the transport of exogenous 
glucose from the host to the cyst wall and subsequently promotes the decomposition of glycogen for energy 
(Gruboret al., 2017). The reason for the presence of glucose in the fluid  of fertile more than sterile cysts may be  due 
to its transformation from the stored glycogen of the cysts or part of it may be extracted from the host cells (Hoschet 
al., 2008).  
 
Cholesterol level 
 
Cholesterol level were also measured in the fluid. His level in fertile cysts was (163.63 mmol/L) higher than in sterile 
cysts (135.52 mmol/L), also there was  a significant differences (P<0.05)between two groups figure (2). 
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Present study goes with Al-Bayatiet al. (2010) who showed that there are a significant difference between cholesterol, 
triglyceride and calcium in liver more than lung of hydatid cysts fluidcollected from sheep slaughter in Duhok 
abattoir. It was reported previously that a large amount of lipid is present in the laminated layer of E. granulosus of 
horse origin, these lipids may be released in the fluid during the degeneration process of the cyst, as evidenced in the 
literature by the fact that the concentration of cholesterol in the fluid is an indicator of cystic degeneration (Silva-
Alvarezet al., 2015). 
 
In contrast, Kouidri et al. (2014) emphasized that non significant differences found for this compound. This difference 
can be  explained the role played of the cyst membrane as a  transport border between the hydatid fluid and host 
serum. Therefore, the quantity of biochemical parameters in hydatid fluid probably relates to the species or 
subspecies of E. granulosus and not to the cyst location (Silva-Alvarezet al., 2015). 
 
Total proteins 
 
The higher concentrations of total protein were found mostly in the fertile cysts (9.79 g/L), while the lower 
concentrations were in sterile cysts (6.58 g/L) with a significant difference (P<0.05)figure (3). This may indicate that 
cyst proteins increase during degenerative process, i.e degradation of parasitic membrane or protoscolices in fertile 
cysts.Therefore, the occurrence of proteins can be regarded as an intracellular pool, part of which may be derived 
from uptake from surrounding host tissue, produced from protein degradation, or as a result of metabolic 
transformations occurring within the parasite.This biochemical parameter that may have role in metabolism and 
growth of unilocular hydatid, and this may be attributed probably due to reduced immunological compatibility of 
hosts at their old age of infection(Siles-Lucaset al., 2017). 
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Table 1: Numbers of fertile and sterile hydatid cysts  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 2: Cyst numbers and distribution according to the infected organ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Type of hydatid cyst 
Number of patients Sterile 

 
Fertile 

 
14 16 

Members number accordine to infected organ   Number of cysts 
P-value Kidney 

N=1 
Spleen 

N=1 
Lung 
N=1 

Liver 
N=30 

0.01** 1 1 1 15 One cyst 

0.0437* 0 0 0 3 Two cyst 
0.01** 0 0 0 12 Three cyst and 

more 
0.01** P-value  

**: (P<0.01) , *: (P<0.05) 
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Figure (1): Comparison between fertile and sterile 
groups in glucose of cyst fluid 
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Two hundred  sample from cloacal of broiler and one hundred and fifty of broiler feed samples were 
collected from chicken houses in Amara city in Iraq, they  were placed in sterilized and closed bags and 
were transported by a cooled box to public health laboratories. On sorbitol, and on the chromogen media 
agar were isolated and  demonstrated  by a vitike2 assay and confirmed by a latex agglutination test, 
three positive sample detection from 200 cloacal swabs samples and five positive sample were isolated 
from 150 samples were tested.  
 
Keywords: broiler; E. coli O157:H7; sorbitol, cloaca. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Escherichia coli O157:H7 has showed up as an unused pathogen and it found around the world (1). In Californian at 
1975 the primary disconnected of it was from woman with grisly the runs. (2). Riley and co-workers in 1982 
recognized it as pathogen amid an examination of two flare-ups of hemorrhagic colitis that were related with 
utilization of sullied cheeseburgers (3). It has exceedingly harmfulness components, in this manner moo 
measurements (10-100 life forms) may take put disease and quick clinical signs in people, the tall harmfulness 
variables of E.coli O157:H7, which related with serious sickness of people, was shiga poisons (4). This bacterium can 
cause hemorrhagic colitis and other infections such as hemolytic uremic disorder and thrombotic thrombocytopenic 
purpura when utilization of sullied nourishment and water (5) Shiga toxin generation is basic to the pathogenesis of 
Escherichia coli O157:H7 strains. The harmfulness components E. coli O157:H7 are encoded by chromosomal 
pathogenicity islands, phage chromosomes coordinates within the bacterial genome as well as plasmids, which are 
decided the pathogenicity of Shiga toxin-producing E.coli (6). The high virulence of STEC strains like E.coli O157:H7 
isn't only dependent on harmfulness variables but mostly moreover on the capacity to outlive natural unfavorable 
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conditions, such as resistance to moo pH levels found within the gastrointestinal tract which contributes to 
exceptionally moo irresistible measurements of 50–100 cells or lower (7).  
 
Escherichia coli O157:H7 spreading is regarded negligible compared with other species, especially ruminants. It is 
disconnected regularly from poultry or poultry handled (8,9). E. coli 0157:H7 (EHCH) gotten to be determinate in 
Poultry. Numerous considers have report that 1 day-old chicks are touchy to long period colonization for up 1 year 
by verbal organization which note a critical number of egg shells is sully but not the connect the substance (10; 
11;12;13;14). The distinguished sit of E. coli 0157:H7 is the epithelial connection of youthful chicken, which cause 
multifocal enterocyte corruption and degeneration from almost 10-14 day after organization (15). A quick increment 
of E.coli in cecal colonization and diminish in crop structure was apparent all through the essential few hours, when 
challenge, with a most inside the caeca at six hour. E. coli endured in cecal substance in expansion as on cecal 
dividers all through the course of the tests (14 days), be that as it may at a parcel of lower levels compared with the 
six h post-challeng (11). Chicks have been appeared tentatively quick infected by little numbers 25 of E. coil O157:H7 
bacteria cell and will still remove the life form in feces for a least of eight months past immunization (10).  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Source of samples 
 
The samples were taken to isolated Escherichia coli O157:H7 bacteria from broiler and feed farms of Amara city in Iraq, 
they were collected during the period from April to July 2017. All the samples were placed in sterile bags and keeps 
in a thermos icebox during transfer to the central health laboratories; they were examined after two hours of 
collection. One gram of the samples were placed in (10) ml of Buffer Peptone Water (BPW) and incubated at 37Cofor 
overnight. 
 
Sample size 
 
A total of (450) samples (cloacal swabs and feed samples) of broiler were collected from farm in Al-amara city.  
 
Preparation 
 
According to company, sorbitol McConke suspends 51.5g in 1 liter of distilled water. Bring to the boiling to break 
down totally. The suspend was sanitized by autoclaving at 121°C for 15 minutes and permit to cool to 50°C. The agar 
was pour into sterile Petri dishes.In order to isolate the Escherichia coli O157:H7, sorbitol added to the antibiotic was 
used as cefixime and potassium tellurite, one vial of cefixime, tellurite supplement per 500ml medium, concurring to 
the informational within the item flyer in which Cefixime is inhibitory to Proteus spp bacteria and the potassium 
tellurite inhibits Providencia and Aeromonas species. (16). 
 
Sorbitol McConkey agar for selective and differential media for the isolation of Escherichia 
coli 0157:H7 
 
After the preparation of the sample, cultured on sorbitol McConkey to purify as well as to test for presence of E. coli 
O157:H7 and the samples were placed in the incubator for 24 hours at 37 Co, the colony of E. coli O157:H7, were 
appears on sorbitol McConkey agar, and the bacteria could not  sorbitol fermentation. 
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Eosin Methylene Blue Agar (EMB) Agar 
 
Eosin Methylene Blue Agar was used for the isolation and differentiation of e.coli bacteria from clinical and 
nonclinical specimens, the characteristics consistent of E. coli (blue-green). 
 
 Isolates and Identification of Escherichia coli O157:H7 on Chromogenic medium: 
 
Chromogenic medium ChROMagarTM O157are used for the isolation and differentiation of E.coli O157. 
 
ChROMagarTM media agar 
 
Microorganisms appear, as different colonies in different colours that is depended on exist of various chromogenic 
substrates in the media. The chromogenic substrates are pasted with specific enzymes which are produced by 
organisms, that gave special colour may be used to identify genus, species, or groups of microorganisms. The colony 
appear coloured, purveying simple recognition (17). 
 
Composition 
 
The media contain  agar, 15 g/l Peptone, yeast extract and salts, 13 g/l Special chromogenic mix, 1 g/l pH 6.8 Classical 
formula adjusted and/or supplemented as required to meet performance criteria.  
 
Preparation of media 
 
Agreeing to amounts wanted, weigh out powder and utilize within the extent 29 g/l litter of decontaminated water. 
Bubble the agar (100 oC) by repeated heating, whirling or mixing frequently. Warming utilizing autoclave without 
weight than cooling the agar in a water shower to 48 oC. 
 
The Vitek 2 
 
The Vitek 2 is an automated microbiology system utilizing growth-based technology.  
 
Reagent Cards 
 
The reagent cards have 64 wells that can each contain an individual test substrate. Substrates measure various 
metabolic activities such as acidification, alkalinisation, enzyme hydrolysis, and growth in the presence of inhibitory 
substances. An optically clear film present on both sides of the card allows for the appropriate level of oxygen 
transmission while maintaining a sealed vessel utomatically that prevents contact with the organism-substrate 
admixtures. Each card has apre-inserted transfer tube used for inoculation (described below). Cards have bar codes 
that contain information on product type, lotnumber, expiration date, and a unique identifier that can be linked to the 
sample either before or after loading the card onto the system.  
 
Latex Coagulation Test 
 
Latex testing is a serological test to ensure that the E. coli insulation was used according to the manufacturer's 
recommendations.Nutrient medium agar used for detection E.coli 157 antigen as a sub-culture solid medium for E.coli 
colonies and for discover the location of H7 antigen used blood agar. E.coli was streaked on the 5% blood agar to get 
one colony. This kit is production of RymelWilcolex Diagnostics kit was imported from Europe ltd clipper boulevard 
wet. 
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O157and H7 detection 
O157 test latex 
 
O157 latex composed of suspension buffered of red polystyrene latex coated with rabbit specific IgG to E. coli 
O157:H7. 
 
H7 latex test 
 
H7 latex test composed of suspension buffered of red polystyrene latex coated with rabbit specific IgG to E. coli 
O157:H7.The latex O157, H7, and reagent reaction were brought to 25-30 ⁰C and shaking well, put on reaction cared 
in the 4 circles 40 µl of normal saline (for each test sample two circle for O157and H7 then by mixing stich pick up 
adequate bacteria culture and blends with normal saline. Put one drop of either O157 or H7 latex test in the circle for 
each test sample and one drop for the control latex test of O157 and H7 latex and mixing well carefully and shaking 
the cared slowly and with noticed the agglutination. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Results showed that a total of 3 (1.5%) positive sample of E. coli O157:H7 were isolated from 200 cloacal swab 
samples taken from broiler houses, while 5 (3.33%) samples were isolated from 150 feed sample of broiler shown 
taken from different market in Al-Amara city, Iraq.Isolation of E. coli O157:H7 from poultry was infrequently 
reported (8).In poultry the prevalence of Escherichia coli O157:H7 infection was low compared with other animals (18). 
The result in table (1) showed positive sample of E. coli O157:H7 were isolated from variable sample cloacal swab 
(1.5%), feed sample (3.33%), and meat chicken (3%). The results were agreement with several studies reported, Baran 
and Gulmez (19), who reported 2% and 4.4% in Kenya. The prevalence of STEC E. coli O157:H7 in domestic chicken is 
relatively low, ranging from (0 to 1.5%), depending on the geographic location sampled (20).Same results were also 
obtained in United Kingdom where 1.5% of wild bird samples had the E. coli O157:H7 stx1 gene, 7.9% the stx2 gene 
(21).In turkeys, the incidence was higher than that in chickens, with up to 7.5% of fecal samples testing positive 
(22).Nielsen et al., (23) identified that 2% of the wild bird dropping samples take it in close proximity to farms 
contained E. coli O157:H7stx genes. 
 
E. coli O157:H7 isolated in different countries, in Ethiopia, 13.4% were found to be positive for E. coli O157:H7 from 
Poultry farms. Olatoyeet al., (24) in Lagos and Ibadan poultry farms 13 and 14% of E. coli O157:H7 was isolate. In 
another study, Ojo et al. (25) confirmed E. coli O157:H7 strains in the dropping of poultry sample from different farms 
in Nigeria. 
 
The variations take placedue to the low isolation rate of culture methods compared to more sensitive immunological 
and molecular methods cross contamination with other principal reservoirs, areas and time, different sampling 
techniques, and lack of strict hygienic measures (26). Shecho et al., (27)observed the prevalence of E. coli O157:H7 
among the various age of groups, was  higher of 18.8% among young birds (less than 6 months) than adult birds. This 
knowledge was converging with current study where achieved under 6 week of age. Chadran and Mazumder, (28), 
who isolates 93 E. coli of 8 avian birds from cloacal swabs and fresh droppings in British Columbia, Canada were 
carriers of stx2-gene. 
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Figure 1 shows the E.coli 157:H7 growth colony on Chromogenic medium ChROM agar TM O157 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                   Figure 2.Shows the Reagent Cards card 
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Figure 3.Isolation and Identification of E. coli O157:H7 in from cloacal broiler and feed samples. 
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A study is made about  the growth, decay phases  and the area of observed Sunspots on the surface of the 
sun are calculate. Two types of images have been used H-alpha and HMI magnetograms images. 
Calculations were made in this work focused on the period from 2010 till 2018. The calculations were 
made by Matlab. Results are divided into two parts ,the first part is the growth rate that found from 
fitting velocity of sunspots radius variation due to the time of sunspots evolution. The sunspots decayed 
in the period time (17-27 Aug 2011) and (14-25 Nov 2010) when using H-alpha images more than other 
years of the study, and the little variation in the sizes of sunspots happened in (03-14  Sep 2016) when 
using H-alpha images. The results of second part are showed the area of Sunspots that covered the 
surface of the sun. The area of Sunspot are continues in change during the time of study. The results are 
give us an indicates about the appearance and disappearance of the Sunspots on the surface of the sun.  
 
Keywords: Sun, Sunspot, Decay , Growth, Evolution, Area, Appearance, Disappearance, Magnetic field. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
When concentrated magnetic field lines start to emerge from the photosphere, directed outward in the direction of 
the solar corona, the sunspots are developed. The umbraof the sunspot is the dark black region of a sunspot. The 
penumbra may expand on more established sunspots on the outer edge of the umbra. The penumbra appears a little 
brighter than the umbra. The penumbra still darker than the surrounding solar surface. This is caused by the 
Evershed effect where magnetic field lines have a larger horizontal component leaving the sunspot, allowing for 
increased plasma flow and increased convection below the penumbra [1]. So the penumbra has a higher temperature 
and brighter appearance than in the umbra. The presence of a penumbra is important to distinguish sunspots from 
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the usually smaller pores. Sunspots harbor magnetic fields which inhibit at least partially convection energy 
transport leading to the darker appearance of the umbra. The most strong plasma flow is observed in the penumbra 
dominated by the flow which is interpreted as a horizontal outflow pattern with velocities roughly in the range 2-6 
km/sec. The magnetic field is almost vertical in the umbra. Forced by the exponential decrease of density and flux 
conservation the field lines spread out with height giving rise to a magnetic canopy [2]. The sunspot's growth phase 
is generally much shorter than its decay phase. The sunspots forms in a few days but its typically live for a few weeks 
and sometimes for several months (several solar rotation periods).  
 
Early studies of the sunspots growth based on the Greenwich photoheliographic. The growth was fastest at the first 
appearance of a spot [3] , but later found that the growth rate typically increased especially for the largest spots, 
during the early stages of spot growth. The pores grow into proper spots, growing and separating in longitude  
within two weeks the group has reached its maximum length with a fairly regular leading spot and a less regular 
follower together with many smaller spots spread around in the area[6]. The largest that of April (1947) recorded, 
That covered an area of over 18,000 million square kilometers (7000 million square miles) when at its largest, but they 
are not enduring. A major group may continue for anything up to six months, though very small spots often have 
lifetimes of less than a couple of hours. Spots are basically magnetic phenomena and there is a practically predictable 
cycle of events. Maxima, with many groups on view at the same time[5]. The  cycle occur every 11 years or so. After 
which activity starts to build up once more towards the next maximum ,activity then dies down until at minimum 
the disk may be free of spots for many successive days or even weeks.  
 
There are a relation between the solar cycle and the number of sunspots. Which the number of sunspots called ''The 
International Sunspot Numbers’’ (Wolf or Zürich sunspot numbers) have long served as the primary time series 
defining solar activity since the year 1700[4]. The area of the largest visible sunspot also follows the activity of the 
solar cycle with a clear rising phase and a slower declining phase[7]. The variation in sunspot area is larger as 
sunspot sizes have a larger range than the number of spots that are present[7]. 
 
The Growth phase and the Decay Phase of Sunspot 
 
In this section the ratio between the variation in sunspots radius due to the variation in time of sunspots evolution 
calculated. This ratio help us to know how the sunspots growing or decaying  during the time of study[5]. 
This ratio,  Rg , is given by : 
 
  Rg =∆풓

∆풕
…………………….(1) 

 
where  
Rg :is the ratio between the variation of sunspot radius in km due to the variation in time of sunspot evolution in 
second.∆푟: is the differance between the between the sunspot radius and the radius of next sunspot in km.  

∆t ∶ is the differance between the time of sunspot and the time of the next sunspot in sec.  
When : 
 Rg : positive value this mean that the size of sunspot increase by about that value(growing). 
Rg :negative value this mean that the size of sunspot decrease by about that value(decay). This ratio calculated and 
plotted for period of time from 2010 to 2018 . The data taken from the GONG and SDO for two types of images H-
alpha image and HMI magnetogram image . The results that we get it from H-alpha image differ from the results that 
we have it from HMI magnetogram images, this because the difference between the properties of two images that we 
used it in the program[5]. 
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The Area of Largest Visible Sunspots  
 
The area of sunspots that cover the surface of sun calculated. The area of the largest visible sunspot also follows the 
activity of the solar cycle. The variation is larger as sunspot sizes have a larger range than the number of spots that 
are present. The sunspots appear as a dark spots (circles) on the photosphere so we used the equation of area of circle 
to find the area of sunspots[5]. The equation of area of sunspots is given by:  
 
Area of sunspots =흅 풓ퟐ…………..(2) 
 
where : 
r : is the radius of the sunspot in km. 
The unit of the area of sunspot is 푘푚  . 
The variation of the area is larger as sunspot sizes have a larger range than the number of spots that are present on 
the surface of the sun. The area of sunspot when increase and decrease with time this mean that the appearance  and 
disappear of sunspots changed during the time of study. This part used to have a close insight of  the changes of 
magnetic felids  of observed sunspots[5]. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The Growth and Decay Phases of Sunspots 
 
The ratio between the variation in sunspots radius due to the variation in time of sunspots evolution is calculated. 
This ratio help us to know how much the sunspots growing or decaying during the time of study. The first results 
indicated in figure (1-1-a) to figure (1-9-b) for the most suitable values. In this section we calculated and plotted this 
ratio for period of time from 2010 to 2018. The data taken from the GONG and SDO for two types of images H-alpha 
image and HMI magnetogram image. The results that we get it from H- alpha image differ from the results that we 
have it from HMI magnetograms, this because the difference between the properties of two images that we used it in 
this research.The figure (1-1-a) shows the fitting velocity of the variation of sunspots radius in km due to the 
variation of time in (sec) using H-alpha images. This variation shows how much the sunspots grow or decay. If the 
ratio between the difference in radius to the difference in time positive this means the sunspots grow, but if it is 
negative this means the sunspots decay. From the figure we noticed that the sunspots changed irregularly in the 
period (14-25 Nov 2010). The values of Rg=(0.0256,−0.0656, −0.0159, 0.0381,  and − 0.0158) km/sec  respectively. 
The first value of Rg= 0.0256 km/sec means that the sunspots grow by about 0.0256 from its origin size. Then the 
Rg=−0.0656 km/sec this value means that the sunspots decay by about -0.0656 from its  origin size. The other values 
of Rg that  I mentioned above also the positive values are mean the sunspot grow, and the negative are mean the 
sunspots decay. 
 
When the fitting velocity of the variation of sunspots radius in km due to the variation of time in (sec) for the same 
time period using HMI magnetogram images as shown in figure (1-1-b) the values of Rg = 0.1107,−0.0159, 0 , -
0.0159,−0.0118  and 0.0167 respectively. In the case of Rg= 0 the sunspots radius  don't change through the two day 
that we are study. This means the size of sunspot don’t change (still constant). When compared between of Rg for H-
alpha images and HMI magnetogram images for period time(2010 to 2018), as shown in the above figurers, Note that 
the sunspots decayed in the period time (17-27 Aug 2011) when using H-alpha images more than other years that 
have been studying, and the little variation in the sizes of sunspots happened in (03-14  Sep 2016) when using H-
alpha image more than the other years, but when using HMI magnetogram images are show variation in the sizes of 
sunspots( the sunspots decay or growth) this variation can't be seen in H-alpha images. So the HMI images are the 
best images for detection and study the sunspots size and activity.  
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The Area of Observed Sunspots 
 
The area of the larger visible sunspots on the surface of sun are calculated using the radius of the sunspots that found 
automatically using a Matlab code. The area of sunspots for period of time from 2010 to 2018  are calculated in this  
research, as shown in the figures (2-1-a) to (2-18-b) using two types of images H-alpha images and HMI 
magnetogram images. Figure(2-1-a) shows the relation between the area of the largest visible sunspot with time  
during time period (14-25 Nov 2010 ) using H-alpha image and  fig(2-1-b) shows the relation between the area of the 
largest visible sunspot with time  during time period (14-25 Nov 2010 ) using HMI magnetogram image. Fig(2-1-c) 
and Fig(2-1-d) show the relation between the area of the largest visible sunspot with time during time period (17-27 
Aug 2011) using H-alpha and HMI magnetogram images respectively. Fig(2-1-a) shows the area of the sunspot is 
changed irregular with time.  
 
An interesting feature of this plot is that at the start the area of observed sunspots increased with time this mean that 
there are more spots beginning to appear and the magnetic field is strong then the area of observed sunspots 
decreased with time this mean that there are spots beginning to appear but the spot magnetic fields are still weak. 
Then the area increase and return to decrease with time of evaluation of sunspots that we study. When using HMI 
magnetogram images for the same time period (14-25 Nov 2010) as shown in Fig(2-1-b) an interesting feature of this 
plot is that at the start the area of observed sunspots also increased with time, this mean that there are  more spots 
beginning to appear and the magnetic field is strong then the area of observed sunspots decreased with time this 
mean that there are spots beginning to appear but the spot magnetic fields are still weak.  
 
Then the area of observed sunspots continuous to decreased and then become constant this mean that the sunspots 
beginning to appear and the magnetic fields doesn’t change still weak(constant). Then the area of observed sunspots 
decreased and increased this mean that appearance and disappear of sunspots changed during the time of study with 
the magnetic felids of observed sunspots. The behavior of results that have been using H-alpha are similar to the 
behavior of results that when using HMI magnetogram images. When changes the data and using the data that taken 
in time period (17-27 Aug 2011) using H-alpha images. The area of the sunspot is continues to change irregular with 
time as shown in Fig(2-1-c). The sunspots beginning to appear but the spot magnetic fields are still weak then its 
increased with time this mean that there are  more spots beginning to appear and the magnetic field is strong. Then 
its increase and decrease with time this mean that appearance and disappear of sunspots changed during the time of 
study with the magnetic felids of observed sunspots. Fig(2-1-d) shows the relation between the area and the time 
using HMI magnetogram images.  
 
The area of observed sunspots increased with time  this mean that there are  more spots beginning to appear and the 
magnetic field is strong then the area of observed sunspots decreased with time this mean that there are spots 
beginning to appear but the spot magnetic fields are still weak. Then the area of  observed sunspots continuous to 
decreased and then become constant this mean that the sunspots beginning to appear and the magnetic fields doesn’t 
change still weak(constant). Then the area of observed sunspots decreased and increased this mean that appearance 
and disappearance of sunspots changed during the time of study with the magnetic felids of observed sunspots. The 
behavior of results that we have using H-alpha are similar to the behavior of results that we have by using HMI 
magnetogram images.  
 
Figures(2-1-e,2-1-f,2-1-g,2-1-h,2-1-i,2-1-j,2-1-k,2-1-l,2-1-m,2-1-n,2-1-o,2-1-p,2-1-q,2-1-r) show the area of sunspots 
changed with time of sunspots evolution for the period time (02-11  June  2012, 02-11  April 2013, 10-20  Feb 2014, 13-
23  December 2015, 03-14  Sep 2016, 01-12  Aug 2017, 05_16 Feb  2018) respectively. The area of sunspot are continues 
in change during the time of study. The results are give us an indicates about the appearance and disappearance of 
sunspots on the surface of the sun. In some figures  the behavior of the area with time is approximately constant. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The sunspot's are decayed more in 2010 and 2011 than 2012,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017 and 2018. 
2.  The size of sunspots variation little in 2016 when using H-alpha image more than the other years, but when using 

HMI magnetogram images are show variation in the sizes of sunspots( the sunspots decay or growth) this 
variation can't be seen in H-alpha images. 

3. From the above results the HMI images are the best images for detection and study the sunspots size, decay of 
sunspots ,growth of sunspots and activity.  

4. The area of sunspot's that cover the suns' surface  are changed during the time of study. The area of the largest 
visible sunspot also follows the activity of the solar  cycle.  The variation is larger as sunspot sizes have a larger 
range than the number of spots that are present. 

5.  The HMI magnetogram images are the best images for studying the                      sunspots properties than H-
alpha images. Because the HMI magntogram  images show the small details, and variations  that can't be seen in 
H-alpha images. 
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Table (1) shows the values of (Rg =∆풓/∆풕) in (km/sec) for H-alpha images and HMI magnetogram images for period 
time(2010-2018), as shown in the below figurers ((1-2-a),(1-2-b),(1-3-a),(1-3-b),(1-4-a),(1-4-b),(1-5-a),(1-5-b),(1-6-a),(1-
6-b),(1-7-a),(1-7-b),(1-8-a),(1-8-b),(1-9-a) and (1-9-b)). 
 

The date The values of Rg using H-alpha image The values of Rg using HMI 
magnetogram image 

(17-27 Aug 2011) 

−0.0269 
−0.0239 
−0.0530 
−0.0153 
0.2465 
−0.0687 

0.0263 
−0.0299 
0.1026 
0.0297 
−0.2386 

(02-11  June 2012 ) 

-0.0078 
0 
0 

0.0126 
−0.0252 

-0.0296 
0.0190 
0.0594 
0.8836 
−0.8245 
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(02-11  April 2013) 

-0.0049 
0.0359 

0 
-0.045 
−0.0136 

0.0134 
−0.0485 

0 
-0.1848 
0.1347 

(10-20 Feb 2014) 

-0.1673 
−0.0228 
0.0208 
-0.0254 
0.3952 

0 
−0.0823 
0.0171 
0.0456 
1.1380 

(13-23  Dec 2015 ) 

-0.2071 
−0.0060 
0.0162 

0 
0.0065 
−0.5961 

-1.1697 
−0.1542 
0.0162 
0.0955 
−0.5706 

 

(03-14  Sep 2016) 

-0.1940 
0.0071 

0 
0 
0 

0.0803 
−0.0561 
−0.0647 
-0.0708 

 

(01-12  Aug 2017 ) 

-0.1473 
0 

−0.0154 
0 

0.0106 
0.0944 

-0.8783 
0.0313 
−0.0313 
−0.0291 
0.0029 
0.0233 
0.0477 

(05-16 Feb 2018) 

−0.1948 
0 

0.0198 
-0.0139 
0.0624 
0.382 

-0.1234 
0.0074 
0.0062 
-0.0252 

 

 

  Figure (1-1-a) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time in 
(km/sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using H-
alpha images for period (14_25 Nov 2010). 

Figure (1-1-b) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time 
in (sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using HMI 
magnetogram images for period time from (14-25 
Nov 2010). 
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Figure (1-2-a) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time 
in (sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using H-
alpha images for period (17-27 Aug 2011). 

 

Figure (1-2-b) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time 
in(sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using HMI 
magnetogras images for period(17-27 Aug 2011). 

 

Figure (1-3-a) shows the relation between the variation 
of sunspots  radius to the variation of time in (sec) and 
the time of evolution in (sec) using H-alpha images for 
period (02-11 June 2012 ). 
 

Figure(1-3-b) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time 
in(sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using HMI 
magnetogras images for period(02-11 June 2012). 
 

Figure (1-4-a) shows the relation between the variation 
of sunspots  radius to the variation of time in (sec) and 
the time of evolution in (sec) using H-alpha images for 
period (02-11 April 2013 ). 
 

Figure (1-4-b) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time 
in (sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using HMI 
magnetogram images for period (02-11 April 2013) 
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Figure (1-5-a) shows the relation between the variation 
of sunspots  radius to the variation of time in (sec) and 
the time of evolution in (sec) using H-alpha images for 
period (10-20 Feb 2014). 
 

Figure (1-5-b) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time 
in (sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using HMI 
magnetogram images for period (10-20  Feb 2014). 
 

Figure (1-6-a) shows the relation between the variation 
of sunspots  radius to the variation of time in (sec) and 
the time of evolution in (sec) using H-alpha images for 
period (13-23  December 2015). 
 

Figure (1-6-b) The relation between the variation of 
sunspots  radius to the variation of time in(sec) and 
the time of evolution in (sec) using HMI 
magnetogram images for period (13-23 December 
2015). 
 

Figure(1-7-a) shows the relation between the variation 
of sunspots  radius to the variation of time in(sec) and 
the time of evolution in (sec) using H-alpha images for 
period(03-14  Sep 2016). 

Figure(1-7-b) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time 
in (sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using HMI 
magnetogras images for period (03-14  Sep 2016  
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Figure(1-8-a) shows the relation between the variation 
of sunspots  radius to the variation of time in (sec) and 
the time of evolution in (sec) using H-alpha images for 
period (01-12 Aug 2017). 
 

Figure(1-8-b) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time 
in (sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using HMI 
magnetogram images for period (01-12  Aug 2017). 
 

Figure(1-9-a) shows the relation between the variation 
of sunspots  radius to the variation of time in (sec) and 
the time of evolution in (sec) using H-alpha images for 
period (05-16 Feb 2018). 
 

Figure(1-9-b) shows the relation between the 
variation of sunspots  radius to the variation of time 
in (sec) and the time of evolution in (sec) using HMI 
magnetogram images for period (05-16 Feb 2018). 
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Okun's law is one of the important laws in the macro-economy, which provides for an inverse relationship 
between unemployment and economic growth, in this sense, my study aims to examine Okun's law and 
its potential application to the Iraqi economy and whether there is an inverse relationship between them. 
Approach: For this study, we used time series techniques to estimate Okun’s law coefficient and 
determine the existence of the relationship between the unemployment rate and the economic growth rate 
by using “ARDL” The Autoregressive Distributed Lag cointegration test. It uses the bound testing 
approach. Finally, the study showed that the relationship between unemployment and economic growth 
is inverse, which is a short-run relationship with a weak Okun’s coefficient (-0.052141). It is negative and 
statistically significant between the two variables. Therefore, the decision-makers should take the 
necessary measures to increase employment in Iraq by increasing economic growth rates. 
 
Keywords: empirical results, economic growth, unemployment, okun’s law, Iraq economy,OLS, PP, 
ARDL, Bound test, ECM, Iraq, Arab. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Most developed and developing countries with high unemployment face serious socio-economic problems. This is an 
economic phenomenon that shows an imbalance in economic activity. The economic and social dimensions of 
unemployment are complex and require a thorough analysis of the causes and consequences and the identification of 
responses to this phenomenon. The most important impact positively reflected in the reduction of unemployment is 
the tendency to increase growth, thereby creating more jobs through investment programs. (Ahmed, A., A. Abdul 
Kader and R. Ahmed, 1996).The lack of economic growth, population growth, low economic activity due to 
stagnation and the lack of funding for investment, unskilled labor and changes in demand for consumer goods that 
are disproportionate to changes in the labor market, and changes in technology as well as the imbalance between 
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supply and demand in the market are all factors have led to the emergence of unemployment, which has been 
witnessed in many countries in the world, especially developing countries (Abdulla,2012).There is a desire for the 
existence of a labour force in the country's economy and it is affected byproduction and work.The loss of any part of 
these forces causesunemployment, which is measured by the difference between working-age category (those who 
are able to work) in the community and opportunities to work (Abdulla, 2012).The growth rate of GDP in all 
developing countries has a direct impact on employment and lack of the current economic growth may seriously 
hinder the basic assumptions in the economy. If the GDP increases, the unemployment rate will decrease and also the 
employment rate will increase. Therefore, there is a relationship between changing economic growth and changing 
unemployment rates, which has been confirmed by many studies. 
 
This study is of great importance in determining the relationship between the economic growth rate and the 
unemployment rate in Iraq, as well as examining the reality witnessed by the Arab countries and Iraq in particular 
from unemployment. The main idea of this study is to analyze the relevant relationships consistent with the 
theoretical basis of Okun’s test. 
 
Selection of the Topic  
 
The problem of unemployment has become increasingly dangerous in Iraq since the 1980s because of the security and 
social conditions experienced by the country until now. These events have had a negative impact in the following 
area: 
 
1- The labour force in Iraq. 
2- Lack of clear policies on the economy and society. 
3- Lack of job creation opportunities because of the lack of investment and the lack of economic well-being. 
 
Therefore, reducing the unemployment rate is the real task in building a strong economy according to Okun’s law, 
which shows the inverse relationship between the two variables. 
 
The Objectives of the study 
The research aims to study the following issues: 
 

1. To understand the relationship between unemployment and economic growth, there is a real law linking 
them, Okun’s law. Okun tried to understand this relationship by studying the economic cycle. 
Consequently, he found an inverse relation between unemployment rates and economic growth rates. These 
two factors work inversely: a decrease in GDP by 1% leads to an increase in unemployment by 0.35%, and 
also an increase in GDP by 1% leads to a decrease in unemployment by 0.35% (Alamro , Al-dalaien, 2014). 

2. The phenomenon of unemployment and its analysis in the Iraqi economy. 
3. The main causes of unemployment in Iraq. 
4. Diagnosis of the stages of unemployment, which has greatly affected the Iraqi economy. 
5. Proposals to reduce unemployment in Iraq. 

 
The Problem of the Research  
 
Iraq has fought wars since 1980 until the fall of the regime on April 9, 2003. At the beginning of the third-millennium, 
unemployment rates increased despite the abundance of economic resources and the state has not sought to develop 
plans to address it. Thus, this study intends to focus on remedy, so the problem of the study is to answer the 
following: 
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- To examine Okun's law and its potential application to the Iraqi economy. 
- Address the impact of unemployment and mitigate its consequences. 

Okun’s law 
 
The study attempts to shed light on the concept of Okun's law, which examines the relationship between 
unemployment and economic growth in Iraq, and that the presence of a high number of unemployed means low 
income and thus a decline in production leading to the layoffs of workers. Therefore income is a key element in 
economic growth and economic development. 
 

ut = α + βyt + et   ,    ∆u/u=α+β*∆y/y 
 
Where u= unemployment, y= Gross Domestic Product (GDP), α is intercept, β is Okun’s coefficient, e =error term. 
This version is clear and accurate.  

 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Based on the literature and previous studies that have used many statistical analyses, this study focuses on statistical 
analysis, using “ARDL” The Autoregressive Distributed Lag cointegration test. It uses the bound testing approach. 
The study is structured into six chapters. Chapter one is the introduction and chapter two is literature review as well 
as chapter three gives an overview of unemployment in the Arab countries in general and Iraq in particular. It also 
diagnoses unemployment, which has greatly affected Iraqi economy. Followed chapter four by a review of the 
theoretical aspect of the Okun's law.Chapter five explains the data and research methodologyand discusses the 
results. Finally, chapter six discusses the conclusions and recommendations. 
 
Data collection and hypotheses and previous studies 

For this study, the data consisting of a 40 year time series from 1977 – 2016 were used. It was collected from the 
Central Bureau of Statistics in the Ministry of Planning, and also the World Bank. 
 
Previous studies 
 
Many literary studies have used the same hypotheses to looking forward for inverse relationship between 
unemployment and economic growth or not, as well as an examination Okun's law and its potential application to 
the economy in developed and developing countries. In order to examine this relationship, many researchers have 
used new econometrics methods, the Hodrick-Prescott filter (HP), the Engle-Granger cointegration technique, the 
Johansen and Juselius cointegration, the vector error correction model (VECM), the VAR model, the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag cointegration  “ARDL”  approach to co-integration and the Error Correction Model (ECM) (etc..). The 
results showed that in the developed countries, the Okun’s law applies, and the relationship between them has an 
inverse because of the strong and good economic conditions and political and social environment, either in the case 
of developing countries including Arab countries, the Okun’s law cannot be applied, and many Arab studies have 
confirmed that, as I mentioned in literary review part because of security, social and economic conditions 
deteriorating in those countries. 
 
Hypotheses of the Research 
 
H0: There is no relationship betweenthe unemployment rateandthe GDP growth rate. 
H1: There is a relationship between the unemployment rate andthe GDP growth rate. 
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There is an inverse relationship between the rate of unemployment and economic growth in Iraq. To achieve more 
economic growth, the rate of unemployment must be reduced. 

 
Time series  
 
To assess the validity of Okun’s law and the relationship between unemployment and economic growth in Iraq, a 
time series for 40 years from 1977 –2016 was chosen. 

Stationary test 
Stationarity 
 
Many of the techniques in the time series required that the data are constant. This means that the average and the 
variation and the structure of their self-correlation over time is constant and this is a common assumption. The time 
series is stable if the following 2 characteristics,the variable does not change its probability distribution in case of 
change of time, the data showed that it does not contain a unit root. Stationarity can usually be determined from a 
run sequence plot. 
 
Unit root test (non-stationarity test) 

Stationarity as defined above is a stable time series where there has been no change in the form of distribution over 
time. If time series has a unit root, then it is non-stationaryt.There are many tests for unit root that look for statistical 
strength as many of these choices indicate a low statistical strength: 
 

1- The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF). 
2- The Dickey-Fuller GLS (ERS). 
3- The Phillips–Perron (PP) Test. 
4- The Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin. 
5- The Elliott–Rothenberg–Stock Point-Optimal. 
6- The Ng-Perron. 

 
To examine the time-series properties of the data, we used an Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test to check 
the stationarity of the variables,according the hypothesis for each time series. 
 

- Stationarity for unemployment rate : 
H0: The unemployment rate is non-stationary.“Data contents has a unit root” 
H1: The unemployment rate is stationary.“Data contents doesn’t have a unit root” 
 

- Stationarity for GDP growth : 
H0: The GDP growth is non-stationary.“Data contents has a unit root” 
H1: The GDP growth is stationary.“Data contents doesn’t have a unit root” 

 
The following table shows the process to select which model we used. As a consequence, the ARDL approach to co-
integration, a more reliable and very clear. Based on the ARDL model, it’s has one assumption that, it’s should be all 
the variables stationary at level I (0) or I (1) or mix between them. And also it’s has one exception is that the variable 
is stationary at I (2), we can’t apply this model. 
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Cointegration Test 
 
Cointegration presented by Engel-Granger (Engel and Granger (1987)) is a method for addressing instability in time 
series. If two or more time series are found to be unstable, the linear composition of these time series is stable, (i.e.) 
the two series will share a common stochastictrend (Drebee, 2016, p.6). And also we can say , If two or more number 
of time-series variables are integrated of order “1” and there exists a linear combination of these variables which is 
integrated of order “0”, then the collection of variables is said to be cointegrated. 
 
The existence of a long-run equilibrium between the basic economic time series that coincides with the passage of 
time is a simulation of the concept of cointegration, which is a concept of econometrics.Also cointegration provides 
the combined short and long-run information and thus establishes an economic and statistical basis, the strongest 
model among empirical error correction models, one of the cointegration tests prepared by Engel and Granger 
(1987).Among them is the Autoregressive Distributed Lag cointegration technique or bound cointegration testing 
technique (Nkoro1 and Uko , 2016, p.75-76). 
 
Autoregressive Distributed Lag Model (ARDL) Approach to bound Testing  

 
“When one cointegrating vector exists, Johansen and Juselius(1990) cointegration procedure cannot be applied. 
Hence, it becomes imperative to explore Pesaran and Shin (1995) and Pesaran et al (1996) proposed Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach to cointegration or bound procedure for a long-run relationship.” ( Nkoro1 and 
Uko , 2016, p.76). 

 
Therefore, for the analyses of the cointegration relationship between unemployment and economic growth in Iraq 
based on the ARDL approach, the model will be employed based on the following general model. 

 
 
 
 
Where un = unemployment rate GDP = Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 0 = intercept, 1t = coefficient, e =error term.  
Moreover, the ARDL modelling approach to cointegration, involves OLS estimation of an unrestricted Error 
Correction Model (ECM): 
 

∆푌 =훼 +훼 ∗ 푇 + 휃  ∗  푌 + 휃 ∗  푋 + ⋯+ 휃 ∗  푋 , +  ∑ 훽 ∗  ∆푌 +  ∑ 휃 ∗  ∆푋1 + ⋯+
 ∑ 훿 ∗ 퐾푖 ∗  ∆푋1  +  휀  
Where Δ is the difference operator, 훼0 is a constant, T is a time trend, Y is the dependent variable, Xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) 
are explanatory variables, ε is the error term, p and q are maximum lag orders, and the rest are coefficients. 
 
The ARDL Cointegration Approach Steps 
 

1- In the first phase, choosing lag length in Eviews 9is automatically. 
2- In the second phase existence of a long-term relationship is identified for the variables where it is tested by 

the Bound F-statistic. 
The hypothesis is thefollowing: 
H0: non-existence of a long-run relationship 
H1: existence of a long-run relationship 

 
By using bound test, we can decided if there is relationship in long run or not, to test these hypothesis, we need check 
F-statistic, and compare this value with upper and lower critical bound, so if F-statistic is more than upper critical 

Punt =0+1t GDPt+ t          
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bound, it’s mean reject null hypothesis says non-existence of a long run and accept alternative hypothesis says there 
is relationship in long run. But if F-statistic is less than lower critical bound, its mean accept null hypothesis says 
there isn’t relationship in long run. But if value of F-statistic between lower and upper critical bound, we can say that 
uncertain relationship. 
 

3- Cointegrating and long run form, at this point, we going to test coefficient in long run and short run. Also 
estimate (ECM=CointEq) error correction model test, it coefficient should be negative and statistically 
significant, and this indicate how many years adjustment back to equilibrium relation in long run if there is 
problem or trouble in short run. 

 
Testing for the Stability of the Model: Using the tests, including the serial correlation (using LM test), and 
heteroscedasticity (using Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey test) to verify the integrity and goodness of the model. As noted by 
Pesaran et al. (2001) stability tests (CUSUM) are useful in checking the stability of the coefficients of the regression. 
 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
 

The first practice in applying any cointegration technique is to determine the degree of integration of each variable. 
For this reason, we applied the unit root using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test to check the stationarity of 
time series, according to the hypotheses below: 

 
-Stationarity for unemployment rate: 
H0:  The unemployment rate is non-stationary. “Data contents has a unit root” 
H1:  The unemployment rate is stationary. “Data contents doesn’t have a unit root” 

 
-Stationarity for GDP growth: 
H0: The GDP growth is non-stationary. “Data contents has a unit root” 
H1: The GDP growth is stationary. “Data contents doesn’t have a have unit root” 

 
The below table shows the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)test for the unemployment rate and GDP growth. 
 
Lag Model (ARDL) 
 
And then the eviews 9 has a new version to choose the lag length automatically based on the ARDL.According to 
Pesaran et al. (2001), implemented (ARDL), to check the existence of a co-integration relationship among the 
variables in the bound test. The results show that the calculated F-statistics for the model exceeds the upper critical 
bound at the 5%, 10% levels of significance.All these results support the rejection of the null hypothesis saysno long-
run relationships exist and this confirm the existence of a long-term equilibrium relationship between variables in 
this model. 
 
The ARDL modeling approach to cointegration involves OLS estimation of an unrestricted Error Correction Model 
(ECM) of the following type as: 

∆(푌 )= 푐 + 훾푦 + 훿푥 + ∑ 푎 , ∗ ∆ 푦 ) + ∑ 푎 , ∗∆(푥 ) + 휀  

Where푐 + 훾푦 + 훿푥  is Long - run information 
∑ 푎 , ∗ ∆ 푦 ) + ∑ 푎 , ∗ ∆(푥 ) is short - run information 

휀  is error term  
Our model is  ut = α + βyt + et 
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훼 =
−푐
훾     , 훽 =

−훿
훾  

 In order to formulate the equation above and detect the presence of the cointegration equation long and short - run 
order we mentioned the details as below.  
 

FINAL RESULTS 

In general, the table above shows that the estimation represents the long-runand the short run relationship between 
unemployment and GDP.The results show the existence of a long-term equilibrium relationship towards explanatory 
variables to the dependent variables at the levels of significance 5%, 10%. The finding shows that the GDP does not 
affect the unemployment rate in the long run as coefficients are negative and not statistically significant. However,It 
also shows that in the short run the GDP rate affects the unemployment rate by the Okun’s coefficient             
(0.052141*) is negative and statistically significant consistent with the theory. The insignificance of the long run 
coefficient in conjunction with the significance of the short run coefficient shows that this variable has a weak causal 
effect. And also the CointEq or ECM is(-0.068073), and it Inverted is equal (1/0.068073=14.6) represented,if there is 
problem in a short-term, it takes around15 years to back to the equilibrium relationship in the long-run. Also the 
change in the dependent variable is due to the independent variable and the percentage of R-squared = 89%. The rest 
of the changes are due to random causes, as well as the significance of the model where the value of (F-statistic) is 
significant< 5%.And also Durbin-Watson statis closer to value 2, forthis information, we can say this model is good. 
 
Testing for the Stability of the Model 
 
To ensure the good of fit of the model, a number of diagnostic tests were conducted. Specifically, these tests 
examined the serial correlation (using LM test), and heteroscedasticity (using Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey test) associated 
with the selected model. As noted by Pesaran et al. (2001) stability tests (CUSUM) are useful in checking the stability 
of the coefficients of the regression. 
 

- Test examined the serial correlation (using LM test): 
The hypothesis is: 

H0: Residuals are not correlated 
H1: Residuals are correlated 

- Test examined the heteoscedasticity (using Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey test): 

The hypothesis is: 
H0: Residuals are not heterskdasticity 
H1: Residuals are heterskdasticity  

 
From the diagnostic test results, there is no evidence of serial correlation and heteroscedasticity in the 
Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL‐Bounds) model specified.Test for the Stability of the Model is 
given by the figures below, which show that the cumulative sum of recursive residuals (CUSUM) are 
within the critical boundaries for the 5% significance level indicating that the coefficients of the ARDL 
model in each of the specifications are stable. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study examined the relationship between GDP and unemployment in Iraq during the period of 1977 to 2016 
using World Bank and Central Bureau of Statistics in the Ministry of Planning time series data. And then following 
the literature, we identified the unemployment rate as influenced by GDP. We started the modeling by examining the 
time series characteristics of the data. Specifically, we conducted the stationarity test using the Augmented Dickey-
Fuller (ADF) unit roots test and we applied the bound test using the autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) 
cointegration framework. 

 
The results show that Okun's coefficient by (-0.052141*) is very weak because of the lack of a real recovery in the 
unemployment rate, and that the Iraqi economy is not integrated. So there isn’t a variety of productivity where Iraq 
depends on oil for more than 90% of its revenues and also  industries totally destroyed because of the wars in Iraq , 
because of above , there is no question about Okun’s law valid in Iraq.The achievement of economic growth leads to 
the creation of new employment opportunities and consequently addresses the problem of unemployment. Iraq aims 
to address the imbalance in the economy through macroeconomic policies. Okun’s law in Iraq shows that there is a 
short-term relationship between unemployment and economic growth and it is an inverse relationship and it is 
statistically significant. 

 
Unemployment has affected Iraq for three decades. It has gone through three phases-- behavioral, structural and 
masked, and then the imported unemployment phase, which accompanied the economic openness that deepened the 
problems suffered by the Iraqi economy. It is one of the most serious problems facing the Iraqi economy because of 
its social and political dimensions.Several internal and external factors contributed to the aggravation of 
unemployment, especially during the period 2003-2016, including the freezing of appointmentsin state institutions, 
the replacement of ministries, and the demobilization of a number of workers, which increased the size of 
unemployment in Iraq. 

 
The relationship between economic growth and the unemployment rate is a short-term phase due to poor correlation 
between the GDP rate and the rate of unemployment in the Iraqi economy because of dependence on the oil sector in 
the composition of GDP rate, limiting the ability of the economy to absorb the increase in the supply of work. The 
Okun's coefficients varie from one country to another and from time to time for many reasons, including social 
customs, technology, laws,and demographics, etc., where most studies lie between (-0.20 to -0.50). 

 
The Iraqi economy is a rentier economy, so its growth is not real growth, and central economic policies have led to 
weak economic growth and the economy has been following modest steps. Thus it limits its ability to absorb the 
labor force entering the labor market annually. Iraq is suffering from the exacerbation of the phenomenon of 
structural unemployment resulting from the imbalance in the productive structure as a result of the cessation of the 
main production sectors, especially the agriculture sector, the finance industry and most service activities. 
Privatization of some projects has contributed to the growth rate of unemployment as the management of the 
companies has been implemented. 

 
Privatization demobilized of a large number of employees because of the surplus labor force in these companies, due 
a lack of experience and lack of qualifications, which later forced a freeze its in activities and a layoff of the rest of its 
staff.The destruction of the infrastructure of the Iraqi economy and the accompanying resolutions imposed an 
economic siege.The decisions of the Coalition Authority, led to the abolition of the army, and police forces, the 
Internal Security Forces, the Military Industrialization, the Ministry of Information. This, in turn,  which led to the 
demobilization of large numbers of employees of these originations , and increased pressure on the labor market and 
contributed to the deterioration of the security situation. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The finding shows that theGDP does not affect the unemployment rate in the long run as coefficients are negative 
and not statistically significant, and also in the short run, the relationship between unemployment rate and GDP rate 
have very weak coefficients, in this case, we need to build our industries, to do that we should be the following steps: 

 
- Improve the investment climate to encourage domestic and foreign investments, to create jobs for graduates, 

according to their scientific qualifications, and to develop a system of incentives that will attract investors. 
- Emphasis on vocational training for the workforce as the main tool of the work structure. 
- The liberation of the Iraqi economy from the dominance of the oil sector, and work on the employment of oil 

revenues in favor of public investment in basic development projects and social services. 
- Work on the distribution of the workforce to achieve optimal use of human resources. 
- Supporting and developing the private sector in all its activities, and working to remove its fears and give it 

guarantees to expand its activities, creating job opportunities to absorb redundancy from the needs of the 
labor market. 

- The Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, in coordination with the Central Organization for Statistics and 
Information Technology should prepare data on the unemployment in Iraq to identify the size, type, and 
contents to ensure the development of a national program based on coordination between the various 
ministries. This will create employment opportunities commensurate with the qualifications of the 
unemployed, and to achieve social justice. 

- To find great coordination between economic policies and employment policies in state institutions and the 
private sector in the future. 

- Paying attention to support programs for Small and medium-sized enterprises, granting them soft loans and 
exempt them from taxes and duties to enable them to compete with foreign companies to be able to absorb a 
large part of unemployment.  
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Figure 1: The economic classifications of the population 
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Source: International Monetary Fund Forum 2012.Where PIB : growth rate , T.C: unemployment rate  
 
Table 2: The required growth percentages to reduce unemployment rates by 1%. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source : Mahmoud A. Al-Habees and Mohammed Abu Rumman “The Relationship Between 
Unemployment and Economic Growth in Jordan and Some Arab Countries”, Faculty of Planning and 
Management, AL-Balqa Applied University, Jordan, 2012.p.677 

Figure 2: Needed percentages to reduce unemployment rates. 
Source: Mahmoud A. Al-Habees and Mohammed Abu Rumman “The Relationship Between Unemployment and 
Economic Growth in Jordan and Some Arab Countries”, Faculty of Planning and Management, AL-Balqa Applied 
University, Jordan, 2012.p.678 
 

Table 1: The rates of economic growth and unemployment in some Arab countries 
Country Algeria Egypt Jordan Kuwait Morocco KSA Sudan Syria Tunis 

Year PIB T.C PIB T.C PIB T.C PIB T.C PIB T.C PIB T.C PIB T.C PIB T.C PIB T.C 
2006 2.0 12.3 6.84 10.92 7.93 14.06 5.26 1.37 7.67 9.7 3.16 12.0 11.29 17.49 5.05 8.3 5.65 12.5 
2007 3.0 11.8 7.09 9.21 8.49 13.1 4.46 1.70 2.71 9.8 2.02 11.0 10.16 16.77 5.68 9.2 6.26 12.4 
2008 2.4 11.3 7.16 8.91 7.61 12.65 4.97 1.67 5.59 9.6 4.23 9.8 6.84 16.04 4.48 10.9 4.52 12.6 
2009 2.38 10.21 4.67 9.45 2.33 12.94 5.19- 1.64 4.95 9.1 0.60 10.46 5.98 14.89 6.01 8.1 3.10 13.3 
2010 3.33 10.03 5.15 9.2 3.09 12.50 1,97 1.64 3.15 9.0 3.74 10.48 5.07 13.73 3.23 8.4 3.69 13.0 
2011 3.62 9.8 1.0 9.15 3.25 12.50 5.29 1.64 3.86 8.85 7.54 n\a 4.72 12.56 2.99 n\a 1.29 14.7 

Country Coefficient Okun (b) Natural growth rate Required growth rate 
Algeria 3.8- 2.788 .073 
Egypt 1.75- 5.391 .017 
Jordan 2.37- 5.45 .012 
Kuwait 0.527- 2.675 .056 

Morocco 1.99- 4.67 .015 
KSA 3.04 3.541 2.009- 

Sudan 1.61- 7.343 .018 
Syria 1.52- 4.573 .019 
Tunis 2.78- 4.085 .010 
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Figure 3: Needed growth percentages to reduce unemployment rates. 
Source: Mahmoud A. Al-Habees and Mohammed Abu Rumman “The Relationship Between Unemployment and 
Economic Growth in Jordan and Some Arab Countries”, Faculty of Planning and Management, AL-Balqa Applied 
University, Jordan, 2012.p.678 
 
Table 3: Unemployment rates in Arab countries in the last three decades 
 

Description/ years Averages unemployment rates 
1980s 10.6 
1990s 14.5 
2000s 15.5 

Source: United Nations Development Program, the League of Arab States 2009, p 23-24. 
 

  

Source: Author 
 
Figure4: Unemployment Rates in Iraq 
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Source: Author 
Figure 5: GDP Rates in Iraq 
 

 
Source: Author 
Figure6: Unemployment Rates and GDP Rates in Iraq 
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Source: Author   
Figure7: Trends in Unemployment Rates and GDP Rates, in Iraq 
 

Table 4:Percentage of the Distribution of Unemployed Persons by Educational Level for the Years(2003-
2008) 

Level  Primary secondary  Preliminary 
Education 

Higher Education 

Years Primary Medium Iiedadia Diploma Bachelor  Diploma Master Doctorate 
2003 55.1 13.48 8.09 9.63 12.45 0.47 0 0 
2004 54.6 15.78 6.93 10.69 11.51 0.12 0.02 0.29 
2005 52.89 15.45 7.09 11.9 12.4 0.08 0.28 0.01 
2006 18.3 18.19 17.15 15.45 19.76 6.66 4.8 0 
2008 12.2 10.4 12.2 13.4 14.3 6.5 3.7 0 

Source: Ministry of Planning and Development Cooperation, the Central Bureau of Statistics and Information 
Technology, operating and unemployment survey for the years (2003,2004,2005,2006,2008) 
 

Table 5: Registered unemployment rates for the years 1977-2008 by type and environment (%) 
Urban Unemployment rates  Rural Unemployment rates  Total Unemployment rates  

Years Male Female  Total  Male Female  Total  Male Female  Total  
1977 3.1 5.2 3.3 4.1 0.3 3.1 3.5 2.1 3.2 
1987 3.5 7.8 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.1 7.5 3.6 
1997 14.7 2.2 13.3 15.3 1.7 14 15 2.1 13.6 
2003 31 22.3 30 28.9 6.7 25.4 30.2 16 28.1 
2004 28.3 22.4 27.7 31.2 3.1 25.7 29.4 15 26.8 
2006 20 37 23 15 8 13 16.16 22.65 17.5 
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2008 15.4 43.6 16.3 14.89 8.26 13.34 14.33 19.64 15.34 
Source:1-Muhammad Nasser Ismail et al., Employment and Unemployment in Iraq for the Period (1977-2004), 
Journal of Technology, Research 
Administrative, vol. 21, No. 6, 2008,  
2. Central Bureau of Statistics and Information Technology, Statistical Abstract of the years(2005,2006,2007,2008,2009). 
 
Table 6: Unemployment rates and GDP rates in Iraq (1977-2016) 
 

Year  Unemployment Rate% GDP Rate% Year  Unemployment Rate% 
GDP 

Rate% 
1977 3.20 1.90 1997 17.69 21.24 
1978 3.24 17.06 1998 17.76 34.86 
1979 3.28 20.87 1999 17.52 17.58 
1980 3.32 24.75 2000 17.03 1.41 
1981 3.36 -0.73 2001 16.90 1.77 
1982 3.40 3.43 2002 16.78 -8.20 
1983 3.44 -13.07 2003 28.10 -36.66 
1984 3.48 -1.49 2004 26.80 53.39 
1985 3.52 1.45 2005 17.97 1.68 
1986 3.56 4.65 2006 17.50 5.64 
1987 3.60 9.31 2007 16.90 1.89 
1988 6.93 -0.02 2008 15.34 8.23 
1989 10.27 -3.12 2009 15.22 3.38 
1990 13.60 57.82 2010 15.24 6.40 
1991 16.93 -64.05 2011 15.22 7.55 
1992 18.15 32.59 2012 15.27 13.94 
1993 18.40 30.29 2013 15.14 7.63 
1994 17.58 3.85 2014 14.98 0.20 
1995 17.33 2.12 2015 15.48 3.99 
1996 18.16 11.02 2016 16.05 2.90 

Summary Statistics of the Data 
 
Table7: Description statistics: for Unemployment and GDP 

 UN GDP 
 Mean  13.09088  7.185744 
 Median  15.30500  3.922230 
 Maximum  28.10000  57.81783 
 Minimum  3.200000 -64.04711 
 Std. Dev.  6.858694  20.17978 
 Skewness -0.230698 -0.538756 
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5.4 Methodology 

Figure 8: across correlation matrix between Unemployment and economic growth 
 

 

 

 

 

 Kurtosis  2.270961  6.709408 
 Jarque-Bera  1.240641  24.86791 
 Probability  0.537772  0.000004 
 Sum  523.6350  287.4298 
 Sum Sq. Dev.  1834.626  15881.71 
 Observations  40  40 

Table 8: a cross correlation matrix between Unemployment and economic growth. 
 

 UN GDP 
UN 1 0.036 

GDP 0.036 1 
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Source: http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/runseqpl.htm 
Figure 9: Run sequence plot 

Table 9: Process for unit root  

Statistical Model Selection ( For time series) on the base of data sationarity 

Unit Root 

step 1 All 
Variables  
Stationary 

at  
level 

If all variables 
are  

stationary 
purely I(0) & 

I(1) 

All variables  
Stationary at 1st  

difference 

Variables  
Stationary at I(1)  

difference and 
I(2)difference  

variables  
stationary at 
1(0),I(0),I(2) 

step2 Simple 
regression  
(long run) 

ARDL Co-integration Autoregressive  
models 

Toda and  
Yamamoto  

(1995) 
step3     Unrestricte

d VAR  
model 

Error correction  
model 

    

step4       ECM  
One 

endogenou
s 

VECM 
More than 

one 
endogenous 
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Figure 10: ARDL analysis steps 
 

Note: *statistical significance at the 1%, 5% levels. 
 

ARDL Bounds Test   
Sample: 1978 2016   
Included observations: 39   
Null Hypothesis: No long-run relationships exist 
          
     
Test Statistic Value K   
          
F-statistic 4.566 1   
          
     
Critical Value Bounds   
          
Significance I0 Bound I1 Bound   
          
10% 3.02 3.51*   

Table  10:the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test  
Variables ADF test statistics Level First Difference Results 

 Intercept Trend and 
intercept 

Intercept Trend and 
intercept 

 

Un Unemployment rate -1.596 -1.491 -5.239* -5.384* I(1) 
GD

P GDP Growth -8.812* -8.709* -8.864 -8.733 I(0) 

ARDL Model  

Bound Test  

Short-run and long-run  

Reject H0 
 

Accept H0 
 

ARDL Test 

Absence of long Relationship   
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5% 3.62 4.16**   
          
     

Note: *, ** statistical significance at the 10%,5% levels respectively. 
 
 
 
ARDL Cointegrating And Long Run Form  
Original dep. variable: UN   
Selected Model: ARDL(1, 1)   
Sample: 1977 2016   
Included observations: 39   

     
     Cointegrating Form 
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.    
     
     D(GDP) -0.052141 0.017103 -3.048700 0.0044* 

*CointEq(-1) -0.068073 0.017889 -3.805373 0.0005* 
     
         Cointeq = UN - (-1.5041*GDP + 28.8483 )  
     
          

Long Run Coefficients 
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.    
     
     GDP -1.504111 1.369073 -1.098634 0.2794 

C 28.848313 14.760217 1.954464 0.0587 
     
      

     
     R-squared 0.892549     Mean dependent var 13.34449 

Adjusted R-squared 0.883339     S.D. dependent var 6.755676 
S.E. of regression 2.307452     Akaike info criterion 4.607079 
Sum squared resid 186.3516     Schwarz criterion 4.777701 
Log likelihood -85.83804     Hannan-Quinn criter. 4.668297 
F-statistic 96.90957     Durbin-Watson stat 1.631230 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000*    

     
     *Note: p-values and any subsequent tests do not account for model 

        selection.* statistical significance at the 5% levels.                            
   
 

 

 

Table 12: ARDL Cointegrating and Long Run Form 
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Table 13:  Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test 

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:  
     
     F-statistic 1.255791     Prob. F(2,33) 0.2981* 

Obs*R-squared 2.758302     Prob. Chi-Square(2) 0.2518 
     
          

 
Table 14:  Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey 
 
Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey 

     
     F-statistic 1.173251     Prob. F(3,35) 0.3339* 

*Obs*R-squared 3.563635     Prob. Chi-Square(3) 0.3126 
Scaled explained SS 9.448783     Prob. Chi-Square(3) 0.0239 

     
     

Note: * statistical significance at the 5% levels 
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Figure 11: Plot of CUSUM for coefficient stability of Model 

 

 

 
 

Note: * statistical significance at the 5% levels. 
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A geological plan was run on Halfaya field, an Iraqi oil field which shows a high heterogeneity and 
complicated fluid phases. The geological model has been developedin late cretaceous era. For an 
analytical study, its formation is divided into multiple layers, KA and KB as the main zones were located 
within those two layers. Based on processed data from Missan Oil Company, fifty-three datasets 
including well coordinates, formation tops and well logs were used to develop the geological model of 
the field including structural model, structural frame work, reservoir isochores, layering, structure grid 
surface and the petrophysical evaluation model. As a result of this study, initial oil in place was 
calculated to be certain. 
 
Keywords: geological, Oil, structural, model, evaluation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
3D geological modelling has been constructing for Khasib formation using Petrel 2015software. The first step in the 
process of constructing a global reservoir model is constructing a geological framework of the structure and reservoir 
architecture based on seismic data and well loggings. The geological modelling represents all main geological 
features (flow barriers, faults, pinch outs, compartments, etc.) that are possible to affect the connectivity of the 
reservoir. The main important process for geologist is finding an oil-bearing rock and calculate the area or volume of 
the reservoir[1].  The goal of this paper is to construct 3D geological modelling using Petrel software for fifty-three 
wells in Khasib formation in Halfaya Oil Field. This model includes structural models and Petrophysical models for 
each unit and final model of the reservoir. 
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AreaUnder Study 
 
Halfaya oil field is located in the south of Iraq, at about 35 kilometers southeast of Amara city as shown in figure 1. 
The structure of Khasib formation in the Halfaya contract area is an elongated gentle anticline trending NW-SE, 28km 
long and 9km wide around within contract area. NE flank dip is 2.4°and SW dip is 2.7°. Khasib formation, including 
three individual reservoirs KA1-2, KA2 and KB, has been proved to be very complicated reservoir with different oil 
type and strong heterogeneity [2]. 
 
Geological Description of Khasib Reservoir 
 
Khasib formation was developed in the Late Cretaceous overlying Mishrif formation, and underlying Sadi & Tanuma 
formations as shown in figure 2.  Structurally , it is a gentle elongated anticline trending NW-SE to NWW-SEE, about 
32km long and 8.4km wide, flank dip is 2.3~2.7°. Closure area is 159km2 with 150m vertical relief [3]. Stratigraphically 
Khasib stratum can be divided into KA and KB, and KA can be further divided into KA1 and KA2. There are two sub 
layers KA1-1 and KA1-2 in KA1, while three sub layers, KB-1, KB-2 and KB-3 in KB. The main pay zones are KA1-2 
and KB. The reservoir rock consists of packstone, wackestone and mudstone. And according to core data, log curves, 
and sedimentary facies; Khasib formation can divided into good and poor reservoirs. The good reservoir is packstone 
in KA1-2 and KB with intergranular pore, dissolution pore and intergranular dissolved pore. Poor reservoir is 
wackestone with a few dissolution pores and intergranular dissolved pore. 
 

METHODOLOGY  
 
Available Data 
 
The present study is based on the data supplied by Missan Oil Company. Totally, the database of fifty three wells is 
incorporated to construct geological model, including well coordinates, formation tops, sub-layer well tops, raw well 
logging curves including SP, GR, CAL, LLD, LLS, MSFL, NHPI, DEN and DT, and their interpretations including 
Vsh, , and SW,  and core data from three wells. 
 
Structural Model  
 
Identifying and recovering hydrocarbons requires accurate, high resolution geological modeling of the reservoir 
structure, stratigraphy and rock properties to enhance the geological understanding and   provide accuracy 
throughout the exploration, development and production cycles. The Three-Dimensional (3D) modeling of structure 
requires incorporation of all available data and interpretation [4]  The (3D) structural model was done through the 
following steps: 
 
 
Structural Framework 
 
The geological framework is the basic inputs in the reservoir characterization and then simulation of fluid flow inside 
the porous media. This provides the structural style and reservoir architecture, the connectivity of the reservoir rock 
and the gross thickness trends of the pay [1]  
 
Due to no faults finding in Khasib formation, the grid was constructed using the Petrel ‘Make Simple Grid’ process. 
The gridding process was finished with the areal grid spacing of 100m* 100m and the grid number is 
NX*NY=122*309=37,698.Layering process was used to define the vertical resolution of the grid by setting each cell 
value at 0.6m for every oil zone, number of layers is 135.The geological model comprises data from 53 wells. 
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Vertically the top and the base of the model were constrained by structural map on top of Khasib formations as 
shown in figure 3. 
 
Reservoir Isochores 
 
The “Make Horizons” process utilized seven input depth surfaces, these having been derived from 2D time mapping. 
Isochores were generated from interpolation of the vertical zone thicknesses defined by the tops in the 53 field wells. 
The result of the “Make Horizons” process was thus six ‘Main Zones’, which captured the primary variation in 
stratigraphic character figure 4 
 
Layering 
 
This process is used to give the final cell resolution, which requires providing the vertical resolution of each zone, cell 
thickness and corresponding layer properties in the models. Each reservoir unit has been divided into many layers 
depending on Petrophysical properties. 135 layers were constructed by using ‘layering’ process in Petrel.  
 
Fluid Contacts 
 
The oil water contacts (OWC) shown in table 1 have been incorporated into the geological model. 
 
Structure Grid Surface 
 
The final structural modeling is in the creation of 3D structural grid surfaces, which comprise both the simple grids 
model and the horizon surfaces. The skeletal framework of the base, mid and top skeletons inputted with the edges 
which provides the structure frame as Geo-Modeling which serve as simulation grids for dynamic fluids analysis. 
 
Well Logs Scaling Up  
 
Totally, fifty three wells porosity, permeability and water saturation well logging interpretations are up scaled figure 
5and QC work is done for the up scaling on every well. 
 
Petrophysical Modeling 
 
Petrophysical modeling can interpolate and simulate reservoir data such as porosity and water saturation throughout 
the model grids, and ultimately provide the distribution of these properties continuously in 3D model [5] (petrel 
manual).The goal of a geological model is to provide a full set of continuous reservoir parameters (i.e. porosity 
,permeability, and water saturation) for each cell of the grid .Many different methods can be used to distribute these 
parameters in the model[6]  [7]. 
 
a.Porosity Model 
 
PHIE (effective porosity) logs from Computer Processed Interpretation results (CPI) were first up-scaled for all 
reservoir penetrations using arithmetic averaging and ‘as point’ options in Petrel. Porosity was then populated using 
Gaussian (random function) simulation.The Porosity model which is built for each unit of Khasib formation is shown 
in Figures (6 to 11).The porosity distribution maps show the favorable reservoir is in the western and central part of 
the contract area. 
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b.Water Saturation Model 
 
Water saturation (sw) logs from Computer Processed Interpretation results (CPI) were first up-scaled for all reservoir 
penetrations using arithmetic averaging and ‘as point’ options in Petrel. Water saturation was then populated using 
Gaussian (random function) simulationThe water saturation model was built for each unit of Khasib formation as 
shown in figures (12 to 17).Net to gross (NTG) model was calculated and generated from porosity and water 
saturation model with the cut-off value calculated by classical method. NTG assigned in the cellular model by 
(properties-calculator option in petrel) as shown in figure 18. 
 
OOIP Calculation 
 
On the basis structure maps, logging interpretation data available in Original-Oil-In-Place (OOIP) was calculated oil-
bearing formation with based on 3D geological models.Because the fluid property of KA1-2 and KB varies greatly 
from crest to the flank. The original fluid character should distribute continues because of gravitated differentiation 
effect, the fluid PVT parameter should also vary from light oil to black oil. Based on this analysis, Bo model was built 
to calculate OOIP.The Bo model was built by using the correlation [3] as shown in figure 19.Incorporated with the 
porosity model, water saturation model and NTG model, the OOIP was calculated.  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
According to the structural map, the Khasib Formation in Halfaya oil Field shows asymmetrical anticlinal fold which 
contains one dome.The accumulation thickness of KA2 and KA1-2 reservoir is biggest, followed by KB-2 reservoir. 
The single thickness of KA1-2 is biggest, then KB-2 and KB-3.KB2 and KA1-2, then KB3 which are the highest in 
terms of Petrophysical properties (porosity values).The porosity distribution maps show the favorable reservoir is in 
the western and central part of the contract area. 
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Fig. 1. Halfaya Oil Field Location 

 
Fig. 2. Halfaya Oil Field Stratigraphy 
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Fig. 3. Structural constraint for geological model 

 

 
Fig. 4. Main horizons of Khasib reservoir. 
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Fig. 5. Well Logs Up Scaling and QC for Khasib 

 
 

 
Fig. 6. Porosity model for KA1-1 unit 

 

 
Fig. 7. Porosity model for KA1-2 unit 
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Fig. 8. Porosity model for KA2 unit 

 
 

 
Fig. 9. Porosity model for KB1 unit 

 
 

 
Fig. 10. Porosity model for KB2 unit 
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Fig. 11. Porosity model for KB3 unit 

 

 
Fig. 12. Water saturation model for KA1-1 unit 

 
 

 
Fig. 13. Water saturation model for KA1-2 unit 
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Fig. 14. Water saturation model for KA2 unit 

 

 
Fig. 15. Water saturation model for KB1 unit 

 

 
Fig. 16. Water saturation model for KB2 unit 
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Fig. 17. Water saturation model for KB3 unit 

 

 
Fig. 18. Net to Gross model for KA1-2 unit 
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Fig. 19. Correlation regression between Bo and SSTVD 
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The current review aims to shedding light on the most important types of pathogenic parasites, 
trypanosomiasis and its main causes, life cycle and pathogens of Trypanosoma gambiense and Trypanosoma 
cruzi. And also presented some charts and images that illustrate these parasitic diseases, which must be 
taken into consideration for the purpose of avoidance and non-injury. 
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Introduction to Trypanosoma 
 
Pathogens and their families cling to a continuous molecular arms race. In one evolutionary confrontation, the heroes 
were trypanosomal parasites and a human immune compound based on high-density lipoprotein. Trypanosomiasis 
parasites that cause African sleeping sickness have been waging a war on humans for thousands of years. The 
rapidly evolving complex of human lipoproteins in humans and some primates 1 is the focus of this conflict, which 
mediates the innate immune host response to parasites, but some trypanosomiasis parasites evolved to defeat this 
defense mechanism and successfully produce long-term infection in humans. In a recent study published in the 
journal Nature, Ozero and his colleagues described 2 complex combinations of resistance adaptations used by the 
most common African pathogenic parasites of trypanosomiasis: the Prussian parasitic parasite. 
  
Trypanosomes are single-celled parasites that live freely in their host's blood. In order to avoid destruction by the 
immune system, these parasites constantly change their outer envelope. Some genes select the gene stock encoded for 
heterozygous surface sugars, but some primates, including humans, have developed innate immune compounds 
known as trypanosomiasis (TLFs) (Parasite surface proteins) and kill most types of trypanosomiasis parasites. 
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Trypanosomal analysis agents are high density lipoprotein molecules consisting of two main components: a protein 
linked to the lipoprotein (HPR) and lipid protein L1. The first protein binds to the hemoglobin protein and then binds 
it to a receptor on the surface of trypanosomiasis parasites. After that, the parasites swallow the molecule of 
trypanosomal analysis and transfer it to the cytoplasmic cytoskeletal lysosome to use hemoglobin and its lipid 
synthesis. During the transition, however, the core of the L1 lipoprotein is released from the Wenger compound by a 
small lysosome membrane that forms tiny holes in the ions that cause the parasite's explosion and death.   
   
There are three types of human species belonging to this species are T. gambiense and T. rhodesinse and they are very 
similar because they are originally a subspecies of the species T. brucei, these types fall under the group Salivary 
Trypanosomes (because they are infected by the saliva of the insect Infected with human bite). The third type is T. 
cruzi, which falls under the group of Stercorarian Trypanosomes (because the infection is transmitted through the 
emergence of infected insect during the bite of the human after the delivery of insect feces to the wound caused by 
the bite of the insect). 
 
Trypanosoma gambiense 
 
This parasite was registered in the Gambia in 1901, causing Gambian trypanosomiasis, or sleeping sickness. Parasitic 
disease caused by this type of trpanosoma transmitted to humans by tsetse fly bites. This parasite is characterized by 
many wattles (the structures that take the shape of the thread and contribute to the movement of the cell) and 
confined to the presence of the African continent, specifically in the forest areas and in the bodies of antelopes, where 
Do not cause any harm to them and are subsequently acquired from the tsetse fly that works on sucking the infected 
antelope or cattle and then transmitting them to humans. 
 
Symptoms and Signs of Trypanosoma gambiense 
 
A tsetse fly bite causes a red sore to appear and, in a few weeks, a person who has been infected can develop 
symptoms such as fever, swollen lymph nodes, muscle and joint pain, headache and irritation. In the advanced 
stages of the disease, the disease affects the central nervous system, leading to a change in the personality of the 
patient, disorder in his biological clock (the day-to-day systems), confusion of things, lack of speech and seizures and 
difficulty in walking and talking. 
 
Life Cycle 
 
The parasite passes several stages of its life cycle within the fly until it reaches the salivary glands, making it ready 
for injection into the body of the bloodstream source following the tsetse fly. The first stage of the disease begins once 
the parasite passes through the host's body through the bloodstream and the lymphatic system, causing the 
temperature to rise significantly and then return to normal and return to the rise again and suddenly. Fever 
accompanied by skin rash associated with intestinal itching, headache and mental confusion. In many advanced 
cases, the virus causes swelling of the lymph nodes and tissues, enlargement of the liver and spleen, and the swelling 
of the lymph nodes in the area under the ear, specifically above the base of the neck. The second stage of the disease 
includes the central nervous system, where the brain is affected by a large number of people, causing the implication 
of the words of the patient, slow mental processes, sleep patient and his body and his skin for long periods. Some 
symptoms similar to Parkinson's disease may appear to be imbalance during walking, slow walking, limp jitter, 
muscle tension and increased mental confusion.  
 
The life cycle of both species is similar. The parasite needs two hosts to complete its life cycle: the human host and the 
transient host, the Tse-Tse flies of the genus Glossina G. palpalis and G. tachinoides illustrate the life cycle with the 
following scheme: 
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Pathology of Trypanosoma gambiense 
 
The incubation period of 1-2 weeks may be chronic and lasts for several years. The initial period of the disease is 
Parasitaemia, followed by the spread of the parasite in the lymph nodes. The signs are intermittent Fever, Chills and 
Headache. The liver, hepatosplenomegaly, Lymphadenopathy especially in the area behind the neck. The parasite 
invasion then the central nervous system occurs several months later as sleeping starts and signs of increased 
headache, morbidity and sleepiness and the patient falls into a coma long coma followed by death due to Asthenia 
debility. Other symptoms of the disease include chronic inflammation of the membranes, heavy lymphocytic and 
plasma lymphocytes, Morula cells, blockage of cerebrospinal fluid, brain and nerve cord dissection, neuronal 
dissolution, and microglial proliferation. 
 
Trypanosoma cruzi 
 
Chagas disease is also known as American trypanosomiasis disease, the disease may be a threat to the lives of those 
infected and is contained to a parasite called Trypanosoma cruzi protozoan. The estimated number of people infected 
throughout the world infected with the disease in the range of 6 to millions of 7 million people almost, spread mainly 
disease in endemic by regions located in 21 countries, from Latin American countries, where it is exposed to vectors 
where transmitted to humans in the first place The way of mixing with Braz is triatomine, which is known by several 
names as "kissing bugs", according to geographical region. 
 
Signs and symptoms of Trypanosoma cruzi 
 
Chagas' disease can cause a brief illness (acute), or it may be a long-term (chronic) condition. Symptoms range from 
mild to severe, although many people do not have until the chronic phase 
 
Cute stage 
 
The acute phase of Chagas disease, which lasts for weeks or months, is often symptom-free. When signs and 
symptoms occur, they are usually mild, and may include: Swelling in place of infection, Fever, Fatigue, rash, body 
aches, Swollen eyelids, Headaches, Anorexia, Nausea, diarrhea or vomiting, Swollen glands and Enlarged liver or 
spleen Signs and symptoms that develop during the acute phase usually disappear on their own. If left untreated, the 
infection will continue and, in some cases, progress to the chronic stage. 
 
Chronic stage 
 
Chronic signs of Chagas's disease and symptoms may occur 10 to 20 years after the initial infection, or may never 
occur. In severe cases, signs and symptoms of Chagas disease may include: 
 
- Irregular heartbeat 
- Congestive heart failure 
- Sudden cardiac arrest 
- Difficulty swallowing due to enlarged esophagus 
- Pain in the abdomen or obstruction due to colon enlargementsymptoms until the chronic stage. 
 
The cause of the Chagas disease is the parasite "keratocytosis" which is transmitted from an insect known as 
triatomine bug. These insects can become infected with "Crocheted perforation" when the blood is already swallowed 
by animals infected with these parasites. 
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Triatomine bugs live mainly in clay, straw and mud-built huts in Mexico, South America and Central America. These 
insects hide during the day in the cracks of walls or ceilings, and then go out at night - and often feed on sleeping 
people. The infected insects are excreted after feeding, leaving the corneal peritoneal parasites on the skin. Parasites 
can enter the body through the eye or mouth, cutting, injuring or scratching from bite bugs. Scratching or scratching 
at the point of sting helps the parasites enter the body. Once they enter the body, the parasites multiply and spread. 
You may also be infected in the following ways: 
 
- Non-cooked food contaminated with carboxylic vertebrate parasites found in the bugs bug 
- If you are born to a woman with Crocheted Crochet 
- Undergo blood transfusion containing contaminated blood 
- Perform organ transplantation containing viable peritoneal peritoneal parasite 
- Work in laboratories with potential for accidental exposure to parasites 
- Spend time in a forest containing infected wild animals such as raccoons and oopsomes 
 
Life Cycle 
 
The parasite's life cycle is very complex, with all four phases. This parasite requires two hosts to complete its life 
cycle: the human and middle host, the carrier, the Reduviid Bugs of the Triatoma species. As we have seen previously, 
Metacyclic Trypomastigote infections enter the human skin and cause local inflammation and Swelling at the entry 
site. This is called Chagoma. The parasite is then spread through the lymph and blood to the various tissues and 
inside the cells of the ventricle. Reticuloendothelial cells Trypomastigote - Epimastigote - Promastigote - Amastigote 
In the latter phase, the multiplication occurs and then turns back to the stage of Promastigote, then Epimastigote and 
finally Trypomastigote, which is introduced into the blood outside the cells. When the last stages enter other cells, 
Cardiomyocytes These phases are transformed into uncontrolled phases and multiply causing serious problems. That 
the stages of the traitomystectot in the blood of this species do not multiply unlike the previous species, and when 
feeding the same sex carrier of the disease, the last stages go to the middle intestine Mid Gut and then to the hind gut 
Hind Gut, where it turns into the stage Epimastigote, which multiply fission and turn in the same place to Metacyclic 
Trypomastigote, which in turn are contagious stages of the human. The parasitic infection is transmitted by 
conjunctiva or conjunctiva after contact with the fingers infected with the infected insect pimples where the eyelid 
swells and is called Romanas sign. 
 
Pathology of Trypanosoma cruzi 
 
The period of incubation is 1-2 weeks. Symptoms of the disease are in acute and chronic stages. The acute form, often 
occurring in children, is Oedema. The acute form may take three to four weeks and may result in death due to 
myocarditis or membrane inflammation Meningoencephalitis. The chronic form, often found in adults, is 
neurotrophic, cardiotropic, or viscerotropic, and may persist for many years. The severity of the disease is based on 
the rate of multiplication of the inhibition stages in the cells of the various organs of the body and thus affected. The 
common sites of injury are the heart muscle, skeletal muscle, Neuroglial cells and Reticuloendothelial System cells, 
the damage of the heart muscle leads to failure of blood delivery and nerve damage often What leads to so-called 
inflationary diseases Megadiseases include enlarged esophageal megaoesophagus, megacolon hypertrophy and 
enlarged ureter Megaureter. 
 
Treatment of Trypanosoma cruzi 
 
To eliminate parasites and treat disease, use benzeneidazole as well as Nephurtimox. Both drugs ensure 
approximately 100% efficacy in treating the disease if given shortly after infection, ie at the acute stage. However, the 
efficacy of both drugs is diminishing and the duration of the infection has increased. Treatment is also prescribed for 
people who have been re-infected (for example by immunosuppression), infants with congenital infection, and 
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patients at the onset of the chronic stage. Treatment should be provided to infected adults, especially those who have 
no symptoms. Antiretroviral therapy may prevent or stop the development of the disease and prevent the 
transmission of the mother-to-child transmission during pregnancy. Weight should be given between the potential 
benefits of drugs to prevent the development or delay of Chagas disease, between the length of treatment 
(approximately two months) and potential adverse effects (which occur in about 40% of those treated). Pregnant 
women or those with renal or hepatic failure should not take benzenezole and naphthimox. People suffering from 
neurological or psychiatric disorders should also avoid taking Nephurtimox. 
In addition, specific treatment may be needed for people with heart or digestive symptoms. 
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Figure.2: Lify Cyle of Trypanosoma gambiense 

Figure.3: Shows the Trypanosoma cruzi and its causes 
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Figure.4: Lify Cyle of Trypanosoma cruzi 
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Background:Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is an insulin-dependent form of diabetes, Cytotoxic T 
lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4)is a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily that is expressed by 
activated T cells and transmits an inhibitory signal to T cells.CTLA-4 coded byCTLA-4 gene on 
chromosome 2q33. Polymorphisms of CTLA-4 gene belong to the main genetic factors determining the 
susceptibility to T1DM. Methods: A case-control study was designed to include 120 Iraqi children with 
T1DM and 120 healthy children controls. The patients were diagnosed previously with T1DM by Al-
Imam Al-Hassan center for endocrine and diabetes in Al-Imam Al-Hussein medical city in holy Kerbala 
province.Genotyping was performed using the Tetra-primer amplification refractory mutation system 
polymerase chain reaction technique (T-ARMS- PCR).The biochemical tests was HbA1ctest has been 
performed at central laboratory of Al-Imam Al-Hussein medical educational city. While the DNA 
extraction and PCR done at the research laboratory of the biochemistry department of the medical college 
of Kerbala university.Results: Risk factors of T1DM (Family history of diabetes mellitus, age at onset, 
gender) were found to be an independent risk factor for T1DM.The -318 C/T(rs5742909) polymorphism of 
CTLA-4 has anon-significantdifferences are revealedfor genotype and allele frequencies between T1DM 
patientsand the control group. By calculating the odds ratios, is less than (1), it issuggest that a person 
carrying T allele and C/T genotyping, decreased insusceptibility to be with T1DM. It is evident in the 
current study that the Tallele of the CTLA-4 -318 C/T was not associated with the occurrence ofT1DM and 
could not be considered as a risk factor for the development of thedisease.Conclusion: Our case-control 
study suggests that the CTLA-4(-318C/T) gene polymorphism is not associated with T1DM in the Kerbala 
children. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Type 1 diabetes is generally thought to be precipitated by an immune-associated by destruction of insulin-producing 
pancreatic β cells(Atkinson et al. 2014;Paschou et al. 2018). T1DM is one of the most common chronic illnesses of 
childhood and requires a complex and demanding treatment regimen (Naranjo and Hood 2013).Whether mortality in 
T1DM patients is improved by intensive glycemic therapy has not been clarified yet. A number of studies have 
recently been published claiming that mortality rate is still higher than in age-matched controls without diabetes, 
despite improvements in management of glucose levels(Livingstone et al. 2015;Orchard et al. 2015). T1DM represent 
only 10–15% of cases with diabetes mellitus. Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) represent  the most common form 
(Diaz-Valencia et al. 2015). The incidence of TIDM among children has been confirmed to be increased over the past 
50 years in the worldwide, especially among a children of (10–14) years of age (Chen et al. 2017). In the Arabs 
contraries there are approximately (60,000) cases of children less than 15 years old with T1DM. According to recent 
incidence rates by the International Diabetes Federation (IDF)’s at (2015) ,Saudi Arabia and Kuwait are featured as 
among the top 10 list of countries with the highest incidence rates in the world (Robert et al. 2018).Although 
differences  in human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genes are a very important genetic risk factor of T1DM incidence, 
they alone do not account for the disease (Jerram and Leslie 2017). Concannon et al. reported the functions of non–
HLA-associated loci in T1DM. They appear on important rounds of sites in causing (Fig. 1.3). 
 
They suggests that other dangerous sites for T1DM susceptibility may do their effects through the immune system 
(Concannon et al. 2009). A different levels, the genes act on it including extend self-reactive cells, interfere with 
immune regulation, and influence β-cell survival (Katsarou et al. 2017). Genetic variations may be affect the 
expression of gene products (Haraksingh and Snyder 2013;Pai et al. 2015). many studies have shown the effect of the 
variations of the CTLA-4 gene on the function of CTLA-4 protein (Piccioli et al. 2010;Haraksingh and Snyder 2013), 
affecting the pathogenic pathways of autoimmune diseases, such as insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (Rich and 
Concannon 2015), Graves' disease, Hashimoto's thyroiditis and other autoimmune diseases (Pastuszak-Lewandoska 
et al. 2012). The CT transition at position 318 of the promoter region (-318 C/T) has a potential role for in the 
regulation of CTLA-4 gene expression (Karabon et al. 2009), the T allele of −318C/T was associated with a significantly 
higher promoter activity than the C allele of −318C/T (Murase et al. 2011). The T mutation could be considered as 
protective for autoimmune disease (Wang et al. 2002).Several studies was found correlation between the (−318C/T) 
polymorphism and the onset of pediatric T1DM, There were two studies that evaluated the African population, two 
studies were conducted in Asia and one study was conducted to investigate the Latino and European population 
(Bao et al. 2016). several studies was found CTLA-4 (−318C/T) polymorphism does not correlate with autoimmune 
diseases (Almasi et al. 2015;Tanhapour et al. 2017) 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Study individuals 
A case-control study was designed to include 120 Iraqi children with T1DM and 120 healthy children controls. The 
collections of samples were achieved during the period from 1st of December 2017 till 30th of March 2018. Patient 
group: Contained 120 Patients with T1DM (58 male and 62 female).The patient ages were (Mean±SD) 11.97±2.99 Year. 
The patients were diagnosed previously with T1DM by Al-Imam Al-Hassan center for endocrine and diabetes in Al-
Imam Al-Hussein medical city in holy Kerbala province. A structured validated questionnaire would be used 
consisting of two parts: 
1. Socio – demographic characteristics like (Name, age, gender). 
2.T1DM related variables (date of first diagnosis, family history of T1DM, family history ofT2DM) 
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Control group: Included 120 healthy children (63 male and 57 female). Age of control group were (Mean±SD), they 
were free from T1DM. A permission was taken from all subjects of patient and control groups after theywere told 
about the aim and advantages of this study. 
 

Biochemical measurements 
 
Biochemical measurements included glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), it was measured as mentioned in the instruction 
of the manufacturing company of the purchased kits. 
 
Genotypic Measurements 
 
Blood sample of T1DM patients and control group were collected in EDTA anticoagulant tubes. DNA was extracted 
from whole blood samples using the genomic DNA extraction kit (Promega, USA). The protocol was carried out as 
recommended in the instruction of the kit. DNA concentration and purity were measured with the use  ofBioDrop, 
UK. Genotyping of CTLA-4-318 C/T polymorphism was performed by T-ARMS PCR with the use of Thermo cycler 
(Cleaver/UK). Primers and it is concentrationswere selected as described by(Balbi et al. 2007;Narooie‐Nejad et al. 
2017). As mention below: 
 
Outer forward: 
5'-CAATGAAATGAATTGGACTGGATG-3'(0.5mM) 
 
Outer reverse: 
5'-TGCACACACAGAAGGCTCTTGAATA-3'(0.5mM) 
 
Inner forward: 
5'-CTCCACTTAGTTATCCAGATCTTC-3'(0.8mM) 
 
Inner reverse: 
 5'-ACTGAAGCTTCATGTTCACTCTA-3'(1mM) 
 
The amplification was performed in a total volume of 25 µl consisted of 12.5 µl Go Taq green master mix (promega, 
USA), 1.25, 1.25, 2 and 2.5µlof  outer forward, reverse forward, inner forward and inner  reverse primers, respectively 
and 3.1µlgenomic DNA as template. The PCR reaction program  protocol was 95°C for 10 min followed by 35 cycles 
of 94°C for 30 s, 62 °Cfor 30 s, 72°C for 30 s and a final cycle 72°C for7 min.The amplification products were 296bp for 
control band, 201bp for C allele and 141bp for T allele. The product of amplification was analyzed by 2% agarose gel 
electrophoresis.  
 
Statistical analysis 
 
Student t-test and ANOVA test were used to compare numerical data of thepatient and control groups using SPSS 
v.20.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Genotype distribution and alleles frequency were tested for Hardy–Weinberg 
equilibrium by using online software, web-Assotest, (www.ekstoem.com). 
 

RESULTS  
 
The characteristics of the study groups were presented in table (1).Thereisno statistically significant difference 
concerning the age and sexdistribution between diabetic patients and control group (p>0.05). The history of 
consanguinity marriage was studded, as shown in figure (1), and shows 70% of patients with T1DM have positive 
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history of consanguineous marriage.Serum concentration of (HbA1C) was significantly increased  in patients with 
T1DM when compared with control group, As shown in table (2).The deterioration in means of glycemic control in 
all age of T1DM patients was tested and compared to American Diabetes Association (ADA)goals , as shown in 
figure (2).The curves show deterioration in mean glycemic control in all ages (except for five years) of patients with 
T1DM and the proportions was not  meeting the ADA. The electrophoretic analysis of the PCR product of CTLA-4 
SNP rs5742909C>T demonstrated two (296,201 bp),three(296, 201,141 bp) and two (296,141 bp) bandsfor carriers of 
the CC, CT and TT genotypes respectively figure (3).Results of thisSNP were found to be consistent with Hardy–
Weinbergequilibrium in control group.The genotyping was non-significant (OR=0.87, CI 95%= 0.34-2.23& P>0.05) 
differences ofthe variant CT genotype in T1DM patients when compared with control group. The TT genotype was 
not frequent in patients (Table.3). 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
In the current study, a case-control study was conducted to assess the association of CTLA-4rs5742909(C/T) 
polymorphism with the occurrence of T1DM in Iraqi population.The project was also targeted theimpact of the 
intended polymorphisms on studded risk factors of T1DM. Such attempt is essential to perceive thegenetic 
involvement of T1DM in our population. Thus, it is worthy to identifyindividuals at high risk to occurrence T1DM, 
aspiring to improve the plan of themanagement of the disease. The results are shows that chi-square of examined 
SNPs less than (3.84), while a chi-square (x2) value >3.8 is significant at p<0.05 with first degree of freedom (Ganachari 
et al. 2010). Therefore genotype distributions of the examined SNPwas consistent with the Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium (HWE) in the control individuals suggesting constant frequencies of the investigated genotypes between 
generations (Morra et al. 2016).  
The results of the assessment of genotype distribution of the rs5742909SNP was exhibited a non-significant 
associations (P< 0.05) between C/Tgenotype and incidence of T1DMpatients when compared with those of the control 
group. By calculating the odds ratios,is less than (1), it is suggest that a person carrying T allele and C/T genotyping, 
decreased in susceptibility to be with T1DM. It is evident in the current study that the T allele of the CTLA-4 -318 C/T 
was not associated with the occurrence of T1DM and could not be considered as a risk factor for the development of 
the disease. The CTLA-4 promoter polymorphism at -318 C/T (rs5742909) and its effect on protein expression was 
investigated (Ghaderi 2011;Narooie‐Nejad et al. 2017). The -318 T allele may contribute to increased expression of  
CTLA-4 and consequently to the inhibition of excessive immune activity, thus reducing the risk of autoimmune 
disorders(Ligers et al. 2001;Wang et al. 2002).Several studies on the association of the CTLA-4 -318C/T polymorphisms 
and susceptibility to T1DM in various ethnic populations revealed in concordance with our finding, Lee et al. showed 
that the frequency of the C allele was higher in patients with T1DM, whereas, the frequency of the T allele was 
negatively associated with T1DM (Lee et al. 2001). Also, CTLA-4 -318C/T SNP was not related to T1DM susceptibility 
in (South America) Argentina and Chile (Caputo et al. 2007;Balic et al. 2009), (North African) Egypt (Saleh et al. 2013) 
and (Northeast Asia) Korea (Jung et al. 2009) populations. Furthermore, a meta-analysis of 5637 T1DM patients and 
6759 controls demonstrated no association of the −318 variant with T1DM (OR = 0.92; 95% CI = 0.45–1.89) after several 
confounders were controlled for (Kavvoura and Ioannidis 2005). By contrast results. Steck et al. found that the 
frequency of the CC genotype at position −318 in the CTLA-4 promoter was significantly lower in patients with 
T1DM compared to controls, and they suggested that this polymorphism was associated with T1DM (Steck et al. 
2005). Moreover, Benmansour, Jihen, et al. reported a positive association of -318C/T polymorphism with T1DM in a 
case-control study of population from Tunisian populations (Benmansour et al. 2010). Furthermore, Balic, Iván, et al. 
found −318C/T SNP to be associated with T1DM (Balic et al. 2009).  
 
The table (3.3) shows elevated  HbA1c levels significantly in patient with T1DM when compared with control group. 
Inadequate glycemic control (HbA1c levels >7.0%) in patients with T1DM was observed in 77% of the participants of 
a study in the USA in 2016 (McCarthy et al. 2016),  74% of the study patients in the region of Castilla-La Mancha, 
Spain in 2012 (Sastre et al. 2012), 87% of patients surveyed in Venezuelaand 84%–90% of the participants of national 
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multicentre studies conducted in Brazil in 2010 and 2015 (Mendes et al. 2010;Sastre et al. 2012). In this study, The 
curves show deterioration in mean  glycemic control in all ages of patients with T1DM and the proportions was not  
meeting the American Diabetes Association recommend a target values for HbA1c in relation to age as follows: 
HbA1c<8.5% (<69 mmol/mol) at age <6 years, < 8 % (64mmol/mol) % at 6 to 12 years, 7.5% (< 58 mmol/mol) at 13 to 18 
years and < 7% (< 53 mmol/mol) in adults(Association 2012).Results from the T1DM Exchange Clinic Network, 
including 13,316 participants revealed that overall, only 32% met the ADA targets for their age group and 25% met 
the ISPAD goals. The proportions meeting the ADA goals were 64% for the under 6 years age group, 43% for (6-12) 
yearolds, and 21% for the (13-19) year olds (Wood et al. 2013).  
 
According to the guidelines of the International Society of Pediatrics and Adolescents (ISPAD) treatment of T1DM 
should target HbA1c level of  <7.5% (<58 mmol/mol), if achieved without severe episodes of hypoglycemia(Rewers et 
al. 2009).Consanguineous marriages, which were more common among the familial patients, may also contribute to 
an increased genetic predisposition for the development of T1DM as the two parents may share similar susceptibility 
genes that could be transmitted to their offspring(Lebenthal et al. 2010).Although Finland has among the highest 
global incidence and prevalence rates of T1DM (Federation 2015), compared to Arab nation, they have very low 
consanguineous mating rates and much lower first-cousin marriage rates, at 0.17% in Finland. Therefore, studying 
the Arab genome will provide important insights into the molecular pathology of T1DM and help identify rare alleles 
or haplotypes that might contribute to a better understanding of T1DM pathology (Zayed et al. 2016). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The CTLA-4 (-318 C/T) gene polymorphism was nosignificant associated with susceptibility to T1DM in Iraqi 
children.  
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Table (1): The study sample characteristics 

Parameters Patient with T1DM Control group P-value 
Age (Y) (Mean± SD) 11.97 ± 2.99 11.02 ± 2.08 >0.05 

Age rang 2 – 15 3 – 15 - 
Gender  (Male : Female) 58 : 62 63 : 57 >0.05 

NS; Non significant, SD; standard deviation, T1DM; Type 1 diabetes mellitus,p-value <0.05 

Table (2): HbA1c levels in studies groups 

*S; significant, p-value <0.05 significant, HbA1c; glycated hemoglobin A1c and T1DM;type 1diabetes mellitus. 
 

Table (3): Genotyping ofCTLA-4-318 C/T polymorphism with allele frequency 
                              Gene variation  
Groups  

Genotype  
Total 

Allele frequency 
CC (%) CT (%) TT (%) C (%) T (%) 

Patients with T1DM  111 9 0 120 231 9 
Control  104 14 2 120 222  18 

 
 

Figure (1): Distribution of parental consanguinity among the patients group 

HbA1c data Patients with T1DM Control group P-value 
Mean ± SD 9.48±2.60 4.27±0.58 <0.05 

(Mini – Max) ( 4.3 - 16 ) ( 3.02 – 5.33 ) - 
Less than 7.5 

(good control) No. (%) 
28 ( 23.3 % ) 120 ( 100% ) - 

More than 7.5 
(bad control) No. (%) 

92 ( 76.7 % ) 0 ( 0% ) - 
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Figure(2): Mean HbA1c trajectory from 2 to 15 year of age 
 

Figure (3):Amplification of  CTLA-4 gene -318 C/T polymorphism by T-ARMS-PCR. Lines MW: Molecular weight 
marker, Lines 1 and 5: CC wild genotype 296 bp, Lines 4 : CT Heterozygous genotype 201 bp, Lines 2,3 and 7: TT 
homozygous genotype 141 bp and K band: Non-allele-specific control band. 
Abbreviations list 
ADA American Diabetes Association 
bp Base pair 
HbA1c Hemoglobin A1c 
PCR Polymerase chain reaction 
P-value probability value 
SPSS Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
T1DM Type 1 diabetes mellitus 
T2DM Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 
T-ARMS Tetra- amplification-refractory mutation system 

M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Myocardial infarction (MI) is one of themost prevalent cardiovasculardiseases (CVD) worldwide. Ithas been 
shown that traditional risk factors, including diabetes, hypertension, , smoking, and the remaining risk is 
attributed to geneticfactors such as mutation of MTHFR gene in common C677T (rs1801133) and A1298C 
(rs1801131) single nucleotide polymorphisms(SNP). This study was conducted on total 100 subject only men 
included fifty patient with MI at first time were admitted to Cardiac Care Unit (CCU) in Baghdad city, and fifty 
healthy volunteers, similarly age matched the patient group, with no history of cardiovascular diseases (CVD), 
diabetes, hypertension, and renal dysfunction. The genomic DNA was extracted from all samples, and used 
tetra-primer ARMS-PCR method for genotyping two common MTHFR gene polymorphisms (C677T and 
A1298C). The results of this study showed the risk factors that were related with MI patients compared with 
the control healthy group,and  smoking was the higher risk factor in MI patients than other risk factors, it was 
found that 66% of MI patient were smoker,  30% who infected with diabetes, 18% who have hypertension, 42% 
who have family history of CVD or MI and 44% who have bad physical activity was significantly increase (p< 
0.01) than control group. The result of genotype polymorphism (C677T) showed CC wild-type frequency 
32(64%), CT heterozygous frequency 16(32%), and TT homozygous frequency 2(4%), respectively in MI 
patients. The results of polymorphism (A1298C) genotyping recorded AA wild-type frequency 30(60%) in MI 
patients and 23(46%) in control group, AC heterozygous frequency in 7(14%) MI patients and 17(34%) in 
control group, and CC homozygous frequency 13(26%) in MI patients and 10(20%) in control group.Smoking 
represented the higher risk factor of  MI, followed by physical activity, family history then diabetes.MTHFR 
gene polymorphisms have relationship with increased the risk to infection with MI, the heterozygous of two 
polymorphism (C677T   and A1298C), and homozygous CC (A1298C) was more frequency in MI patients than 
control. 
 
Keywords: Myocardial Infarction, Risk Factors, MTHFR gene polymorphisms, T-ARMS-PCR. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Myocardial infarction (MI) it is the medical term for an event commonly known as a heart attack, one of the 
cardiovascular complications is the leading cause of death worldwide (Roffiet al., 2016).MI, occurs as a result of 
atherosclerotic plaque rupture and emergence of thrombus. Myocardial tissue becomes inflamed and necrotic, it loses 
contraction and impulse conducting ability with net result of decreased oxygen distribution (Mendiset al., 2011).It is 
acomplex, multifactorial and polygenic disease that involves interactionbetween genetic predisposition and 
environmental influences (Dograet al., 2012). Epidemiological studies reveal a significantenvironmental contribution 
to the pathogenesis of MI (Bowronet al., 2005). Well recognized risk factors of CVD such as smoking, hypertension, 
diabetes, family history, physical activity, age and gender (Myers et al., 1990; Ezzatiet al., 2002;Anandet al., 2008; 
Zetheliuset al., 2014;Foxet al., 2015;Steele et al., 2015). 
 
The human methylene tetra hydro folate reductase (MTHFR) gene has been localized to chromosome 1p36.3 and is 
composed of 11 exons (van der Put et al., 1998). There are two common polymorphisms in the MTHFR gene as C677T 
and A1298C (Cristalliet al., 2017). Individual with the 677TT and 677CT genotypes have 30% and 65% of the expected 
enzyme activity; in turn, in homozygotes of the 1298C allele, the enzyme's activity is decreased to 60% (van der Putet 
al., 1998).Various association studies have attempted to identify genetic variants that contribute to MI and MTHFR 
gene which has received special attention since it has been implicated in hyperhomocysteinemia that, in turn, has 
been associated with an increased risk of MI (Slamaet al., 2014).A tetra-primer amplification refractory mutation 
system – PCR (ARMS-PCR) is a technique used for genotype variation from SNPs of interest by running the reaction 
in a single tube and in one PCR step followed by agarose gel electrophoresis (Ye et al., 2001; Akhlawatet al., 2014; 
Medrano andde Oliveira, 2014;). Tetra-primer amplificationrefractory mutation system-polymerase chain reaction(T-
ARMS-PCR), which was first introduced by Ye et al. is the modification of ARMS-PCR which amplifiesboth wild and 
mutant alleles, simultaneously is achievedin a single PCR reaction using two outer primers and two allele-specific 
inner primers (Ye et al., 2001). 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Subject data 
 
This study carried out on 100 subjects only males with age range(20-69)years, 50 patients diagnosed with (MI)at first 
time with no previous infection. All patients were admitted to Cardiac Care Unit (CCU) of  Ibn Al-Nafees Teaching 
Hospital, Al-Yarmook Teaching Hospital and Ibn Al-Bitar Hospital. Fifty samples of apparently healthy volunteers 
with no history of cardiovascular disease (CVD), hypertension, diabetes and kidney dysfunction. All samples were 
collected during the period extended from the last of October (2017) to first of January (2018).Questionnaire was 
formed for each patients and control group subjects and their descriptive information  was comprising: name, age, 
family history of CVD, smoking, alcohol drinking, coffee intake, physical activity, food system, hypertension, 
diabetes, kidney dysfunction, weight and height. 
 
Sample collection 
 
Venous blood sample from each patients and healthy control was collected, and transfer the blood sample to EDTA 
tube with gently mix then stored frozen (-20) until used for molecular study. 
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Genomic DNA Isolation 
 
The genomic DNA was extracted from 200μl aliquots venous blood using a ready-made blood DNA Extraction kit 
according to the manufacturer instructions (Tonkbio, USA). The horizontal agarose gel electrophoresis was applied 
to make-sure the presence and integrity of DNA. 
 
Detection of MTHFR gene SNPs (C677T and A1298C) by tetra-primer ARMS-PCR method 
 
This method was carried out to genotyping two SNPs of MTHFR gene (C677T and A1298C) in a single PCR reaction 
tube, by using set of four primers (two allele specific primers and common primers) to each SNP. A mismatch at the 
penultimate or third nucleotide of the 3´ terminus was introduced in order to maximize specificity. The sequence of 
oligonucleotide primers (provided by Alpha DNA company Canada) was designed previously byLajinet al., (2012) 

(Table 3).The total volume of PCR reaction was 20μl containing 100 ng genomic DNA, 5μl of ready-use master-mix 
(Gold Multiplex PCR Premix, Bioneer company, Korea ): Top DNA polymerase; dNTPs, reaction buffer with MgCl2; 
pyrophosphatase and pyrophosphate;  stabilizer and tracking dye. The PCR system(96 wells) Veriti Thermal cycler 
(Applied Biosystems Company, Germany) was used for the amplification. PCR was commended with an initial 
denaturation step at 95˚C for 5 min, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95˚C for 30 sec, annealing at 52˚C for 75 
sec, and extension at 72˚C for 40 sec. The final extension step was at 72˚C for 7 min. The product of PCR reaction was 
loaded on agarose gel concentrated (2%) stained with ethidim bromide submersed in TBE buffer. After 
electrophoresis the gel was visualized under UV light by transilluminater and photographed.                                                       
 
Statistical Analysis 
 
The Statistical Analysis System- SAS (2012) program was used to find out the effect of difference factors in study 
parameters . Chi-square test was used to compare significantly between percentage and Least significant difference –
LSD or test was used to significant compare between meansin this study.                                                                   
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The Risk Factor for Myocardial Infarction disease in patients and Control 
 
The table (1) described the risk factors and their prevalence that related with MI patients when compared with 
control healthy group which does not infected with diabetes and hypertension.  The results showed that MI was 
more prevalent among smokers (66%) than non-smokers, and the smoking was the higher risk factor in MI patients 
than other risk factors. Fifteen of  MI patients (30%) who have had diabetes. Nine of  MI patients (18%) who have 
hypertension. Twenty-one of MI patients (42%) who have family history of CVD or MI was significantly increase (p< 
0.01) than that of control group (22%). Twenty-two of MI patients who have bad physical activity (44%) was 
significantly increase (p< 0.01) than that of control group (14%).The smoking represent the first risk factor in present 
study was in accordance with Abduelkaremet al., (2012) results who reported that smoking was an important risk 
factor among Libyan male acute myocardial infarction (AMI) patients. Smoking was the second risk factor among 
male AMI patient (51.2%) (Azab and Elsayed, 2017). A study, conducted by Noemanet al., (2007), showed that 
smoking was the most prevalent (63.4%) risk factor in young CAD patients. 
 
The results of study applied by Nusier and El-Dwairi,(2007) on Jordan population, found that forty-two percent of 
the controls were smokers. Eighteen percent of the controls had a family history of IHD,MI 49% were smokers, 48% 
were diabetics, twenty nine percent of AMI patients had a family history of IHD.Kadhim, (2013) showed in his study 
that the major risk factor was hypertension (66.4%) , followed by smoking (60.7%), and diabetes mellitus (52.1%). 
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 Diabetes increases the risk of CVD and mortality by about two folds in men, 30% of patients with an episode of MI 
had type II Diabetes mellitus (Rafaqatet al., 2016).Azab and Elsayed, (2017) showed in their study that diabetes was 
the most predominant risk factor among male who have AMI, 70.9% of males were diabetic. Other study, conducted 
in a rural population of India, cases of AMI were twice as likely to have history of diabetes compared to controls 
(Patilet al., 2004). Iraqi recent study by Aouda and Hamza, (2017) found that patients who smoked 31(49%) mostly 
male, the patients who have diabetes 54(86%) and family history of CAD revealed that 28(44%) cases reported that 
they had family history of CAD and MI. Marković-Boras et al., (2018) found that hypertension noticed in 59 (70%) and 
it was almost equal among males and females, 43 (71%) and 16 (67%), respectively, smoking habit was noticed in 49 
(58%), with a difference between males and females, 39 (63%), and 10 (42%), respectively.  
 
In the study of Mohammed, (2017) who shown that known traditional factors such as male gender, hypertension, 
diabetes, and smoking were frequently encountered in patients with IHD; there were 21.4% hypertensive patients; 
26.8% diabetics, 75% smokers, 48.2% had positive family history of IHD. These findings were similar to other studies 
after adjustment of age. Ercanet al.,(2008) reported in a case-control study that 28% of IHD patients had hypertension, 
and 36% had diabetes mellitus.Subjects whose occupation involved either light [multivariable-adjusted odds ratio 
(OR) 0.78, confidence interval (CI) 0.71–0.86] or moderate (OR 0.89, CI 0.80–0.99) physical activity were at a lower risk 
of MI, whereas those who did heavy physical labour were not (OR 1.02, CI 0.88–1.19), compared with sedentary 
subjects, mild exercise (OR 0.87, CI 0.81–0.93) as well as moderate or strenuous exercise (OR 0.76, CI 0.69–0.82) was 
protective (Held et al., 2011). The effect of physical activity was observed across countries with low, middle, and high 
income. Subjects who owned both a car and a television (multivariableadjustedOR 1.27, CI 1.05–1.54) were at higher 
risk of MI compared with those who owned neither. Leisure-time physical activity and mild-to-moderate 
occupational physical activity, but not heavy physical labour, were associated with a reduced risk, while ownership 
of a car and TV was associated with an increased risk of MI across all economic regions (Held et al., 2011). 
 
Regular physical activity is associated with a reduced risk of IHD and mortality. Mechanisms are partly through 
beneficial effects on a number of cardiovascular risk factors, i.e. physical activity reduces blood pressure, improves 
dyslipidaemia,regulates body weight, improves insulin sensitivity and have a plethora of other beneficial effects (Bull 
et al.,  2004; Sofiet al., 2008). Physical activity has also been shown to reduce the risk of heart failure developing and 
one mechanism may be through ischaemic preconditioning (Saevereidet al.,2014). 
 
Tetra primer ARMS-PCR 
 
The current study was applied tetra primer ARMS-PCR method for amplified and genotyped two common MTHFR 
gene polymorphisms (C677T and A1298C). To found the wild and mutant alleles of each polymorphism a set of four 
primers (two forward and two reverse) were used. The eight primers were used for the amplification ofgenomic 
DNA as the template in single PCR reaction tube to each sample.The product of PCR reaction viewed after horizontal 
gel electrophoresis by UV light (Figure 1). The fragment lengths for the specific amplicons were as follows; 146 bp for 
the 677T allele, 87 bp for the 677C allele, 281 bp for the1298A allele, 361 bp for the 1298C allele. For each 
polymorphismthe presence of one specific ampliconindicates homozygosity and two specific amplicons indicates 
heterozygosity.  
 
The association between MTHFR gene polymorphisms and Myocardial Infarction 
 
The results recorded in the table (2) described MTHFR gene genotyping of two polymorphism (C677T and A1298C), 
and their association with MI patients and control group. The result of genotype polymorphism (C677T) showed CC 
wild-type frequency 32(64%) in MI patients and 42(84%) in control group, CT heterozygous frequency showed 
significant difference  in MI patients 16(32%) compared to control group 8(16%), and TT homozygous frequency 
2(4%) in MI patients showed non-significant difference compared with control group 0(0%). The results of 
polymorphism (A1298C) genotyping   recorded AA wild-type frequency 30(60%) in MI patients and 23(46%) in 
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control group, AC heterozygous frequency in 7(14%) MI patients and 17(34%) in control group, and CC homozygous 
frequency 13(26%) in MI patients and 10(20%) in control group.The resultconducted by Eftychiouet al., (2012) showed 
no statistically significant differences between patients and controls in MTHFR polymorphism (C677T and A1298C), 
the mutant homozygous 677TT was present in (17.7%) of the patients and in (19.2%)of the controls (p=0.838), while  
mutant homozygous 1298CC was present in (16.1%) of the patients and in (13.5%) of the controls (p=0.690). 
 
Another study applied on Egypt population byHashadet al., (2016)  found that the genotype distribution for MTHFR 
gene was significantly different between AMI patients (CC 55%, CT 34% and TT 11%) and controls (CC 73%, CT 25%, 
TT 2%) (p = 0.0083). Also a recent Iraqi study conducted by Mohammed, (2017) found that, wild MTHFR C677T (CC) 
genotype was present in  (50%) patients, heterozygous MTHFR C677T (CT) was detected in  (35.7%) patients, while 
homozygous (TT) was detected in (14.3%) patients. Also reported that, homozygosity AA for the MTHFR A1298C 
allele was present in (37.5%) patients. Heterozygous AC state was detected in (44.6%) patients, while homozygous 
CC state was detected in (17.9%) patients. This mutation was the most common genetic risk factors detected in this 
study. The result of Al-allawiet al.,(2009), which showed that MTHFR C677T heterozygous (CT) and homozygous 
(TT) states were found in 44% and 8% respectively among 150 healthy blood donors in Duhok (Al-allawiet al., 2009), 
and they also found that MTHFR C677T (TT) genotype was a significant risk factor for ischemic stroke among Iraqi 
population.Alizadehet al.,(2016) reported that C677T polymorphism was associated with risk of MI in African, North 
American, and elderly populations. 
 
Relation between MTHFR A1298C and IHD is less studied than C677T; those few studies reported no significant 
association between the mutant C allele andIHD (Rothenbacheret al.,2002; Kochet al.,2003). The present study in 
C677T polymorphism, found the TT genotype was absent in control groups ,which is in correlate with the study 
prepared by Angeline et al., (2007), and it was present in MI patients only,This may be explained by the fact that the 
occurrence of the 677TT genotype may be deleterious and it might have its impact on fetal viability as suggested by 
Devi et al., (2004). Some authors have suggested that MTHFR C677T andA1298C SNPs with homozygous/ 
heterozygous mutant genotypeor combined heterozygous for both the SNPs contribute to CVD (Verhoefet al., 1997; 
Gemmatiet al., 1999;).Chen et al., (2018), they found among the 123 case-control studies, 93 studies were conducted in 
CAD patients and 30 in MI patients, no significant association was found betweenMTHFR 1298 polymorphism and 
IHD risk, the frequencies of theMTHFR 677 homozygous (TT) genotype were highest in Hispanic populations 
(28.90%), followed by East Asian (20.23%), African (12.01%), Caucasian (11.10%),Middle Eastern (10.28%), mixed 
group (9.78%), and South Asian (3.76%), For pooled analyses inMTHFR 1298, the frequencies of the homozygous CC 
genotype were highest in the mixed group (27.36%), South Asian (16.55%), Caucasian (10.40%), African 
(6.86%),Middle Eastern (6.4%), and East Asian (3.70%) populations.  
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Table (1): Risk factors for myocardial infarction disease in patients and control. 
 

P-value MI patients No (%) Controls  No (%) Factors 

0.0001 ** 
33 (66%) 5 (10%) Smoker 

Smoking 
17 (34%) 45 (90%) Non-Smoker 

0.0001 ** 
15 (30%) -- Yes 

Diabetes 
35 (70%) -- No 

0.0001 ** 
9 (18%) -- Yes 

Hypertension 
41 (82%) -- No 

0.0001 ** 
21 (42%) 11 (22%) Yes 

Family history 
29 (58%) 39 (78%) No 

0.0001 ** 
22 (44%) 7 (14%) Bad 

Physical activity 
28 (56%) 43 (86%) Good 

** (P<0.01). 

 
Table (2):Distribution of  MTHFR gene polymorphisms in MI patients and control. 
 

MTHFR polymorphism 
Genotype frequencies 

χ2 P-value 
MI patients N= 50 Control N = 50 

C677Tgene 
CC Wild-type 32 (64%) 42 (84%) 7.25 ** 0.0089 
CT Heterozygous 16 (32%) 8 (16%) 6.74 ** 0.0096 
TT Homozygous 2 (4%) 0 (0%) 1.05 NS 0.147 
A1298C gene 
AAWild-type 30 (60%) 23 (46%) 5.26 * 0.026 
AC Heterozygous 7 (14%) 17 (34%) 7.25 ** 0.0089 
CC Homozygous 13 (26%) 10 (20%) 2.39 NS 0.072 
* (P<0.05), ** (P<0.01), NS: Non-Significant. 

 
Table (3): The primers sequence used to amplified and genotyped of   two polymorphisms (C677T and A1298C) of  
MTHFR gene.     
 

 

 
 
 
 

Primer Sequence (5´→3´) Polymorphisms Size 
GAAGGAGAAGGTGTCTGCGGGAAT F/ C677T 

146 bp 
CCCTCACCTGGATGGGAAAGAT R/ C677T 

AGCAAAGCTGCGTGATGATGAAATAGG R/ C677T 
86 bp 

CCGAAGCAGGGAGCTTTGAGG F/ C677T 
GGCAAAGAACGAAGACTTCAAAGACACATT F/ A1298C 

281 bp 
GAAGAAGTTTGCATGCTTGTGGTTG R/ A1298C 

GAGGAGCTGACCAGTGATGC R/A1298C 
361 bp 

CAGGCAAGTCACCTGGGAGAGA F/ A1298C 
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Figure 1 : Agarose gel electrophoresis showing the detection of  two MTHFRgene polymorphism 
(C677Tand  A1298C) by tetra-primer ARMS-PCR. 
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Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is an autoimmune disease. There are associations between human 
leukocyte antigen (HLA) complex and T1DMin various populations. The allele of HLA gene 
polymorphism that affected on T1DM is DRB1*0301.Analysis of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) in blood 
provides evidence about an individual’s average blood glucose levels during the previous two to three 
months, which is the predicted half-life of red blood cells (RBCs).To investigatethe molecular basis of 
gene encoding human leukocyte antigens DRB1*0301alleleand its association with glycated hemoglobin 
A1c in type 1 diabetes mellitus of children in Kerbala province of Iraq.This is a case-control study, that 
wasconducted in125 T1DM patients including66males  (52.8%) and 59females  (47.2%) subjects,and 
another 100 healthy controlsincluding 57males  (57%) and 43females  (43%), which were randomly 
recruited from the Kerbala province of Iraq.Genotyping of HLA was performed on genomic DNA 
extracted by polymerase chain reaction-sequence-specific priming (PCR-SSP).Determination of HbA1c 
was performed by COBAS HbA1c kit(Roche, Germany).The frequency of DRB1*0301 in T1DM patients 
were (66.4%) and apparently healthy control were (18%). Significant results was observed of the 
association between HbA1c and DRB1*0301 allele of HLA gene (P value ≤ 0.01).The allele of HLA gene 
(DRB1*0301) was highly affect T1DM pathogenesis. Highly significant correlation between HbA1c with 
allele HLA gene (DRB1*0301). 
Keywords: T1DM, HLA gene, DRB1*0301 allele, HbA1c. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Diabetes mellitus is epidemic inAsia characterized by rapid rates of increasing over short period and onset at a 
relatively young age and low BMI. The epidemic is heterogeneous, varying according to different ethnic and cultural 
subgroups, degree of urbanization, and socioeconomic conditions in different Asian populations. In parallel with 
economic development and nutrition transition, the rates of overweight and obesity have been increasing rapidly in 
Asian countries. Abdominal or central adiposity, particularly detrimental to type 2 diabetes and other metabolic 
diseases, is highly prevalent in Asians.The high rates of gestational diabetes, childhood obesity, and over nutrition in 
later life, may contribute substantially to the increasing diabetes epidemic in Asia (1-3).Diabetes mellitus is 
characterized by the presence of chronic hyperglycemia accompanied by greater or lesser impairment in the 
metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids and proteins due to various genetic causes(4). DM were classified into three 
types(5): 

a. Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) this form of diabetes, which accounts for 90–95% of those with diabetes, 
previously referred to as non–insulin- dependent diabetes(5,6), type 2 diabetes or adult onset diabetes. The 
type 2 diabetes and obesity are associated with insulin resistance (7-9). Most obese individuals, despite 
being insulin resistant, do not develop hyperglycemia. 

b. Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM)There’s any degree of glucose intolerance with onset during pregnancy 
especially diagnosed in the second or third trimester of pregnancy, which is increasing worldwide(10,11). 

c. Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is a chronic autoimmune disease characterized by increased blood glucose 
levels (hyperglycemia), which are due to the insulin deficiency that occurs as the consequence of the loss of 
the pancreatic islet β-cells (12,13). T1DM is one of the most common endocrine and metabolic conditions 
occurring in children and adolescents(14). In the vast majority of patients (70–90%), the loss of β-cells is the 
consequence T1DM-related autoimmunity (concomitant with the formation of T1DM-associated 
autoantibodies); these patients have autoimmune T1DM also known as type 1a diabetes 
mellitus(15,16).Polydipsia, polyphagia, and polyuria ,which are the classic trio of symptoms associated with 
disease onset(17). Complications in T1DM are classified as macrovascular or microvascular(18).Cardio 
vascular disease is becoming a more common macrovascular complication.The risk for microvascular 
complications, including retinopathy, nephropathy, and neuropathy, decrease with intensive insulin 
therapy(19,20). 

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) in humans is located on the short arm of chromosome 6 (6p21.3)as shown in figure 
(1).The classical HLA loci are encoded in a region of DNA approximately 4 Mb long, with the class II loci at the 
centromeric end of the region(21,22).HLA genes are coding for cell surface antigen proteins responsible for a major 
function of the immune system then bind antigenic peptides and present them to T cells, these to detection the 
foreign or abnormal antigens(23).HLAhas the most significant effect on susceptibility to T1DM. This region 
contributes to 50% of the inherited risk for T1DM(24). 
 
The most alleles that affected on T1DM is DR3 – DQ2 (DRB1*0301, DQA1*0501 and DQB1*0201)(26), there’s another 
alleles affected on T1DM is DR4–DQ8(DRB1*0401, DQA1*030) and DQB1*0302 (23).Analysis of glycated hemoglobin 
(HbA1c) in blood provides evidence about an individual’s average blood glucose levels during the previous two to 
three months, which is the predicted half-life of red blood cells (RBCs)(27). The HbA1c is now recommended as a 
standard of care for testing and monitoring diabetes (28).Proteins are frequently glycated during various enzymatic 
reactions when the conditions are physiologically favorable. However, in the case of hemoglobin, the glycation 
occurs by the nonenzymatic reaction between the glucose and the N-terminal end of the β-chain, which forms a Schiff 
base (29). During the rearrangement, the Schiff base is converted into Amadori products, of which the best known is 
HbA1c figure (2). 

 
The present study aimed to investigate the molecular basis of gene encoding human leukocyte antigens 
DRB1*0301alleleand its association with HbA1c in type 1 diabetes mellitus and in children of Kerbala province : Iraq. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
This study was a case-control study. The number of samples225 subjects divided into 125 of the patients have type 1 
diabetes mellitus as cases and 100 apparently healthy as control groups, the sample collected from Al-Hassan 
Medical Center for Endocrinology in the Al-Hussein Medical City, Kerbala Health Directorate ,Iraq.It should be 
noted that Kerbala is a holy city and one ofthe biggest cities in Iraq, and thousands of Iraqi and foreign people visit it 
each day, also thediabetic center is an important center in Iraq and recruits patientsfrom all cities of Iraq, therefore 
our study population could be representatives forthe Iraqi population. The study protocol was approved by the 
Medical Ethics Committee at College of Medicine/Kerbala Universityand Karbala Health Directorate.Written in-
formed consent was obtained from the parents of all the children who participated in this study. All of the authors of 
this research confirmed that the patients' privacy was protected and the entire process was done with a prior written 
consent. 
 
Determination of HbA1c was performed by COBAS HbA1c kit (Roche, Germany), the principle is Turbidity: Turbid 
metric measurements are made with spectrophotometer to determine the concentration of particulate matter in a 
sample. The amount of light blocked by suspension of particles depends not on concentration but also on size, 
because particles tend to aggregate and settle out of suspension sample handling becomes critical. Instrument 
operation is the same as for any spectrophotometer.Blood samples of T1DM patients and the control groups were 
collected in EDTAanticoagulanttubes. Total genomic DNA was extracted from the peripheral blood cells of study 
participants using thekit obtained from (Promega USA), the amount of blood that withdrawn from patients and 
healthy control was 1ml of whole blood. The protocol was carried out asrecommended in the instruction of the kit. 
DNA concentration and purity weremeasured with the use of BioDrop, UK.Polymerase Chain Reaction-Sequence-
Specific Priming (PCR-SSP) technique (Table 1) by a thermocycler was used for DRB1*0301allele, as described(31). 
Sequences of primers are shown in table 2. The PCR products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis using 
1.75 gramof agarose gel, and visualized by staining withethidium bromide(Promega USA). 
 
In each PCR reaction a primer pair was included that amplified the third intron of HLA gene. These two primers 
matched non-allelic sequences and thus functioned as an internal positive amplification control. The forward primer 
is (5’TGC CAA GTG GAG CAC CCAA3’), andthe melting temperature (Tm) is 60°C, complementary to codons 173-179 
in the 3' end of exon 3), whilethe melting temperature (Tm) for  reverse primer (5’GCATCT TGC TCT GTG CAG 
AT3’)is 60°C, complementary to codons 193-200 in the 5' end of exon 4) thatgiven rise to a 796 base pair (bp) 
fragment (32). 
 

The data were expressed as mean ±SD, student t test and the ANOVA were used for calculating the probability using 
the PAST version 3.09, 2004 used for calculating probability value (P value), chi- square (χ2), odd ratio (OR) and 
confidence interval 95% (CI 95%), where used to express the significanceinpolymorphisms, biochemical parameters 
and demographical characteristics between the studied groups. In all statistical analysis the significant p value is 
(0.05). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The case-control study was conducted on a total of 125 clinically confirmed T1DM subjects and another 100 samples 
as apparently healthy males as control group. The glycated hemoglobin levels of the study subjects were presented in 
table 3. 
 
In present study the results indicated in table 4 concerning the correlation between allele of HLA gene 
DRB1*0301with T1DM patients as compared with the apparently healthy control. 
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TheDRB1*0301 allele that correlated with T1DM indicate a significant correlation (P value ≤ 0.01) and (OR = 9.003, 
95% CI = 4.79 – 16.92), these meaning the DRB1*0301 is higher frequency in T1DM OR =9.003 in  95% CI (4.79 – 16.92) 
as compared with healthy control. The common occurrence of DRB1*0301 allele in Asian T1DM patients, and in 
particular DR3/DR9, is due to the high frequency of the DRB1*0301 allele relative to the predisposing category of 
another allelesthat are relatively common in the Caucasian populations (33), there was differences in risk of T1DM 
associated with HLA-DRB1*0301(34) and wecould find  high risk association betweenDR3 (DRB1*0301) allele with 
T1DM patients (35). 
 
Amplification DRB1*0301 allele 
 
The amplification of exon 2 of HLA gene of DRB1*0301 allele was showed in 151 bp and internal control was showed 
in 796 bp as in figure 3. 

 
Biochemical parameters compared with allele of HLA gene 
 
Table 3 indicate the relationship between HbA1c (Mean ± SD) and allele of HLA gene(DRB1*0301).The results 
obtained show that the positive resultsof HbA1c with DRB1*0301 allele was revealed (10.16 ± 2.63) of HbA1c in 
T1DM patients as compared with the control groups(4.78 ± 1.16) which was a significant result with the observedP 
value≤ 0.01.The negative results were appeared (9.83 ± 2.07) of HbA1c in T1DM patients and (4.59 ± 1.25) of HbA1c in 
control groups, the results of statistical analysis was appeared significant (P value ≤ 0.01). 
 
Allele of HLA geneDRB1*0301in T1DM patients (N = 125) and control groups (N = 100), DRB1*0301that shows in table 
(4) was revealed in positive results (N = 83) (66.4%) of T1DM patients and (N = 42) (33.6%) of healthy control.The 
negative results of DRB1*0301 allele was (N = 18) (18%) of T1DM patients and (N = 82) (82%) of healthy control.The 
results of DRB1*0301 allele was appeared a significant value (P value = ≤ 0.01) and (OR= 9.003, 95% CI = 4.79 – 
16.92).The results of all HLA alleles the frequencies had higher in T1DM patients as compared with health control.  
 
In the present study  table 4 showed a significant value of HbA1c as compared with allele of HLA gene(DRB1*0301) 
these due to elevated of HbA1c in diabetic patients, environmentalrisk factors are believed to interact with 
susceptibility genes and thereby contribute to the diseaseprocess(36),andthe average HbA1c value of (9.3) among the 
Somali children with T1DM is high in value,poor glycemic control among ethnic minorities has been reported(37). 
 
Demographical characteristics compared with allele HLA gene DRB1*0301 
 
The results of present study that showed in table 5, the correlation between demographical characteristics (History of 
consanguinity and family to T1DM ) and allele of HLA gene (DRB1*0301) in T1DM patients (No =125) and healthy 
control (No= 100).In the current study that correlation between history of consanguinity (cousin relation and no 
relation) andallele of HLA gene (DRB1*0301), the positive results of DRB1*0301 allele in T1DM patients is cousin 
relation showed (56/125) and no relation (27/125) compared with healthy control homo (15/100) and hetero (3/100), 
Chi square test used in analysis and appeared non – significant results (P value = 0.18,  χ2 = 1.78). 

In negative results of DRB1*0301 allele in T1DM patients cousin relation (26/125) and no relation (16/125) correlated 
with healthy control cousin relation (52/100) and no relation (30/100), the statistical analysis used Chi square test was 
observed non – significant results (P value = 0.87,  χ2 = 0.03).The current study thehistory of family to T1DM (father 
and mother) compared with allele of HLA gene(DRB1*0301) that revealed as following results: 
 
DRB1*0301 allele was observed the positive results in T1DM patients is father (7/125) and mother (2/125) compared 
with healthy control father (5/100) and mother (1/100), Chi square test used in statistical analysis and appeared non – 
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significant results (P value = 0.79,  χ2 = 0.07).In negative results of DRB1*0301allele in T1DM patients father (5/125) 
and mother (9/125) correlated with healthy control father (4/100) and mother (9/100), the statistical analysis used Chi 
square test was observed non – significant results (P value = 0.79, χ2 = 0.07).In the present study table (4) the 
relationship between demographical characteristics with allele of HLA gene (DRB1*0301), the results were observed 
as the following: 
 
The history of consanguinity (cousin relation and no relation) was compared with DRB1*0301, the current study was 
shown a non – significant results, the heritability and genetics effect that transfer from parents to offspring and 
T1DM is autoimmune disease that affected in consanguinity of parents(38) which was disagreed with others 
(39).Relationship between History of family to T1DM (father and mother) with DRB1*0301 is non – significant results, 
T1DM is autoimmune disease that Inherited from parents and other family transfer to the children (33). These results 
of family history relations with T1DM compared with DR3 – DQ2 was dis-alignment with other study(40). 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The allele of HLA gene (DRB1*0301) was highly affect T1DM pathogenesis. Highly significant correlation between 
HbA1c levels with allele HLA gene (DRB1*0301). 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) complex on chromosome 6. The genes 
that encode a protein product are indicated in grey color; the genes encoding non-functional products, or products 
that have not been characterized, are indicated in white color (25). 
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Figure 2: Formation of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) from the binding of glucose to hemoglobin (30). 
 
Table 1: The program of PCR-SSP for three HLA genes. 
 

Type of Cycle Temperature ᵒC Time No. of Cycles 
Initial denaturation  95 5 min. 1  1 
Denaturation  95 30 sec.  

35 X Annealing  61 35 sec. 
Extension  72 1 min. 
Final extension  72 5 min. 1  
Hold 4    10 sec. 

Total time: 2 hours and 10 minutes  
 
Table 2: Primer sequence for alleles of HLA gene, number of base pair (bp) of primers, number of product size of 
three genes and the percentage of number of guanine and cytosine (GC)(26). 
 

Alleles of HLA 
gene 

 
Sequences of Primers 

Number of bp in 
primers 

Product 
Size 

%GC 

DRB1*0301  F: TACTTCCATAACCAGGAGGAGA  22 bp 151 bp 45% 
R: TGCAGTAGTTGTCCACCCG  19 bp 58% 

 
Table 3:The glycated hemoglobin levels compared with allele of HLA gene 

 
Parameter 

DRB1*0301  
 

P value 
T1DM 

(Mean ± SD) 
N = 125 

Control 
(Mean ± SD) 

N = 100 
 

HbA1c 
 
+ 

10.16 ± 2.63 4.78 ± 1.16 ≤ 0.01 

 
─ 

9.83 ± 2.07 4.59 ± 1.25 ≤ 0.01 

Allele of HLA gene DQB1*0201 correlated with T1DM patients and control groups  
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Table 4: HLA genotypes correlated with T1DM patients and control groups 
 

Genes 
T1DM No.(%) 

Control 
No. (%) 

Odd ratio(OR) 95% CI P value 

DRB1*0301 
 

+ 83 (66.4) 18 (18) 9.003 4.79 – 16.92 ≤ 0.01 
- 42 (33.6) 82 (82) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Amplification of DRB1*0301 allele and internal control primer 
                            Line 1: Represented DNA marker (100-1000) bp. 

Line 2, 3 and 4: Represented DRB1*0301 (151bp) and internal control primer (796 bp). 
 

Table 5: Demographical characteristics compared with allele of HLA gene DRB1*0301 
 

 
Demographical 
characteristics 

DRB1*0301 allele  
Statistical analysis T1DM patients 

(N=125) 
Control 
(N=100) 

 
 

History of 
consanguinity 

Homo + 56 15 χ2 =1.78 
P value = 0.18 Hetro + 27 3 

Homo - 26 52 χ2 =0.03 
P value = 0.87 Hetro - 16 30 

 
History of family 
to T1DM 

Father + 7 5 χ2 =0.07 
P value = 0.79 Mother + 2 1 

Father - 5 4 χ2 = 0.07 
P value = 0.79 Mother - 9 9 
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In this paper two scenes (from a satellite image) of housing group from the same region of Baghdad 
province will be studied to distinguish between them. The first group is combined of the basic design of 
the province of Baghdad and the second one is a random group. The used data is a high-resolution 
satellite image. The extracted scenes of a high-resolution satellite image will be analyzed to be able to 
distinguish between them directly through satellite images. The results will be obtained by using 
Geographic Information System (GIS Ver. 9.2) program. 
 
Keywords: High-resolution, satellite images, ArcGIS, PCA, Baghdad, classification, change detection, 
random regions, sprawl. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Suburban Sprawl (SS) means the spread of families away of city centers homes into low densities, in a case called 
sub-urbanization. As well as the term describes an especially forms of urbanization, it is associate with the public and 
environmentally effects related with these developments. A wide difference of opinion is appearing for knowing 
what comprises stretch and the way of quantifying it. Several Interested people measuring it just with the probable 
numbers of habitation unit / acre, in a location. However the other interested people associated sprawl with 
decentralizing (sprawl of families with not fully defining centre), uses segregation, and so forth.Urban Sprawl 
expression is a high politicization, and it is mostly has a negative conceptions. Urban Sprawl is unwanted because it 
leads to environment degradation, concentrating disconnection, and attacked the existing urban areas on aesthetic 
grounds. For these rezones and others, few of interested people still supporting Urban Sprawl. [1] 
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Causes 
 
Urbanization 
 
The density gradient of industrial cities has tended to have specifically patterns: the city center may be rise while 
urbanization and population would still concentrated with a rapidly declining in dominion towards the outskirt. [2]. 
Sprawl land  may be were agricultural spaces, which are mostly located surrounding cities; the extension of recent 
Sprawl has wasted a large areas of the most fertile land, so as desert, forest and other types of land cover[3], 
 
SS Environmentally Effects 
 
SS is related with many of unfavorable environmental consequence.Land loss is one of the main problems related 
with Sprawl; it is causing habitats loss which leads to reduction in biodiversity. [4]The high birth rates and 
emigration regions have environmental problems caused by not planned urban growth and emerging megacities [5] 
Flooding is one of the other problems, which occurs for a rezone of increasing tiled surfaces and parking; increasing 
temperature of heat islands, which causes a significant risk increasing of mortality in Great ages. Because of the vast 
area occupied by most of the suburbs compared to urban in the center of the city, moreover wildlife habitats and 
farms are sizing and replaced by resident. Other disadvantage of SS, when forests removed and replaced with 
asphalt and concrete surfaces in the suburbs, then a reduction in rainfall absorption into the groundwater aquifers is 
occur. [6] This reduces the quantity and quality of groundwater. SS mostly leading to water pollution as rainwater 
mixing with gasoline, heavy metals, and other pollutants coming from parking lots and roads [7]. 
 
High Resolution Images Classification 
 
Classification of Very High Resolution (VHR) imagery of urban regions is a very difficult task. For urban in VHR 
imagery: buildings, roads, and parking lots and other impervious land covers have closely spectrally resolution to be 
separated using only the spectral information. Therefore, a requirement to further information for separating such 
regions by the classifier is very necessary. Since 1999, VHR imagery with spatial resolution less than one meter was 
obtainable, urban classification of such data becomes an emerging field of researches in the remote sensing 
communities. Because of the less than one meter spatial resolution for VHR images, this type of image data  has a 
high potential in mapping of more details and accurate of urban land cover [ 8]. To distinguish among impervious 
covers like buildings, roads, and parking, more information must be incorporated into the classification operation. 
[9]. A considerable amount of researches, over the past decade, have utilized spatial measures extracted from the 
scene such as morphology, texture and context in the classification operation of VHR images.  [10]. 
 
Principal Component (PC) Analysis Concepts in ArcGIS Program 
 
Theoretically, utilizing a raster of two layers, shift and rotate of the axes and transform of the utilize data is achieved 
as follows:  
 A scatter plot for the data is plotted.  
 A calculation of an ellipse is done to surround the points in the plotted scatter plot as shown in figure 1.  
 The ellipse major axis is specified (the right part of figure 1). It becomes the new x-axis, for the PC1. PC1 portrays 

the utmost variance. The direction of PC1 represents the Eigenvector and the Eigen value represents its 
magnitude. The angle between the x-axis and PC1 is the rotation angle that is utilized in the transformation.  

 A calculation of orthogonal perpendicular line to PC1 is done. This line represents the PC2 and the new transform 
axis for the original y-axis as shown in figure 2. It is describe the second most variation not represented by PC1. 
Utilizing the Eigen Values, the Eigenvectors, and the calculated covariance matrix of the input of the multi-band 
raster, a creation of a linear formula defining the shift and rotation is done. This formula is used to transform each 
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cell value relative to the new axis [11]. After the extraction of shadows, they would be added to their 
corresponded features class. Some of buildings have level roofs then shadows of the top covers parts of the lower 
levels. Shadows may be covering the roads, but mostly of shadows in the scenes are cast by houses, most of the 
shadow areas belong to streets or upper floor surfaces. It should be noted that this rule may not be necessary 
responsible to other locations have differences urban structures [12]. 

 
Study region 
 
In the present work, urban sprawl of the Hey  Ur city (situated in Baghdad province) has been studied and 
comparison with the basic design in surrounding  , to extract the information related to sprawl, area of different 
feature surfaces and their percentage from total area of the two groups. Statistical classification approaches have been 
used for the classification of the remotely sensed image obtained from LandSat – 8 ETM+ sensor of a year 2017. Urban 
sprawl and its characteristics have been derived from the classified satellite images . Figure 3 shows the remotely 
sensed image obtained from LandSat – 8 ETM+ sensor of a year 2017 after surrounding the regular region and the 
studied block by yellow color line and random region with its studied block by green color line. 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
The high resolution image is having a huge correlated data. To apply the classification technique the principal 
component analysis was applied first to avoid the redundancy in scene data on each block after applying Extraction 
technique.Extraction technique (A technique in the Tools of ArcGIS program) is applied in the study region taken 
from a Landsat-8 satellite image (high resolution image) in order to reduce the mix with unstudied features to let the 
classification process gives a best results as possible when classify and distinguish the features of each selected block, 
 
The following steps were followed to apply the methodology 
 
1. An image from Google Earth program was selected for the year 2017 of the study region then anticipates in 
ArcGIS program. 
2. UTM project was chosen for the coordinates because it is a convenient for small spaces (lease than one zone). 
3. A geo-reference technique was applied to the image to give their real coordinate. 
4. The two blocks random and typical of Hey Ur was extracted from the original LandSat satellite image by using the 
techniques of spatial analyst tools, as following: 

 A. A zooming command was activate on the interested region (the studied area) to let the recognition of the 
selection of the boundaries be possible. As shown in Fig.3.  

B. A polygon shape file is created to detect the boundaries lines points as a vertex of the created polygon to be a 
mask to extract the studied region. As shown in Fig.4. Then the extracted study region was result as shown in 
figure5. 

5. Applying the PCA technique on each of the extracted raster as shown in figure 6. 
6. Perform classification technique (i.e. Using symbology Criterion) on the resulted raster of collection process pixel 
values (collection between each resulted PCA pixel raster with symmetry real scene pixel) to produce different 
ranges of classes and then unify them into three classes: 1. Green class to recognition the green areas, 2. Whiteness 
orange color for the urban areas (mostly houses), 3. White class for wall shadows, to make the account process of 
each class be possible. As shown in figure 7 
7. The account of each class pixels was multiplied by the spatial resolution value for each satellite image to calculate 
class area for each of them. These calculations are illustrated bellow. 
The resolution of pixel= (0.5*0.5) m2 

For the typical block:  
The total area of block =9450.3m2  
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The count number of block pixels=37816 pixel 
For the random block:  
The total area of block =4585.32 m2  
The count number of block pixels=18341 pixel 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The utilized Google earth image data is an image captured by Landsat-8 satellite were chosen to be the studied 
regions for this paper. Google earth image is a high spatial resolution images (0.5 meter*0.5 meter for the pixel). 
When the process of PCA was done, a raster of de-correlated data was resulted as shown in figure 6. It contains three 
bands. After applying a collection process between each resulted PCA pixel raster with symmetry real scene pixel to 
consecrate the de-correlate among values of image data pixels to avoid mixing among classes or make it at the lowest 
levels after classification to make the classification process successful and possible. In order to focus on the subject of 
the study, which is to show the bad consequences of the urban sprawl, the two groups were classified separately to 
three classes :white is the shadows of buildings to avoid mixing with the green areas, which are highlighted with 
green, and all other features are painted in light orange. Table- (1) and Table2 represents the calculation of each block 
typical and random: represents the area of each class and the percentage of classes’ areas obtained by implementing 
the PCA technique and classification method.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The percentage of green areas for each group has been documented some of the disadvantages of urban sprawl in 
terms of it is overcrowded and unhealthy housing due to lack of green areas, internal gardens or sidewalks and 
through experience in the interpretation of satellite images can distinguish the slums in the outskirts of Baghdad, 
Most often directly.  
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Table1: The calculations of the typical blocks are illustrated below 
 

 Number of pixels in region The area of each class m2 The percentage from the total area 
The green regions 10215 2553.75 27% 
The shadow regions 4190 1047.5 11.082% 
The other regions 23413 5853.25 61.91% 
 
Table2: The calculations of the random blocks are illustrated below 
 

 Number of pixels in region The area of each class m2 The percentage from the total area 
The green regions 3410 852.5 18.6% 
The shadow regions 4064 1016 22.16% 
The other regions 10867 2716.75 59.24% 

 

Figure1: An ellipse is calculated to bound the points in the scatter plot 
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Figure2: An orthogonal perpendicular line to PC1 is calculated. This line is the second principal component (PC2) 
and the new axis for the original y-axis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 Illustrates the remotely sensed image obtained from LandSat – 8 ETM+ sensor of a year 2017 after 
surrounding the regular region with its studied block by yellow color lines and random region with its studied 
bClock by green color lines. 
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Figure(3-a): The zooming on typical part   of Hey Ur 
scene 

Figure(3-b):   The zooming on the random part   of 
Hey Ur scene 

Figure 3: The activation of zooming command on each interested region 
  

  

Figure(4-a):  The extraction process of the interested 
region ( typical part   of Hey Ur scene) 

Figure(4-b):  The extraction process of the interested 
region  (on the random part   of Hey Ur scene) 

Figure4: The extraction process of the interested region in each scene 
 
 

 

  

Figure (5-a): The resulted extracted scene of typical part   
of Hey Ur scene after the extraction process 

Figure (5-b): The resulted extracted scene of random 
part of Hey Ur scene after the extraction process 

Figure5: The resulted two extracted scenes after the extraction process 
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Figure (6-a): The resulted raster of the PCA 
application technique on the  extracted scene of 
typical part of Hey Ur scene  

Figure (6-b): The resulted raster of the PCA 
application technique on the  extracted scene of 
random part of Hey Ur scene 

Figure 6. Applying the PCA technique on each of the extracted raster 
 
 

 
 

Figure (7-a): The resulted three classes’ raster after 
the application of classification technique of the 
resulted raster from the collection process of typical 
part of Hey Ur scene. 

Figure (7-b): The resulted three classes raster after the 
application of classification technique of the resulted 
raster from the collection process of random part of 
Hey Ur scene 

Figure 7: The classification application technique of each resulted raster from the collection process 
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Background:Diabetes mellitus and hypertension are reported as the common risk factors for ischemic 
heart diseases that coexist with each other.Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor is act as promoter for 
angiogenesis, and induces new blood vessel formation.Aim:To investigatethe role of vascular endothelial 
growth factor–A and insulin resistance and various biochemical markers with pathogenesis of ischemic 
heart diseases in type 2 diabetic patients. Materials and Methods:The study was conducted at Al-Zahraa 
Teaching Hospital,Holy Karbala-Iraq. A total number of 87 patients were used and they have classified 
intothree groups: (40) type 2 diabetic patients without any marco-complications, (27) diabetic patients 
with ischemic heart disease (unstable angina and myocardial infarction) and (20) case of ischemic heart 
disease without diabetes mellitus. Fasting blood glucose, lipid profiles, insulin levels, HOMA-IR and 
vascular endothelial growth factor-Ahave been determined.Results:Serum levels of each of Vascular 
Endothelial Growth Factor-A, total cholesterol and low density lipoprotein-cholesterol were highly 
significantly elevated in all patients  and a positive correlation between Vascular Endothelial Growth 
Factor-Aand insulin (p = 0.05) in non-diabetic ischemic heart disease patients was observed. 
Conclusion: Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor-A concentration may be used as an indicator of ischemic 
heart disease pathogenesis in type 2 diabetes mellitus. 
 
Keywords:  Vascular Endothelial, Growth Factor-A, Fasting Blood Glucose, Lipid profile, Insulin, Type 2 
Diabetes Mellitus; Ischemic Heart Disease. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Ischemic heart diseases (IHD) were the major cause of death in the world among men and women. It was responsible 
for nearly half of all deaths from cardiovascular disease, causing many complications as chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, liver cirrhosis, diabetes mellitus, lung cancer, and liver cancer combined. Ischemic heart disease 
(IHD) is a complex of clinical symptoms of various pathogenesis caused by insufficient supply of oxygen and 
nutritional compounds relative to the actual need of the myocardium. However the most risk  factors for increased 
incidence of ischemic heart disease is the presence of predisposing factors like age, gender, atherogenic, diet , 
smoking, lack of physical activity, obesity, excessive consumption of alcohol, dyslipidemia, hypertensive, 
hyperglycemia, elevated concentration of homocysteine, fibrinogen and the genetic factor [1].Diabetes mellitus and 
hypertension are reported as the common disease that coexist with each other, and constitute the most common risk 
factors for coronary heart disease (CHD).Diabetes mellitus (DM) is one of a metabolic syndrome diseases that 
marked by hyperglycemia resulting from defects in insulin action, insulin secretion or both. The long-term of 
uncontrolled high blood sugar of diabetic patient is caused chronic dysfunction, damage, and failure of various 
organs, especially the eyes, heart, blood vessels, kidneys, andnerves that enforce tremendous problems on diabetic 
patient and on the health care system [2]. 
 
Vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF-A) is considered to be the main proangiogenic factor as it participates in 
the formation of new blood vessels. In patients with peripheral arterial disease (PAD), an angiogenic impulse is 
ischemia of tissues caused by narrowed vessels as a result of atherosclerotic plaque. Through hypoxia inducible 
factors (e.g. hypoxia inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α)), endothelial cells produce VEGF-A which participates in several 
angiogenesis stages. As clinical and laboratory data indicate, impaired angiogenesis can be observed [3]. 
Angiogenesis is an important process in the development of diabetes mellitus which is controlled and promoted by 
Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor-A (VEGF-A) which is a specific mitogen that stimulates new blood vessel 
formation by aiming growth and differentiation of endothelial cells [4]. Available studies suggest that soluble 
vascular endothelial growth factor receptors type 1 and type 2 (sVEGFR-1 and sVEGFR-2) may be regarded as 
angiogenic inhibitors. 
 
In blood of patients with atherosclerosis and diabetic individuals, higher levels of VEGF-A caused by tissue hypoxia 
can be found. However, the role of different concentrations of sVEGFR-1 and sVEGFR-2 in the process of 
angiogenesis is still unknown [5]. The aim of this study is to investigate the level and relationship of VEGF-Awith 
various biochemical markers such as (fastingblood glucose, lipid profile, insulin and HOMA-IR) in type 2 diabetic 
patients with the pathogenesis of ischemic heart disease. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
This cross-sectional study was carried out at Al-Zahraa Teaching Hospital - Al-Hussein Medical City - Kerbala 
Health Directorate/ Holy Kerbala – Iraq during Nov., 2016 to Dec. 2017. This study was approved by research ethical 
committee , college of medicine , university of Kerbala which includes (87) patients of diabetes type 2 and ischemic 
heart disease, all patients were undergoing therapy (Aspirin, Metformin, and Atrovastatin) and were classified in 
three groups. All the participants were interviewed with a special questionnaire form include age, gender, health 
habits, diet habits, smoking habit and exercise. The weight and height measurements for each patient were taken to 
determine their body mass index (BMI). Fasting blood glucose (FBG) and lipid profiles were investigated directly by 
reflotron technique (Reflotron plus, Roche, Germany), while insulin and VEGF-A levels were determined by using 
enzyme linked immune sorbent assay ELISA, (biotech instruments, USA).Qualitative data were expressed as number 
(N) and Percentages (%), while quantitative data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Quantitative 
variables were analyzed for linearity using the One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, while the insulin, insulin 
resistance index (HOMA-IR) and VEGF-A were not normally distributed. ANOVA (F) test is used to estimate 
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significant difference between means of quantitative variables, while the non-normally distributed variables were 
assessed using Kruskal-Wallis test. Also spearman correlation coefficient test were used to assess the correlation 
between quantitative variables. A p value of ≤ 0.05 considered statistically significance, and p value of < 0.01 
considered highly significant.   
 

RESULTS 
 
The patients of the presented work were classified into 3 groups (T2DM, IHD only, T2DM + IHD) as shown in table 
(1). The (Mean ± SD) levels ofbiochemical marker testin the three patient groups were compared by using ANOVA 
test and Kruskal-Wallis test as shown in table (2). The results show highly significant (p < 0.01) in the levels of FBG, 
total cholesterol, LDL-C, and VEGF.  The correlation data observed indicated that there is no significant correlation 
between VEGF-A with other parameters among all patient groups, except with insulin (p= 0.05) in IHD group,see 
table (3). 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
The results show highly significant (p < 0.01) increase in FBG in diabetic ischemic heart disease patient group (T2DM 
+ IHD) as compared with diabetic patients (T2DM) and ischemic heart disease patients (IHD only).These results were 
in agreement with previous studies performed by others . High level of FBG is often associated with both qualitative 
and quantitative abnormalities of lipoproteins which are responsible for increased incidence of vascular 
complications [6]. Hyperglycemia is also closely associated with cardiovascular diseases (CVD). These are the main 
cause of death in both types of diabetic patients. Apart from the conventional risk factors such as obesity, 
dyslipidemia, and arterial hypertension,  hyperglycemia are the independent risk factors for the development of 
(IHD), and for long-term leads to vascular damage through several mechanisms [7]. Total cholesterol and LDL-C are 
statistically highly significant (p < 0.01) in all patients group and the highest value of mean is in the T2DM group 
compared with the two others patients groups, these findings were in agreement with others[6],while TG and VLDL-
C were non-significance in T2DM with IHD group as compared to the others (P > 0.05). 
 
Also HDL-C level was low in all patients group but there are no significant differences and disagreement with other 
study which found that triglyceride and HDL-C are in highly significant, and the highest value of TG was in diabetic 
patients with CAD than in non-diabetic, while the level of HDL-C was low in patient groups [8].This may be due to 
the patients which were undergoing therapy. Chan. et.al. in (2002) found that the patients who were undergoing 
statin drugs reduced triglycerides by 14%, but when combined with omega-3 reduced triglycerides by 40% [9]. High 
level of total cholesterol, is believed to be a major factor in promoting atherosclerosis, which characterized by the 
deposition of cholesterol and cholesterol from the plasma lipoproteins into the artery wall. It also is recognized that 
triglycerides are an independent risk factor [10]. Although the highest mean value of insulin level was in diabetic 
ischemic heart disease patients group, there were no significant differences among all patients groups. This result 
disagrees with Inchiostro et al.study (1994) who found that significant increase in the level of insulin in diabetic 
ischemic heart disease patients compared with patients of without ischemic heart disease and suggest Insulin 
resistance isassociated with IHD, a higher insulin resistance seems to be related to an earlier clinical onset of IHD 
[11], whereas, others suggest that the fasting plasma insulin level measurement may provide further information 
about the risk of IHD.  
 
This discrepancy in the result between the previous studies and this study may due to exhaustion of pancreas that 
may occur in diabetic obese patients who are in a long duration of diabetes. Where the obesity stimulates the 
development of insulin resistance, increased insulin secretion, insulin gene expression and β-cell mass. Although 
these compensatory mechanisms can succeed to maintain glucose homeostasis and avoid the risk of diabetes 
mellitus, the long-term of increasing insulin secretion (relation to the degree of IR) cause reduction in insulin gene 
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expression, production, β-cell mass, and increased levels of glucose and free fatty acids [12]. The highest mean value 
of homeostatic model assessment (HOMA-IR) which is a method used to quantify insulin resistance IR was higher in 
diabetic ischemic heart disease group; there are no significant differences between all patients group. Thesedata 
weredisagrees with previous study by (Gayoso-Diz ) that showed a positive association between CHD and HOMA-
IR in men, but in women it was not significant [13].  
 
This may due to the effect of genetic or environmental factors (age, obesity and lake of physical activity), where IR 
increase with increasing the age and BMI [14]. Also, Ce Tan et.al. reported that IR and hyperinsulinimia are related to 
the risk of IHD and IR combine with hyperinsulinimia may be best predictor for ischemic heart disease case, while 
other study show a significant association between HOMA-IR and coronary artery diseases (CAD), and the patient 
group of CAD had higher value of HOMA-IR than patient group without CAD [15]. The present study was indicated 
that vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A) as a biomarker is highly significant increase in all patients group 
and the highest mean value was observed in (IHD only) group compared with other groups. While, a Nakajima et al. 
study (2010), was reported the higher level of VEGF-Ain diabetic macro-complication group than diabetic patients 
without complication [16].These findings may be indicating that the diabetic patients were undergoing therapy that 
may affect the level of VEGF-A. Other study done by Alber et.al.(2005), shows that the concentrations of VEGF-Ain 
plasma do not correlated with the severity and extent of CAD, and the patients who were taking statin therapy have 
lower VEGF-A concentrations compared to untreated patients [17]. Nakajima et.al (2004), suggest that the plasma 
VEGF-A level may be associated with only severe coronary ischemia such as multiple coronary vessel diseases [18].In 
general, the main role of VEGF is stimulating vascular endothelial cell division and enhance vascular endothelial cell 
permeability, thus promoting vascular endothelial cell proliferation, differentiation, and angiogenesis [19]. Elevated 
of plasma VEGF has been shown in patients with hypertension and diabetes, with levels correlating with measures of 
endothelial damage and / or dysfunction and overall cardiovascular risk in hypertensive patients, there is increasing 
evidence suggests a role for VEGF-A in the pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease (CVD) [20].  
 
The present study shows a positive significant correlation between VEGF and insulin in non-diabetic IHD group in 
agreement with the study done by He et.al (2006), which found that insulin regulates VEGF-A gene expression and 
vascularization in the myocardium via the response of insulin receptors to the insulin. Insulin resistance inhibits this 
process and may lead to the decreases in VEGF-A expression and capillary density in the myocardium [20,21].     
While there is no correlation between VEGF and insulin show in diabetic patients groups, this may due to insulin 
resistance. Insulin has been shown can regulate the migration, proliferation, and tubular structure formation of 
endothelial cells through the response of insulin receptors and activation of intracellular phosphorylation cascades. 
Furthermore, the insulin that induces pro-angiogenic state is potentiated by vascular growth factors, such as VEGF-
A, which produced by endothelial cells [22]. Diabetic ischemic heart disease patients have a reduction in micro vessel 
density in the myocardium as compared with those with IHD alone or healthy subjects, and this increases morbidity 
and mortality rates.This partly caused by reduced collateral vessel formation in response to ischemia in the 
myocardium, whereas ventricular cardiomyocytes are a rich source of VEGF-Aproduction that significantly affects 
the development and function of cardiac vasculature [23]. The previous study has shown that diabetes and insulin 
resistance are associated with weaken cardiac VEGF-A expression, which may decrease capillary density in the 
myocardium in diabetes and insulin resistance states leading to cardiac dysfunction [24]. 
 
This study shows no significant correlation between VEGF-A with fasting blood glucose in all patients groups, also 
show no significant correlation between VEGF-Awith lipid profile in all group patients, however, these data were 
disagree with other study done by Ciastek et.al.(2014)  that showed a positive correlation between VEGF-A with  TG, 
and suggested that lipid abnormalities occurring in diabetes may be involved in the angiogenesis process [25]. Alsoa 
non-significant correlation between VEGF and HOMA-IR was reported in this study in all patients groups which is 
in agreement with other study showeda non-significant correlation between VEGF-A and HOMA-IR in non-diabetic 
myocardium infraction ; while, Mokhtar et.al.show a significant correlation between VEGF-A and HOMA-IR in 
T2DM patients group [26].The decreases in VEGF-A levels directly inhibits angiogenesis may be due to aspirin intake 
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of all patients studied [27]. The diabetic patients included in this study were taking metformin drug, which acts as 
anti-angiogenesis and lowers VEGF-Alevels in diabetic patients. Variousreports shown that metformin could inhibit 
VEGF-mediated pathological angiogenesis and also significantly inhibited VEGF-A mRNA expression and 
endothelial cell migration [28]. All ischemic heart disease patients and almost hyperlipidemic patients were taking 
statin therapy, which has an action of lowering cholesterol and prevent heart attack. Atrovastatin is one type of statin 
drugs, which may lower the plasma level of VEGF-A in CAD patients. Sergienko et.al (2015), found that IHD patients 
who were undergoing high-dose of atorvastatin significantly reduce VEGF-A in patients with diabetic CVD [29]. 
Also, the diabetic patients who may suffer from proteinuria may cause depletion in the level of VEGF-A. Cha et.alwas 
found a significant increase in excretion of VEGF-A in urine according to the degree of proteinuria in diabetic 
patients. A weak significant correlation was found between the amounts of excretion VEG-A in urine and the levels 
of serum proteinuria, microalbuminuria, creatinine, and creatinine clearance. These findings related to a fact which 
suggests that urinary VEGF-A may be used as a sensitive biomarker in the diagnosis of early diabetic nephropathy 
[30]. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
1. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) level was highly significant in all patients groups (T2DM, IHD only, 

T2DM + IHD)and the highest was observed in non-diabetic ischemic heart disease (T2DM + IHD). 
2. There is no significant difference in the level of insulin among patients groups; the highest levels of insulin 

wereobserved in diabetic ischemic heart disease (T2DM + IHD).  
3. Homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) value was showeda non significant difference 

among patients groups; the highest value of (HOMA-IR) was in type II diabetic with ischemic heart disease 
(T2DM + IHD). 

4. A positive correlation was found between vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF-A)and insulin in non-
diabetic ischemic heart disease group (IHD only). 

5. Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor A (VEGF-A)level may be an indicator of pathogenesis of ischemic heart 
disease in type 2 diabetes mellitus but its level also affected by drugs.  
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Table (1): Classification of patients groups 
 

 

 

 

 

*T2DM : Type II diabetes mellitus   ;  *IHD :  Ischemic heart diseases 
 
 
Table (2): Data of various biochemical markers of all patient groups T2DM (N = 40); IHD (N = 20); T2DM + IHD 
(N = 27). 
 

P value* Mean ± SD No. Group Biomarkers 

 
< 0.001 

218.83 ± 88.13 40 *T2DM 
*FBG mg/dl 132.35 ± 32.43 20 *IHD only 

241.97 ± 108.66 27 *T2DM + IHD 

 
< 0.001 

199.28 ± 45.67 40 T2DM 
Total Cholesterol mg/dl 147.80 ± 40.98 20 IHD only 

176.19 ± 44.34 27 T2DM + IHD 
 

0.436 
 

188.12 ± 97.74 40 T2DM 
*TG mg/dl 183.36 ± 126.41 20 IHD only 

218.84 ± 109.66 27 T2DM + IHD 
 

0.187 
 

32.85 ± 9.94 40 T2DM 
*HDL-C , mg/dl 38.88 ± 15.43 20 IHD only 

37.20 ± 15.25 27 T2DM + IHD 

 
< 0.001 

129.16 ± 46.91 40 T2DM 
 

*LDL-C , mg/dl 76.36 ± 33.39 20 IHD only 
95.77 ± 42.86 27 T2DM + IHD 

Type of groups Frequency Percent 
*T2DM 40 46.0 % 
*IHD 20 23.0% 

T2DM + IHD 27 31.0% 
Total 87 100.0% 
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0.330 

 

37.61 ± 19.55 40 T2DM 
*VLDL-C, mg/dl 36.68 ± 25.28 20 IHD only 

44.98 ± 23.59 27 T2DM + IHD 

 
0.166 

7.76 ± 17.24 40 T2DM 
Insulin 13.76 ± 22.39 20 IHD only 

17.30 ± 34.00 27 T2DM + IHD 
 

< 0.001 
 

34.68 ± 93.04 40 T2DM 
*VEGF-A, pg/ml 49.76 ± 96.06 20 IHD only 

33.86 ± 27.50 27 T2DM + IHD 

 
0.189 

4.22± 9.07 40 T2DM 
*HOMA-IR 5.16± 8.96 20 IHD only 

12.57 ± 35.95 27 T2DM + IHD 
 
*FBG: Fasting blood glucose; *HDL-C: High density lipoprotein-cholesterol; *HOMA-IR: Homeostatic model 
assessment-insulin resistance*IHD: Ischemic heart disease; *LDL-C: Low density lipoprotein-cholesterol;*T2DM: 
Type 2 diabetes mellitus; *T2DM + IHD: Diabetic ischemic heart disease; *TG: Triglyceride; *VLDL-C: Very Low 
density lipoprotein-cholesterol;   *VEGF-A: Vascular endothelial growth factor. 
 
Table (3): The correlation between VEGF-A with studies parameters among all patient groups. 
 

Patient group T2DM patients T2DM + IHD patients IHD only 
VEGF-A Correlation 

Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) Correlation 

Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) Correlation 

Coefficient 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 
Insulin  0.283 0.077 0.123 0.540 0.439 0.053* 
*FBS -0.055 0.737 0.159 0.429 -0.064 0.790 
*TC -0.227 0.159 0.027 0.895 0.200 0.399 
*TG 0.253 0.116 0.224 0.260 -0.050 0.835 
*HDL-C -0.303 0.058 -0.302 0.126 -0.160 0.502 
*LDL-C -0.258 0.109 0.193 0.335 0.023 0.922 
*VLDL-C 0.249 0.121 0.185 0.356 -0.050 0.835 
*HOMA-IR 0.243 0.131 0.427 0.060 0.135 0.501 

 
*P = 0.05 ;*FBG: Fasting blood glucose   ; *HDL-C: High density lipoprotein-cholesterol; *HOMA-IR: Homeostatic 
model assessment-insulin resistance; *LDL-C: Low density lipoprotein-cholesterol  ;*VLDL-C: Very Low density 
lipoprotein-cholesterol  ;   *VEGF-A: Vascular endothelial growth factor. 
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Leishmaniasis is one of the neglected parasitic diseases, which belongs to the family Trypanosomatidae. 
Cutaneous leishmaniasis is endemic in Iraq and the available drugs are of side effect or resistant by the 
parasite. In this study, cytotoxicity of methotrexate was investigated on the promastigotes proliferation of 
the Iraqi strain ofL.tropica.The results showed a significant (p ≥ 0.05) difference in growth of treated 
groupsat all concentration (1000, 500, 250, 125.5, 62.5, 31.25, 15.6) μM, after 24 and 48 hours of follow up, 
while after 72 hours, significant difference was observed at concentration(1000, 125, 62.5) μM.The IC50 
measured after 24and 48 hours and it was 40.366 and 44.452 μM, respectively.The present study showed 
the cytotoxic effect of methotrexate on the proliferation of two stages of the cutaneousform of Leishmania. 
 
Keywords: Leishmaniasis, Trypanosomatidae, cytotoxicity, methotrexate. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Leishmania parasites are obligate intracellular protozoa that cause Leishmaniasis, a neglected tropical disease 
responsible for extensive morbidity and mortality in the developing world. (1). Leishmaniasis is considered the third-
most common cause of morbidity after malaria and schistosomiasis, especially children under 15 years of age 
suffering most of the disease burden (2). It is classified into three primary clinical forms: cutaneous, muco-cutaneous, 
and visceral leishmaniasis (VL); the latter being the most severe and potentially fatal form(3).  Leishmaniasis disease 
is divided into:  Old World Leishmaniasis found in Africa, Asia, the Middle East, the Mediterranean, and India 
(produces cutaneous or visceral) and New World Leishmaniasis found in Central and South America (produces 
cutaneous, mucocutaneous, and visceral) (4, 5). Leishmania is transmitted through bite sandflies of the genus Lutozomy 
in the new world and Phlebotomus in the Old World (6). The paraisteusually reside within the macrophage of the 
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vertebrate host; to enter the macrophage, Leishmania utilizes a variety ofcellular receptors to mediate endocytosis. 
Once inside the macrophage, Leishmania is protected from phagolysosome degradation by a variety of adaptations to 
inhibit cellular defense mechanisms (7). No vaccines are presently available against Leishmania infection and 
treatments rely primarily on chemotherapy(2). The chemotherapeutic arsenal is limited and includes pentavalent 
antimonialssodium stibogluconate (Sb) or (Pentostam) as first-line drugs exhibited some problems such as prolonged 
systemic therapy, less effectivity against various forms and high toxicity and the second-line drugs amphotericin B 
and pentamidine have limitations for use because of, prolonged length of therapy, high cost and adverse 
reactions.Current research is looking for new treatments including methotrexateLeishmania is sensitive to MTX, the 
drug is not used clinically to treat leishmaniasis (8-10). Methotrexate, folate anti-metabolite used since more than 40 
years as a potent anticancer agent in cases of leukemia, sarcoma and rheumatic disorders, it was less toxic than the 
then-current treatments (11, 12). MTX has been found toxic on some parasites, such as malaria spp. and thus, more 
investigation are currently on process for screening of this drug on other parasites, such as Leishmania(13). In this 
study, different concentrations of MTX were screened on the procyclic forms of Leishmania tropica and follow-up was 
made for up to 72 hours.  
 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
Parasite culture 
 
Leishmania tropica isolate was kindly provided by the department of Biology, College of Science, University of 
Baghdad. The isolate were previously diagnosed as L. tropica by PCR  (14). Parasite culture was routinely maintained 
in vitro in cell-culture media (M199) and incubated at 260C with continuous passages.  
 
Methotrexate concentrations 
 
Methotrexate was purchased from Sigma/USA and was dissolved according to the manufacturers’. The following 
concentrations (15.6, 31.25, 62.5, 125, 250, 500, 1000) µM of were diluted and investigated for cytotoxicity screening 
against L. tropica promastigotes in 96 micro-plate of 96 flat bottom wells. follow up was made for 24, 48 and 72 hours. 
Control was made by following the same procedure above but pentostam was added instead of MTX. Triplicates 
were made for each concentration.   
 
Colorimetric assay 
 
Alamar Blue(Resazurin) was added to wells in a ratio of 1:10 and incubated for 4 hours at 26ᵒC prior reading the 
plates by ELISA reader (Avusturya®) at 570/600 nm wavelength(15). 
 
Statistical analysis 
 
The t test was used to determine the significance of methotrexate effect and IC50 was calculated as previously 
described by (16). 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Procyclic insect stage promastigotes of L. tropica was treated with different concentrations of methotrexate to detect 
the cytotoxicity of this drug on the parasite viability. Methotrexate is anticancer drug, antimetabolite and antifolate 
drug, it has been deemed to be less toxic, high potent effect against Malaria, Echinocccus spp. and Leishmania(17, 18). 
The use of promastigote form is of limited value; because the parasite exists naturally in the vertebrate host as 
amastigote intracellular form (Chang and Fish, 1983; Molyneaux and Killick-Kendrik, 1987). The first study of 
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investigating the leishmanicidal activity of MTX against L.tropica was by (13). The results showed significant (p ≥ 
0.05) difference in growth of treated groupsat all concentration after 24, 48 hrs., while at 72 hrs. Significant difference 
was observed at concentration (1000, 125, 62.5)μM.The mean of cell viability measured at the highest concentration of 
1000 μM was (27.65, 38.27, 56.73) % after 24, 48 and 72 hours, respectively. Furthermore, the mean of cell viability 
measured at the lowest concentration of 15.6 μM was (83.05, 55.20, 155.30) % after 24, 48 and 72 hours respectively, 
Figures (1, 2 and 3). According to the cytotoxicity and cell viability results, the IC50 was calculated after 24 and 48 
hours of follow up and demonstrated a time-dependent inhibition of the parasite growth to 50 % and it was 40.366 
μM and 44.452 μM, respectively. 
 
MTX (Dihydrofolate reducates inhibitors) established drugs with novel compounds, have been tested against 
Leishmania species in culture as amastigotes or promastigotes (19). The folate derivatives folic acid and folinic acid 
decrease the in vitro and in vivo activities of antifolate drugs in Plasmodium falciparum (Nduati, et al. 2008). A Previous 
study indicated the MTX (anticancer) is a potent inhibitor against P. falciparum, with IC50 <50 nM, in comparison to 
other drugs, IC50 value to new world leishmaniasis of the reference drugs Amphotericin B (nM), Miltefosine (µM) 
and Pentamidine (µM) against L. braziliensis (61, 17.5, 1.23), L. Mexicana (57.5, 27.5, 2.61) and L. amazonensis (56, 
12.25, 1.32) respectively (20). MTX has many advantages such as its half-life, which at low doses is 3-10 h, which is 
approximately shorter than those of available anti-leishmanial drugs, therefore, resistance to this drug is less likely to 
develop. MTX is taken by oral, intravenous and intramuscular, which is another advantage over many currently anti-
leishmanial drugs. The major concern in the use of MTX as treatment of leishmaniasis is its side effects because side 
effects in long-term and high-dose of MTX use are numerous. However, side effects of MTX in short-term treatment, 
even at relatively high doses are few and rare (18). 
 
Mahmoudvand et al. (2017) indicated the IC50 values of Sb(V) for sensitive and Sb(V)resistant strains were 52.2 and 
170 μg/ml, respectively. Whereas the IC50 values of MTX alone for sensitive and Sb (V) resistant strains were 22.2 and 
51.4 μg/ml, respectively. These values are significantly (P<0.05) higher than the measured IC50 values for various 
concentrations of MTX along with Sb(V) against sensi-tive and Sb(V) resistant strains of L. tropica (16.1and 39.8 μg/ml, 
respectively), indicating less effectivity of Sb(V) or MTX alone as com-pared with combination of MTX+ Sb(V) on 
promastigotes of both strains of L. tropica.On the other hand, the IC50 values to L. tropica  of the reference drugs 
Amphotericin B, Miltefosine and Pentamidine was 46.5 nM, 18µM, 1.04 µM respectively and L. major 36 nM,  11.5 
µM,  2.83 µM respectively (13, 20). 
 
The traditional therapy of cutaneous leishmaniasis is usually carried out by the glucantime drug but it is known for 
its toxicity and leading to broad side effects (21). Miltefosine and Paromomycin are two drugs that have been 
introduced in the last decade for the therapy of leishmaniasis disease (22). While the IC50 to relative drug such 
miltefosine for amastigotes L. donovani was 52.0µM. Methotrexate is a potent inhibitor of the enzyme dihydrofolate 
reductase and causes a depletion of the cellular tetrahydrofolate pools. Despite the insensitivity of L.mexicana 
promastigotes to methotrexate, the dihydrofolate reductase from this organism was inhibited 50% by MTX at a 
concentration of only 2 X 10-9 M- ‘(19). Tetrahydrofolates are necessary for both purine and thymidylate nucleotide 
biosynthesis in eukaryotic and mammalian cells (12).Another study by (23) indicated the IC50 values of L. donovani 
was measurable after 24, 48 and 72hours and it was 174.238, 52.283 and 109.175 μM, respectively, and the results 
showed a significant (p ≥ 0.05) difference in growth of treated groups at high concentrations (1000, 500, 250, 125.5) 
μM after 24, 48 hrs., while after 72 hours, significant difference was observed at all concentration. However, 
promastigote of cutaneous leishmaniasiswas found to be resistant to some classical drugs such as pentavalent 
antimony and pentamidine (13) 
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CONCLUSION  
 
Methotrexate inhibited the proliferation of the Iraqi strain of L. tropica promastigotes and it is recommended to study 
the efficacy of this drug in animal model.  
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Figure (1) Cell viability of L. tropica treated with Methotrexate, after 24 hours of incubation. 
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Figure (2) Cell viability of L. tropica treated with Methotrexate, after 48 hours of incubation. 
 
 

 
Figure (3): Cell viability of L. tropica treated with Methotrexate, after 72 hours of incubation. 
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Despite major effect for a subset of experimental infected lambs, Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica 
serovar typhimurium colonized the gallbladder, that represent as a reservoir for the spread of the bacterial 
infection in human and animal after long symptoms subside. So abdominal ultrasonography with 
histopathological examination was used to revealed pathological effects experimentally in gallbladder, 
consistent with cholelithiasis formation. Therefore, this study was designed to address this issue. Eight 
local lambs in 5-4 months old experimentally were taken (two for control), they were single dose, through 
orally administered lambs via stomach tube, with a volume of 0.5 ml contain (1x108 cfu/ml 
S.typhimurium). then animal became under observation, and weekly examinated by abdominal 
ultrasonography until (30 day) duration of experience, associated with sacrificed  of infected lambs, with 
control animal, after (7, 15 and 30 days), for bacterial culture detection on Salmonella-Shegilla agar (SS 
agar), and grossly & histopathological examination of the gallbladder. All results recorded a brown-
pigment gallstone type after 30 day from infected animal, combined with bacterial nidus growing on 
culture media (SS agar). Histopathology revealed severe chronic cholecystitis associated with petechial 
hemorrhage and thickens in the wall of gallbladder grossly, and severe congestion of blood vessels with 
(xantic cells) formation in the mucosal layer surrounding with mono nuclear cells (MNCs) infiltration 
microscopically in the infected animal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Salmonella typhimurium causes systemic infection and gastroenteritis in human and animals (1). Salmonella spp. have 
been isolated from gallbladders from patients with acute and chronic disease (2). Although the majority of S. 
typhimurium is affect several animal species and birds, However, in acute infectin, bacterial colonized in gallbladder 
are scarcely diagnosed, but it may become apparent with the onset of acalculous cholecystitis (3;4). Cholelithiasis is 
the one of clinical causes that may represent risk factors for gallbladder cancer (5). Depending on their cholesterol 
content, kinds of gallstones are typically distributing as either pigment gallstones or cholesterol gallstones (6). 
Whereas cholelithiasis account for 10 - 15% of the total common disease, that affecting approximately adults in the 
United States (7; 8). From other hand, recent many cases of cholelithiasis was recorded in different countries that 
included several types of animal, so it has been reported spontaneous formation of cholelithiasis  in a male African 
green monkey Chlorocebus aethiops, with infiltration of inflammatory cells within pathological observe in gallbladder, 
but the etiology formation cholelithiasis in gallbladder examined remains unknown (9). 
 
In addition (10) noted spontaneous cholelithiasis during routine semiannual examinations, in amature female 
squirrel monkey Saimiri sciureus, show as echogenic, shadowing debris appear in the gallbladder during in 
ultrasonography abdominal test. Also (11 ; 12) demonstrated that (S. typhimurium, S. typhi, and S. Enteritidis) have 
ability bile-dependent mature biofilm formation, combined with characteristic (ECM production) occurs on human 
gallstones and on cholesterol-coated Eppendorf tubes in vitro. Depending on their cholesterol content, kinds of 
gallstones are typically distributing as either pigment gallstones or cholesterol gallstones (13). Furthermore, condition 
of gallbladder like mucus hypersecretion, or gallbladder stasis may promote to growth and formation cholelithiasis 
(14). Therefore 80% of types gallstones in the western hemisphere was cholesterol gallstones, which occur when 
cholesterol rates exceed the solubilising capacity of bile (15). A present study was aimed to investigate the 
pathological feature of experimental cholelithiasis in lambs gallbladder caused by infection S.typhimurium.  
 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
Experimental animal and management 
 
Eight local lambs in 5-4 months old, (5.250 - 6.750 Kg) were obtained from (animal market at Al-Shu'ala 
neighborhoods) in Baghdad-Iraq ; then kept in animal house, range in dimensions (10x7) meter, under conditions 
were maintained at 20± 2C°, the air of the room was changed by  air vacuum and animals were fed on animal pellets 
of concentrated food and water. The study was conducted in department of pathology, at college of veterinary 
medicine/University of Baghdad, during a period extended from septumber into October 2017. Lambs was treated by 
[Oxytetracylin 50% water soluble powder, in which 250 m.m dissolved in one liters of drinking water, with 
subcutaneous (S/C) injected with 0.02 ml/kg Ivermectin solution (each ml contain 10 mg Ivermectin) as single dose, 
for 6 days. after that animals gives (Trisulpha-Nad, 1ml/2 liters of drinking water) for 3 days, as a preventive 
treatment], then animal was left for (15 days) without treatment, as adaptation. The divided into:- 
1- Control group, included two animals. 
2- Infected group included six animals, infected by 0.5 ml contain (1x108 cfu/ml S.typhimurium), given as single dose, 
through orally administered lambs by stomach tube. Animal became under observation, and weekly examined by 
abdominal ultrasonography until (30 day). 
 
Dose preparation 
 
Infected bacterial dose and concentration, was preparation by (Department of Microbiology/College of Veterinary 
Medicine /Baghdad University). 
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Salmonella-Shegilla agar (SS agar) prepare 
 
Salmonella-Shegilla agar (SS agar):-Salmonella-Shigella agar represent as selective and differential medium for 
thecultivation, isolation and differentiation of Salmonella spp. and some strains of Shigella spp. And it prepared 
according to manufacturer instructions by suspend 63.02 g. in 1000 ml of D.W. Then boiling the mixture with regular 
shakeup until the medium dissolve completely then cooled, to about 50°C and poured into sterile petri plates. 
 
Animal sacrifice 
 
Lambs are sacrificed (infected and control groups), that occur via slaughtering animal after (7, 15 and 30 days) 
duration of experiment, linked with small pieces of gallbladder were taken "after each sacrificed period". For bacterial 
cultuer isuolation, and the others was fixed in 10% buffered formalin saline (16) for 72 hour, and embedding tissue 
preparation according to whom (17), and slide were stained with (Hematoxylin and Eosino), then examined under 
light microscope. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Bacterial isolation 
 
The result of culture media founded, growing of Salmonella on (SS agar) colonies will appear as a colorless with 
black centers (Figure: 1). This occur due to produce hydrogen sulfide (H2S) gas by Salmonella, as a result for non 
lactose fermented, that differs from sveral Enterobacteriaceae, like E.coli spp. will ferment the lactose, with pink color 
colonies growth in culture media. From other hands, the Salmonella colonies differ from Shigella spp. that was appear 
as resulting a colorless colonies because it not produce (H2S) gas and non lactose fermented. Whereas it differs from 
Klebsiella spp. colonies appears mucoid, pale, and larger than E. coli, opaque cream to pink. This result was agreement 
with (18), who isolated the S.typhimurium from different food sources. Also (19), diagnosis S.typhimurium from 
gastroenteritis in lambs (in control groups). Al-Khayat (20) was reported growing Salmonella enterica serovar 
typhimurium on culture media when insulated from chicken. 
 
Pathological results 
 
(grossly) an ultrasonography examination was appear in the (figure:2) show  thickening of the wall of gallbladder that 
visible, with gallstone formation in gallbladder, that development during, that associated with bouts of acute 
cholecystitis may be complicated to chronic cholecystitis of gallbladder. That connected with (Figure: 3), that show 
multi focal from necrotic area that appear in the liver after (7 day) from oral infected lambs by (1x108 cfu/ml S. 
typhimurium), associated with enlargement and dilation of gallbladder. Also gross appearance of the gallbladder that 
appear in (Figure: 4), thickening of gallbladder wall, with petechial hemorrhage that recorded after seven day from 
infected lambs, too necrotic with hemorrhagic area were seen after slaughter animal at end of ( 15 day) with mucoid 
texture, whereas at end of experiment, view a hard, rounded pigment stones with irregular border, dark yellowish- 
brownish in color when extracted from the gallbladder after month from infection, leaving severe necrotic area, 
ulcerated and sloughing of the tissue when touch it. These occur due to inflammatory responses against endotoxin 
that release from bacterial infection, despite to normally gallbladder rich by the bile salts, that was provide sources of 
calcium, carbon and nitrogen that required for essential for bacterial growth, causes an imbalance of biliary 
components, then supersaturating and subsequent precipitation.  
 
These results have the same investigation of (10) intramural edema within the gallbladder wall, and cystic duct 
dilated, at abdominal ultrasonography in squirrel monkey (Saimiri sciureus), and with (9) in an (African green 
monkey),through recorded a cholelithiasis, with multiple echogenic, shadowing structures consistent with 
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cholelithiasis, correlated with gross necropsy finding of liver and gallbladder that recognized with distention and 
cobblestone texture marked in gallbladder, in addition multiple light brown gallstones measuring (5x5x3 mm) each, 
when incision gallbladder, of monkey, characterized by partially solid, several irregular black pinpoint, with black 
core, appear at varying stages of disintegration, after incision into the gallbladder. 
 
Histopathological examination 
 
The specific structural lesions observing in the parenchyma of the gallbladder, at (7 day) was characterized by the 
severe hemorrhage and congestion of blood vessels, also mild aggregation of mononuclear cells in some of blood 
vessels, and slight hyperplasia of epithelial cell with lamina propria, incorporated with induced obstructive 
cholestasis, that appear within epithelial cells (Figure: 5). Furthermore the pathological lesion of S . typhimurium on 
the gallbladder parenchyma, after (15 day) characterized by extensive sloughing of the epithelial cells, associated 
with sever congestion of blood vessels (Figure: 6), besides that an extensive infiltration from mononuclear cells 
mainly lymphocyte and macrophages (Figure: 7). The (Figure: 8) show the histopathological picture of gallbladder 
after (30 day) from infected lambs by (1x108 cfu/ml S.typhimurium), was manifested by mild infiltration of 
inflammatory cells in muscular layer, accompanied with thickening of muscular propria, some areas, they were 
separated from mucosal layer, in addition, severe sloughing of the epithelial cells, with severe infiltration of 
mononuclear cells macrophages and lymphocytes (Figure: 9). Furthermore, "xantic cells" were formed, that 
represented types from macrophages, which it through examination, consisted from polygonal and larger cells, with 
hyperchromatic small central nucleus, with foamy cytoplasm, that appear in the mucosal layer surrounding with 
MNCs infiltration (Figure: 10 ). 
 
Our results revealed severe inflammatory reaction of gallbladder with chronic cholangitis and cholecystitis, this may 
be due to severe infiltration of neutrophils with, associated with MNCs infiltration, which indicated by engulfing bile 
pigment to destroy them, that appear as brown-yellowish color. This observation was in acceptance with those 
previously reported it’s several investigators(10), severe inflammatory cell infiltration, with brown granular material 
within macrophages, representing intra-cytoplasm bile, this demonstrating bile duct hyperplasia at the liver section 
in mature female squirrel monkey. However (9), explained that moderate chronic diffuse hyperplasia of the 
gallbladder epithelium, also moderate to diffuse infiltration of lymphocytes in epithelial layer of gallbladder, with 
severe chronic–active diffuse cholecystitis and severe chronic-active hepatic degeneration, necrosis with severe 
cholestasis (22). However, result was similar to that recorded by (19) with the findings regarding, infected sheep via 
intraperitoneal injection by (1×1011 cell/ml) exhibited severe mucinous secretion associated with severe destruction 
and sloughing of mucosal folds epithelium, as well as shortening of mucosal folds and tissue debris in the lumen of 
tissue after (6 & 14 day), combined with focal necrotic and ulceration with collagen fibers fragmentation of glandular 
lamina propria. Occasionally, pathological lesion, characterized by existence (xantic cells) in cholelithiasis that was 
recorded in gallbladder after month from infected lambs via (1x108 cfu/ml S.typhimurium), this may occur due to that 
the xantic cells represent as macrophages -2, for phagocytized the excess calcium bilirubinate or calcium carbonate or 
cholesterol composition, that was passed into the lamina propria, so this type of cell considered as hallmark of late 
stage cholelithiasis lesion formation. This evidence was provided established previously investigation. Villous 
mucosal hyperplasia with foamy macrophages was seen in the epithelium and lamina propria of gallbladder or near 
from tips of villi and this changes are restricted to gallbladder and don't involve extrahepatic bile ducts (23). 
 
We have verified in present study investigated that the S. typhimurium causes Cholelithiasis in lambs gallbladder 
when experimental infection orally by 0.5 mm. contain (1x108 cfu/ml S.typhimurium).  
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Figure: 1 show colorless colonies, with black    
centers       that grown of S. typhimurium on (SS 
agar), after isolated from lambs after infected by 
(1x108 cfu/ml S. typhimurium).  

Figure: 2show Abdominal ultrasonography.(A: at 7 day), 
(B: at 15 day),(C: at 30 day), was show formation & 
development of gallstones in gallbladder        of lambs 
after infected by (1x108 cfu/ml S. typhimurium  
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Figure:3  show gross appearance of infected liver at (7 
day) appear multifocal necrotic           with enlargement 
and dilated of gallbladder          of lambs after infected by 
(1x108 cfu/ml S. typhimurium). 

Figure:4 grossly appearance of gallbladder of 
infected lambs with (1x108 cfu/ml S. typhimurium) 
.show petechial hemorrhage was seen in    (A: 
7day),whereas necrotic with        hemorrhagic area 
and mucoid        were seen in (B:15 day) within tissue 
organ. Severe necrotic area in      (C), and gallstones 
in         (D) after 30 day. 

Figure: (5): Histopathological section in gallbladder 
epithelial cell of lambs at (7 day) after infected (108  S. 
typhimurium) show yellowish-brown color within 
epithelial cells obstructive cholestasis        (H&E stain 
40X). 

Figure: (6): Histopathological section in gallbladder 
epithelial cell of  lambs at (15 day) after infected (108 
S.typhimurium) show severe congestion of blood 
vessels       with MNCs infiltration        (H&E stain 
10X). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure: (7): Histopathological section in bile duct of  
lambs at (15 day) after infected (108 S.t) show 
proliferation of fibrocytes in the wall of bile duct        
         (H&E stain 10X). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure: (8): Histopathological section in gallbladder 
epithelial cell of  lambs at (30 day) after infected (108 
S.t) show congestion of BV.      with mild 
inflammatory cells infiltration in muscular layer            
       (H&E stain 10X). 
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Figure: (9): Histopathological section in gallbladder 
epithelial cell of lambs at (30 day) after infected (108 
S.typhimurium) show sloughing of the epithelial cells,       
       with severe infiltration of MNCs         (H&E stain 
10X).  

Figure: (10): Histopathological section in gallbladder 
epithelial cell of  lambs at (30 day) after infected (108 
S.typhimurium) show xantic cells       formation in the 
mucosal layer surrounding with MNCs infiltration        
        (H&E stain 10X). 
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The current review focused on the Staphylococcus spp and Betalactamase Enzyme.Staphylococcus contains 
at least 30 species. There are three main types of clinical significance: S.aureus, S.epidermidis, S. 
saprophyticus. The first to be named S.saprophyticus on non-coagulase-producing Staphylococcus aureus 
(Coagulase) was the World Fair brother in 1940. In 1951, Shaw and his group were able to classify 
isolated Staphylococcus from different sources such as humans, animals, dairy products. The soil and the 
sewers were divided into five subgroups of the Staphylococcus genus. S.saprophyticus was called the 
second group, which was characterized by acetone production; acid from the fermentation of the coccose, 
non-couculase or pigment, as well as its nitrate reduction Analysis of urea.In 1962, Torres recorded the 
presence of groups similar to the S.epidermidis strains that cause urinary tract infection. These strains 
possess 51 serotypes and show resistance to the antibiotic Novobiocin.In 1963, these bacteria were re-
categorized as Micrococcus and classified as a subset of this species. They were called Micrococcus 
Subgroup3 because they shared this species as non-coagulase and Phosphatase. 
 
Keywords: Staphylococcus spp., Betalactamase Enzyme, fermentation, Micrococcus 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Several studies have shown that there is a significant difference between Staphylococci and Micrococci since this type 
of Staphylococcus aureus is not an optional antenna, and its content is from 39 to 30% G + C which is similar to G + C in 
the Staphylococci these isolated bacteria were then re-categorized as anthrax in 1973 and were associated with 
Staphylococcus species.The micrococcus subgroup 3 was also found to be similar to the S.aureus or Staphylococcus 
aureus, and it can produce acid from an aerosol-free fermentation. Thus, S.saprophyticus, isolated from non-
coagulase-induced urinary tract infections, and resistance to the antibiotic Novobiocin (Novobiocin). 
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Staphylococcus saprophyticus 
 
S.saprophyticus is the most common cause of urinary tract infection in young women. The most important 
characteristic of these bacteria is their inability to produce coagulase.This enzyme is one of the most important 
enzymes that distinguish between the types of Staphylococcus produced and non-productive Staphylococcus aureus 
(CONS) Coagulase Negative Staphylococci.The colonies of this type of Staphylococcus are circular and smooth. The 
diameter of the colony varies from 5-9 mm to the solid media. It does not possess the ability to produce the DNase. 
However, it is characterized by its production of mucus, which is an important fermentation agent. It facilitates the 
adhesion of bacteria to the epithelial cells of the urinary system, as well as the bacterial resistance to many antibiotics. 
 
It also has the ability to produce the enzyme Urease, which is also an important ferment factor for these bacteria, and 
has a role in its diseases. These bacteria can grow under anaerobic conditions and grow in high salinity conditions 
with concentrations of up to 10% or 15% of NaCl. They can also grow in different temperatures ranging from 15-45 
m. S.saprophyticus can be distinguished from the rest of the other non-producing coagulants of the blood coagulase 
enzyme, which is characterized by the inability to ferment the manganese sugar while S. epidermidis can ferment. 
S.capitis is unable to produce urease while S.saprophyticus can produce this enzyme. S.hominisare characterized by 
their inability to grow in anaerobic conditions while S.saprophyticus grows in such conditions. This type of 
Staphylococcus aureus is characterized by its inability to produce phosphatase, and its resistance to the antibiotic 
Novobiocin 5 μg and diameter of 14 mm, is required for the test of Catalase, and is non-blood analysis. 
 
Sensitivity of S.saprophyticus bacteria to antibiotics 
 
It was found that the resistance of many types of bacteria, including S.saprophyticus for many antibiotics, and found 
that the sensitivity of bacteria to antibiotics depends on the type of amino acids found in the wall of the cell, the types 
containing the amino acid Serine in bridges between the peptide such as: S.apaphyticus and S.haemolyticus and 
S.hominis are more resistant to antibiotics. 
 
A study in London hospitals showed that S.apapyticus isolates were all sensitive to Vancomycin and Rifampicin and 
were sensitive to Clindamycin and Ciprofloxacillin at 4%. The same study indicated that of the 194 isolates of 
S.apropyticus, the resistance of penicillin, methicillin and Oxacillin was 57%, 80% and 20%, respectively. It was found 
that the resistance of all isolates of Cefotaxim was equal to their resistance to penicillin, and the value of MIC was 2 
μg / ml. Based on the NCCLs results, the isolates were considered to be moderately sensitive to Cefotaxim and it was 
observed that bacterial resistance to Methicillin was associated with the presence of mecA gene. Meticillin-resistant 
isolates were <MIC16 mg / L. 
 
Coagulase resistance to quinolones is determined by the presence of a region called gyr genes. About 15 isolates of 
S.apaphyticus have been shown to be sensitive to quinolones commonly used to treat urinary tract infections, 
including Ciprofloxacillin and Norfloxacillin. MIC for 0.39 mg / L and 1.56 mg / l respectively.Oxacillin-resistant 
isolates may be resistant to anti-betelactam, including penicillins and cephalosporins, and many other antibiotics are 
contraindicated. Vancomycin can be considered the most common treatment for these isolates. Staphylococcus aureus 
of Oxacillin and Methicillin is associated with the protein associated with penicillin binding (PBP2a), and that a 
change in penicillin-bound protein does not allow the drug to bind to the bacterial cell wall, causing resistance to the 
betelactam antibodies. 
 
The resistance of S.apapthyticus to penicillin was not limited to isolates isolated from the blood. Bacteria isolated from 
other sources of the body, such as cough and blood, were resistant to antibiotics such as Pencillin, Oxacillin and other 
antibiotics such as Chloramphenicol and Erythromycin. They were sensitive to Vancomycin antagonist. 
S.saprophyticus isolates, all isolated from urinary tract infection, have demonstrated high resistance to Nalidixic acid. 
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Genetic Nature of Antibiotic Resistance 
 
The emergence of antibiotic resistance by Staphylococcus aureus over the past 50 years is a genetic response due to the 
indiscriminate use of antibiotics. The rapid emergence of resistance after the use of any antibiotic indicates the ability 
of these microorganisms to adapt to environmental changes. Antibiotics in bacteria initially develop at Mutation. 
Staphylococcal resistance to a number of antibiotics, including Fusidic acid, Rifampicin, Streptomycin, and 
Novobiocin appears to be a result of a chromosome mutation, but sometimes this Chromosomal antibodies that lead 
to the emergence of antibiotic resistance are harmful to the bacteria itself, leading to the emergence of less virulent 
bacteria, so this type of mutations is not enough to illustrate the rapid emergence of antibiotic resistance, and found 
that bacteria can acquire genetic material in the form of DNA located Outside the chromosome, plasmid, it has been 
shown that the appearance of resistance in Staphylococcus aureus is due to the presence of plasmids carrying resistance 
genes. 
 
These plasmids contribute to the emergence of resistance through two mechanisms 
 
1 - Through the possibility of the union of plasmid bacterial chromosome. 
2 - Through the transmission of plasmids with bacterial bacterium, this can act as the carrier of genes 
 
And that there are many mechanisms, by which microbes can show antibiotic resistance (Jawetz et al., 1998; 2001), 
including: 
 
1.Microsurgery produces active antagonist enzymes such as Penicillin-G-Staphylococcus aureus (PEN), which 
produces the Betalactamase enzyme that destroys the antibody. 
2. Microcellular cells or microscopic microorganisms change their antimicrobial efficacy, such as tetracycline, which 
is collected in sensitive bacteria but not in resistant bacteria. 
3.Microorganisms change Target structure, for example chromosomal resistance to amino cliocosides, is associated 
with the loss or alteration of a specific protein in unit 3oS in the bacterial ribosome, which acts as a binding site in 
sensitive microbes.Microorganisms develop different metabolic pathways, thus allowing the antidepressant to 
continue to interact with the antagonist.Microorganisms develop heterozygous enzymes, thus leaving their metabolic 
function and being less affected by the antimicrobial. 
 
Betalactamase enzyme 
 
The first enzyme was found to be able to break down anti-betelactam early before purification of penicillin G 
antibiotic and its actual use in the treatment of Staphylococcus aureus. This enzyme was known as Penicillinase.This 
enzyme is produced by many pathogenic bacterial strains, and on this basis the bacterial strains produced by it resist 
anti-betelactam containing the beta lactam ring (Richmond, 1965). 
 
These enzymes are specialized for the protection of bacteria from anti-betelactam inhibitors that inhibit the formation 
of myorin or peptidoclique in the cell wall of bacteria (Pollock, 1971). Studies have created the possibility that these 
enzymes may be dispersed from one of the enzymes involved in the manufacture of this sensitive layer to anti-
betelactam (Ambler, 1980). Betalactamines contain the amino acid Serine, the essential component of the active site 
(Sanders, 1992). There is a significant difference between the beta-enzymes produced by the Gram-positive bacteria 
and those produced by the Gram-negative bacteria. The first group is extracellular enzymes, while the second group 
is cell-bound enzymes. The production of Gram positive bacteria is greater, and the antibody is decomposed in the 
medium surrounding the cell, as is the case with Staphylococcus aureus, while the antibody within the bacterial cell is 
destroyed in the Gram-negative bacteria as in E. coli. 
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The effectiveness of the betelactamase enzyme to inhibit penicillin G but also be effective against many types of 
penicillin such as Amoxycillin, Carbenicillin and other antibodies containing the betalactam ring. A study of different 
strains of sensitive Staphylococcus aureus resistant to penicillins showed that there was a significant difference in 
thickness of the outer layer of the wall Cellular cell thickness of the sensitive strain (70 μstrom), whereas in the 
resistant strains it was about 140 μm.The degree of resistance to penicillin depends on the amount of enzyme 
produced, as the strains produced for a small amount are classified as non-produced by the enzyme .Resistance to 
Staphylococcus aureus bacteria is due to their ability to produce the stimulated beta-actamase.Because Staphylococcus 
aureus produces high resistance to penicillins compared with cephalosporins, the enzyme is usually called 
Staphylococcal penicillinase and most S.aureus strains carry the genetic determinants of the enzyme that are located 
on the extracellular plasmid DNA . 
 
Mechanisms of the action of the enzyme albitalactamase 
 
When the bacteria produce the betelactamase enzyme, the enzyme attacks the pylactamase ring in the nucleus of 
penicillins and cephalosporins and analyzes the peptide (CN) in the betelactam ring. The antibody then turns into a 
compound that is ineffective. The compound, called penicillic acid, And this acid is stable Stable, and can be 
estimated to contain two groups of acid instead of one group was found in the base material (antifreeze), while the 
compound composed of cracking Cephalosporin unstable, called (Cephalosporic acid), which breaks into two 
molecules, It found that one enzyme molecule stopped the effectiveness of more than one molecule of the counter 
through the broken counter and then re-link with another anti-molecule. 
 
The betelactamase enzyme analyzes the anti-beta-actam antibody with a two-step reaction, Michaelis-Menten, then 
acylation of the enzyme, followed by deacylation of the decomposition reaction by the following equation: 

 
 

 
 
 
Chromosomal B-lactamase Enzymes 
 
This type of enzymes is produced by most types of positive and negative bacteria. This type of enzyme favors 
cephalosporins as a base material. 
 
These enzymes are divided into two types 
 
A.Constitutiveenzymes: These enzymes are produced continuously by the bacterial cell and do not need to be 
stimulated by the base material. The enzyme is determined by enzymatic activity known as the amount of enzyme 
that can convert one micromol from the base material in a single time unit, under standard experimental conditions 
of heat and pH (Bell et al., 1985). Enzyme activity was defined as the amount of enzyme that analyzes 1 micromol of 
anti-betelactam in one hour at 30 ° C .Among the bacterial species produced for this type of enzyme are 
Klebsiellaoxytoca. 
 
B. Inducible enzymes: These enzymes are important in their ability to increase their production by the presence of an 
inductor called high inducible enzymes for their transformation from low production to high enzymatic production. 
These enzymes are characterized by a high number of cephalosporins that break down 100 times faster than 
penicillins and are not affected by normal inhibitors such as Clavulanicacid, Sulbactam, and Tazobactam, but are also 
affected by other inhibitors such as Cloxacillin (Bush, 1989). Many types of Gram-negative bacteria can produce this 
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type of enzyme such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and spp. Providencia and Preteus vulgaris. Enzymes encoded have 
structural genes controlled by other genes, control genes through repressor, activation of control genes due to a 
genetic mutation or as a result of inhibitory inhibition leads to an increase in the synthesis of synthetic genes and And 
increased enzyme production . 
 
The production of these enzymes can be increased by the presence of a catalyst in the medium in which the bacteria 
live. A number of catalysts such as Clavulanic acid, Sulbactam and Tazobactam, which increase production 
significantly, become antibiotic despite the presence of the inhibitor with little efficacy against bacteria.Studies show 
that strains of S.aureus produce penicillin, which controls the production of hereditary factors on the chromosome 
and its production is induced. 
 
Bactalactamase-based enzymes on plasmid 
 
Which act as antiperspirants and cephalosporins as their basis and effectiveness inhibits most known inhibitors such 
as Clavulanic acid, Sulbactam and Tazobactam as opposed to chromosome enzymes.These enzymes are produced by 
many types of bacteria such as P. aeruginosa, P.mirabilis and Klebsiella.Staphylococci and Enterococci were found to 
produce the betelactamase enzyme, which controls the production of a plasmid that is non-conjugative and also has 
resistance to heavy metals.The resistance of S.aureus to penicillin G is usually the production of the enzyme 
exogenous betalactamase. In most S.aureus strains, the genetic determinants of penicillin production are located on 
the plasmid .The risk of these plasmids comes with multiple resistance to more than one antagonist from different 
groups. 
 
Bactalactamase-based enzymes on poplar genes 
 
Real and primitive organisms possess sequences of nucleotides or pieces of DNA that are able to move from place to 
place within the genetic material, called the transposable element .The jumping genes contain resistance genes for 
many antibiotics such as Ampicillin, Kanamycin, and Tetracyclin.The excretion of the jumping genes in the new sites 
results in the appearance of traits at the expense of the disappearance of other traits. Inhibition of the Tnc gene 
carrying the antimicrobial resistance of Trimethoprim and Streptomycin in RP4 controlling the resistance to 
Kanamycin, Tetracyclin and Ampicillin inhibited the resistance of Tetracyclin and Kanamycin, Self-transport in the 
plasmid mentioned and then resistance to Streptomycin and Trimethoprim. 
 
Extended Spectrum B-lactamase  (ESBL) 
 
In recent years, several intestinal family strains have shown a new pattern of resistance to anti-betelactam 
derivatives, especially cephalosporins. The resistance is due to the production of enzymes controlled by plasmids 
capable of destroying antibiotic groups.This type of enzyme was called the BSA. The production of these enzymes is 
due to genetic mutations in the synthetic genes controlling the production of TEM-1, TEM-2, and SHV-1 enzymes. 
The bacteria that produce this type and many of the antimicrobials available are currently being treated. I am 
currently using a new generation of treatments such as: Iminomethoxycephalosporins, including Ceftriaxone, 
Cefotaxim and Ceftacidin, as well as other antibiotics such as Imipenem, Cefoxitin, Aztreonam and other Cephalospo 
New Renate. 
Paeruginosa bacteria have been found to produce TEM-type PITalactamases, which analyze narrow-spectrum 
penicillins and extended-spectrum cephabsporins, as well as Azteronam.These enzymes, called broad-spectrum 
bactalactase enzymes, are inhibited by Clavulanic acid, most of which are due to Class A of the Ambler classification 
scheme, and are resistant to many broad-spectrum cephalosporins. This type was found in the enterobacteriacae 
family during the 1980s, recently in P.aeruginosa.Most ESBLs are under the control of conjugative plasmids. These 
plasmids are large in size, resistant to various antimicrobials, as well as heavy metals such as mercury, zinc and zinc 
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.Carbapenem antagonists, such as Imipenem, are used to treat infections caused by ESBLs. These enzymes have high 
association with Calvulanic acid, Azotobactam and Sulbactam inhibitors. The combination of penicillins and 
cephalosporins is used to inhibit the effectiveness of these enzymes. 
 
Purification of the enzyme Pitalactamase 
 
Enzymes are purified for the purpose of studying their properties because the presence of other substances can lead 
to incorrect results. The first attempts to purify the penicillins enzyme from some isolates of P-penicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus aureus were carried out in the 1940s. The enzyme was purified from S.aureus bacteria by absorbing the 
enzyme on Cellulose phosphate, which is directly added to the bacterial suspension or to the entire plant. It absorbed 
about 80-90% of the enzyme's efficacy within one hour at room temperature , And then used gelatin filtration 
chromatography using Se gel phadex G-75 as a second step of purification.The protealkase of Ecoli bacteria could be 
purified using ion exchange chromatography using the DEAE-cellulose exchanger, using 0.1 mO Phosphate 
Phosphate pH = 7. The CM-cellulose exchanger was used as a second step for purified purification in the same way. 
Just as gel filtration was used using the Sephadex G75 gel as a final step of purification, the specific efficacy of the 
enzyme in the final step was 201.78 units / mg .The enzyme was purified from S.aureus bacteria using gel filtration 
using gelase sulfide gel instead of using CM-cellulose .Purified alkaligenase enzymes produced by alcaligenesfaecalis 
were purified using the DEAE-Toyopearl transducer with dimensions (3 x 35 cm) with the tris-HCl triglyceride 
concentration of 0.1 mM. The parts that gave efficacy were added by adding glycol polyethylene, On the Toyopearl 
column, and the enzyme was recovered with the phosphorus buffer containing 0.1 molar of KCl. The final step of the 
purification was done using electrofocussing. 
 
Properties of Betalactamase 
 
Betalactamase or penicillinase is an effective enzyme used as a defense by bacteria to protect itself from other harmful 
microbes. Antibacterials attack bacteria and kill them by inhibiting their enzymes in the irreversible structure of the 
cell wall .The work of betelactamides is very complex, which is the destruction and digestion of anti-betelactam. This 
is accomplished through the production of enzymes and enzymes associated with the wall that contribute to the 
resistance of bacteria to antibiotics .The production of betelactamase is affected by the presence of penicillin, since the 
manufacture of betelactamides will increase but the amount of output will vary greatly depending on the type of 
strain and antimicrobial used.Betaactylase production is doubled when induced by ampicillin compared with 
penicillin G, but if methicillin is used, the production of betelactamides will increase continuously.The molecular 
weight of the betalactamase enzyme was determined by 28.779 using gelatin filtration chromatography method and 
electrostatic transfer method using SDS-polyacrylamide.The molecular weight of Penicillinase produced by S.aureus 
calculated from the amino acid sequence was determined to be 28,823, and by the sedimentation method the 
molecular weight of the enzyme was estimated at 29,600. 
 
The Betalactamis consists of 257 units and consists of two dimensions comprising five parallel cords with beta plates 
(B2, B1, B5, B4, B3) and three snails. The effective location of the Betactamase is Serine 70.Effectiveness of the 
betalactamase enzyme is affected by betalactamase inhibitors Clavulanic acid, Sulbactam, Tazobactam and other 
inhibitors such as Cloxacillin and Boronic acid and others.The isoelectric point of penicillin produced by 
Staphylococcus aureus was determined to be equal to 8.9. The enzyme-specific conditions, such as pH and optimum 
heat, were identified as the optimal pH for the enzyme activity produced by Staphylococcus is 7.As for the enzyme 
produced by E.coli, the optimal pH for its efficacy is 6.5, while the optimum temperature for the enzyme efficacy of 
the same bacteria is 45 m .It has been noted that there are many substances that inhibit the effectiveness of the 
enzyme Altealactamiz such as: EDTA, halogens, including: Iodine, iron ions, mercury and others.It was found that 
the enzyme alkaligenesalcaligenesfaecalis inhibits the presence of EDTA, iodine, Cu + 2 and Hg + 2, inhibiting 
enzymatic efficacy of EDTA at a concentration of 3 molar and the original enzymatic activity can be restored by using 
dialysis towards distilled water .It was found that the different charge ion ions, such as Fe + 2 and Zn + 2 ions but Cu 
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+ 2 copper ions, had no effect on the enzymatic activity of the enzyme produced by the E. coli bacteria. However, 
halogens and nitrite at high concentrations were found to be higher than 1.4 mM Enzyme inhibits, while sulfates, 
phosphates and estates have no effect on the enzyme, as it is observed that sodium ions have a inhibitory effect on 
enzymatic activity and different concentrations. 
 
Betalactamase inhibitors and their types 
 
The increase in the production of Bactalactamase, which is one of the most important antimicrobial resistance in 
clinical isolates, has been observed for more than 90% in recent years.To reduce this problem, several attempts were 
made to develop compounds that inhibit the effectiveness of -lactamase inhibitors .It was found that some semi-
manufactured penicillins, such as Penicillin Isoxazolyle and Methicillin, had a inhibitory effect of Bactalactase 
enzymes by Staphylococcus aureus. Methicillin was used to inhibit Bactalactamase enzymes produced by 
Staphylococcus aureus. Penicillin Isoxazolylepenicillins were used with high concentrations to inhibit enzymes 
produced by intestinal family, and the search for the possibility of producing these inhibitors naturally from 
microorganisms began, and this led to the discovery of Clavulanicacid. 
 
Bactalase inhibitors include Tazobactam, Sulbactam and Clavulanic acid, which have low efficacy as an antibiotic 
against bacteria .But they are associated with a number of beta-actamines, inhibited by a non-inverse reaction. These 
compounds are therefore called suicidal. They are fixed complexes between them and the enzyme with a chemical 
reaction of several .Thereby blocking the enzyme and preventing it from breaking the effective anti-beta -actactam 
molecule.These inhibitors with anti-betelactam are effective, wide-spectrum compounds against the Gram-negative 
bacteria and the fungal spores, and despite the effectiveness of the inhibitor + antagonist. However, resistant strains 
soon emerged, so it became necessary to pay attention to the use of these compounds and to determine their ideal 
doses (Launay et al., 1997). Other inhibitors such as:HgCl2, EDTA, Boronic acid, and Cloxacillin. 
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Toxoplasma gondii and urinary tract infection (UTI) are the most prevalent infectious agents in pregnancy.  
This study is focused on the determination of several physiological parameters related directly or 
indirectly with renal function among (75) abortive women diagnosed with Toxoplasmosis and bacterial 
UTI in the eastern side of Baghdad city, Iraq. The results revealed that 48% of aborted women infected 
with  T. gondii at the first trimester of pregnancy , as well as 48% of abortive women infected with both 
infection( bacterial UTI and T.gondii). Urea concentration was significantly increased in aborted women 
infected withT. gondii (24.75 ± 1.54) mg/dl, infected with UTI (21.37 ± 1.34)mg/dl and infected with both 
infection( 34.69 ±3.01)mg/dl compared to the control group(13.78 ± 0.66) mg/dl,according to gestational 
age, urea concentration verified significant elevation (21.06 ± 1.77, 25.61 ± 1.98 and 26.91 ± 2.29) mg/dl in 
first, second,and third trimesterrespectively for all groups, Whereas significance rises was recognized for 
creatinine concentration in blood samples of  aborted women infected with UTI(1.465 ± 0.95)mg/dl, and 
according to gestational period, creatinine concentration results showed increases in the first trimester in  
all abortive women(1.19 ± 0.55)mg/dl.Moreover the pH and several ions (Ca, K, Na) concentration were 
measured, the results revealed, no significant differences were verified in all groups except for  group 
infected with UTI and group infected with both infection in case of Ca  concentration (9.20 ± 0.19 and 9.87 
± 0.31) mg/dl respectively, but according to gestational age, the results showed there was a significant 
elevationin pH value for abortive women in second (7.52 ± 0.01) and third (7.52 ± 0.01) trimesters than the 
first one(7.34 ± 0.03) . 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Abortion is defined as the termination of a pregnancy before the twentieth week of gestation, while the delivery of a 
dead baby after twenty-four weeks of pregnancy is referred to as stillbirth .Abortion is considered one of the most 
stressful problems during gestation period, particularly in those who have no successful pregnancy. Abortion has an 
approximate prevalence of 15% worldwide [1].Toxoplasma gondii is a causative agent of abortion; this parasite is an 
obligate intracellular protozoan which infects a wide range of warm-blooded animals. Infection in humans is usually 
asymptomatic, but a severe manifestation can occur in cases of congenital toxoplasmosis and immune-compromised 
individuals, with treatment being directed in such cases [2]. The importance of the parasite to obstetricians lies in the 
fact that although the great majority of infants born to mothers acquiring toxoplasmosis during pregnancy are 
asymptomatic, effects such as abortions, early infant mortality, and blindness are known to be associated with this 
zoonotic disease when mothers are infected during the first and second trimesters [3]. 
 
Throughout the gestation period, a woman undergoes several physiological changes which can be grouped as 
predominantly hematological, cardiovascular, hormonal, and renal. The hemodynamic profile of pregnancy is 
characterized by an increase in intravascular volume, cardiac output, and heart rate. Yet although maternal 
physiological systems undergo adjustment as a result of pregnancy, the greatest upheaval is to the renal system [4]. 
An evaluation of renal function is therefore necessary for women during their pregnancy. Blood urea nitrogen(BUN) 
and serum creatinine levels are critical indicators of renal function. The most useful tool for screening is urinalysis. 
Further testing is necessary if changes in renal status are detected [5]. Renal function during pregnancy can be 
adequately assessed by measuring the levels of serum urea and creatinine. 
 
The decline in the normal range values of urea and creatinine during pregnancy has clinical consequences; normal 
urea and creatinine levels in pregnant women may indicate an underlying renal disease [6]. Pregnancy is also 
associated with a substantial reduction in pCO2 levels and this change is indicative of the diffusion between maternal 
and fetal circulations [7]. The possible causes of a rise in plasma/serum urea in observance with a normal glomerular 
filtration rate (GFR), or what is otherwise referred to as normal renal function, include both physiological and 
pathological factors; the two physiological components are ageing and increased dietary protein. Pathological causes 
include possible hemorrhage in the gastrointestinal region related to increased protein consumption (blood in the 
gastrointestinal tract is effectively a high-protein meal) which in turn leads to increased urea production and, 
subsequently, increased plasma/serum urea concentration [8]. As well as heart failure [9], hypovolemic shock and 
dehydration [10] necessarily enhance this adaptive response and may all be associated with slight increases in 
plasma/serum urea concentration in spite of a normal GFR.On the other hand, UTIs care indicative of bacteriuria and 
are more common (up to 7%) during pregnancy. It is found in approximately 2% of sexually active women; of those, 
25% go on to develop pyelonephritis during pregnancybecause of the dilatation of the calyces and ureter, which can 
cause intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) due to reduced levels of maternal plasma protein, fetal death, or 
premature labor [11]. 
 
Furthermore, pregnancy has been identified as a period marked by intense change in a woman’s electrolyte level [12]. 
The ability to regulate nutrients and balance electrolytes during pregnancy is critical to the health of both the mother 
and the growing fetus [13]. Levels of urea and creatinine observed in pregnant women who carry symptoms of 
toxoplasmosis and bacterial UTI have improved in recent years. This study is focused on several biochemical factors 
related to kidney function among abortive women native to the eastern side of the city of Baghdad, Iraq. However, a 
practical question arises when dealing with abortive women whom we will endeavor to unpack first; it entails the 
identification of the reasons which may be lead to miscarriage and/or abortion.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Subjects of study 
 
This study was carried out on 75 of abortive Iraqi women. The first group included 25 abortive women infected with 
Toxoplasma gondii; the second group involved25 abortive women infected with a UTI; the third group included 25 
abortive women infected with both toxoplasmosis and a UTI. In addition to these groups, an additional group of 25 
apparently healthy pregnant (control group) with an age range of 18-41 years old. The samples obtained from 
participants in a period   between 1 / 3 / 2017 to 1 / 7 / 2017 from three main hospitals related to gynecology and 
obstetrics located in the eastern side of Baghdad.  
 
Sample collection                                                                                          
 
Five ml of venous blood sample was obtained from each patient and control subject by sterile syringe under sterile 
condition, put into sterile gel tube, after clotting the centrifugation was carried out at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes, then 
the serum was directly use for biochemical test 
 
Measurement of serum urea and creatinine level 
 
Measurements of serum urea and creatinine levels were carried out  by using Fuji dry –chemistry analyzer ( NX500i) 
from  (Fuji film /Japan), uses dry – chemistry principle,with its quick, easy operation and  higher sensitivity . 
 
Measurement of serum pH and electrolyte levels 

 
 instrument this (Germany), 5 HumaLyteplususing by done were levels electrolyte and pH serum of Measurement

.principlelectrodeeelective-ion uses  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The results in (Table 1) showed that, most early abortions occurred due to Toxoplasma gondii infection, and 
particularly during the first trimester, as well as 48% of abortive women infected with both infection (bacterial UTI 
and T.gondii). In addition 48% of UTI group, the abortion occurred more through late period of pregnancy. 
Toxoplasma gondii apparently appeared to be the overriding factor responsible for abortions amongst our participants. 
In addition, the results presented in Table 1 also demonstrate that a higher percentage of abortions in the UTI group 
occurred later in the pregnancy. The results that were obtained for the purposes of this study are compatible with 
Seviet al. [14], who noted the role of infections in relation to systemic infections such as viral, parasitic, and bacterial 
vaginitis leading up to miscarriages. 
 
Urea and creatinine concentrations 
 
The results in (Table 2) showed that, a significant increase in urea concentration across all infected groups compared 
with the control group. Furthermore, the results do not indicate a significant difference between group 1 and 2. In 
fact, there appears to be a synergistic effect between both infections as can be observed from the results of group 3, 
which demonstrated a significant increase in urea concentration levels compared with each infected group (groups 1 
and 2).  
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Whereas a significant difference was observed for creatinine concentrations in blood amongst group 2 participants 
carrying UTIs, this was not the case across any of the other groups. These results revealed the impact of UTIs on 
kidney function. On the other hand, Taxoplasma gondii clearly does not have the same impact as UTIs on kidney 
function as demonstrated by the non-significant results recorded for creatinine concentration levels in group 3. These 
findings clarify the detrimental effect of bacterial UTIs on kidney function, particularly when it progresses to a 
chronic stage. Biliet al. lend credibility to this result when stating that "the most important factor affecting fetal and 
maternal prognosis is the degree of renal function at conception” [15]. Moreover, according to gestational stage, urea 
concentration levels were significantly higher across all trimesters, particularly the third trimester (Table3). Yukari et 
al.[16], mentioned the presence of substantial negative associations between the BUN level and gestational age in the 
latter cohort or the birth weight therefore it can be suggested that increasing blood urea levels  during pregnancy is a 
worrying factor which may contribute to weakening the fetus and thus lead to abortion. The results also indicate 
higher creatininelevels in the first trimester in comparison with individuals in other trimesters across all abortive 
women (Table 3). 
 
This increase in serum urea concentration reveals the equilibrium between urea production in the liver and urea 
elimination by the kidneys.During glomerular filtration, urea passes from blood to the glomerular filtrate, the fluid 
that is the precursor of urine. The concentration of urea in the filtrate as it is formed is similar to that in plasma so the 
amount of urea entering the proximal tube of the nephron from the glomerulus is determined by the glomerular 
filtration rate (GFR).Compromised kidney function, whatever its cause, reduces the GFR and there appears to be a 
strong correlation between the GFR and the severity of kidney diseases  because glomerular filtration rate is the best 
test to measure level of kidney function and determine  the stage of kidney disease. [10]. In comparison with urea, 
creatinine measurement is no more sensitive but is more indicativeof kidney function. Urea and creatinine are good 
indicators of a normal functioning kidney and increase in the serum are indications of kidney dysfunction [17].The 
decline in the concentration levels of apparently healthy pregnant women (the control group) as shown in (Table 4) 
has extensively reflected the functional impact of pregnancy on kidney physiology, including practically all features 
of kidney function (higher GFR with a subsequent decrease in serum creatinine, urea, and uric acid values). Abortion 
accompanied by Toxoplasma gondii and bacterial UTI has shown a rise in urea concentration, revealing the stress 
factors directed against kidney function due to these infections as well as other possible causative agents such as 
hormonal disturbances which can cause an abortion as Al-Kaissyet al. noted [18].  
 
In addition to previous parameters, some serum electrolytes (Na, Ca, and K) and their relationship with blood/serum 
pH levels were measured for the studies groups and compared with the control group(Table 5).The main findings for 
these parameters, there appears to be no significant differences (P≤0.01) which can be observed across all groups 
except for group2 and 3 in the case of Ca concentration. But when these parameters are evaluated according to 
gestational stage (Table 6), a notable increase in pH value is apparent for second and third trimester in abortive 
women as opposed to those in their first trimester. There also appears to be a correlation coefficient (inverse 
relationship) between pH and sodium ion levels (Table 7). This correlation suggests that when pH levels are raised, 
the Na ion level decreases while the K ion level increases in the blood. This may be directly associated with blood 
pressure, the consequences of which may also lead to abortion. This suggestion is confirmed by the results in Table 3, 
which depicts the dysfunctional nature of abortive women’s kidney function during the first trimester. These 
findings indicate the high regulation of body liquid osmolality throughout acid-base homeostasis and pH regulation 
and stabilization; both are serious for normal physiology as well as cell metabolism and function. The importance of 
this regulation is demonstrated by a variety of physiological disorders that occur when plasma pH levels are either 
too high or too low. The kidneys play a major role in regulating the systemic bicarbonate concentration and, hence, 
the metabolic component of acid-base balance, as Hamm et al. described [19].  
 
As shown in Table5, pH values for the studies groups show little variation in comparison with the control group, 
these variation are critical in the language of pH analysis because a slight change in the pH level may significantly 
affect the function of various fetal organ systems such as the cardiovascular and central nervous systems, which can 
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fuel fetal distress and induce a poor Apgar score, as Omo-Aghoja documented [20]. Therefore, our observation that 
abortions during first trimester are recorded more than other trimesters, because any disturbances in the acid-base 
may involve the complex interplays of different organ systems which include the brain, lungs, kidney, and liver. 
Compensations for acid-base disorders within the brain are more complete, while limitations of compensations are 
more apparent for most systemic disorders as Seifter and Chang reviewed [21].  
 
On the other hand, the results concerning electrolyte levels across the different groups showed no significant 
differences in the levels of Ca, Na, and K concentrations in blood/serum, except for Ca concentration associated with 
group 3. This finding contradicts the findings of [22,23], who reported that electrolyte derangements among pregnant 
women is perhaps due to the variation in the pattern of infection. However, Barber et al.  found normal electrolyte 
levels among pregnant women infected with the malarias intracellular parasite [24]. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Kidney function assessment is essential to form a better understanding of electrolyte excretion and renal 
compensations in cases of abortion accompanied by toxoplasmosis and bacterial UTIs. Urea concentration levels in 
blood/serum were higher in all observed groups in comparison with the control group. Thus, we may conclude that 
bacterial UTIs have a notable impact on kidney function through the observation of increased creatinine 
concentrations in the blood/serum of aborted women. Furthermore, the different infections included in this study did 
not impact on the concentration of Ca, Na, K, and pH levels in the blood, with the exception of Ca. However, first 
trimester abortive women showed significant differences in their blood pH levels which carried an inverse 
relationship with Na levels.Since the blood samples used for the purposes of this study were directly collected post 
abortion, it can be concluded that the results delivered from the testing of these samples are credible in delivering 
worthwhile analyses about abortion and the causes of it. 
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Table 1: The percentage of abortions according to gestational stage 
 

Chi-Square 3rd trimester 2nd trimester 1st trimester Groups 
10.66 ** 12% 40% 48% Infected with 

Toxoplasmosis(25) 
8.41 ** 48% 32% 20% Infected with UTI(25) 
8.07 ** 24% 28% 48% Infected with 

Toxoplasmosis  and 
UTI(25) 

--- 10.74 ** 7.62 ** 8.38 ** Chi-Square 
** (P<0.01) 

Table 2:Serum levels of Urea and creatinine in aborted and healthy pregnant women 
 

Groups Mean ± SE 
Urea concentration (mg/dl) Creatinine concentration (mg/dl) 

Group 1 (toxoplasmosis) 24.75 ± 1.54 B 0.614 ± 0.05 A 
Group 2 (UTI) 21.37 ± 1.34 B 1.465 ± 0.95 B 

Group 3 (toxoplasmosis & UTI) 34.69 ± 3.01 A 0.704 ± 0.06 A 
Group 4 (control group) 13.78 ± 0.66 C  0.778 ± 0.047 A 

LSD value  5.200 ** 0.497 ** 
P-value 0.0001 0.001 

**(P<0.01), NS: non-significant. 
Different letters indicates significant differences 
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Table3 : Serum level of Urea and creatinine according to gestational stage in all aborted women 
 

 
      Gestational stage 

Mean ± SE 
Urea conc. (mg/dl) Creatinine conc. (mg/dl) 

First  21.06 ± 1.77 A 1.19 ± 0.55 A 
Second  25.61 ± 1.98 B 0.596 ± 0.04 B 
Third  26.91 ± 2.29 B 0.642 ± 0.07 B 

LSD value  4.230 * 0.417 * 
P-value 0.0498 0.0451 

* (P<0.05), NS: Non-Significant. Different letters indicates significant differences. 
 
Table4: Serum level of Urea ,creatinine in healthy pregnant women according to gestational stage 
 

Creatinine (mg/dl ) Urea (mg/dl ) Pregnancy stage 
0.25 ± 0.03 a 12.36 ± 0.55 b First trimester 
0.33 ± 0.04 a 15.12 ± 0.63 a Second trimester 
0.35 ± 0.07 a 17.51 ± 0.67 a Third trimester 

0.118 NS 2.951 ** LSD value 
0.084 0.0046 P-value 

 
Table 5: pH and electrolyte concentrations in aborted and healthy pregnant women 

 
Group 

Mean ± SE 
pH Ca 

concentration 
(mg/dl) 

Na 
concentration 

(mEq/L) 

K 
concentration 

(mEq/L) 
Group 1 (taxoplasmosis) 7.45 ± 0.03 A 8.86 ± 0.14 B 132.12 ± 2.06 A 3.85 ± 0.09 A 

Group 2 (UTI) 7.44 ± 0.04 A 9.20 ± 0.19 B 132.20 ± 2.70 A 3.93 ± 0.10 A 
Group 3 

(taxoplasmosis&UTI) 
7.43 ± 0.04 A 9.87 ± 0.31  A 132.20 ± 2.33 A 3.83 ± 2.33 A 

Group 4 (control group)  7.41 ± 0.04 A 8.68 ± 0.12 B 130.64 ± 2.33 A 3.96 ± 0.09 A 
LSD value  0.108 NS 0.582 ** 6.652 NS 0.279 NS 

P-value 0.872 0.0006 0.957 0.778 
**(P<0.01), NS: Non-Significant. . Different letters indicates significant differences 

 
Table 6: pH and electrolyteconcentrations according to gestational stage in all abortive women 
 

Gestational stage Mean ± SE 
pH Ca concentration 

(mg/dl) 
Na concentration 

(mEq/L) 
K concentration 

(mEq/L)  
First  7.34 ± 0.03 B 9.08 ± 0.15 A 133.21 ± 1.76 A 3.81 ± 0.06 A 

Second  7.52 ± 0.01 A 9.31 ± 0.19 A 130.00 ± 1.91 A 3.98 ± 0.08 A 
Third  7.52 ± 0.01 A 9.05 ± 0.31 A 131.47 ± 2.65 A 3.93 ± 0.15 A 

LSD value  0.091 ** 0.599 NS 6.245 NS 0.263  NS  
P-value 0.0001 0.598 0.467 0.292 

**(P<0.01), NS: Non-Significant. 
Different letters indicates significant differences 
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Table 7: Correlation coefficient between pH and electrolyte levels in abortive women 
 

Parameters  Correlation coefficient( r)with pH Level of significance 
Ca concentration 0.004 NS 
Na concentration -0.19 * 
K concentration 0.12 NS 

* (P<0.05), NS: Non-Significant. 
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The study is an attempt to find out the thickness distribution of reservoir units of Carbonate Yamama 
Formation (early cretaceous) in (Abo-Amood) and east (Abo-Amood) field in southern part of Iraq by 3D 
post-stack seismic data of 1534.88 Km  survey area. Seven Isopach maps were prepared for the 
stratigraphic reservoir units by using isochron maps and interval velocity values which derived from 6 
wells velocity survey, seven instantaneous frequency maps (seismic attribute) were drawn in order to 
confirm the distribution of thicknesses, Geo-frame software was used to detected top, bottom and seven 
reservoir units of Yamama Formation in (Abo-Amood) field.  
 
Keywords: reservoir units, isopach maps, instantaneous frequency, Yamama Formation, Abo-Amood 
field, Iraq. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The study is an attempt to find out the thicknesses distribution of reservoir units of carbonate Yamama Formation 
(early cretaceous) in (Abo-Amood) and east (Abo-Amood) field in southern part of Iraq by 3D post-stack seismic data 
of 1534.88 km2 survey area. The importance of knowledge of the distribution of the reservoir units thicknesses come  
from the fact that it gives a picture of the facies improvement direction and helps in determining the location of 
thickness increasing which may represent the ideal locations of new wells [1]. In reservoir studies the knowledge of 
units thicknesses distribution contribute in directing of oil wells drilling sites selection and reducing risks and costs 
[2]. A new method used to confirm the acceptability of the results of seismic data analysis by using the knowledge of 
the thickness distribution of the stratigraphic carbonate units of Yamama Formation, and compare it to the thickness 
distribution derived from the wells information, which showed a high correlation at wells locations that indicating 
the certainty of the results of isopach maps derived from seismic data. The change in thickness reflects the change in 
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topography of sedimentary basin and its relation to sea level change .Which are controlled by the tectonic factor, the 
climate and the amount of sedimentary supplying. As by studying the range of the thickness of each unit of Yamama 
Formation and determine the relationship between the thickness of each unit and the others, we can identify and 
recognize the fluctuation occurring at sea level during the deposition of Yamama units, and this fluctuation caused 
by local tectonic activity, which led to the cycle of Yamama deposition within the early cretaceous cycle. The 
approach of this thesis also included the attempt to find a relationship between the distributions of high thickness of 
the carbonate units derived from the seismic data with the distribution of low frequency values, which showed 
acceptable compatibility in most units. In current study CPS program on Geo-frame software was used to detected 
top, bottom and  reservoir units of Yamama Formation in (Abo-Amood) field. Seven Isopach maps were prepared for 
the stratigraphic reservoir units and seven instantaneous maps   (seismic attribute) were drawn in order to confirm 
the thicknesses distribution over Yamama reservoir.                                                                          
            
Location of the Study Area 
 
Abo-Amood field is located at southern part of Iraq within the administrative boundaries of three provinces 
(Maysan, Thi-Qar, and Wasit) (figure1). The area of 3D seismic survey is 1534.88 km ) which is determined by 
coordinates according UTM WGS 84 system (figure -2), [3]. 
  
Tectonic Setting of Study Area  
 
The study area is located in the south-eastern part of Iraq, which represents the northern and north-eastern parts of 
Arabian plate [4]. Abo Amood field located in Basrah Depression as a part of unstable shelf of Mesopotamian basin 
which is surrounded by Salman shelf at the west, Dezful   Embayment and Lurestan platform of Iran at the East, 
Basrah Depression separated by Basrah Arch from Arabian Gulf at the South and surrounded by Tigris-Hilla 
Depression from the north[5]  .The Basrah Depression axis have two directions, (NS) and (NW – SE) as a result of the 
salt movement in Mesozoic due to the effect of Zagros orogeny[6]. Abo Amood structure (study area) has axis in 
(NW – SE) directions and tectonically located in the southern part of the wing close to the platform flank of 
Mesopotamian within the Sub – Euphrates Zone of the sedimentary plain which represents the largest unit of 
unstable shelf units [7].                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                     
Stratigraphic Setting of Study Area 
 
The sedimentary history of the study area   refers to the dominance of calcareous sediments on stable areas and 
appearance of large-scale platforms boarded by the (Neo- Tethys) from the east and clastic sediments replace the 
carbon – limestone sediments in the western direction of Arabian plate due to being close to supplying area which 
was severing from uplifting in the Arabian shield region.  The sediments developed after Hercienic movement, so 
that the dominance of shallow carbonate sedimentary platforms covering large areas of Arabian Plate which 
accompanied by an abundance of evaporation sediments that observed with invasion of clastic incursions which is 
originated from the Arab Shield during the late Carboniferous – Early Jurassic. During the middle Jurassic – 
Turonian age the limestone platforms became more distinctive (Differential Platforms) through the presence of Intra-
Shelf Basin, while during the early cretaceous the climate conditions became more humid causing the disappearance 
of evaporation sediments from stratigraphic column of this age with presence of the ramp type of carbonate 
platforms which represents the sediments of Yamama formation during (late Berriasian –Valangenian sediments),[8].       
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Geology of the Study Area 
 
Surface Geology 
 
The study area consists of the flat and board plains of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. Abo Amood and Eastern Abo 
Amood field is part of the sedimentary plain of the Mesopotamian plain in its southern part, located between Tigris 
and Euphrates rivers. Most parts of the region are large flat lands covered with the sediments of the Holocene age 
which is composed of river deposits that filled the depressions with   channels sediments formed of sand and silt, 
which are deposited as a result of river floods. The majority of the fields and structures in the Mesopotamian basin 
are not characterized by existence of any natural surface features that can indicate the effects of the subsurface 
structural conditions such as anticlines and fault [9].                                                                                                                     
 
Subsurface Geology 
 
Six wells were drilled in the study area (Abo Amood and Eastern Abo Amood), four were ended at Yamama 
Formation and AAm1well ends at Najma Formation in the late Jurassic, while Eastern AAm end at Yamama 
Formation. The exploratory drilling of the AAm1 well was carried out in 1980 at the crest of the structure shows the 
stratigraphic column which starts from the upper Miocene (Upper Fars Formation).       
 
Yamama Formation  
 
This formation was defined by Steint and Biamkainp in (1952) as being exposed on the surface (outcrops) in Saudi 
Arabia, and described by (Van Bellen et.al 1959) as (257 m) interval in Ratawi -1 well in the south of Iraq asYamama - 
Sulaiy Formation. The upper (203 m), now assigned to the Yamama Formation comprises (12 m) of spicular and 
brown detritus limestone with thin shale beds overlain by (191 m) of micritic limestone and oolitic limestone. 
Yamama Formation is of Berriasian-Volanginain age .It was deposited in alternating oolitic shoal and deep inner 
shelf environments, probably controlled by subtle structural highs within a carbonate ramp  [10].The thickness and 
depth of Yamama Formation in Abo Amood and eastern Abo Amood field were determined from the wells (AAM1 – 
and EAA1), (table 1).    
 
Synthetic Seismogram Generation 
 
The process of generation of six synthetic seismograms which were carried out for six drilled wells of AAm and EAA 
field including the using of all formations of well logs (marker, sonic, and velocity) to indentify reflectors of seismic 
data and for seismic correlation purposes. The deterministic method has been adopted in the calculation of the 
wavelet from seismic data. In line seismic section number (53850) with AAm1 well, synthetic seismogram projection 
was taken to identify the reflection on seismic data (VA) (variable Amplitude section), The synthetic seismogram of 
the sixth wells were projected on the seismic data for seismic stratigraphic correlation overall seismic cube area. 
Arbitrary line pass through (AAm 4, 1, 2 and EAA1) wells on seismic section shows the seismic correlation between 
synthetic seismograms of these wells and seismic data with good matching (figure 3). 
 
Reflectors Definition 
 
After completion of reflectors defining process on seismic data which represent top, bottom and reservoir units of 
Yamama Formation over all post-stack seismic cube by picking it in (5) inline and (5) cross-line interval, an 
interpolation for picking process has been applied to fill the interval spaces to become on whole seismic cube at 
Yamama reflectors level (figure 4and 5).The information of 6 wells (marker log) was used to determine the depth of 
Yamama Formation and to detect Yamama units on seismic section at wells location . 
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Isopach Maps from Seismic Data 
 
Isopach maps were prepared for stratigraphic units of Yamama reservoir in (Abo-Amood) and east (Abo-Amood) 
field by using the isochron maps and interval velocities which derived from the information of wells survey for the 
purpose of the conversion process from the time domain to the depth domain to extract the isopach maps, seven 
units isopach maps were drown as follow:  
 
Top Yamama Unit 
 
The thickness increasing occurred in NW direction with the presence of two anomalies of thickness decreasing in the 
middle of study area. Unit thickness ranges from (27) m to (67) m (figure 6). 
 
Yamama B1 Unit   
 
The thickness increasing occurred in NW direction around wells sites as well as to the SE direction, unit thickness 
ranges from 5m to 68m (figure 7). 
 
Yamama B2 Unit  
 
Thickness increased in the middle area between the crest of (Abo-Amood) structure and the east (Abo-Amood) 
structure. There is also an increase in thickness in area around east (Abo-Amood) well, as well as the area around the 
wells of (Abo-Amood) unit thickness ranges from 5m to 93m (figure 8). 
 
Yamama B3 Unit 
 
The highest increasing is located in the south eastern region where the thickness reaches to 90m; there are significant 
decreases in the area surrounding (Abo-Amood) wells. Unit thickness ranges from 10m to 95m (figure 9). 
 
Yamama C1 Unit 
 
The highest thickness located in (Abo-Amood) wells area which is extended to the center of area and then begin to 
decreases in the area of east (Abo-Amood), unit thickness ranges from 10m to 55m (figure 10).  
 
Yamama C2 Unit 
 
The thickness increases significantly in the far NW of (Abo-Amood) field to reached 130m in the middle of the study 
area the thickness rate ranges from (45 – 55)m and continues at the same  rate towards the east (Abo-Amood) field. 
Unit thickness ranges from 30m to 130m (figure 11). 
 
Yamama C3 Unit 
 
The highest increases concentrated at the far SE of the study area in the entire study area the thickness rate is almost 
equal and ranges from 10m to 85m (figure 12).  
 
Seismic Attribute 
 
Seismic attribute are specific measurements of geometry, kinematic, dynamic or statistical features derived from 
seismic data [11]. 
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Instantaneous Frequency Attribute 
 
Instantaneous frequency is the time derivative of phase, i.e., the rate of change of the phase: F (t) =d (  (t)) /dt. 
[12].The seismic cube of study area was processed and   converted to the frequency domain to calculate the 
instantaneous frequency attribute in order to identify the low instantaneous frequency zones within Yamama 
reservoir. The compatibility between the high thickness area of the reservoir units and the low frequency values were 
evident. 
 
Top Yamama Unit   
 
Abo-Amood field wells (2, 5, and 4) are located at low frequency anomaly of 30Hz, while other wells are at range (36 
to 38) Hz (figure 13). 
 
Yamama B1 Unit 
 
Abo-Amood field wells (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) fall within low frequency anomaly of 20Hz. Also could notice the presence 
of two low frequency anomalies one in the NW and the other in the SE of the study area, (figure 14). 
 
Yamama B2 Unit 
 
This unit is characterized by the same frequency behavior of (B1) unit, where the wells of Abo-Amood fields fall 
within low frequency anomalies are of 20Hz, while east Abo-Amood well is located within 35Hz frequency zone, 
(figure 15). 
 
Yamama B3 Unit  
 
Abo-Amood wells as well as east Abo-Amood well are located within the low frequency range from (25-30) Hz 
(figure 16).  
 
YamamaC1 Unit 
 
It is possible to observe that the area of the wells within this unit is still in the low frequency zone (13-25) Hz and this 
range has expanded east wards to the center of study area (figure 17). 
 
Yamama C2 Unit 
 
The low frequency zone in this unit continues with the same direction and expansion of C1 unit (figure 18). 
 
Yamama C3 Unit  
 
Its barrier unit, that’s why we note that the area of the wells does not exist within the low frequency zone and the low 
frequency anomalies that have been marked in the above reservoir units have disappeared in this unit (figure 19). 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
The isopach maps were drawn for the stratigraphic units, which were calculated in two approaches, from wells and 
post - stack seismic data, showed a significant matching in the calculated thickness of the two methods at the wells 
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locations and that this match indicates that the isopach maps derived from the seismic data can be adopted in 
determining the distribution of thicknesses along the study area at the level of Yamama Formation. 
 
1. There is a clear matching between high thicknesses distribution of stratigraphic units and low instantaneous 

frequency values. 
2. The thickness increasing starts from north western at top and B1 units to concentrate in the middle of study area 

at B2 unit to record a marked increasing in the SE region at B3 unit. While thickness increasing trend turn to N W 
at C1, C2 units to become almost in one level at C3 unit. 

3. The change in thickness reflects the change in topography of sedimentary basin and its relation to sea level 
change .Which are controlled by the tectonic factor, the climate and the amount of sedimentary supplying. As by 
studying the range of the thickness of each unit of Yamama Formation and determine the relationship between 
the thickness of each unit and the others, we can identify and recognize the fluctuation occurring at sea level 
during the deposition of Yamama units, and this fluctuation caused by local tectonic activity, which led to the 
cycle of Yamama deposition within the early cretaceous cycle. The results showed that: the change in the sea level 
is began with a sea regression towards the south–east direction represented by (Top, B1, B2, and B3) Yamama 
units, and then the sea began to transgression towards the north–west starting from the C1 unit to the end of 
Yamama Formation. This diagnosis is important and useful in the calculation of oil reservoirs in the future 
studies of Abu– Amoud and east Abu–Amoud fields.                                             
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Table 1. thickness and depth of Yamama Formation in study area 
 

Well Depth (m) Thickness (m) 
AAM1 3865.6 232.5 
EAA1 4055.1 342.0 

 
 

Figure 1: Location map of study area. 
 

Figure2: Base map of study area with surface 
boundaries and well locations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 : Arbitrary line through AAm4, 1, 2 and 
EAA1wells on seismic section. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Top Yamama Formation picking in (5) 
inline and (5) crossline interval. 
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Figure 5: Bottom Yamama Formation picking in (5) 
inline and (5) crossline interval. 

 
Figure 6: Top unit isopach map from seismic data 

Figure 7: Yamama B1 unit isopach map from seismic 
data. Figure 8: Yamama B2 unit isopach map from seismic 

data. 

Figure 9: Yamama B3 unit isopach map from seismic 
data 
 

Figure 10: Yamama C1 unit isopach map from 
seismic data.  

Figure 11: Yamama C2 unit isopach map from seismic 
data.                                     

Figure12: Yamama C3 unit isopach map from seismic 
data 
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Figure 13: Top Yamama unit instantaneous frequency 
map. 

Figure 14: Yamama B1 unit instantaneous frequency 
map.  

Figure 15: Yamama B2 unit instantaneous frequency 
map. 

Figure16: Yamama B3 unit instantaneous frequency 
map. 

 

Figure 17: Yamama C1 unit instantaneous frequency 
map. Figure 18: Yamama C2 unit instantaneous 

frequency map. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19: Yamama C3 unit instantaneous frequency map. 
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A 3DSeismic data was used for stratigraphic interpretation of Hartha and Shiranish Formations which 
represent Upper Cretaceous p e rio d ( up pe r M aast r ic ht ia n - Ca mpa ni a n) by using1914.72km² 3D 
seismic data covered Samawa-Diwan area, it located in the south part of Iraq with in Muthna 
governorate.Tectonically, the study area locates in the exterior margin of Salman subzone and represents 
a contact between the stable and unstable shelves as well as between Mesopotamian basin and Salman 
Subzone. In the area, HarthaFn.was deposited in an inner shelf to lagoonal environment, while Shiranish 
Fn. was deposited inan outer shelf to basinal environment. These formations were defined in time domain 
and picked over the 3D seismic cube and mapped in time and depth domains by using average 
velocity.A3D stratigraphic model was constructed and converted to facies model by using 
Sammawa-1 and Dewan-1 wells data. Stratigraphically,the models showed that Shiranish Fn. sequence 
consist of four unites which formed as a mound which sets on-laps relation on Hatha Fn. The mound is 
surrounded by two unconformity surfaces;top of Hartha Fn.represents the lower boundary and top of 
Shiranish Fn. represents the upper boundary.This configuration confirms that the area was uplifted and 
Hartha was exposed and eroded, it forms the Rim margin (platform) which Shiranish sequence was 
deposits on it. Hartha sequence represents high stand system tracks at end of sequence cycle and the 
Shiranish units represent the late stage of high stand system tracksof the samesequence cycle. 
 
Keywords: Mound, Ramp, On-laps relation, Stratigraphic model, Facies model,Unconformity 
surface. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The term"stratigraphy"means"the study of the rocks and their variations". Eustatic sea level changes controlled 
development of the sequence stratigraphy. Tectonism primarily defined the sites of platform development that 
complicated the architectural heterogeneity of the depositional sequences (Posamentier et al., 1988).Sequence 
stratigraphy is the subdivision of sedimentary basin fill into genetic packages bounded by unconformities and their 
correlative conformities, these genetic packages are chronostratigraphic markers that describe periods of relative sea 
level changes. Depositional sequence boundaries are recognized on seismic data by identifying reflections caused by 
lateral terminations of strata which termed top-lap,on-lap,down-lap and truncation.The stratigraphic signatures and 
strata patterns in the sedimentary rock record are the result of the interaction of tectonics, eustasy and climate 
(Mitchum, 1977). 
 
Basically, changes in rock type produce changes in the reflectivity, which affect the wave shape seen in seismic data. 
Also inferring stratigraphic changes and their occurrence which is based on characteristics of seismic data is an 
objective of seismic stratigraphy. Seismic stratigraphy is a technique for interpreting stratigraphic information 
deduced from seismic data. Seismic Sequence Analysisis based on the identification of stratigraphic units composed 
of relativity conformable succession of genetically related strata termed depositionalsequence (Sheriff, 1980).Seismic 
reflections are believed to follow gross bedding surfaces, and impedance contrasts which are abrupt across bedding 
planes and gradual across facies boundaries. Stratigraphic modeling is a powerful solution that allows modeling the 
development of stratigraphic sequences at regional scale or at field scale. The model solves the equation of sediment 
transport as a function of basin topography, sea level variations, and accommodation space. It ensures calibration 
against existing well data and seismic data. The result is a more robust and internally consistent prediction of 3D 
stratigraphic sequences as well as a prediction of facies distribution laterally and vertically (Ziegler, 2001).The current 
research is stratigraphic analysis study of top Cretaceous Formations of Samawa-Diwanarea by using 3D seismic 
reflection data carried out by the Iraqi seismic 3D crew in 2015. 

 
Location of the study area 
 
The study area is located to the south part of Iraq within Muthna governorate, approximately 40Km to the southwest 
of Samawa city(OEC, 2015).Surface topography shows the area is flat and there is no structural feature appear on the 
surface, and elevation rises towards southeast where the it's about 10m above sea level in the northeast and about 
120m above sea level in the southeast.The area bounded by Euphrates river from the northeast as shown in the 
figure-1. 

 
Synthetic seismograms 
 
Generation and extraction of the wave let help Interpreter to fill the gap between geology and geophysics by creating 
the most accurate time to depth relationships for the wells in the field. Sonic calibration required to reduce interval 
velocities of acoustic models to well velocity survey curve. Therefore, seismic well tie divided into several stages: 
sonic calibration, wavelet extraction, synthetic trace production and tying synthetic to seismic data(Meckel and Nath, 
1977). Synthetic seismograms were generated for two wells (Samawa-1 and Diwan-1) using IESX software package. A 
fundamental element in transformation from seismic to geological boundaries is a stratigraphic well tie of seismic 
data to define reflectors (figures-2, 3, 4, 5). 
 
The main steps of synthetic seismogram generation are (Dedmanet al., 1975): 
 
1- Computing the reflection coefficients of the vertical incident wave on reflector separating two series time intervals 

such ( i ) and (i+1) that have values of acoustic impedance (ρi, vi) and (ρi+1, vi+1) respectively. According to 
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Lindseth, 1979, reflection coefficients computed as the following:    푅푐 =
( )( )   
( )( )   

 

Where:(휌푖, 휌푖 + 1) the density at the interval   ( i ), ( i+1 ). 
(푣푖, 푣푖 + 1) the velocity at the interval ( i ),   ( i+1 ). 
 

2- Convolution process between the reflection coefficient values and experimentally selected wavelet which is made 
to obtain the synthetic seismogram by using wavelet was extracted from the closest seismic trace of seismic 
data(Corsoet al., 2003). 

 
Seismic Reflection Configuration 
 
The seismic section represents the end product of seismic work (field work and data processing), so the accuracy of 
the interpretation depends on the accuracy of previous works.The geophysicist uses interpretation work station to 
map the structural and stratigraphic seismic features correlating them with geological settings in the subsurface 
(Bacon, 2003). 

Configuration of reflections provides the best guide to interpret stratigraphic seismic facies(Neidell, and 
Poggliagliolmi, 1977). Interpret these reflection configurations to have a better understanding of Upper Cretaceous 
sedimentary basin in the Samawa-Diwan area.  

The Hilbert transform is a kind of filtering which does not affect the amplitude of the spectral component, but it 
causes changes in the phases of these components by 90° to obtain the imaginary part of the complex function that 
we get from knowledge of the real part which represents the conventional seismic section (Taner et al., 1979).The 
seismic instantaneous phase attribute is considered as various aspects of the seismic data (Yilmaz., 1987); it's obtained 
by complex trace analysis (figure-6). 
 
The imaginary trace is calculated from real trace by using Hilbert transform (Robertson and Nogami, 1984). 
The analytic trace is given by:  F(t) = g(t) + h(t)  …….....(1) 

The instantaneous phase is:  ϕ(t) = h(t) / g(t)    ……..(2)  

 Where: g(t) = A(t) cos ϕ(t), h(t) sin ϕ(t) …………..(3) 
 
Mounded reflection configurations are interpreted as strata-forming elevations rising above the general level of the 
surrounding strata. Most mounds in the carbonate rocks like Shiranish Fn. deposited in shelf platform it's associated 
with Reefal buildups. The mounds weredividedas the following stratigraphic features (Brown, 2011): 
 

 Carbonate build-ups together with their talus deposits (organic growth). 
 Submarine fan complexes. 
 Volcanic eruption cones. 
 

In the current research, structurally, the instantaneous phase attribute sections showed the study area was affected by 
two normal fault formed a graben appear at west side of these sections, affected at Hartha Fn. and reflectors beneath 
it,while Tertiary reflectors not affected by any type of fault systems. Stratigraphically, Shiranish progradational 
mound was pointed and picked on seismic data (figure-7). The seismic sections show that Shiranish mound sequence 
consist of four unites which set on-laps relation at top of Hartha Formation. In addition, seismic sections show that 
Shiranishmound sequence was surrounded by two unconformity surfaces, top Hartha reflector represents the lower 
boundary which formed the anti-form (eroded Rim) that Shiranish units set on, while top of Shiranish reflector 
represents the upper eroded surface boundary. 
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Maps of top Hartha and Shiranish Formations and its sequence units are drawn in time domain (figures-8, 9, 10), then 
by using average velocity (figures-11) these maps converted to depthdomain (figures-12, 13, 14). After that, 3D 
stratigraphic models were constructed for each domain, (figures-15, 16).  
The following velocity equation (V=V0+K*Z) was chosen in this research to calculate average velocity values, where: 
 

V:Average velocity. 
V0:Instantaneous velocity. 
K:Constant Ratio of Time/Depth. 
Z:Depth. 

This equation means, at each XY location, the velocity changes in the vertical direction by a factor of k. Typical values 
used in modelling work range from around (100 to 5000) m/s for V0 and −0.2 to 1.8 s‾¹ for K (AL-Chalabi, 1979). 

 The average velocity values calculated by using time of interest horizons which were picked on seismic data and 
their markers in Sa-1 and Dn-1 well check-shot logs. Then, a 3D velocity model has been constructed in Petrel 
software which explains the distribution of velocities in both vertical and horizontal direction that is equivalent to 
wells check-shot velocities. 

Vertically, one observes high velocity values at shallow reflectors with low positive gradient with the depth 
throughout the area. This due to high consolidation of rocks.Horizontally, at Shiranish reflector velocity values 
increase toward northwest and decreased toward east and southeast of study area, while at Hartha reflector velocity 
values increase toward northeast and decreased toward south and southwest of study area. In addition, at deep 
reflectorsthe velocity values increase toward southeast and decreased toward northwest of study area. 
 
The stratigraphic maps show that Shiranish units distribute in the north and northeast of study areawith general dip 
to northeast and depth increase to the northeast and this deal with the Mesopotamian direction in Samawa-Diwan 
area. In addition, the maps show there is a clearly increase in the space of units with the depth due to the erosion part 
of Shiranish upper units as a result of their exposure. Also, the maps of units three and four take a form that 
resembles the elongated fold which consist of three domes extend to northwest-southeast. A3D models show that 
configuration of sedimentary shape of Hartha and Shiranish sequences confirms that the area was uplifted then 
Hartha was exposed and eroded, it forms the Rim margin (platform) which Shiranish unitswere deposits on it. 
Hartha sequence represents high stand system tracks at end of sequence cycle and Shiranish sequencerepresentsthe 
late stage of high stand system tracks at next sequence cycle. 
 
Facies Model 
 
Facies model is a general summary of a particular depositional system, involving many individual examples from 
recent sediments and ancient rocks. It's controlled by sedimentary processes that operated in particular areas of the 
depositional environments (Walker, 1990). Hence, understanding of facies as a critical element for the reconstruction 
of paleo-depositional environments, it helps to interpret of Syn-depositional processes. In turn, such reconstructions 
are one of the keys for the interpretation of sequence stratigraphic surfaces. 

In the current research, a 3D Lithofacies model was constructed to reveal the stratigraphic attitude in the depth 
domain of Shiranish and Hartha Formations in the Samawa-Diwan area.Figure-17represents Lithofacies dip section 
passes near Sa-1 well, this section was derived from the structural, stratigraphic interpretation and lithology of Sa-1 
and Dn-1 wells. Consequetelly, one observe that there may be distinct stratigraphic trap within Shiranish Formation. 
This trap probably can be high prospictive areas to investigate the presence of hydrocarbons and the probablity of 
prospecting exploration wells in this areas. 

In addition, a good seismic attribute is either directly sensitive to the desiered geological feature or reservoir property 
of interest (Chopra and Marfurt, 2007). Consequntlly, seismic data cube is converted from amplitude domain to 
seismic reflection steangth attriburte. Figure-18 representes reflection streangth attribute section, this type of 
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attributes sensitive to reservoir property of interest. The section shows there is variation in streangth values at unit-3 
of Shiranish sequence boundary, it represents high negative amplitude and reflects high probaility of hydrocarbone 
accumulation. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
1. Top Cretaceous was studied Stratigraphically in Samawa-Diwan area, it's representing by Shiranish and Hartha 

Formations. Shiranish sequence were picked and mapped in time and depth domains. 
2. Structurally, seismic sectionshave been confirmed the study area during upper Jurassic and lower Cretaceous 

period was seated within a contact boundary between stable and unstable shelves (Mesopotamian basin and 
Salman subzone). While Seismic sections show that there is no indication to any tectonic effect on Tertiary 
succession. It's characterized by low with regular thicknesses and no structural features. Tectonically, it's reflect 
the area quit at that time.Stratigraphically, a sequences feature observed on seismic sections, represents Shiranish 
progradational mound. It's consist of four unites which set on-laps relation and surrounded by two unconformity 
surfaces. Top Hartha reflector represents the lower boundary which formed eroded Rim margin that Shiranish 
on-laps relation set on, while top of Shiranish reflector represents the upper eroded surface boundary, it 
interpreted as shelf margin setting and Hartha represents high stand system tract at sequence cycle and Shiranish 
represents the late stage of high stand system trackof the same sequence cycle. 

3. The maps show that Shiranish units distributes in the north and northeast of study areawith general dip to 
northeast. In addition, the maps show there is a clearly increase in the space of units with the depth due to the 
erosion top part of Shiranish units as a result of their exposure. Also, units three and four show a stratigraphic 
features take a form that resembles the elongated fold which consist of three domes extend to northwest-
southeast.  

4. A3D model in time and depth domains show that shape of Shiranish Fn. was established on the edge of shelf 
platform near the shoal and deposited in neritic environment. 

5. Facies model shows that study area at top Cretaceous reflects the exterior margin of Salman subzone and 
represents a contact between the stable and unstable shelves as well as between Mesopotamian basin and Salman 
Subzone. Tectonically, it's interpret that the separation of Arabian plate from the African continent and collision it 
with the Eurasian plate at the end of Cretaceous was caused the rotational motion of Arabian plate toward the 
north and north-east. Seismic data have been showed that the study area influenced by these events, where is 
noted the stratigraphic succession affected by normal fault system which formed a graben. In addition, the 
stratigraphic features extend northwest-southeast trend due to Arabian platerotational motion, it's consistence 
with general trend of Zagros Mountains belts. 

6. Seismic reflection attribute observed that distinct stratigraphic trap within Shiranish Formation. This trap 
probably can be high prospictive areas to investigate the presence of hydrocarbons and the probablity of 
prospecting exploration wells in this areas. 
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Figure-1. Location map of the study area. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure-2.The calibration processes by time-depth relation of sonic  
and check-shots curves in Samawa-1 well. 
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Figure-3.An extracted wavelet window of Samawa-1 well from seismic data with matching 69%. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure-4.Samawa-1 well synthetic seismogram window. 
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Figure-5.An arbitrary seismic section shows seismic correlation of picked reflectors between synthetic 
traces of Sa-1 and Dn-1 wells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure-6.The complex seismic trace and seismic attributes. 
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Figure-7.An instantaneous phase section inline no. 45375 shows Shiranish  

Progradational mound (on-lap relation sequence). 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure-8.Time map of top Shiranish horizon. 
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Figure-9.Time map of top Hartha horizon. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-10.Time maps of Shiranish Fn. mound 
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Figure-11.A 3D view of average velocity model throughout study area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-12.Depth map of top Shiranish Fn. 
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      Figure-13.Depth map of top Hartha Fn. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-14.Depth maps of Shiranish Fn. mound units. 
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Figure-15 A 3D model of Shiranish progradational mound sequence in time domain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure-16 A 3D model of Shiranish progradational mound sequence in depth domain 
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Figure-17.Lithofacies dip section derived from a seismic interpretation  
and wells data in the study area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-18.Reflection streangth attribute section shows high negtive of 
amplitude values at unite-3 of Shiranish Fn. 
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Seismic stratigraphic study of an upper cretaceous reef within Hartha formation (L Maestrichtian, 550-
658M) and 108m thick in the Merjan oil field. The Merjan 3D seismic survey is a vibroseis survey of 
1026.17 km  area located in the central Iraq.Two exploration wells were drilled in the area Me-1 and 
Wkf-1 wells, the distance between them is 15.82 km. Results of Me-1 well proved that Hartha formation is 
a carbonate reservoir and production test was gave 650 bbl /day of oil and water of formation.Depending 
on the study of the internal reflection configuration and reflection termination,the mound seismic facies 
has been determined and adopted to reconstruct the depositional model. It illustrates that formation is 
carbonate pinnacle reef which is developed on the margin of sub-basin. It is overlain by a regional 
unconformity.The main goal of this work is suggest a stratigraphic model to determine the nature of the 
oil entrapment mechanism in the Merjan-1 well. Spatial modeling by mapping of stratigraphic traps is the 
first step of solution and other step is study behavior of physical properties of a multi phases anisotropic 
carbonate build up system.logs interpretation, seismic attributes and seismic inversion techniques have 
been applied.Reservoir has been divided into three main zones which are diagnosed zone A, zone B and 
zone C where the latter zone is water charge, while the other produce oil with water. Low instantaneous 
frequency and high reflection magnitude values across stratigraphic trap indicate to presence 
hydrocarbon zones. Acoustic impedance results reveal the impedance which reflects high porous 
calcareous rocks through the reef seismic anomaly. 
 
Keywords: Depositional model, carbonate buildup, pinnacle reef, Seismic attribute, Seismic inversion  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
3D seismic survey becomes essential method for hydrocarbon exploration (Brown, 1996). To exploration of 
depositional model of carbonate sedimentation, it is not always adequate to follow a standard interpretation routine 
and more advanced techniques are demanded (Skirius et al., 1999). Carbonate buildup is very important target for 
hydrocarbon exploration in both frontier and mature basins (Peter et al., 2013).Carbonate reservoirs is widespread, 
but still its identification is a major challenge, so synthetic models with computational experiments have been used to 
demonstrate the possibility seismic diffraction imaging, Luke Decker et al., 2015.The main agents to develop the 
carbonate build-up stratigraphy are antecedentgeomorphology, sea level fluctuations which controls the geometry of 
Carbonate buildups, Nordaunet et al., 2015, Matthew Rine et al., 2016, RuiZhai et al., 2017.Significantly, a change 
from a carbonate ramp to a rimmed platform  have been recorded during the Cenozoic, with regional data 
documenting the contiguous growth of carbonate buildups in the shallowest parts of the North West Shelf after the 
early Oligocene, Rosleff-Soerensen et al., 2012; Belde et al., 2017; Rankey, 2017.In sequence stratigraphic framework, 
3-D seismic geometric attributes provide important information for understanding the facie variation on siliciclastic-
carbonate dominated shelf margin, RuiZhai et al., 2017.Brightened seismic reflections, dim spots, and other evidence 
of fluid accumulation can occur in carbonate build up, James Van Tuyl et al., 2018.The stratigraphic model for 
complex reef requires the core, thin section, wireline logsand biostratigraphic data, to construct the facies distribution 
and depositional history,that model will allows to better predictability to potential unconventional resourcesMatthew 
Rine et al., 2016, Keelan F. Umbarger et al., 2016.An integrated geological and geophysical analysis of carbonate 
reservoir presents an effective method to better understand of paleogeographic evolution and distribution of 
geological reservoir and barriers layers, Vincentelli et al, 2017which applied method includes the use of petrographic 
and qualitative description from the integrated reservoir with seismic interpretation of attribute ̓s map.The well 
Merjan-1 was drilled as an exploration wildcat between May and August 1983 to a depth of 2777m. Hartha formation 
(L Maestrichtian, 550-658M, and 108m thick, it consists of limestone on top underlain by dolomite, which is 
alternating with limestone and shale.Porosity and permeability of the wackestone and carbonate mudstone facies 
have been affected by diagenetic processes.The environment of deposition of the Hartha Formation is deep 
continental shelf margin or the sedimentary basin margin, O.E.C, Documents, 1984, O.E.C, Documents, 1989. The 
well encountered moveable hydrocarbons only in the Upper Cretaceous Hartha Formation. Production test show that 
the well-produced up to 650 bbl/day of oil and formation water. Results of electrical logs interpretation show that the 
oil column reaches to 49m at top Hartha formation, Reservoir and field development Directory, 2010.The results of 
reinterpretation studies of the 2D seismic survey data of Merjan-West Kifl show a small structural enclosure at 
Hartha Formation (10m) in the Merjan area, thus, the oil column in the well was greater than the mapped closure at 
Hartha level,O.E.C, 1984. These studies indicate that oil was retained due to a reefal stratigraphic trap. But they can’t 
determine the nature of this trap and its extension and the trapping mechanism for the oil discovered in the Hartha 
Formation reservoir in the ME-1 well remains unresolved, also they recommended a seismic stratigraphic study, 
O.E.C, 2000, O.E.C, 2005, Petrel Resources plc.  2007, O.E.C, 2014.The understanding the geology of reservoir will 
help us to determine the locations of drilling thus less risk and benefit in quality and quantity of production. The 
principal aim of this study is to determine the depositional system, nature of the oil entrapment mechanism, 
confirmation of hydrocarbon presence and areal distribution of the stratigraphic trap for exploration and developing 
the Merjan field. 
 
Geological setting 
 
The West-Kifl-Merjan Oil fields are located in the middle of Iraq, west the Euphrates River within Al- Najaf – Karbala 
province as shown in (Figure 1) (O. E. C., 2014).Stratigraphic column of drilled well in the area (Me-1well), (Figure 
1),were taken as a good instance to identify stratigraphy of Hartha formation. Study area is located in the western 
boundaries of the Mesopotamian basin (near platform flank of Mesopotamian fore deep adjacent to the north eastern 
slope of African-Arabian platform. It lies in the critical area between the stable and unstable shelf, Geoserve, 1996, 
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(Figure 1).Regionally, Ziegler, M. 2001, indicates the Late Turonian -Danian (89-61 ma)period, encompassing the 
Tanuma, Sadi, Hartha and Shiranish, was dominated byshallow marine platform carbonate over much of Arabia. The 
Hartha andShiranish represent transitional facies between shallow marine and deeper marine facies. 
 
Available data  
 
3D seismic data covering an area of 1026.17 km² of the Merjan –West Kifl Oil fieldshas been acquired in 2013.Wire 
line log data which includes logging data of Me-1 well, and check shot of 2 wells (Me-1, Wk-1) .Depth of top Hartha 
formation from sea level is 488m in Me-1 and 593m in Wkf-1. 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Synthetic Seismogram  
 
The synthetic seismogram was generated using the Seismic to Well Tie module in GeoFrame Software. The sonic data 
was first edited for any spiky noise and calibrated to check shot and any gap in the sonic data was filled by 
interpolating the nearby data. The correlation of synthetic seismogram and 3D seismic data is very good and it was 
easy to identify well markers on seismic data, (Figure 2). 
 
Horizon picking of Hartha formation and determine the biohermal shape. The geophysical criteria to recognition of 
reef signature were applied which has been referred in Bubb and Hatlelid, (1977).Log behavior study and 
petrophysical analysis were conducted. Some seismic attributes have been generated for Merjan field, such as 
Amplitude, Instantaneous Frequency, Instantaneous phase, and so on. Inversion was adopted to convert PSTM to AI 
(Acoustic Impedance) volume using Me-1 well data. The last important step is search for analogues of the known 
objects. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Construction of Depositional Model 
 
The upper cretaceous is a regional sequence boundary separates Tectonostratigraphic Megasequences (TMS) Arabian 
Plate (AP9) and (AP10), and ends by Shiranish formation. Hartha formation is below Shiranish and it represents 
carbonate system with evaporate system which characterizes the supratidal and intertidal environment. Carbonate 
buildup is formed in these environments, and due to these bodies, the topography of top Hartha reflector does not 
consistent with general trend of structure in the field. Consequently, the lower parts of Shiranish formation intersect 
with the carbonate buildup, also its units form the seal to Hartha formation.Seismic facies study are showed the 
mound features and other associated indicators such reflection termination. The lithological data and seismic 
characteristics associated with mounds confirm the presence of biohermal shape or carbonate buildup.The kind of 
reef of interest is pinnacle reef which is approximately circular shaped to slightly elongate steep-sided organic 
accumulations. The model proposes the trapping is by carbonate pinnacle reef, (Figure 3). 
 
Picking top of carbonate buildups in the Hartha formation was conducted. Two way time (TWT) map of top the 
biohermal shape in the Hartha formation was drawn to delineate the extension of reef in the area, and it is presented 
as part of (Figure 4). The proposed depositional model in this paper depicts the puzzle of the nature of oil 
entrapment in the Hartha formation.  
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It is well known that younger reef is good exploration targets because of their larger potential. The reason for this is 
that the younger upper cretaceous reefs have usually much greater porosity than the older Paleozoic ones. This 
coincides with our reef of interest because it nearly shallow. A depositional model for the Hartha carbonate buildup 
that would produce pinnacle reef is a prograding shelf as illustrated in (Figure 4). 
 
This model comprises a variety of depositional environments, including Pinnacle reef which are surrounded by deep 
water during deposition. The geological time of this model is late Campanian–Maastrichtian and this period 
represent rise global in sea level according to global sea level change,Haq et al., 1977. Van Bellen et al., 1959 pointed 
that Hartha formation is deposited on a regional erosional surface overlay the Sadi formation. Sadi formation 
comprises of deep environment facies while the Hartha formation is shallow environment facies, O.E.C, Laboratory 
documents, 1984, this sharp change in facies indicates the unconformity episode. This means that Hartha formation is 
deposited during the regional flooding of the sea level and it is represents high stand system tract. Transgressive 
system tract facies is far from the study area toward east. 2D seismic data were used to track the depositional setting 
toward east. The seismic line Mz-20p1 shows the seismic facies of barrier reef. It is located within Musyibe area 140 
km east Merjan field, (Figure 5). Figure also shows the karst feature which could be conduit for hydrocarbon leakage. 
The important thing to say that barrier reef has regional extension accompanied the regional break up between 
Tectonostratigraphic Megasequences (TMS) Arabian Plate (AP 9 & 10). (Figure 5) shows the relation between 
pinnacle reef and barrier reef. This feature represents barrier reef which indicate to sub-basin ward, also it is water 
charge in Musyibe-1 exploration well (84.9 km east me-1) while in Me-1 well, the reef is oil reservoir. 
 
Structurally Merjan area is higher than Musyibe area; consequently, this may be leads to conclude that oil may be 
migrated laterally to Merjan area after vertical migration from deep source rocks through fault and karst features.  
 
Hartha Formation Anatomy 
 
Depositional model was showed that Hartha facies is considered promising reservoir facies.System tract have been 
distinguished using gamma ray log pattern. The upward-fining successions are interpreted to represents 
transgressive system tract (TST) the upward-coursing successions are interpreted to represents high stand system 
tract (HST). System tracts are useful in reservoir distribution.  
 
Hartha has been divided into reservoir and barrier units which distributed in three zones, (Figure 6). 
 
1- Zone (A): It is occupying the depth interval (575–560) m. The upper part comprises of packstone and lower part 

comprises of mud limestone with planktonic fossils.  
2- Zone (B): It is occupying the depth interval (575–630) m. This zone is the most important reservoir unit. 
3- Zone (C):  It is occupying the depth interval (628–655) m. It comprises of mud dolomite and benthonic 

foraminifera (Monolepidorbis) which is index fossils for Hartha formation. 

Studies of well logs behavior of ME-1 well for Hartha reservoir are showed the following: 
 

1. Gamma ray (GR) and sonic logs indicates to shale presence where high reading of both them is correlated with 
shale. Shale is high porous, impermeable and cause high reading of sonic log. It contain high amounts of 
radioactive material which cause high reading of GR, consequently, Hartha reservoir is dirty, where, most of 
Hartha section. GR values not less than 20 API. 

2. Neutron log (NPHI) indicate to good porous for Hartha interval, thus, Hartha reservoir zone. 
3. Bit Size (BS) is useful to determine the permeable zones where when the well diameter equal bit size, this reflect 

impermeable bed and vice versa. In interval of interest, well diameter is less than bit size, this mean that the 
interval is permeable. The difference between well diameter and bit size due to forming of mud cake which is 
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forming as result. Logs interpretation and cross-plot for Me-1, (Figure 7) indicate domination of dolomitic 
limestone for the Hartha formation.  

To investigate the permeability, fluid content and type of fluid, the resistivity logs were used. Separation of resistivity 
logs indicates to permeability of Hartha formation and there are fluids in the reservoir. It is clear that reading of ILD 
log are high, that indicates to presence of hydrocarbon in the reservoir. DST data and separation of ILD at depth 
interval 628 m indicate the OWC level, where, production test at (600 – 615) m show flow of oil, gas and salty water 
320 barrel/day with water percentage 40%. Oil indicator in the Hartha reservoir and porosity is summarized within 
the (Figure 8). 
 
A number of DSTs and production tests were carried out on the Merjan-1 well. Study of the reservoir potential of the 
Hartha reservoir was made using the available test and log data drilling, log and test data are consistent and 
demonstrate that 
 

1- The only one zone has good oil shows in this well is the Upper Hartha, which tested oil. Movable oil is evident 
on the interpreted logs opposite the tested zone, which also includes intervals that could have been responsible 
for the water production. 

2- The logs of the lower zones that tested water and mud indicate high water saturations, little hydrocarbon and 
reasonable porosity  

3- Those zones that did not flow on test generally have low porosities, suggesting poor permeability, and no 
movable oil. 

The porosity and matrix lithology were determined together from a combination of the Sonic, Density, Neutron data 
curves with the defined minerals being anhydrite, dolomite, limestone and sandstone.Hydrocarbon saturation was 
based on the computed values of porosity, and the Induction resistivity (ILD) was taken as the true formation 
resistivity (Rt). In order to compute Rw it is necessary to assume a value for the cementation exponent (m) within the 
Archie equation. In the absence of any measurements, the value 2 was used. A log-derived value over the lower 
interval of the Hartha determined that an appropriate value for Rw was 0.34 ohm m at 60°F (equivalent to 20 g/l 
NaCl). Oil saturation was divided between "movable/immovable" based on the MSFL. Not too much confidence 
should be placed in this division because Rmf is often very inaccurate: MSFL reads beyond the flushed zone and for 
various other reasons. Water saturation (SW) is estimated by using well log interpretation, Archi equation was used 
to calculate SW. SW nearly become equal to 1 at depth 628 m, which indicate to oil water contact, (Figure 8). 
 
Seismic attributes analysis and results 
 
Seismic attributes application is becoming mandatory for successful reservoir evaluation in many oil and gas fields. 
Seismic attributes have been studied to explain the geometry of reef, (Figure 9), physical properties and confirm the 
hydrocarbon (H.C) content. Some of one dimension complex seismic traces were calculated which include 
instantaneous phase, instantaneous, frequency and reflection strength for study interval of interest.  
 
1. Instantaneous Frequency : It is the time or depth derivative of the instantaneous phase. It is a measure of the 

frequency of the waveform at every sample. Low frequency anomaly can be correlated by fluid zones, (Figure 
10). Red color represents low frequency, this indicates to reservoir facies and porous zones. These low 
frequency anomalies are linked by reef in Hartha formation. 
 

2. Instantaneous Phase: It is the measurement of the position on the waveform. It is very useful for determination 
of reflection termination and lateral variation of reflector geometry (Figure 11). The Phase display show clearly 
stratigraphic boundaries of reef, and flat spot which represents the seismic response of hydrocarbon – water 
contact.  
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3. Reflection Strength:Determination of total energy of seismic signal is useful for discrimination of geological 
features such as unconformity and fluid content. These features cause observed changes in the reflection energy 
as a response to acoustic impedance contrast across surfaces of these features. High contrast across geological 
surface gives high reflectivity. (Figure 12) shows reflection inline strength section across Me-1 well. It explains 
the lateral variation of reflection strength of reservoir reflectors. It is clear that red color represents negative 
high reflection strength which indicates the H.C accumulation. It shows that high values correlate with high 
attenuated areas which indicate fluid content within a mound seismic facies and the latter represent seismic 
response of pinnacle reef. The arrows in the figure points to migration of the fluids toward up dip direction. The 
unit of measurement is the decibel and negative sign indicate to the reverse polarity of the amplitude. 
 

Seismic Inversion analysis and results 

In carbonate facies, diagenesis play important role in seismic velocity changes, thus changes in acoustic impedance, 
therefore, the seismic facies it may be difficult to diagnose changes in acoustic impedance (Masaferro, J.I., R. Bourne, 
and J. C. Jauffred, 2004). The Seismic inversion was performed to confirm the depositional model and oil 
prospectively. Log data told us good information about nature of reservoir and seismic data is explained the 
depositional setting of reef and now as final step will be confirm the reservoir characterization via inversion data to 
determine the porosity property. Generally it is assumed that the density is invariant and that the impedance 
variation is determined by velocity variation. Al-Rahim and Hashim, (2016), used the flow chart to invert seismic 
data to acoustic impedance which adopted here to perform the inversion, (Figure 13). In sedimentary rocks 
dominated by a single mineral the velocity is normally correlated directly with porosity. Inversion of the seismic 
trace can therefore be used to detect porosity variations within a given reservoir section. For a given reservoir this 
hypothesis can be tested by cross-plotting impedance and porosity well logs. The technique has been widely used for 
many years in carbonate, chalk and some sandstone reservoirs.The seismic, seismic velocity, horizon and well data 
are loaded into the HSR-9 system. Petrophysical conditioning of the well log data is performed to remove artefacts in 
the data created by borehole (or other) problems during the logging run.Quality log data are essential to the wavelet 
estimation, model building and interpretation of final results. 
 
Wavelethas estimated from the well by using sonic log to estimate both the amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum 
of the wavelet. The time-depth relationship of the well is updated and a new wavelet is estimated as iteration process 
until a stable wavelet and a reasonable time-depth relationship are established. The log correlation window, (Figures 
14) has been showed that the synthetic trace well matching in character with the seismic traces, also it illustrates a 
very good nearly symmetric cross-correlation with peak value of about 80%. The symmetric correlation shape means 
that extracted zero-phase wavelet is probably very accurate. 
 
Low Frequency Model Building and Data inversion 
 
Seismic data lack low frequencies. In order to generate absolute values of impedance a low frequency model must be 
generated. The low frequency model is call initial model and it is a combination of information from stacking 
velocities and well log data, (Figure 15). The stacking velocities constrain the low frequency model in the 0-2Hz range 
and the well log data provide the information from 2 Hz up to the lowest seismic frequencies.Low frequencyhas 
added (up to 12Hz).  P-impedance versus effective porosity cross plots from the ME-1 well in the Hartha to Safawi 
interval showed P-impedance to be clearly related to effective porosity, with a relationship close to linear, (Figure 16). 
The inversion of the seismic data to acoustic impedance could, therefore, be transformed directly to porosity. The 
results of the inversion project revealed widespread porosity within the Hartha interval, (Figure 17). Now the results 
present support to us to locate the exploration well in the field which nearly far from Me-1 well 11 km toward west as 
shown in (Figure 22). Farther more works can be carried in the futures in this field. 
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Impedance slices were extracted from inverted cube through the Hartha reservoir to depict the porosity property, 
(Figure 18). Brown color indicates low impedance values which correlates high porous zones. Slices Show the low AI 
in the mound area, indicated higher porosity, while, the blue color point to high AI in the Safawi formation.  
 
The Oil Fields – Analogues 
 
The analogy has referred to support the result of the work, the first is national and the other is foreign. Area is 
located at the south-west part of Iraq, (Figure 19). The drilling is achieved on buildups reef and a result is 1bilion 
barrel of light oils. In North Africa, (Figure 19), seismic line shows anomaly interpreted as pinnacle reef, this pattern 
is so-called "eye effect".Location A was first to be drilled, based on poorer seismic data, on closure at Eocene level 
above Paleocene reef unit. Well encountered about 60 m of gas-filled pay in Paleocene and was abandoned; acreage 
in area was subsequently dropped.Another company picked up acreage, obtained high-quality seismic data that 
showed Paleocene reef, and drilled well B as discovery well. Well encountered about 300m of porous algal-
foraminiferal and coralline limestone. Pay section was 293m thick. Oil flowed on test at rate of more than 40,000 
bbl/day. Estimated recoverable reserves in this field are approximately 1.5 billion bbl of oil, (Bubb and Hatlelid, 
1977).In our area of interest, pinnacle reef, is important prospective target to drilled show the proposed location for 
wellsdrilling, (Figure 19). 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
3D seismic data provide fantastic performance to make seismic facies analysis of pinnacle reef in the Merjan oil field. 
Reef seismic anomaly is mapped in all 3D area allowing us to develop a plan for exploratory drilling. Me-1 well data 
with seismic data help us to determine the depositional supratidal and intertidal flat environment. The seismic 
stratigraphy and well log data are robust controls to capture the most reliability subsurface model. Althoughseismic 
attributes and inversion algorithms are not sufficient to confirm the hydrocarbon potential of target because it suffers 
from non-uniqueness, but they good support to fluid content in the depositional model especially if they are 
confirmed same result as in current paper. Low instantaneous frequency, high reflection strength, clear flatspot and 
reflection termination provide good indicators are added to results of depositional setting and fluid content. Logs 
interpretation has been proved that Hartha is reservoir and they help us to anatomy it into reservoir units. The 
important thing which we want to say that location of Me-1 well lies in ends of reef body, if it were located farthest to 
west ward, The results would have been much better than the previous production results. Seismic inversion is 
another guide to determine the porous zones which are coincide with reef locations.Acoustic impedance inversion of 
the seismic data produced a well-defined correlation with effective porosity, as observed in the well ME-1. In the end, 
the combination of results and the final outcome of this paper made us able to locate the exploratory well in the green 
oil field. The results will change ideas about the nature of oil entrapment and developing plans which will take into 
consideration the model submitted here, also will open up a new opportunity to go step forward to explore the 
barrier reef 140 km east of Me-1 well.Structurally Merjan area is higher than Muysibe area; consequently, this may be 
leads to conclude that oil may be migrated laterally to Merjan area after vertical migration from deep source rocks 
(Sulaiy and Sargelue formations) through fault and karst features. 
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Table (1) summarizes divisions of Hartha reservoir. 
 

Litho 
zone 

Depth interval 
(m) 

Unit Name Interval (m) Unit Type Lithology  Thickness(m) 

A 575 – 560 
 

Rese-1  560 - 568 Reservoir  Packstone 8 

Barr-1 568 - 572 seal Lime mudstone 4 
B 575 - 630 Rese-2 572 – 582 Reservoir Packstone, benthonic 

forminefra and algae 
10 

Barr-2 582 – 585 seal Lime mudstone 3 
Rese-3 585 – 592 Reservoir Packstone 7 
Barr-3 592 – 593 seal Lime mudstone 1 
Rese-4 593 – 597 Reservoir Packstone 4 
Barr-4 597 – 598 seal Lime mudstone 1 

Rese-5 598 – 607 Reservoir Packstone 9 
Barr-5 607 – 609 seal Lime mudstone 2 
Rese-6 609 – 623 Reservoir Packstone 14 
Barr-6 623 – 625 seal Lime mudstone 2 
Rese-7 625 - 628 Reservoir Packstone 3 

C 628 - 655 Rese-8 628 - 655 Water 
Reservoir 

Mud Dolomite 27 
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Figure 1.Location map after Al-Ameri et al., 2014, stratigraphic correlation of formation of Megasequences Ap9 
after Jassim et al, 2006, Stratigraphic section of Me-1 well, after O.E.C., 2005 and tectonic map of a study area, after 
Geosurve, 1996. 

 

Figure 2.Synthetics seismogram of Me-1 which shows a good tie with seismic data. 
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Figure 3. Seismic section show mound seismic facies which indicates biohermal shape in the Hartha 
formation. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Model of facies distribution of Hartha carbonate buildup and two way time map of mound 
feature. 
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Figure 5.Illustrates distribution of the reef types and seismic sections show the pinnacle reef seismic 
facies in the Merjan and the barrier reefseismicfacies companied with karst and fluid leakage  in the 
Musyibe area.  
 

 
 

Figure 6.Sequence stratigraphic section and reservoir division of Hartha formation of the Me-1 well. 
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Figure 7. Neutron–Density Cross-Plot illustrates the Lithology distribution of Hartha formation in 
well Me-1 

 
 

Figure 8. Computer Processed Interpretation (CPI) showing a hydrocarbon charged reservoir of Hartha 
formation in the Me-1 well. 
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Figure 9. 3-D seismic attributes sections through mound seismic facies in the Hartha formation.  
 

 
 
Figure 10.3-D seismic in-line section shows the low instantaneous frequency through mound seismic facies in the 
Hartha formation.  
 

 

Figure 11. 3-D In-line instantaneous phase section shows flat spot features through mound seismic facies in the 
Hartha formation.   
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Figure 12. Inline reflection strength section show high reflection through mound seismic facies in the 
Hartha formation.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Flow chart summarized the main steps of inversion process, after Al-Rahim and Hashim, 
2016. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 14. Well-Seismic Correlation, blue is the synthetic; red is trace around the well. 
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Figure 15.Shows seismic section, low frequency initial model LFM and inverted section matching well logs. 
 

 
 

Figure 16. P-impedance versus porosity cross plot from Hartha to Safawi formation. 
 
 

 
 

Figure17.Acoustic impedance (AI) section shows a low AI throughout the entire interval of mound in 
the Hartha formation, which indicated a high porosity. 
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Figure 18. AI inverted Time slice distributed vertically through the reservoir of Hartha to Safawi formation. 
 

 
Figure 19.Distribution of organogenic buildups, the Mishrif formation. 
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Adsorption is a phenomenon that collects gas or liquid matter in molecules, atoms or ions on the surface 
of another solid substance. Or is a physical or chemical association of material molecules in the active 
sites of a surface through the weak Vander Waals or by forming chemical bonds with effective sites on 
the surface(1),Adsorption can also include removal of dissolved solids in a solution or solvent by a solid 
surface or recovery of dissolved solvents by that surfaceA process called blackmail (Desorption)(2),The 
adsorption process usually involves a decrease in free energy( Surface Free Energy  ∆G) ,Of the surface 
that occurs on it as accompanied by a lack of entropy ( S∆ )Because adsorbed molecules become restricted 
because of their association with surface atoms , And thus lose the degrees of freedom compared to the 
situation that was before the adsorption, It results in a decrease in energy free ( G∆) and entropy (S∆ )At 
one time decrease in thermal content ( Heat content ∆H)Under the thermodynamic relationship that 
binds the three amounts together at a certain temperature (3).The adsorbate is called adsorbate, whereas 
adsorbent adsorbents such as Charcoal, Silica gel, Zeolite and Porous clays are called (4). Adsorption may 
be limited to the formation of a single molecular layer on the surface of the atom. The phenomenon is 
then called unimolecular adsorption. Adsorption sometimes involves the formation of several molecular 
layers on the mass surface. The process is then called multimolecular adsorption. Adsorption and 
absorption are often combined on the surface with sorption (5).This process often occurs on the surfaces 
of porous adsorbents. This process is most positive for the need for propagation within the Surface of the 
surface to the energy, the process is endothermic (6) this condition indicates that the absorption process is 
greater than the adsorption process. 
 
Keywords: Phenomenon, Chemical, Temperature, Adsorbent, Charcoal, Silica gel. 
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TYPES OF ADSORPTION  
 
Both physical and chemical forces enter solvent adsorption from the solvent. Physical forces include vandervals and 
electrostatic forces. The chemical forces result from a short inter-union rate involving the formation of internal 
compounds, which include a mechanism for the exchange of bonds and symbiotic bonds, and hydrogen bonds(7). On 
this basis adsorption can be divided into two types:The first is called natural adsorption or physical (8) (physical 
adsorption) or (9) (physisorption)This adsorption is also called Vander Waals adsorption, which is a natural 
attraction between the surface of the atom and the atoms, particles or ions that adsorb on the surface. Physical 
adsorption is not specific (10)because the atom or molecule that suffers from physical adsorption is not chemically 
bound to the surface atoms but occupies a certain area of the surface. The occupied area depends on the size of the 
atoms, molecules or evaporated ions, and the heat of physical adsorption is Low. Physical adsorption does not 
require activation energy, which is an inverse process (11, 12, 13),and the atom, molecule or ions that adsorb on the 
surface have the ability to move within a specific surface area, this is not nonlocalized. This type of adsorption also 
incorporates many layers on the surface. 
 
The second type is called chemical adsorption or chemisorptions. Hydrogen bonds are formed in this type between 
the surface and the atoms, molecules or ions that adsorb on the surface Chemical adsorption is characterized by 
privacy( specific)As happens in certain conditions and adsorption may not occur on another surface at the same 
conditions or on the surface itself when changing surrounding ConditionsChemical adsorption.With a higher heat 
emission than that emitted by physical adsorption may reach the level of heat emitted when the normal chemical 
bonds are developed. Chemical adsorption needs energizing energy (Activation Energy)The adsorption is quick and 
low and the reaction is often irreversible and sometimes has strong chemical bonds(13,14,15).It also has a 
location(localized)because it is done on adsorption sites that are inherently low - energy The adsorbent energy 
requires chemical adsorption to a constant activation energy relative to the homogeneous surfaceAnd variable in 
relation to the heterogeneous surface(16) Chemical adsorption consists of a single layer of adsorbent adsorption on 
the surface of the adsorbent. 
 

HEAT ADSORPTION  
 
Heat is released when a molecule is adsorbed onto a certain amount of adsorption surface. Adsorption heat is used to 
determine the strength of the barrier formed by adsorption. The adsorption temperature decreases as the amount of 
adsorption increases. Effective sites are associated with high adsorption heat and other less efficient sites that are less 
heat-absorbing. In addition, there is a dissonance factor that arises between the absorbed minutes and this increase is 
increased with increasing adsorption due to the convergence of the minutes that are absorbed by each other. Heat 
emitted or associated with the adsorption process is called heat of adsorption. Temperature plays an important role 
in adsorption. Physical adsorption may occur at a low temperature and turn into chemical adsorption at high 
temperature, as in the case of hydrogen adsorption on nickel surface (17). 
 

Factor Influencing on Adsorption Process 
 
PH Effect 
 
The pH of the solution is one of the most important factors affecting the adsorption and ionic exchange processes in 
clay minerals (18).In the case of surfaces containing polarized or charged locations, the amount of adsorption 
increases if the surface acquires a charge that exceeds the charge of the minutes absorbed by the effect of acidity. 
Conversely, the amount of adsorption decreases if the surface and the evaporated minutes acquire a similar charge 
(19) 
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If the pH of the solution is low, the adsorption levels may decrease because of the competition shown by the protons 
for the active sites in the soil granules and the amount of adsorption of the elements from the aqueous solutions 
increases by increasing the pH (34). Stem and Morgan (35) showed that the lead ions in the water solution turned into 
PbOH at pH = 5.9 and Pb (OH) 2 at pH = 7.9 and Pb (OH) 3 at pH = 9.5. 
 
Temperature Effect 
 
As mentioned previously, adsorption is a heat-generating process while absorption is a heat-absorbing process 
(Andothermic). Absorption is through adsorption, which is oftenaccompanied by energy emission. As is evident, the 
increase in temperature caused a decrease in adsorption due to increased desorption. While the adsorption process, 
which is accompanied by the process of absorption or spread inside the pores, is absorbent to the heat and thus the 
kinetic energy of the molecules absorbed increases the ability to enter the pores of the steel phase and increase the 
speed of spread in it, so increase the adsorption process by increasing the temperature (20),Al-Haj Ali et al. (21) 
showed that the percentage of nickel removal from the water solution increased by increasing the temperature of the 
solution due to the absorption process associated with adsorption. The adsorption speed increases exponentially with 
the absolute temperature while the absorption process increases with the speed of absorption. 
 
Initial concentration Effect 
 
The adsorption process is affected by the primary concentration of the adsorbent material because the largest amount 
of ions or absorbable molecules is exposed to the active sites in the maze at the high concentration, which increases 
the adsorption speed while the percentage of adsorption. 
 
Nature of Adsorbate 
 
The size of the ion plays an important role in the adsorption process, affecting the amount of adsorption of a certain 
ion on the surface of the atom with the presence of more than one ion of different size in the solution. Altine et al. (22) 
has shown that under certain conditions lead ion is twice as dense as the ion of cadmium because of the large lead 
ion volume. The solubility of the adsorbent in the solvent also has an effect on the adsorption process where the 
amount of the adsorbent is reduced by increasing its solubility in the solvent (23). The soluble solubility is increased 
and the adsorption of the solvent. 
 
Surface Area Effect 
 
Adsorption is significantly affected by the rate of granularity of the mazze material because adsorption occurs mainly 
on the outside of the granules and slightly inside the granules because only a few of the internal effective sites allow 
the element ion to propagate within. Therefore, the decrease in grain size increases the surface area of adsorption, 
which increases the availability of suitable sites for adsorption. 
 
Adsorption Isotherms 
 
Isotherm is defined as the relationship between the amount of material absorbed on a surface and the equilibrium 
concentration of the substance absorbed in the solution at a constant temperature.It can also be defined as a 
description of the relationship between the amount of adsorbate on the surface of adsorbent and the primary 
concentration of the solution at a constant temperature (24)the first isomerization of solvent adsorption from the 
solvent was described by Van Bumbler (1888) who described experimental data using adsorption isomerization. The 
reliability of the isotherm depends on the temperature in extracting useful information about the nature of the 
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adsorption process because it provides important information in describing the nature of adsorption and its 
conditions. Adsorption adsorption also helps to obtain thermodynamic amounts of adsorption. 
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The Barremian succession in the present study is represented by the Zubair Formation which the most 
significant sandstone oil reservoir in Iraq.The studied area is located in the southern part of Iraq at the 
Kifl oil field, within the Mesopotamian basin. The petrographic study showed that quartz mineral is the 
dominated component of the sandstone in Zubair Formation with minor percentage of feldspar and rare 
rock fragments which classified as quartz arenite. The Zubair formation in the study area was affected by 
many diagenetic processes during and after deposition. The main diagenetic processes impressedthe 
successionwith different intensity are cementation, compaction, dissolution, and dolomitization these 
processes affected porosity in many ways and stages. There are three diagenetic zones; the lower part of 
the Zubair Formation was characterized by three effected porous zone separated by high compacted and 
cemented sandstone. The middle part of this formation was showing high compacted sandstone with 
appearingof overgrowth quartz and micro-quartz cementation. Whereas the upper part ofthe Zubair 
Formation was seemed as alternative compaction shale with high compaction and overgrowth of quartz. 
The clean sandstone was deposited and affected by the compaction with chemical dissolution lead to 
form the secondary quartz precipitated on the original grains this decrease the primary porosity. The 
increasing of compaction process destroyed the quartz and rock fragment grains this associated with 
chemical solution lead to precipitate extra grains of quartz as a small grain decreasing the porosity. After 
this process the changing in chemical and physical properties of depositional basin leads to precipitate 
the calcite cements, and finally as results of organism activity calcite was dissolved and produced the 
secondary porosity. 
Key words: Petrography, Diagenetic development, Zubair Formation, Kifl oil field, Southern Iraq. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Zubair Formation was introduced by Glynn Jones in 1948 from the Zubair oil field and amended by Nasr and 
Hudson in 1953 (Bellenet al., 1959). It is the most significant sandstone oil reservoir in Iraq, is composed of fluvio - 
deltaic, deltaic and marine sand stones. It covers wide areas of the Arabian Plate including northern Saudi Arabia, 
Kuwait and most of southern and part of Central Iraq. The formation correlates with the Biyadah (Riyadh) Formation 
in Saudi Arabia (Powers et al., 1966 in Aqrawi et al., 2010). The studied area (Kifl oil field) is located in south of 
Baghdad to the south-west of Hilla city at a distance approximately (35km), and lieswithin the Mesopotamian Zone 
between the Zagros fold to the north and the Stable Shelf To the west. The study area lies in the middle of Iraq 
between Najaf andKarbala governorates (west of the Euphrates River) (Fig.1), it limits from east the Euphrates River 
to the north Karbala city and to the north-west the Razaza lakes. 
 
During the Hauterivian to Early Aptian age the Zubair Formationwas deposition with 380-400m of alternating shale, 
siltstone and sandstone (Bellen et al. 1959). This formation was assumed to represent a prograding delta originating 
from the Arabian shield (Zeigler, 2001).Zubair Formation is overlying with the Shuaiba Formation are mostly 
gradational and conformable (Fig.2). The lower boundary is, however unconformable with Ratawi Formation 
(Buday, 1980), and this unconformity described by Douban and Al-Medhadi (1999). 
 
Petrography 
 
Petrography of Sandstone 
 
The composition of sand can be controlled by many factors such as the composition of source rocks, transportation 
distance of detritus before it reaches its finalsite of deposition, the residence time that detritus is held in environment 
so ther than its final deposition position, the climate in the source area and diagenetic effect following final deposition 
(Suttnerand Dutta1986).Texture is used when describing sedimentary rocks (sandstones) with a view to determining 
their depositional mechanism and environment. It is also a means of assessing the degree of porosity and / or 
permeability which has proved to be a valuable tool in the analysis of potential hydrocarbon rich sand-bodies.The 
recognized components in Zubair Formation sand stoneare shown below:- 
 
Quartz  
 
Quartz has the most abundant mineral ratio among main component grains (quartz, feldspar and lithic grains only) 
ranging from more than 95%in the well sorted, rounded quartz-arenite sandstone u n i t  of Zubair Formation to the 
less of 25% in the shale dominated unit of the same Formation. The predominance of quartz can be result by 
recycling, long transportation distance or tropical weathering predominance (Dickenson, 1988). Quartz grain size 
ranges from medium to very fine according to Wentworth, 1932 (in Pettijoh net.al.1973).Grains roundness ranges from 
subangular to rounded according to visual chart of Powers(1953)(Fig.3). This variation in size and roundness lead to 
form many types of contact between quartz grains such as long, concavo – convex and Y-contact type, but in some 
slides there are few of floating contact sand point contact which increase in slides with high ratio of calcitecement 
related to the growth of carbonate cement which leads to forceful wedgingapart of the grains (Waldschmidt,1941 in 
Pettijohn,1975). 
 
There are two types of quartz recognized in Zubair Formation they are: the first, Monocrystalline Quartz (Plt.1-A, B) 
as a dominant type.This type of quartz shows two types of extinction: sharp extinction and slightly undulating 
extinction. Monocrystalline quartz refers to granitic source rock (Folk, 1968). and the second, Polycrystalline Quartz 
(Plt.1-C, D) as a small percentage as a reason for that is the lack of stability during long-distance transport or lack of 
presence in the source (Pettijohn, et al., 1973). The polycrystalline quartz can develop from monocrystalline quartz 
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during metamorphism under the influence of increasing pressure and temperature. Non-undulatory monocrystalline 
quartz changes progressively to undulatory quartz, then to polygonized quartz (quartz that shows distinct zones of 
extinction with sharp boundaries), and finally to polycrystalline quartz (Young, 1976). 
 
Feldspar  
 
Like quartz, feldspar has low relief and low first-order interference colors (white to gray), and it can be easily 
misidentified as quartz where it lacks twins. But so many feldspar grains are recognized by complex twinning 
(plagioclase) (Plt.1-E), while the orthoclase hasoccasionally a simple twin (Plt.1-F). Feldspar ratio is less than (1%), 
due to the weak stability as it decomposes and eroded when transported to long-distance, Therefore the presence or 
absence of feldspar is a result of balance occurring between rate of decomposition and rate of erosion (Pettijohn, 
1975).  
 
Rock Fragments 
 
Rock fragments are detrital particles made up of two or more mineral grains depending upon source-rock 
composition. It can provide the most direct lithological evidence (Boggs, 1995). Chert is microcrystalline quartz and 
therefore occurs as a mass of very fine crystals with low first-order interference colors (gray and white) and low relief 
(Plt.2-A).Rock fragments are fine-grained sedimentary rock fragments. They are often brown, with silt-sized quartz 
grains and disseminated opaque iron-oxide or iron-sulfide (pyrite) grains (Plt.2-F). Because they are mechanically 
soft, shale fragments are commonly deformed during compaction. They are thus often confused with matrix and 
sometimes known as pseudo-matrix (Plt.2-B).Composed of various metal components such as shale or flint and the 
proportion of their presence and a few are almost non-existent long distance transported (Pettijohnet al., 1973).   
 
Petrography of Shale 
 
The shale continues as athinly laminated, weakly calcareous, pyritic, silty shale with abundant organics as is 
represented in the lower and upper parts of Zubair Formation. This shale contains moderate to abundant bands 
quartz grains (Plt.2-C), less of calcite and dolomite, and bands with long calcite strands (plt.2-D), often with scattered 
pyrite crystals. Pyrite within the shale occurs as microcrystals, framboidal aggregates, or as nodules that formed 
within the laminated shale (Plt.2-E). Whereas, the middle part characterized by lenses and falser bands of shale 
within sandstone unit (Plt.2-E).    
 
Maturity 
 
The textural maturity determined by relative abundance of matrix and the degree of rounding and sorting of 
framework grains. Textural maturity can range from immature (much clay, framework grain poorly sorted and 
poorly rounded) to super mature (little of no clay, framework grain well sorted and well rounded). That reflects the 
degree of sediment transport and reworking (Boggs, 2009).In this study represented a high percentage of quartz 
about 90% represented super maturity and according to classification of Pettijohn, el al., 1973 represented quartz 
arenite that composed of more than 90 percent siliceous grains that may include quartz (Plt.1-A & B). The rocks in the 
upper sand member are mature physically and chemically. This evidenced by the presence of the high percentage of 
quartz and by the medium to good sorting. This support the concept that rock of Zubair Formation passes in many 
cyclic depositions and transport to a far distance. 
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Diagenetic Processes 
 
Diagenesis alters the original pore type and geometry of a sand stone and therefore controls its ultimate porosity and 
permeability. Early diagenetic patterns correlate with environment of deposition and sediment composition. Later 
diagenetic patterns cross facies boundaries and depend on regional fluid migration patterns (Stonecipher and May, 
1990). Effectively predicting sandstone quality depends on predicting diagenetic history as a product of depositional 
environments, sediment composition, and fluid migration patterns. Diagenesis may also play an extremely important 
role in post-depositional modification of porosity, causing either decrease in porosity as a result of compaction and 
cementation or increase in porosity owing to solution processes. Accordingly, the economic importance for 
aparticular sandstone body as a reservoir rock for petroleum (Boggs, 2009). Diagenesis refers primarily to the 
reactions which take place within sediment between one mineral and another, or between one or several minerals 
and the interstitial or supernatant fluids (Selley, 2000).There are four types of diagenesis were distinguished in the 
studied succession, as follows:    
 

1. Compaction 
2. Cementation 
3. Dissolution 
4. Dolomitization 
 
The effects of diagenesis on sandstone reservoirs include the destruction of porosity by compaction and cementation, 
and enhancement of porosity by solution for that it is control regional variations of reservoir quality the main 
processes include:- 
 
Compaction 
 
This is the process of volume reduction and consequential pore- water expulsion within sediments (Burley, 2003). 
The degree of compaction dependent on sorting, clay content, percentage of ductile fragments and burial depth or 
tectonic stresses (Blatt, 1982).  
 
Compaction of Sandstone            
 
There are two types of sandstone compaction, physical and chemical (pressure solution) (Boggs, 1995). 
 
Physical compaction 
 
The physical compaction can be notes from his effects: -   
a.Ternary concourse to grain of quartz that is contact relation between grains in ideality state on impact of 
mechanical precision (Plt3-A). 
b.Quotient deformation to wake grains (Plt. 3-B). 
c.The fissures are happening to grains (Plt. 3-C). 
 
Chemical compaction 
 
It can continue during burial. The solubility of silicate minerals tends to increase with increasing pressure and 
temperature (Burley, 2003).After the initial physical rearrangement of grains, chemical compaction can continue 
during burial in further porosity loss. The solubility of silicate minerals tends to increase with increasing pressure 
and temperature (Robin, 1978, in: Burley, 2003).Pressure dissolution is thus compaction response of sandstone during 
burial to increase the surface area of grain – grain contacts. Thus point – contacts evolve through straight – elongate 
to concave–convex and even sutured contacts (Burley, 2003)(Plt. 4 A & B). 
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Compaction of Muds 
 
Modern muds contain > 60% water, which can be squeezed out by exerting little pressure.  Muds can be compacted 
because grains are ductile (flexible) and can pack easily (Rieke and Chilingarian,1974). This type of compaction is 
common in the all shale units in the studied succession (Plt. 5-A&B). 
 
Cementation  
 
Refer to growth or precipitation of minerals in pore spaces (Burley, 2003) so it have special important in reservoir 
studied. In the studied area, there are four types of cement: Silica cement, Carbonate cement, Iron oxide cement, Clay 
cement. (Plt.5-A&B) 
 
Silica Cement  
 
Quartz Overgrowths 
 
Quartz overgrowths develop by the precipitation of silica directly from aqueous solution as well-ordered, low (alpha) 
quartz. The most common form of quartz cement is an overgrowth, a syntaxial rim with the same crystallographic 
orientation and optical continuity as that of the detrital grain. Overgrowths are one variety of Krynine's (1946) 
sedimentary (low-temperature) quartz and are megaquartz in Folk's (1968) size classification of sedimentary quartz. 
This type of cement is abundant in the sandstones of Zubair Formation in the studied sections (Plt. 6-A & B).  
 
Micro-Crystals Quartz Cement 
 
Other polymorphs of silica that occur as cements in sandstones are fibrous microcrystalline quartz.Almost all 
occurrences of these polymorphs are in silcretes, indurated productsof surface silica digenesis(Plt. 7-A & B). 
 
Clay Cement 
 
The average of this cement is less than 1% (Plt. 8-A). The source of this cement is partly from dissolution to rock 
fragment and feldspar. This cement has an important effect on permeability (Burley, 2003).  
 
Carbonate Cement 
 
The carbonate cement is also uncommon in sandstone of Zubair Formation. Some sandstone has carbonate cement 
with silica and iron cement. The average of it is 1% in the studied wells. Sometimes it is appearing as patches 
between quartz grains. The source of this carbonate cement is from Ratawi and Shuaiba Limestone Formations (Plt. 8-
B). 
 
Dissolution  
 
Rock fragments and low stability silicate minerals dissolved because of increasing burial temperatures. There are two 
types of dissolution; the first is the pressure solution (see compaction) and the second is the dissolution which leads 
to increase in secondary porosity (Boggs, 1995) (Plt. 9-A & B). 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
The concept of diagenetic regimes is a broad framework that relates diagenetic processes to the evolution of 
sedimentary basins. Three conceptual regimes are commonly recognized: early diagenesis (eogenesis), burial 
diagenesis (mesogenesis) and uplift-related diagenesis (telogenesis). This terminology was adopted from a scheme 
developed initially by Choquette& Pray (1970) to describe limestone diagenetic processes, but is now more generally 
applied: correctly so, as the same fundamental processes and controls operate in clastic diagenesis and in carbonate 
diagenesis. Alternative schemes (e.g. the Russian system including such terms as catagenesis and epigenesis have 
been used but are less commonly applied now (Prozorovich, 1970). This is because systems and classifications 
defined by the maximum temperature of burial run into the difficulty of the effect of varying time spent at a given 
temperature—a direct consequence of the kinetic control on the rate of diagenetic reactions. 
 
The Zubair formation in the study area is affected by many diagenetic processes throw deposition represented by 
(Fig .4).There are three diagenetic zones; the lower part of the Zubair Formation is characterized with three effected 
porous zone (Fig.4) separated by high compacted and cemented sandstone. The middle part of this formation is 
showing high compacted sandstone with appeared the overgrowth quartz and micro-quartz cementation. While the 
upper Zubair Formation is appeared as compaction shale alternative with high compaction overgrowth quartz.The 
quart arenite sandstone affected by the compaction in low amount follows by chemical dissolution lead to made the 
secondary quartz precipitated on the original grains this decrease the primary porosity, the increase of compaction 
process destroyed the quartz and rock fragment grains this associated with chemical solution lead to precipitate extra 
grains of quartz as a small grain decreasing the porosity. After this process the changing in chemical and physical 
properties of depositional basin lead to precipitate the calcite cements, and finally as a results of organism activity 
calcite were dissolved and produced the secondary porosity. 
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Fig.1. The study area west of the Euphrates River 
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Figure 2. Schematic west-east profile across Southern/ Central Iraq illustrating stratigraphic position 
of Zubair Formation (Aqrawi, et al. 2010) 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Standard dimensions used in the description of sedimentary particle size 
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Figure 4. Diagenetic history of Zubair Formation in the study area 
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Plat 1. 
A. Monocrystalline Quartz. Kf-1 (2200m) 
B. Monocrystalline Quartz under the polarized.Kf-1 (2200m) 
C. Polycrystalline Quartz. Kf-1 (2450m) 
D. Polycrystalline Quartzand chert under the polarized. Kf-1 (2200m) 
E. Plagioclase.Kf-1 (2435m)  
F. Orthoclase. Kf-1 (2090m) 
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Plat 2.  
A. Chert fragmentunder the polarized.Kf-1 (2090m) 
B. Rock fragments under the polarized. Kf-1 (2250m) 
C. Shale with sand bands.Kf-3 (2350m) 
D. Shale with sand lenses and calcite bands.Kf-3 (2365m) 
E. Sandstone with shale bands.Kf-3 (2138m) 
F. Pyrite mineral in shale rocks.Kf-1 (2010m) 
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Plat 3. 
A. Ternary concourse to grain of quartz contact relation between grains.Kf-1(2200m). 
B. Quotient deformation to wake grains. Kf-1 (2010m) 
C. The fissures are happening to grains. Kf-1 (2010m) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Plat (4) A & B Chemical compaction, point – contacts evolve through straight – elongate to concave – convex and 
even sutured contacts.A. Kf-1 (2450) B. Kf-1(2200m). 
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Plat (5) A & B shale compaction in Zubair Formation.Kf-3 (2350m). 
 

Plat (6) A. Quartz overgrowths.Kf-1 (2200m) B. Quartz overgrowths under the polarized.Kf-1 (2450m) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Plat (7) A & B Micro Crystalline Quartz cement.A.Kf-1 (2090m) B.Kf-1(2450m). 
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Plate 8. A. Clay Cement. Kf-1 (2010m) B. Calcite Cement. Kf-1 (2200m) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 9.A & B Dissolution in shale unit of Zubair Formation.Kf-3 (2350m) 
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Intestinal parasites that infect humans are widespread health problems, especially in tropical and semi-
tropical zone, is no less important than other microscopic pathogens because it has the ability to infect 
most of the body's organs and lead to sometimes fatal complications that end in death, in addition to its 
ability to reproduce and in great numbers, which led to the failure to eliminate it completely, parasitic 
protozoa and helminthes intestinal are a large variety of parasites that live in the intestine, either this 
parasite is unsatisfactory  or satisfactory symptoms causes and its vary in their resistance to the steroidal 
and macrophages, this infection is dependent on the type and number of parasites in addition to the 
duration of infection, age, gender, and health habits have an important and prominent role in the spread 
of infection. Infection of intestinal parasites is not limited to the local infection of the digestive system, but 
rather to cause many pathological changes in the values of normal blood components (hematological 
changes), causing diseases in the other, or it can cause biochemical changes resulting in a deviation from 
natural values such as the rise or fall of the liver enzymes, the total protein, cholesterol, sugar, fat and 
others, as well as other diseases will be associated with intestinal infection, parasites may not cause high a 
And low standards in the body of the infected person, but also to the occurrence of various pests and 
infections outside the digestive system, as in the appendicitis, which has parasitic infections a large role 
in the occurrence. 
 
Keywords: intestinal parasites, parasitic protozoa, parasitic helminthes. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Intestinal parasites are widespread pathogens, its divided into parasitic protozoa and parasitic helminthes [1,2], the 
prevalence of parasitic infections are widespread in tropical and semi-tropical areas, due to their climate conditions 
are suitable for a permanence and evolution of parasites, for example, humidity, temperature, and many 
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environmental factors, so the economic and  social conditions have a great effect on the epidemiology of intestinal 
parasites [3]. people in crowded places are more likely to be infected than others by intestinal parasitic infections, 
because the lack of municipal services and lack of adequate housing are common the causes of incidence of intestinal 
parasites [4], children are more susceptible to  intestinal parasites in particular, because decrease in the immune body 
response and lack of health awareness and lack of hygiene etc..  [5]. 
 
Intestinal parasites are infected human in several ways according to the type of parasite, some of them transmitted by 
mouth through contaminated drink and food such as Entamoebahistolytica, case of oral-fecal transmission such as 
Giardia lamblia [6,7,8], Cryptosporidium parvum does not differ from the Entamoeba and Giardia, as the method of 
transmission and the resistance of this parasite to chlorine also contributes to its widespread transition [9,10], the 
pinworm transferred from person to another after ingestion of their eggs, and fingernails, hands are sources of 
transmission, in addition, Pets for example cats, when carrying eggs of a parasite in their fur and thus contribute to 
incidence of infection by the parasite transition [8,11], due to it can be carried by dust, the dust is considered a source 
of infection, in addition, another form of transmission of the parasitic infection to the rest of the other intestinal 
worms such as bovine tapeworms, Ascaris worm, etc.. [11,12].     
  
Pathological changes associated with intestinal parasitic infection in humans 
 
Infections of intestinal parasites include many pathological changes, including changes in blood components, where 
anemia is a health problem affecting public health, and has several studies have been conducted that have shown the 
effect of intestinal parasites on blood components worldwide, its cause many health problems, such as anemia, which 
affects a high proportion of people worldwide, with about 1 billion people, anemia in the case of parasitic infection, 
where iron deficiency occurs in the blood of the infected person either due to a deficiency of folic acid or vitamin B12 
[13], and of the serious pathological conditions that also result from intestinal parasitic infections, diarrhea, which 
causes more than 3.2 million deaths of children under the age of 20 years, especially in developing countries, and the 
infection of people intestinal parasites make the body vulnerable to other diseases associated with Such as 
appendicitis or hepatitis and biochemical changes in the blood parameters of infected patients [14,15]a study to 
determine the relationship of anemia to intestinal parasites [16], and in a study in the province of Maysan in southern 
Iraq to determine the incidence of pin worm and the effect of this parasite on the host, and there was a significant 
decrease in the concentration of hemoglobin and blood cell volume in children, a significant increase in the number 
of white blood cells was observed, the number of neutrophils and leukocytes increased and the number of 
lymphocytes decreased, while no effect was observed on the number of basal cells and monocytes [17]. 
 
A study on the effect of intestinal parasites [18] on blood image in Hilla city center of Babylon, tests were conducted 
to measure the level of hemoglobin and number white blood cells and counting the number of follicle cells, and there 
was observed a significant increase in the rate of white blood cells and eosinophilic cells, while the researcher did not 
notice a significant decrease in the mean value of hemoglobinand the impact of the intestinal parasites on the blood 
parameters in [19] when he noted a decrease in the number of red blood cells respectively, and hemoglobin level 
while recording an increase in the number of white blood cells and differential blood cells, as shown by [20] in the 
study of the blood variables of people with amoebic dysentery in Wasit province, the incidence of anemia was high 
(60%) among the infected and the rate of hemoglobin and the size of blood cells were lower in children under the age 
of 20 years compared to other age groups, Note that the number of white blood cells increased significantly among 
people aged between 30 and 22 years., and study of [21] in Tikrit in their study which aimed to compare microscopy 
and ELISA in the diagnosis of Giardia parasite infection with epidemiological and biochemical study among children 
under age the tenth in Tikrit and they recorded (9.1 gm/dl) rate of concentration of hemoglobin and (31%) PVC and 
(8973) of WBC. 
 
Many researchers have also noted that there have been chemical changes due to some parasitic worms, where [22] 
parasites urge changes in fat values, but the mechanisms that cause them to occur the changes are not yet 
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understood, and a study on the effect of Giardia lambila infection , by study of [23] the biochemical variables in 
human serum among children in Al-Mansour Educational Hospital in Baghdad, the variables included primary 
hepatic enzymes and total protein ratio of diarrheal children. The researchers observed elevated liver enzymes 
compared to control group for all age groups and observed a change in overall protein level but less., the study of 
[24] in northern Iraq, where they pointed out the negative effects of Giardi parasites on some biochemical parameters 
in children and the results of the study showed a decrease in the rate of blood sugar, low cholesterol, and decrease in 
the total protein albumin and reached as well as a decrease in magnesium, the researchers were interested [25] to 
study the effect of both Giardia parasites and amoeba parasiteson some of the biochemical parameters among 
children in the province of Sulaymaniyah in northern Iraq, and included the parameters of the total protein albumin, 
zinc, cobalt and iron and observed a decrease in the values of total protein and albumin in children with amoeba 
slightly higher than those with Giardia, the researchers also observed a higher total-concentration of total globulin in 
children with giardia, while it was less concentrated in children with amoeba, and the concentration of zinc, iron and 
cobalt decreased significantly in children with both types, researchers have noted in study of  [26] increase in 
 concentrations of GPT and GOT in people with Echinococcosisin Babylon province in central Iraq. 
 
Prevention, control and treatment of parasites in general and intestinal in particular requires knowledge parasite 
relationship to the external environment and host as well as detailed knowledge of the life cycle of the parasite itself 
to identify the weakness in the life cycle of that parasite and eliminate it and contribute to the washing of vegetables 
and fruits with soap and water 42% and may prevent the spread of infection to - before eating and clean as good as 
washing hands in preventing infection by 41% [27,28] the treatment of parasites requires the use of medical or 
chemical means such as the use of drugs or physical use UV, X-ray or biological radiation, such as eradication of 
insects and intermediates of the parasiteinfections of intestinal parasites occur by entering the infectious stages of 
eggs or stages stimulation of the mouth with water, food, or contaminated hands to the host's digestive system so 
preventive measures can be used to prevent infection. An important means of prevention is improving the health and 
nutrition situation and caring for hygiene [29,30] . Treatment used for severe injuries differs from that used for light 
injuries, cases that do nots symptoms in which treatment should be used so that the condition does not develop into 
severe injury, especially patients use of drugs that are not absorbed by the host as immune deficiency drugs [31], it 
helps in the elimination of infection as is the case of furoate or Diloxanide, Iodoquinol, Paromomycin in 
nitroimidazole or metronidazole in amoeba parasites, and in acute cases, drugs are used Nitazoxanide is a treatment 
[32,33] in cases of severe diarrhea or treatment-resistant infections, Giardia parasites are 
usedThiazolidesNitazoxanide In some parasites such as phagocytosis, anti-parasitic drugs are used which is given 
Azithromycin which relieves diarrhea by attacking the metabolic processes of the parasite and treating for people 
whose immune system is at risk[34]. 
 
Treatments may slow bowel movements and increase and its derivatives sometimes treatment with Loperamide is 
the absorption of fluids to reduce diarrhea and these treatments during the replacement of fluids and minerals such 
as potassium and sodium by mouth or intravenous injection and lost result for continuous nitazoxanide diarrhea to 
maintain fluid balance in the body, sometimes, in cases of acute abdominal pain caused by amoebic colitis, surgical 
intervention is used [35] any type of infection can be prevented by using sterile water and treatment and avoiding 
drinking tap water, lake water, rivers and other untreated or sterile water sources, since the methods used in 
treatment of drinking water involves heating the contaminated water to boiling point for at least one minute or 
filtering the water using filters with holes of no more than 2 microns, The use of chlorine or iodine may contribute to 
the destruction of infectious bags, but it is considered ineffective as it depends on the degree of temperature, acidity, 
and the turbidity of water[36], infection persons should not swim in the pool for two weeks after the end of the event, 
as wellthey must leave the wrong sexual practices that contribute significantly to the transfer of infectious cysts 
because of the possibility of spread of these parasites among the family members, so all individuals must conduct the 
necessary tests in case of injury to any one of them. In study of [1] for children showed to a breast milk plays an 
important role in protecting the host from Giardia and there are a number of studieswhich demonstrated the 
protection of newborns from giardia [37], parasitic worms may differ in their treatment from the parasite, but not 
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very significantly in terms of prevention. Diphtheria can be treated with one dose (22 mg / kg) of body 
weight,Pyrantelpamoate can be used with one dose and with a capsule weighing 200 mg. Mebendazole is a treatment 
of tapeworms [38] .  The dwarf worm can be treated with Praziquantel or Niclosamide also used in the treatment of 
parasitic infections, but Nitazoxanide has proven to be very effective in the treatment of ASKA in Mexico[39] that the 
prevention for worms is not different from the parasitic protozoa through the treatment of family members, all in the 
presence of injury or confirmation of the absence of food and water from any fecal contaminants may be infected 
with eggs. Parasites block the appendix cavity either by infecting the parasite with tissue, leading to scar formation in 
the area of infection, such as in the case of parasitic infection or Enterobiusvermicularis, Entamoebahistolytica, the 
catch may occur due to the collection of worms and the opening of the appendage, as in the case of large numbers of 
worms such as Ascarislumbricoides [40], many studies and scientific research have confirmed the role of bacterial, 
viral and parasitic pathogens in the occurrence of this inflammation, and because the appendix is clogged, the 
contents of the appendix are rapidly replenished and thus become the site of acute and chronic inflammation that 
progresses towards the cavity [41]. 
 

CONCLUSION  
 
Since infection with intestinal parasites acts as a cause of other diseases associated with them may be more serious 
than the diseases caused by the infection intestinal parasites themselves, so it is recommended to try to prevent 
exposure to intestinal parasites and the speed of treatment in the event of injury to prevent the development of the 
disease. 
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The study involves 1 borehole in Luhais field (Lu-12), 3 borehole in Subba field (Su-7, Su-8, and Su-9), 
and 5 borehole in Ratawi field (Rt-3, Rt-4, Rt-5, Rt-6 and Rt-7), the Luhais, Subba, and Ratawi fields 
located in Mesopotamia zone (Zubair subzone), South of Iraq.Petrographic examination of (76) thin 
sections of core sample from (Rt-3, Rt-5, and Rt-7 wells), and Electrofacies study leads to microfacies 
analysis and Sedimentary environment of the lower cretaceous Yamama succession revealed to six cyclic 
type of microfacies have the characteristics that distinct ramp depositional environment of multiple 
transgression‒regression stages.In Subba and Luhais fields the formation comprises five reservoirs (YR-
A, YR-B, YR-C, YR-D, YR-E) ranging in thickness from 70 to 80 m for each of them, separated by five 
barriers (YB-2, YB-3, YB-4, YB-5), deposited by five sedimentary cycles. In Ratawi field the formation was 
divided into three reservoir units (YR-A, YR-B, and YR-C) separated by two barrier units (YB-2 and YB-
3). 
 
Keywords: Depositional Environments, Microfacies Analysis, Yamama Formation units. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Yamama Formation, which is a heterogeneous carbonate reservoir, is one of the most important oil production 
reservoirs in southern Iraq and neighboring area, which is deposited during the Lower Cretaceous period, within the 
main retrogressive depositional cycle (Berriasian - Aptian) [1]. And From its stratigraphic position an age range of 
Late Berriasian to Early Hauterivian age is expected [2], it is assigned a Valanginian age [3]. 
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The Yamama Formation was defined by Steinke and Bramkamp in 1952 from outcrops in Saudi Arabia. They 
mentioned that the Yamama Formation represents the Thamama Group.The Formation underlain conformably by 
the Sulaiy Formation and grades upward into the Ratawi Formation which is consider the cap rock of the Yamama 
reservoir. The Formation is made up mainly of limestone, but some dolomitic limestone and shale have been 
reported [4]. 
 
The Study Area 
 
The study area is located south of Iraq, to the South West ofBasra governorate that includesthe three oil fields Luhais, 
Subba, and Ratawi. Which accrue within the Zubair subzone, that forms the southernmost unit in the Mesopotamian 
zone, and has a uniform structural style controlled by the underlying basement because of the faulting and uplifting, 
figure (1). 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
1- Petrographic examination of (76) thin sections of core sample from (Rt-3, Rt-5, and Rt-7 wells), Microfacies Analysis 

using Dunham's classifications (1962)of carbonate rocks figure (2), to classify Yamama formationin the study area. 
2- The study of electrofacies depending on (Sonic, Neutron, Density, Spotaneous Potential (SP.), and Gama Ray logs) 

and comparing the results with the thin sections using GeoFrame software. 
3- Analysis (core and cutting description from Final geological reports) of the studied boreholes in Subba (Su-7, Su-8, 

Su-9), Ratawi (Rt-3, Rt-4, Rt-5, Rt-6, and Rt-7), and Luhais oil field (Lu-12). 
4- Environment interpretation. 
5- Facies distribution within the three studied fields using petrel software (version 2013). 
  
Electrofacies (Facies Prediction by Logs) 
 
Facies and the Rock Type Prediction of the sub‒surface formations and reservoir rocks, for most of the logs are 
combinations of physical response of logging tools against formations. In other words, physical records have been 
regarded as inefficient data to analyze macro‒ and micro‒textural facies of formations. It is still expected to analyze 
sedimentary facies by the use of conventional suite of logs, for no other record than core and seismic data are 
available. The understanding of facies distribution in the field is important to delineate and develop the 
heterogeneous carbonate reservoir efficiently [5]. For the un‒cored interval of the formation in the Ratawi field, 
Subba and Luhais oil field, many references mentioned latter will be used [6], and connect cores inspection and 
porosity with conventional log set, to conducted facies and rock typing Prediction of carbonate reservoirs in the three 
studied Fields. 
 
Formation Units 
 
The formation consists of three reservoirs in Ratawi field (YR-A, YR-B, YR-C), and five in Subba and Luhais fields 
(YR-A, YR-B, YR-C, YR-D, YR-E), separated by tight barriers units which are formed of mudstones and shale (YB-2, 
YB-3) in Ratawi, and (YB-1, YB-2, YB-3, YB-4, YB-5) in Subba and Luhais fields. Each reservoir unit shallows up into 
either an oolitic‒peloidal shoal or a patchy reef. Anew scheme has been adapted to vertically subdivide, the Yamama 
Formation in southern Iraq into a series of reservoirs and barriers units. The formation was divided in (Ratawi field) 
into three reservoir units (YR-A, YR-B , and YR-C) separated by two barrier units (YB-2 and YB-3), but in Subba and 
Luhais fields the formation began with barrier YB-1 and represent three order cycle with five barriers and five 
reservoirs. The first cycle was missing in Ratawi field, due to it was structurally higher during the deposition than the 
adjacent fields, this subdivision has made it possible to correlate the formation over  study area [7]. 
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The top and bottom of each Yamama units are sharp lithological boundaries;table (1) shows the depth and 
thicknesses for each unit in the three studied fields.The formation thickness in Ratawi field is about 270 m, 310 m in 
Subba field, and 262.8 in Luhais field. 
 
Barrier  Unit  YB-1 
 
This unit is located at the uppermost succession of the Yamama Formationin Subba and Luhais fields and consider as 
cap rock for the formation, the unit consist of impermeable mudstone, the thickness is almost equally distribute on 
Subba field, (20, 21, 22.5 m) in (Su-7, Su-8, Su-9) wells respectively, and about 7 m in Lu-12 table (1), this unit is 
missing in Ratawi field as mentioned before. 
 
Reservoir  Unit  YR-A  
 
This unit shows a wide variation in thickness in the three studied wells as below: 
 In Ratawi fieldthis unit represents the upper lithology part, and higher in both thickness and reservoir quality 

than the other two fields, its greatest thickness (126  m) at the Ratawi-4 well, (123 m) at Rt-5, (119, 118, 119.5 m) in 
(Rt-3, Rt-6, Rt-7) respectively. In general, crestal well (Rt-3) has purer sections of the unit than flanking wells, the 
order of the Microfacies is the same in most of Ratawi wells, except a little change in Rt-7 and a bigger changes in 
Rt-4. 

 In Subba oil field the thickness of the unit is (11, 9, 8 m) in (Su-7, Su-8, Su-9) wells respectively. 
 In Luhais oil field the thickness of this unit is (13 m) in (Lu-12) well. 
 
Barrier  Unit  YB-2 
 
This unit separates the two reservoir units YR-A and YR-B. Thisunit over the studied wells is made of argillaceous 
Lime mudstone, Fossiliferous lime  mudstone and shale. It ranges in thickness from (12, 11, 11, 12, 12 m) in (Rt-3, Rt-
4, Rt-5, Rt-6, Rt-7) respectively, to (40, 45, 38.5 m) in (Su-7, Su-8, Su-9) wells respectively,and (23 m) in Lu-12.  
 
Reservoir  Unit  YR-B 
 
The unit YR-B is characterized by high reservoir quality, and it is the highest oil-bearing unit especially in Ratawi 
field, which is related to the dominance of packstone and grainstone shoal facies that have high effective porosity and 
very low clay volume, the unit thickness is (84.5, 88, 93, 84, 81.5 m) in (Rt-3, Rt-4, Rt-5, Rt-6, Rt-7) respectively, (29, 
32,30.4 m) in (Su-7, Su-8, Su-9) wells respectively, and ( 22 m) in Lu-12. 
 
Barrier  Unit  YB-3 
 
This unit separates the two reservoir units YR-B and YR-C. YB3 is less consistency than YB-2 and its argillaceous 
content is lower. Thisunit is made of Fossiliferous lime  mudstone and shale in most of the studied wells, the 
thickness of the unit is (13.5, 14, 12, 19, 12 m) in (Rt-3, Rt-4, Rt-5, Rt-6, Rt-7) respectively, (16.5, 17, 12 m) in (Su-7, Su-8, 
Su-9) respectively, and (17 m) in Lu-12, the maximum thickness in well Rt-6.  
 
Reservoir  Unit  YR-C 
 
This unit represents the bottom of Yamama formation with the lower Sulaiy formation in Ratawi oil field, YR-C has 
varied lithology in the studied wells ranging from algal‒foraminiferal packstone with zones of oolitic and peloidal 
limestone, it's also ranging in thickness between 58.5 in well Rt-7 which is the maximum thickness, and 25 m in Lu-
12. The open marine facies of this unit show better reservoir properties than restricted marine facies as indicated by 
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higher effective porosity values and low clay volume especially in Subba oil field, Although similar facies is observed 
in both units YR-D and YR-E the contact between them is distinguished by sharp changes in porosity and resistivity 
logs pattern, which reflect the changes in reservoir properties associated with transition from open to restricted 
marine facies.   
 
Barrier Unit  YB-4 
 
YB-4 separates the two reservoir units YR-C and YR-D, (the unit is missing in Ratawi oil field, so as YR-D, YB-5, YR-E 
as mentioned earlier), YB-4 in in Subba wells, and Lu-12 well is made of argillaceous lime  mudstone, with low shale 
content (as compared with the other 4 barriers within the formation), the thickness of the unit is (7, 10 m)in Su-7, Su-
8respectively, (4 m) in Su-9, and (14 m) in Lu-12 well,table (2‒10), so it's the thinnest barrier unit within the 
formation. 
 
Reservoir Unit  YR-D 
 
The unit YR-D is composed of inter-bedded succession of open and restricted marine facies, the thickness of this unit 
is (33, 37, 37.5 m) in (Su-7, Su-8, Su-9) respectively, and the maximum thickness (40 m) in well Lu-12.  
 
Barrier Unit  YB-5 
 
The thickness of the unit is (92, 90, 93 m) in (Su-7, Su-8, Su-9) respectively, and (70 m) in Lu-12, which consider the 
maximum thickness among the other four barriers of the formation in Subba and Luhais fields,this unit is made of 
Fossiliferous lime  mudstone and shale, and separates the two reservoir units YR-D and YR-E. 
 
Reservoir Unit  YR-E 
 
This reservoir unit is located at the lowermost unit of Yamama Formation in Subba and Luhais fields, and the contact 
with the Sulaiy formation below, the unit is represented by a succession of open marine, restricted marine and shoal 
facies. The thickness ranges between (92, 90, 93 m) in (Su-7, Su-8, Su-9) respectively, and (70 m) in well Lu-12. 
 
Microfacies Analysis and their environments of the Yamama Formation 
 
Microfacies of Yamama formation reflects deposition within different types of subenvironments recognizing from 
shallow to deep water conditions as it indicated by the type of depositional textures and type of carbonate grains. 
From the petrographic analysis and Electrofaciesstudy, six microfacies deposited from restricted area platform 
interior to deep water environments that have been identified. From these microfacies and the depositional 
environment, imply that one microfacies can have one or more group of similar pore attributes, and also one similar 
pore attributes could be derived from (one or more) microfacies. These Microfacies may be corresponding to Wilson's 
Standard Microfacies Types (SMF), (1975), and according to Flugel classification (2004) of standard facies Zones (FZ), 
figure (2).  Six microfacies are present in Yamama Formation rocks and their association environments are:  
 
1- Mudstone microfacies which are divided into 

A- Aargillaceous lime mudstone submicrofacies 
 

And as this submicrofacies compared with Wilson's Standard Microfacies Types (SMF), indicated that it is similar to 
(SMF‒23), and (FZ‒7) according to Flugel classification (2004) of standard facies Zones (FZ), which refersto shallow 
open marine environment, plate (A and B). 
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B- Fossiliferous lime mudstone submicrofacies 
This submicrofacies is similar to Wilson's (SMF-20), facies zone (FZ-7), which refers to shallow open marine 
conditions and accumulated by setting out of the water column indicating deposition below storm wave base, plate 
(C). 

 
2- Algal wackestone ‒ packstone microfacies 

This microfacies may reflect shallow marine waters with open circulation (open marine environment). It may be 
corresponding to Wilson's (SMF‒8), (FZ‒7), plate (D). 

 
3- Foraminiferal wackestone ‒ packstone microfacies 

This facies could be indicated a transgressive system tract. It may be correspond to Wilson's (SMF‒8), (FZ‒2), 
which  indicated  Shelf lagoon with circulation, low‒energy environments below wave base, plate (E). 
 

4- Bioclastic  wackestone ‒ packstone microfacies 
It may be corresponding to Wilson's (SMF‒10), (FZ‒7). Because of the abundant of packstone over wackestone, 
which indicating shallow open marine  environment (middle ramp setting) without reef or any restricted to water 
circulation, plate (F). 
 

5- Oolitic ‒Peloidal  grainstone microfacies 
When compared this microfacies with Wilson's Standard Microfacies Types it indicates that it is similar to 
(SMF‒15), and (FZ‒6) according to Flugel classification (2004) of standard facies Zones, which indicates shoal 
environment, plate (G). 
 

6- Peloidal packstone microfacies 
This facies formed in a low-energy sheltered environment and could be correspond to Wilson's Standard 
Microfacies (SMF‒15), and  (FZ‒ 8) according to Flugel classification (2004) of standard facies Zones, which 
indicating inner ramp setting with restricted water circulation,plate (H). 
Figure (5 and 6) showsthe correlation sections of faciesdistribution in the nine studied wells within the three fields, 
using petrel software (version 2013). 
 

Depositional System and Paleoenvironments 
 
Within this succession, Yamama facies constitutes a prominent carbonate sequence deposited on the platform during 
a high-stand period. The dominant components of the facies deposits, such as Bioclastic‒Wackestone‒Packstone and 
in the studied area are not materials that derived from the reefal facies but detrital oolitic / Pelletal grains. Therefore 
the Yamama Formation was regarded as a deposit in the carbonate sand shoal environment.  The oolitic sediments 
are deposited on the shallow ramp and create the carbonate sand shoal complex along the shorelines. Currents and 
wave actions also, contributed a great deal in redistributing of the oolites to other parts of the basin including both 
landward lagoons and seaward open marine areas.  The sea-level  fluctuation was the cause of the repeated vertical 
occurrences of tight and porous carbonates in the Yamama succession,figure (3) [8]. 
 
The Yamama Formation in SE Iraq comprises three depositional cycles later interpreted by Sharland et al., (2001) as 
equivalent to third‒order sequences. Cycle tops contain oolitic grainstone inner‒ramp facies which passes down into 
finer‒grained peloidal facies and middle‒ramp bioclastic packstone ‒ wackestones. Outer‒ramp cycle bases comprise 
thick grey shale with stringers of chalky  micrite. Twelve to 14 sub‒cycles may occur, bounded by low-stand horizons 
containing plant remains [8]. Facies belts indicate an easterly ‒ facing ramp system [4] with limited development of 
up-dip marly limestone of the Lower Ratawi formation [5]. The same environment repeated after a regressive system 
and the deposition of Mudstone Microfacies. 
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Cycle tops (YR‒A, YR‒B, and YR‒C) and bases (YB‒1, YB‒2) represent late high-stand and transgressive / early high-
stand systems tracts, respectively. They are organized into a series of NW‒SE oriented [4], interpreted as 
"depocentre"[8]. 
 

RESULTS 
 
Yamama is a gentle carbonate ramp dominated by inner ramp facies, consists of a sequence of shallow–water 
limestone which have a thickness about 300 m. The formation represents one of the principal reservoirs in southern 
Iraq. 5 sedimentary cycles in Yamama, considered as 3 order sequences ranging from 70 to 80m   thick each of them 
and can be subdivided in several 4th order depositional sequences, except in Ratawi field which was structurally 
higher during the deposition than the adjacent fields as mentioned above. Best reservoir properties appear in the 
upper part of the high-stand systems tracts (HST) oolitic shoals below the sequence boundary and the worst reservoir 
properties occur in the barriers mudstones which were deposited in the deeper parts of the foredeep. In general 
reservoir quality is good; porosities are about 20%. Outer ramp settingCharacterized by mudstone Microfacies, Algal 
Wackestone to Packstone Microfacies, Foraminiferal  Wackestone ‒ Packstone  Microfacies. Middle ramp 
settingCharacterized by Bioclastic  Wackestone ‒ Packstone  Microfacies. Inner ramp settingCharacterized by the 
Oolitic ‒ Peliodal Grainstone  Microfacies, Peloidal  Packstone  Microfacies. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The high reservoir quality is related to the dominance of packstone and grainstone shoal facies that have high 
effective porosity and low clay volume, open marine facies n the other hand shows better reservoir properties than 
restricted marine facies as indicated by higher effective porosity values and low clay volume within open marine 
facies.The reservoir units (YR-C and YR-D) in Subba oil field, and YR-B in Ratawi oil field represent the major 
reservoir units that characterized by the high reservoir quality,due to the dominance of packstone inner ramp and 
grainstone shoal facies that have high effective porosity and low clay volume. Otherwise, the Luhais oil field has low 
oil bearing in YR-A, YR-B and YR-C units, and produce heavy oil and salt water from YR-D and YR-E as indicated by 
low resistivity log reading, and according to DST test with the description of cutting in final geological reports. 
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Table (1): Tops and Thickness of the lithostratigraghic units for Yamama Formation in Ratawi, Subbaand Luhais 
oil fields (measured by meter from sea level). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yamama 
Formation 

Ratawi Subba Luhais 

Rt-3 Rt-4 Rt-5 Rt-6 Rt-7 Su-7 Su-8 Su-9 Lu-12 

YB-1 
Top ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 3384.5 3406.8 3379.8 3443.14 

Thick. ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 20 21 22.5 7 

YR-A 
Top 3499.9 3639.2 3645.3 3618.5 3616.5 3404.5 3427.8 3402.3 3450.14 

Thick. 119 126 123 118 119.5 11 9 8 13 

YB-2 
Top 3618.9 3765.2 3768.3 3736.5 3736 3415.5 3436.8 3410.8 3463.14 

Thick. 12 11 11 12 12 40 45 38.5 23 

YR-B 
Top 3630.9 3776.2 3779.3 3748.5 3748 3455.5 3481.8 3448.8 3486.14 

Thick. 84.5 88 93 84 81.5 29 32 30.5 22 

YB-3 
Top 3715.4 3864.2 3872.3 3832.3 3829.5 3484.5 3554 3479.3 3508.14 

Thick. 13.5 14 12 19 12 16.5 17 12 17 

YR-C 
Top 3728.9 3878.2 3884.3 3851.5 3841.5 3501 3530.8 3491.3 3525.14 

Thick. 40 38 48 43 58.5 53.5 45 42.5 25 

YB-4 
Top ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 3554.5 3575.8 3533.3 3550.14 

Thick. ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 7 10 4 14 

YR-D 
Top ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 3561.5 3585.8 3537.8 3564.14 

Thick. ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 33 37 37.5 40 

YB-5 
Top ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 3594.5 3622.8 3575.3 3604.14 

Thick. ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 12 14.5 14 31 

YR-E 
Top ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 3606.5 3637.4 3589.3 3635.14 

Thick. ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ ▬ 92 90 93 70 

Top of Sulaiy 3768.9 3916.2 3932.3 3894.5 3900 3698.5 3724.8 3682.3 3705.34 

Total Thick. of 
the Formation 

269 277 287 276 283.5 314 318 302.5 262.2 
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Figure 1. Map of the study area with larger site in southern Iraq showing the locations of the three studied oil 
fields, modified from the map of Iraq, South Oil Company (S.O.C). 
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Figure 2. Dunham Classification for carbonate rocks (After Dunham, 1962). 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Distribution of SMF Types in the Facies Zone (FZ) of the carbonate platform model (Flugel, 2004). 
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Figure 4 Sequence stratigraphy of the Cretaceous age with Sea level fluctuation [9]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 Correlation section of facies distribution within Subba and Luhais fields. 
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Figure 6 Correlation section of facies distribution within Ratawi field. 
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Fairbrother is the first to be named S. saprophyticus on non-producing coagulase Staphylococcus aureus isolated from 
humans and animals. These isolates were found to be unable to ferment mannitol sugar (Fairbrother, 1940). In 1951, 
Shaw and his group were able to classify isolated strains of Staphylococcus aureus from different sources. These 
bacteria are an important cause of urinary tract infection in females between the ages of 15 and 45. Studies have 
shown that these bacteria have the potential to infect some males with sewage In addition, these bacteria have the 
potential to cause bacteremia (Gatermann et al., 1989). These bacteria are an important cause of urinary tract infection 
in women after E. coli is the second cause of urinary tract infection after E. coli. The enzyme urease is a metal enzyme 
containing the nickel at the active site of the enzyme (Won et al., 2004). Nickel is associated with the amino acids in 
the effective sites of the enzyme, called the metal enzyme (Dixon et al., 1980) The nickel-containing enzymes all 
contain nickel in the active site. The enzyme is purified for the purpose of studying its properties because the 
presence of other substances can lead to the results of the real, the purification process means the separation of the 
enzyme from the rest of the components of the center, and include several steps increase during the qualitative 
effectiveness 
 
Keywords: humans, animals, S. saprophyticus, Staphylococcus aureus, urinary tract, infection, enzyme 

 
History of Staphylococcus saprophyticus bacteria 
 
Fairbrother is the first to be named S. saprophyticus on non-producing coagulase Staphylococcus aureus isolated from 
humans and animals. These isolates were found to be unable to ferment mannitol sugar (Fairbrother, 1940). In 1951, 
Shaw and his group were able to classify isolated strains of Staphylococcus aureus from different sources. This 
classification included five subgroups of Staphylococcus and S. saprophyticus was called the second group, isolated 
from different sources such as humans Animal and water products, soil and sewage. It has been characterized by its 
non-production of cacaools, acetoin, and acid from glucose, and has been described as reducing nitrates and can 
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analyze urea (Shaw et al., 1951). This type of Staphylococcus aureus was first isolated from women with urinary tract 
infections for the first time in 1962. These bacteria were identified by traditional serological techniques and based on 
the resistance of these bacteria to the Novobiocin antibody (Torres-Perriera, 1962). 
 
In 1963, these bacteria were re-classified as Micrococcus and classified as a subset of this species called Micrococcus 
subgroup 3 because they share the Micrococcus species with several characteristics such as the inability to produce 
the enzyme and the Phosphatase In 1974, Buchanen and Gibbon observed that some groups of the Micrococcus 
belonged to Staphylococcus depending on the content of the DNA bases. This led to the researcher Baird-Parker in 
1974 to modify the scheme and so Micrococcus subgroup 3 was renamed S. saprophyticus biotype (1-4) (Baird-Parker, 
1974). These bacteria have received widespread interest from many researchers, possessing the ability to metabolize 
the red blood cells of the sheep (Hovelius et al., 1979). Recent studies have shown that lysopotoxic acid plays an 
intermediate role in the S. saprophyticus adhesion process. This acid is composed of a fatty part that is correlated with 
the phosphorylation chain and by its ability to adhere to eukaryotic cells. The occurrence of infection with these 
bacteria. This type of Staphylococcus is the ability to produce lectin, which is a factor in the adhesion of cytotoxic cells 
to eukaryotic cells. This substance protects the Staphylococcus from the effect of macrophages (Gatermann et al., 1992). 
 
The most important characteristic of Staphylococcus saprophyticus bacteria 
 
These bacteria are an important cause of urinary tract infection in females between the ages of 15 and 45. Studies 
have shown that these bacteria have the potential to infect some males with sewage In addition, these bacteria have 
the potential to cause bacteremia (Gatermann et al., 1989). The coagulase is called coagulase negative (Kloos and 
Smith, coagulase positive), which is called coagulase positive. 1980; Kloos and Jorgensen, 1985). These bacteria are 
not able to produce phosphatase, which is an important characteristic of the diagnosis of Staphylococcus aureus 
(Pickett and Welch, 1985). 83% of S. epidermidis are derived from this enzyme, Saprophyticus is not a product of this 
enzyme, so it is an important diagnostic feature of these bacteria (Geary and Stevens, 1989). S. saprophyticus colonies 
are circular, smooth, and uniform. The diameter of the colony varies between 9-5 mm in solid circles and has the 
ability to produce a white dye that becomes yellow by the age of the colony (Sneath et al., 1986). It is characterized by 
its inability to produce the enzyme DNase (DNase), but is characterized by the production of mucus (Slime), which 
consists of multiple sugars only, and are important in helping bacteria to adhere to host tissue, and is one of the 
factors of virility of these bacteria (Hjelm and Lundell -Etherden, 1991; Atmaca et al., 2000). Bacteria have a high 
ability to produce ureaase, which plays an important role in the pathogenesis of these bacteria, and is one of the 
factors of virulence of these bacteria (Gatermann and Marre, 1989). These bacteria have two types of proteins, which 
are considered the factors of virility of these bacteria: Surface Associated Protein (Ssp), which accelerates the process 
of adhesion of cells to the cells of the eukaryotic cells, and estimated the molecular weight of this protein in the 
isolates produced by 95 kelodalton (Gatermann, 1992). 
 
(Hemagglutinin), which is one of the surface proteins produced by this bacteria, which gives the bacteria the ability 
to link to the cells of the eukaryotic, the use of the phenomenon of blood balance of red blood cells of sheep as a 
model to study the adhesion of this bacteria, and that it can recognize the double sugars located on the surface of 
pellets (Geynarsson et Meyer, 1994; Meyer et al., 1997). The molecular weight of this protein is estimated at 160 
kelodalton (Meyer et al., 1995) 1996), and the most important diagnostic feature of these bacteria is their resistance to 
antibiotic nuclear (Goldstein et al., 1983). 
 
Pathogens of Staphylococcus saprophyticus 
 
The presence of non-producing coccylase staphylococci (CONS) in the droplet sample is contaminated and therefore 
neglected. However, at the beginning of 1970, these species became common causes of urinary tract infection, 
especially S. saprophyticus (Hovelius and Mardh, 1984). These bacteria are an important cause of urinary tract 
infection in women after E. coli is the second cause of urinary tract infection after E. coli (Baily, 1973; Anderson et al., 
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1981; Marrie et al., 1982; Price and Flournoy, 1982; Schneider and Riley, 1996; Finhn et al., 1998). It was found that 10-
30% of urinary tract infections occur as a result of infection with these bacteria, especially in females (Stamm, 1998). 
 In the study, 607 migraine samples were taken from women with urinary tract infection. It was noted that 477 
samples were due to E. coil and 67 samples were due to S. saprophyticus (Latham et al., 1983). The incidence of 
urinary tract infection due to these bacteria undergo seasonal changes, as the infection is at the peak in the late 
summer and early spring, and less in winter and autumn (Jordan et al., 1980), and the incidence of infection of these 
bacteria varies from one age to another, 1973 A study of 172 women with urinary tract infection and different ages 
found that the presence of bacteria varies from one age to another (Wallmark et al., 1978). 
 
The most common types of urinary tract infections caused by these bacteria include cystitis, urethritis, and 
pylonephritis, usually accompanied by bacteriuria (Hovelius and Mardh, 1977; Lee et al. (1983), and Hovelius and his 
group noted the susceptibility of these bacteria to cause urethritis in men (Kauffman et al., 1983; Hobelius et al., 
1984). Prostatidis can also cause meningitis (Carson et al., 1982; Bergman et al., 1984). These bacteria cause 
bacteremia, a rare condition that is associated with obstruction of the urinary tract (Goleddege, 1988; Kloos and 
Bannerman, 1994). In addition, these bacteria cause sepsis after urinary surgery Gillespie et al., 1978). 
 
Enzymes that degrade urease 
 
Urea is a nitrogenous product that is secreted from both the human and animal body. It is produced in the liver and 
then released into the circulatory system, so all the tissues of the body, as well as the natural microorganisms present 
in it, are susceptible to urea as they pass through blood vessels feeding the tissues (Mclean et al. , 1988).  The urea 
enzyme stimulates hydrolysis of urea to release ammonia and carbamate. This molecule is automatically 
decomposed to form a second molecule of ammonia and carbonic acid, which in turn changes to bicarbonate and 
hydrogen ions. Ammonium and water molecules are also balanced with ammonium hydroxide, To high pH (Song et 
al., 2001). 
 
Physiology of urease in living organisms 
 
The location of ureases in the cell 
 
The urease enzyme is sometimes an exogenous enzyme, but some studies have indicated that it is concentrated in the 
cytoplasmic fluid part of the bacterial cell and yeasts (Mobley and Husinger, 1989).  The researcher Jeffries said that 
the enzyme urease in 22 species of bacteria is associated with the extracts of intracellular Urease, which needs to be 
derived from the breakdown of sonic bacterial cells (Sonication) or glass beads (Jeffries, 1964). While the electron 
microscopy studies showed the association of the periplasum urease with the outer membrane in P. mirabilis cells 
(Rozalsi et al., 1997), as well as between the electron microscopy and the intracellular binding of the inner membrane 
(Inner Membrane) of Staphylococcus cells (McLean et al. , 1985). Helicobacter pylori is characterized by its enzyme in 
the cytoplasm and on the surface of the cell in one, because its outer membrane has the ability to adsorbate the 
enzyme released from the adjoining neighboring cells (Dunn et al., 1997). 
 
Regulate the production of urease in bacteria 
 
Urease Regulation in Bacteria 
 
The enzyme urease is either constitutive or induced, depending on the type of bacteria and surrounding 
environmental conditions. The production of the urease enzyme is linked to the nitrogen regulation system. For 
example, the production of the urease enzyme inhibits the repressed in case of ammonia The presence of nitrogen-
rich compounds, including chlorine, and the effect of braking is reduced when the amount of nitrogen is limited in 
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the environment, while other bacterial species respond directly to the concentration of urea as a catalyst, the enzyme 
is made in the induction (induced), and in some other bacterial species are synthesized urease, Its manufacturing is 
influenced by Addition or lack of nitrogen compounds and urea or ammonia (Mobley and Hausinger, 1989).  
Falkinham and Hoffman observed a difference in the efficiency of urease in the swarming cells of Proteus in non-
swarming cells, which is more effective in cells Timing (Falkinham and Hoffman, 1984). 
 
In Streptococcus salivarius, the production of urease is regulated by the pH of the surrounding environment (Sissons et 
al., 1992). In Proteus rettgeri bacteria, the urease enzyme is produced when bacteria are grown in the center of the 
urea (Magana-Plaza and Ruize Herrera, 1967). In Klebsiella bacteria, urease is not synthesized when cells are grown in 
a rich medium of nitrogenous compounds such as ammonia. The enzyme is produced when cells are grown in a 
medium of limited nitrogen compounds such as histidine, arginine and proline. The enzyme is produced in 
Providencia bacteria in the case of urea (Mobley et al., 1995). In S. saprophyticus, the urease is synthesized by adding 
or not adding urea to the medium (Gatermann et al., 1989). In S. xylosus bacteria, its production is also synthesized 
without the presence or absence of urea (Jose et al. 1991). There are three main enzymes responsible for controlling 
the production of urease: Glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) E.C.14.1.4, Glutamine Synthetase (GS) E.C.6.3.1.2 and 
Glutamate Synthase (GOGAT) E.C.2.6.1.53 (Mclean et al., 1988). 
 
When the bacteria are grown in nitrogen-rich conditions, GDH is the preferred pathway for nitrogen representation, 
and when nitrogen is limited, GS-GOGAT is preferred to represent nitrogen.Friedrich and MagnaSanick noted that 
the efficacy of urea from Klebsiella aerogenes was directly related to the efficacy of GS (Friedrick and MagaSanik, 
1977). Janssen and his group found in 1984 that the efficacy of Pseudomonas aeruginosa produced positive 
relationship with the effectiveness of Glutamine synthase. 
 
Urease Structure 
 
The enzyme urease is a metal enzyme containing the nickel at the active site of the enzyme (Won et al., 2004). Nickel 
is associated with the amino acids in the effective sites of the enzyme, called the metal enzyme (Dixon et al., 1980) 
The nickel-containing enzymes all contain nickel in the active site. Studies indicate that there is ion of nickel for each 
active site. No other metal can replace nickel to give the active form of the enzyme (Schaffer and Kaltwasser, 1994). If 
this is done, it will reduce or inhibit Enzyme activity (Park and Hauser, 1996). There are some urease enzymes for 
some types of bacteria such as: S. saprophyticus, S. xylosus, and H. pylori contains small amounts of nickel that may 
reach up to one ion per active site, due to the incomplete mobilization of protein in mineral ions (Mobley et al., 1995). 
The initial protein synthesis was identified by nucleotide sequence analysis of DNA, or amino acid sequence of 
protein. The results of the studies, which included several types of bacteria, showed that there are similarities in the 
initial structure of some bacteria and differences in other types of bacteria, indicating variance in urease enzymes, 
although there is similarity in the triangular structure. The quadruple structure of the urease enzyme for S. 
saprophyticus is composed of three subunits: Schaffer and Kaltwasser (1994). The quadruple structure of the purified 
urease of all bacteria consists of 3 subunits Except H. pylori it consists of two units (Mobley and Hausinger, 1989). 
 
Urease Mechanism 
 
The other role is to connect and activate the water molecule . The urea is correlated consistently with nickel ions and 
with the help of the histidine group 219. A base at the active site (B and Hestden-320) activates the water molecule, 
which in turn is linked to the second nickel ion. When the carboxyl group, which is connected to the second nickel 
ion, is attacked by the carbon atom of the substrate (urea) Which links the two mineral sites , The proton moves to the 
central compound, while ammonia is released and the water molecule replaces the carbamite that is automatically 
decomposed into a second molecule of ammonia and carbon dioxide to complete the cycle (Mobely et al., 1995) as 
shown in the following diagram. 
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Role of Urease in Pathogens 
 
Recent studies indicate the importance of this enzyme because it is a virulence factor for many bacteria. The role of 
the enzyme in the various diseases can be classified according to the following: 
 
Urinary Tract Infection 
 
Bacteria such as Ureaplasma Proteus, Pseudomonas, Staphylococcus, Klebsiella, Morganella, Corynebacterium  sp. Group 
D2 to urinary tract infection and formation of bladder and kidney stones (Urolithiasis) (Rosenstein et al., 1981). These 
stones occur as a result of pH elevation of 6.5 to 9 for the environment in which the enzyme works. It analyzes urea, 
produces CO2 and ammonia, Mg + 2, Ca + 2, which are insoluble in base pH in the form of struvite salts and 
Carbonate apatite (Senior et al., 1980; Kralden et al., 1984; Mclean et al., 1988). These are deposited in a cellular 
structure called polysaccharide, which facilitates the adhesion of bacteria to the surface of the tissue (Rozisk et al., 
1997). It is also noted that there is a glycoprotein in the gravel in patients treated with antibiotics (Mobely and 
Hausinger, 1989). In addition, this enzyme causes inflammation of the renal tubules. The role of this enzyme in the 
pathogenesis of Proteus mirabilis was studied by Braude and Siemianski, who infected these bacteria in the rats, 
noting that the enzyme of this bacteria leads to infection of the renal tubules and elevates the kidney pH to 8.2, Which 
leads to the necrosis of the renal tubules and the sedimentation of salts (Braude and Siemianski, 1960). 
 
Johnson and his group injected mice with P. mirabilis, which is a product of urease, and non-urea-producing P. 
mirabilis. They were injected separately by transurethrally. A week later, ulceration of the renal epithelial cells with 
the leachate pool Exudate) in the alveolar cavity, with severe necrosis of the epithelial tubules near the kidney pelvis, 
as well as the formation of kidney stones, along with a large number of neutrophile cells. The non-producing P. 
mirabilis bacteria showed a simple trigemporation of the epithelial cells of the embryo, and a moderate number of 
neutral cells and epithelial epithelial cells in the ventricle cavity (Johnson et al., 1993). Urease also causes the 
obstruction of the catheter. This catheter is an excellent focal point for colonization by organisms such as Proteus, 
Providencia, and Morganella (Mobley and Hausinger, 1989). 
 
Gastrointestinal Tract Infections 
 
H. pylori is the main cause of infectious infections by producing urease, which increases the ammonia hydroxide ratio 
at the site of inflammation, thereby protecting the bacteria from the acidic environment of the stomach, which gives 
birth to the tissue that has been colonized by bacteria (Mobley et al., 1995). The bacteria produced by these bacteria 
cause peptic Ulceration due to the production of the enzyme in large quantities, which increases the pH of the 
stomach, prevents the transfer of hydrogen ions from the gastric glands to the gastric cavity, and allows the reverse 
diffusion of hydrogen ions, Concentration of ammonia changes the mucosal permeability of the stomach and thus 
breaks down the mucous membrane of the stomach, and the formation of peptic ulcer (Mobley and Hausinger, 1989). 
 
Methods of measuring the effectiveness of ureaase 
 
Urease Activity Assay 
 
Several methods for detecting the effectiveness of ureaase were included: Quantitative methods, Qualitative 
methods, and the latter based on the change in the pH value with a redolent Phenol redshift detected by ammonia 
release (Magana-Plaza and Ruiz-Herrera, 1967). Quantitative methods are more accurate in detecting the presence of 
the enzyme, but vary in their degree of sensitivity, and the estimation of the reaction products. A quantitative 
method for the determination of the effectiveness of the urease enzyme, based on ammonia release, is the Nessler 
Reagent method or the Indophenol measurement method, which is the result of the ammonia reaction released from 
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the enzymatic reaction with the hypochlorite reagent and the presence of phenol in a base environment 
(Weatherburn, 1967). In addition to these two methods, there is a more accurate and cost-based method of estimating 
the absence of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and in conjunction with the enzyme Glutamic 
dehydrogenase. This method is called the Coupled Assay, so it is of little use (Kaltwasser and Schlegel, 1966).  
 
Another method is dependent on the change in pH on the polyacrylamide gel, where the effective beams of the urea 
enzyme only appear. There is a method in which a ion-selective electrode is used to measure the continuous 
emancipation of ammonia ions, Or the use of the Urea substrate in which carbon is the radioactive counterpart C14-
urea in the enzymatic reaction, and the liberated bicarbonates are estimated by the Scintillation Counting (Swanberg 
et al., 1978). Other methods depend on the carbon dioxide containing the radioactive isotope C13-urea (Graham et al., 
1987), or the estimate of the carbon dioxide that contains the radioactive C14 from the reaction, using the urea 
substrate containing the radioactive isotope C14 They are estimated by mass spectrometry (Bell et al., 1987). Both 
methods are used to detect the presence of H. pylori in the human intestinal mucosa. 
 
Purification of uric acid 
 
The enzyme is purified for the purpose of studying its properties because the presence of other substances can lead to 
the results of the real, the purification process means the separation of the enzyme from the rest of the components of 
the center, and include several steps increase during the qualitative effectiveness (Whitaker and Bernhard, 1972). 
Various methods were used to purify the urease. The first attempt to purify this enzyme was to purify urease from 
Bacillus pasteuri bacteria in 1954. Since then, urease has been purified from many bacteria. Urea has also been 
purified from Aspergillus nidules but without homogenization Homogeneity) in most of them (Mobley and 
Hausinger, 1989). The purification of urease from Bacillus pasteurii bacteria was a series of simple separation steps 
such as ammonium sulphate deposition: precipitation with protamine sulfate for nucleic acid deposition and calcium 
phosphate treatment; subsequent ammonium sulphate deposition and acetone treatment. In order to improve the 
purification process, the treatment was introduced with ethanol and heat treatment for partial purification of the 
enzyme (Christians and Kaltwasser, 1986). Other separation methods were also used, including gel filtration, ion 
exchange chromatography and Affinity chromatography, The efficacy of Bacillus Pasteurii-purified Urea enzyme by 
using gel filtration has decreased compared with the previous one (Mobley and Hausinger, 1989). 
 
The separation columns then evolved to include many types of urease resins, because the urease enzyme carries a 
negative charge at the pH. (Proteus mirabilis (Breitenbach and Hausering, 1988) and Providencia stuartii (Mulrooney 
et al., 1988)were purified in a homogeneous manner using Mono-Q- resins. Ureaplasma urealyticum was synthesized 
using Affinity Chromotography, which is mediated by binding the acetyhydroxamic acid free group with the CH 
group of the Sepharose column and the purity of the urease enzyme produced by H. pylori using Superose 12 gel 
(Dunn et al., 1990). The ureaase extracted from the Schizosacchromyces pomb yeast was pure by sedimentation with 
acetone, ammonium sulphate deposition, and the use of the ion exchanger column DEAE-Sepharose (Lubbers et al., 
1996). In addition, the enzyme purified from Morganella morganii was extracted using several ion exchangers such as 
DEAE-Sepharose, Phenyl-Sepharose, Mono-Q, Superose-6 . Uryiz, the product of the rest, was the first isolating 
enzyme and was synthesized in a simple way by the treatment of Sumner (1926). No method of purification was 
applied until 1941 as it was recrystallized in Dounce to give a pure enzyme (Bailey and Boulter, 1969). The method of 
rheumatoid chromatography was successful in purifying urease from the rest (Shobve and Brosseau, 1974). 
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Fig.1: Rates of different types of bacteria in urine samples 
 

 
Fig.2: The frequency of Staphylococcus saprophyticus in different age groups 
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Diagram.1: showing the breakdown of urea molecule 

 

 
Diagram.2: showing the mechanism of action of urease enzyme 
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Background: Fat Mass and obesity associated gene is one of the factors to development obesity where it’s 
located in chromosome 16. Single nucleotide polymorphism was selected in the current study to see its 
association with obese type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). Aim: To detect any association between fat mass 
and obesity associated (FTO) rs9939609 variant (mutation of allele T to allele A) with the pathogenesis of 
type 2 diabetes mellitus in obese patients of Kerbala population.Materials and Methods:This across-
sectional study in which FTO gene variant rs9939609 was genotyping in a total 180 male subjects, 92 
subjects of them were obese with T2DM and the other 88 subjects were obese without T2DMduring Nov., 
2017 to Sep., 2018 and both age were matched between the range 40-70 years. The patient’s group was 
enrolled from Al-Husain medical city in Kerbala province based on WHO guidelines of T2DM.Body mass 
index (BMI), fasting blood sugar (FBS), lipid profile, insulin level and HOMA-IR were measured; DNA 
was extracted from whole blood and genotyped by using ARMS–PCR technique with using specific 
primers. Multinomial logistic regression was applied to compare the proportions of genotypes or alleles. 
The odds ratio, t-test, and P-value at 95% confidence interval (CI) were measured. Also in the present 
study, the Hardy Weinberg equilibrium was tested. Results:Our results showed that there are no 
association between the minor allele A at rs9939609 of the FTO and increase T2DM risk with an allelic 
odd ratio (OR) of 1.45, (95%CI [0.73 - 3.24] P=0.25). While Stratified data revealed an association between 
the FTO A variant and body mass index (BMI) in the diabetic group (P=0.001), and non-diabetic group 
(P=0.001). Furthermore, no significant association was observed between FTO genotypes and covariates 
of insulin level and HOMA-IR   or any tested metabolic trait in both diabetic and non-diabetic individuals 
(P>0.05). 
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Conclusion: Our results showed no association between FTOgene (rs9939609) variant and T2DM, insulin 
level and HOMA- IR. As well, no significant association was observed between this variant and other 
biochemical parameters. But there is a strong association between FTOgene (rs9939609) variant and BMI 
in obese (diabetic and non-diabetic) Iraqi males  
 
Keywords: T2DM, fat mass and obesity-associated (FTO) gene, rs9939609, HOMA-IR. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Obesity is a health problem worldwide and is the fifth risk factor for global mortality and it is a very complex 
medical condition. The condition is characterized by the accumulation of excess fat in the body (1). It is described as 
having a body mass index (BMI) exceeding 30 kg / m2. Obesity has been shown to be a risk factor for many chronic 
diseases including diabetes, hypertension, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular 
disorders (2).The “Diabesity” epidemic (obesity and type 2 diabetes) is likely to be the biggest epidemic in human 
history (3). Obesity is also associated with insulin resistance and impaired insulin secretion, the two key features in 
the development of type 2 diabetes (4).Studies on inheritance have found that genetic differences account for 40% to 
70% of the variation in individual susceptibility to obesity, affecting more than 10% of the world's population. In 
2007, the fat mass and obesity associated gene (FTO) became the first gene identified by large-scale genomic 
correlation studies to correlate with high body mass index (BMI) and increased risk of obesity(5). Although the 
function of such a gene has not been clearly explained, a recent study has linked this to insulin secretion in a 
laboratory model of pancreatic β-cell (6).Insulin resistance has been shown to be a major link between obesity and 
type 2 diabetes. Clinically, insulin resistance refers to a condition in which a particular concentration of insulin is 
associated with an abnormal glucose response. The homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) 
is a simple method to measure insulin resistance (6).Insulin resistance is associated with numerous health risks. For 
one thing, it causes hyperinsulinemia, or high circulating insulin levels, which may be directly damaging to blood 
vessels (7). 
 
Fat Mass and Obesity gene (FTO) reduces insulin action as a secondary effect, with the primary effect of its common 
variants being to influence adiposity(8).It is an enzyme that affects development of human obesity and energy 
homeostasis, Also known as alpha-ketoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase (9).It is also  a polymorphic gene which is 
located on chromosome 16 and its molecular weight is 58 kDa(10). It is a very large gene with nine exons span more 
than 400 kb located on the long (q) arm at position 12.2 and its expressed in a wide range of tissues, including the 
adipose tissue and specific areas of the brain and muscles, suggesting its potential role in body weight regulation 
(11).The rs9939609 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) with nucleotide position “53786615”, identified with the T 
to A missense mutation, located within the first intron of FTO was found to have a strong association with body mass 
index (BMI)(12) . The A risk allele in the rs9939609 polymorphism was associated with increased consumption of fat 
and carbohydrates. This polymorphism has also been associated with a high amount of energy, both in adults and 
children but with no control over energy expenditure. The presence of the risk allele looks to reduce the toxicity after 
eating (13). The aim of this study was to detect any association of Fat Mass and Obesity associated (FTO) rs9939609 
variant (mutation of allele T to allele A) with metabolic and anthropometric parameters and insulin level in Kerbala 
obese men with T2DM. 
 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
This across-sectional study in which FTO gene variant rs9939609 was genotyping in a total 180 male subjects, 92 
subjects of them were obese with T2DM and the other 88 subjects were obese without T2DM during Nov., 2017 to 
Sep., 2018 and both age were matched between the range 40-70 years. The patient’s group was enrolled from Al-
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Husain medical city in Kerbala province based on World Health Organization(WHO)guidelines of T2DM(14). All 
participants gave written informed consent after approval of the ethical committee.The inclusion criteria for selecting 
obese participations were: BMI ≥30 kg/m2, FBS > 126 mg/ dl in T2DM and FBS <126 mg/ dl in non-diabetic obese, no 
family relationship between the subjects with non-diabetic group, no specific disease or chronic history. The 
exclusion criteria included the participants had no history of kidney disease or using cortisol and lipid lowering 
drugs. 
 
Five milliliters ofvenous bloodwerecollected from all individuals participated in this study.The blood was divided 
into two parts:The first part was used for molecular analysis. It included twomilliliter of blood collected in EDTA 
containing tube and used for DNA extraction, then were analyzed directly to obtain high purity of DNA. The second 
part included three milliliters of blood placed in serum tube. Blood was centrifuged for 15 minutes at 3000 xg. Serum 
was collected then stored at -20˚C serum that used for determination of different biochemical parameters such as 
Glucose, TG, HDL-C, LDL-C, VLDL-C, TC and serum insulin. DNA was isolated from the whole blood by using the 
genomic DNA mini kit (Geneaid /China). Then, DNA concentration and purity were measured by UV absorption at 
260 and 280 nm (Nano-drop, USA). Genotyping was carried out using tetra-primer amplification refractory mutation 
system-polymerase chain reaction (ARMS-PCR) for FTO gene using the thermocycler (Cleaver, USA). The list of 
primers sequences and PCR condition used in current  study for the SNP (rs9939609) of FTO gene obtained from 
Muller (15), as following:  
 
Fout: 5’-TGG CTC TTG AAT GAA ATA GGATTC AGA A-3’ 
Rout: 5’-AGC CTC TCT ACC ATC TTA TGT CCA AAC A-3’ 
Fin: 5’-TAG GTT CCT TGC GAC TGC TGT GAA TAT A-3’ 
Rin: 5’-GAG TAA CAG AGA CTA TCC AAG TGC ATCTCA-3’ 
 
Amplification was performed by addition 10 μl master mix, 1.5μl MgCl2, 1.5 μL from each primer, 5 μL of extracted 
DNA in PCR tube, and completed the volume to 25 μL by distilled water.Cycling conditions were 93°C for 5 min 
followed by 30 cycles of 93°C for 30 sec, 53 cycles of 72°C for 25 sec, and the final extension of 72°C for 5 min. 
Amplification product of FTO gene was 321 bp. Amplification product of FTO gene was run on 1.5% agarose gel by 
using ethidium bromide stain. Phenotypes data expressed as mean ± SD and genotypes data expressed as 
frequencies, ANOVA test and Student t-test used to compare phenotypes data between diabetic and non-diabetic 
groups using SPSS windows software version 23 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Genotype frequencies were tested for 
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium by χ2 test. Multi-nominal logistic regression analysis was used to further test the 
association of SNP with T2DM measured by odds ratio (OR) and corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI) as 
covariates.  
 

RESULTS 
 
The clinical and biochemical characteristics of study individuals are presented in table 1.  It revealed significant 
differences in FBS, HOMA-IR, and serum insulin between two groups. Genotypes did not deviate from Hardy–
Weinberg equilibrium in obese T2DM individuals (p = 0.102), but in obese non T2DM individual (P = 0.003) as shown 
in  table2.  
 
PCR Product 
 
The amplification product of FTO gene polymorphism (rs9939609), the amplicon size is 321 bp it is described by 
Müller (15).  Results of this study are shown in figure 1. The Genotype and allele frequencies of FTO gene variant are 
shown in table3.  
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DISCUSSION 
 
The two selected groups were found to be different with respect to FBS. The mean values of both the variables (FBS 
and HOMA-IR) are significantly higher in the diabetic compared to that of without diabetic (Table 1). The two groups 
do not seem to be differing with respect to the rest of the variables, body Mass Index, lipid profile. Both the groups 
exhibit means BMI, TC, TG, LDL-C VLDL-C value higher than the normal range, whereas except for HDL-C, which is 
within the lower than the normal range. Interestingly the presently studied populations exhibit similar distribution, 
with BMI and age. FBS is found to be significantly higher among the diabetic group compared to non-diabetic. So, we 
observed that there is significant correlation when compared between clinical and biochemical characteristics of the 
two groups obese T2DM, obese non- T2DM group with P-values (P <0.05) in insulin, HOMA-IR, but there is no 
significant association with other parameters (cholesterol, TG, HDL-C, LDL-C, VLDL-C) (P > 0.05). this results 
consistent with the findings (16-18). 
 
The results show significant differences among the codominant genotypes models and BMI (p=0.001) only. but no 
significant association with other biochemical parameters .Our results demonstrate in the Karbala population a 
strong association between rs9939609  SNP of the FTO gene and BMI  in concordance with previously published 
studies in other Italian, China and Indian populations(19-21).   A significant difference in BMI showed in genotype 
TA and AA groups of rs9939609 higher than the TT group (P < 0.05), indicating that the rs9939609 SNP was 
correlated with the obesity in Iraqi males and this results agreed with Iraqi studies have shown that there is a 
relationship between rs9939609 and BMI (22). In this study, we were unable to show any significant association 
between FTOgene polymorphism (rs9939609) common variant and insulin resistance. It should be noted that 
although not statistically significant, fasting glucose level, fasting insulin level, HOMA-IR, TC, TG, LDL-C and 
VLDL-C are higher in individuals with genotype (AA) and (TA) compared to those with genotype (TT). Our results 
were identical with another study conducted in Kerbala by (22). Others also showed that there was no association 
between FTO rs9939609 polymorphism and biochemistry parameters such as HOMA-IR, serum insulin levels and 
blood sugar in obese female adolescents in Indonesia(23). But other work found statistically significant difference 
polymorphism of rs9939609 in FTO gene with insulin level, HOMA, FBS and TG in Iranian Women(17). The 
discrepancy in findings concerning the association between FTO rs9939609 variants and insulin resistance among 
other studies including our results indicates that the effect of FTO rs9939609 variants on insulin resistance may be 
influenced by other variables including: gender, age and ethnic(24). The differences in our results may also be due to 
the limitations created by the small sample population. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, our findings suggest that FTOgene variant rs9939609 is not associated with the pathogenesis of  T2DM, 
but associated with obesity through its effect on BMI. We also did not note any correlation between this SNP of FTO 
gene with insulin resistance represented by HOMA-IR. 
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Table 1: Clinical and biochemical characteristics of study subjects. 

 
BMI, body mass index; FBS, fasting blood sugar; TC, total cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; HDL-C, high-density 
lipoproteins cholesterol; LDL-C, low-density lipoproteins cholesterol; VLDL-C, very low density lipoproteins 
cholesterol. Data were expressed as mean ± SD. P < 0.05 is considered as significant level. 
 
Table 2. Analysis of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium 
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Table 3. Genotype and allele frequency of rs9939609 polymorphism of FTO gene and association of 
this variant with T2DM in the study individuals 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OR: Odd Ratio; p<0.05 statistically significant 

 
Table 4: Clinical characteristics of obese T2DM subjects according to FTO gene rs9939609 genotype 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

p<0.05 statistically significant  
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Table 5:  Clinical characteristics of obese without T2DM subjects according to FTO gene rs9939609 
genotype 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

p<0.05 statistically significant  
  
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure1: PCR- ARMS analysis of the FTO gene by the rs9939609 in obese individuals (with T2DM and without 
T2DM). The wild type homozygote (TT) showed 2 bands (321, 210) bp, heterozygote (TA) showed 3 bands 
(321,210,178) bp, homozygote (AA) showed 2 bands (321, 178) bp. The product was electrophoresed on 1.5 % 
agarose gel at 70 volts for 90 min, stained with ethidium bromide, and then visualized under U.V light (Ladder = 
100-1000) bp. 
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A 3D geological model including structural model and petrophysical model is the basis of building 
simulation model that must represent the under study field performance accurately inorder to reach the 
required development plans results. In this paper a 3D geological model for Rumaila formation in Ahdeb 
Iraqi oil field has been built using Petrel 2015 simulator and some geoscience software (Didger5, 
Surfer14). Rumaila formation is one of middle cretaceous carbonate Ahdeb's formations. Ten wells from 
the field have been selected in order to build the structural and petrophysical models that represent 
Rumaila formation. This formation is divided into five sub-formations (units) named RU1, RU2a, RU2b-
U, RU2b-L and RU3 each one of these units represent as a separated reservoir due to the existence of dry 
barrier between them. Structural model represents Rumaila formation is built using surface contour map 
of each unit in the formation. This model has been built only along AD-1 dome from the field this is due 
to the fact that Rumaila is oil bearing only along this dome of Ahdeb field; also this model has been built 
with no fault or fractures. Layering process is made after zonation inorder to capture reservoirs 
heterogeneities. After that petrophysicalmodelings of (porosity and water saturation properties) have 
been made using some algorithm distribution methods. Pertophysical modeling results in identifying the 
good hydrocarbons Rumaila formation zones from the bad one, which is considered as the start of 
understanding the behavior of each zone in the formation and ultimately result in take important 
decisions for development stages of any simulation study. Volumetric calculations also have been made 
to calculate the OOIP for each zone in Rumaila formation and compared to petrophysical modeling 
results. 
 
Keywords: - Ahdeb field, Rumaila formation, Geological model, Petrophysical modeling. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Reservoir simulation is defined simply as this tool that engineers use to model the flow performance of the reservoir 
through the solving of fundamental flow equations in sufficient details in order to predicate the consequences of 
changes in operating practice,using numerical simulator for this purpose. Therefore from this define its cleary 
obvious that the purpose of doing simulation studies could be two things which are: - Those studies may use in order 
to develop new fields, where it helps in deciding how many wells the field is required and where they should b, or 
the simulation studiescould use for an established field that has unexpectedly poor performance, where it helps in 
find ways to improve performance. In either way those studies is used to specifically address some decision that 
must be done on the field in the future[1]. The question now, what is the proper why of doing simulation study that 
could represent the field? 
 
The common work flow of doing such study is to build dynamic model representing the flow behavior of the 
reservoir. The basic input to start building such model is the geological reservoir model which is established based 
upon explicit modeling of known geological properties[2]. Building a proper and accurate 3D grid geological model 
that include all important petrophysical properties and geological features which control or influence fluid flow and 
hydrocarbon storage capacity within the reservoir (e.g. porosity and permeability contrast among and within the 
zones and layers of the reservoir formation) is the first stone that must be established in order to estimate a probable 
hydrocarbon volumes and achieve a realistic and usable simulation results (history match results) that can describe 
the specific field under study properly[2].  
 
So what's the proper way of describing the field accurately using geological model? This start with building the 
stratigraphic and structural compartments of a field where fluid is flowing, and then moving for modeling the 
lithological features and petrophysical properties of formation (facies and property modeling) depends on data such 
as Seismic data ,mud logs, open-hole wireline logs, core description and petrophysical analysis[3] 
 
Case Study: Rumaila formation of Ahdeb field 
 
The area under study is Rumaila formation which is middle cretaceous carbonate formation, located at 2800m depth 
of Ahdeb field. This field is an Iraqi oil field lies on a 303 km2 block in Iraq's Wasit province. It is located between 
NOMINA town and KUT town, about 180 km southeast of Baghdad. This field has been discovered at 1979, with 
length of 29 km and width of 8 km, its area is about 200 km2and similar to most fields in Iraq; it is a NW-SE trending 
anticline, with three structural domes along its length, which are AD-1, AD-2 and AD-4. AD-1 is the highest dome in 
the field. To date, four carbonate formations saturated with oil has been discovered in the field which are: (A)Late 
Cretaceous Khasib Formation, this formation composed of shalymicritic limestone with sand grain limestone. (B) 
Middle Cretaceous Mishrif Formation, this formation is mainly bioclastic limestone. (C) Middle Cretaceous Rumaila 
formation; this formation ismainly bioclastic limestone with green algae limestone. (D) Middle Cretaceous Mauddud 
Formation, composed of bioclastic limestone intercalated with dolomitic limestone.Rumaila formation which is the 
area under study is mainly divided into five oil bearing layers (units), which are RU1, RU2a, RU2b-U, RU2b-L and 
RU3. Each one of these beds is considered as one separated reservoir due to the existence of dry barrier separating 
one from each other, only for RU2b-Land RU3 layers which are considered as one single reservoir (no barrier 
between them)[2, 4]. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Schlumberger software PetrelRE (v. 2015) is the simulator that used in building the 3D geological model for Rumaila 
formation. This software is 3D geo-cellular modeling software.The input data for building this model comprise well 
coordinates, formation tops, depth structure surfaces, well logs and cores data. The 3D built grid model dimensions 
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area is approximately 10 km by 10 km, where the geologic model area for Ramaila formation is limited to AD-1 dome 
as illustrated in figure (2) .The main input data that must be imported into the simulator in order to start in building 
the model include: 
 
 Well head: - which is the position of each well in x-y-z direction. 
 Well survey: - include the data of measured depth, true vertical depth, inclination and azimuth of each well. 

(Rumaila wells are all directionally drilled wells but vertical in producing intervals). 
 Well tops: - these include the data of the depths at which wells penetrate the units of formation. 
 Well logs: - data of effective porosity and water saturation values along the well path. 
 Counter maps: -A map showing elevations and surface configuration by means of contour lines. 
 
The steps for building the geological model 
 
The main steps of building a static model of a petroleum reservoir using petrel software are 
 
Structural modeling 
 
Structural modeling is the first step in building the geological model. It is subdivide into three processes which are: 
fault modeling, gridding and layering. Structural modeling can be defined as the process of reconstruction the 
geometric and structural properties of the reservoir by importing and interring a map with structural tops and the 
sets of faults along it if they found[5]. At first a 3D structural contour map for top of first unit in Rumaila formation 
(RU1) were built using Didger program for digitizing process of this map. Then the resulted map used as a basis for 
the building of the following units surfaces maps with adjusting these maps to well tops.The constructed structural 
maps for each unit of Rumaila formation can be shown in figures below. 3D Grid Construction:this process consist of 
three sub-processes which are: 
 
Gridding 
 
gridding is the main first step in building a 3D grid static model. In a simple term building a 3D grid means dividing 
a model up into boxes, each box is called cell[6]. A simple grid model is used because no faults exit along the 
formation, and this can be done by using make simple grid option in petrel simulator. The grid which used in 
Rumaila formation was represented by three dimensional grid systems of 167 grid along the x-axis, 133 grid along 
the y-axis. The dimensions for the grid are 100m in the x direction and 100m in the y direction. The size of the grid 
was chosen depending on the area of the field and to specify correctly the variation of the petrophysical properties. 
The result from gridding process is a skeleton of a top, mid and bottom as can be shown in figure below. 
 
Make Horizons and layering 
 
Make horizon step is the beginning step of defining the vertical layering of the 3D grid. Rumaila formation as noted 
consists of five oil bearing units, these five main units are defined in Petrel program as horizons. After this step 
comes layering step which is the process of dividing reservoir units into several sub-layers in order to retain 
geological heterogeneity in the model[2]. The layering step of Rumaila formation has been done as shown in table (1) 
below.The resulted grid model size in three dimensions is 167×133×65. 
 
Scale up well logs 
 
Scale up means averaging and scale up well logs means averaging the log values to the cells in the 3D grid. This 
means that each grid cell will take one value per up scaled logs[6]. This process must be done before starting with the 
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petrophysical modeling process. Petrel has a lot of averaging methods to use. Porosity and water saturation values 
have been scaled up using the arithmetic averaging method.Figurebelow shows the scale up of porosity, saturation 
for one of the field wells as an example on this process. 
 
Property modeling 
 
Petrophysical modeling is the process of giving petrophysical property values (porosity, water saturation, and 
permeability) to each grid cell in 3D grid model. Petrel software has several algorithms for modeling the distribution 
of log values for each reservoir zone in the model. Porosity, water saturationproperty modeling has been done using 
the Statistical Sequential Gaussian Simulation Algorithm distribution method which fits with the amount of the 
available data[7]. Figures below show the property modeling process results. 
                  
Net to gross modeling (NTG) 
 
Net to gross modeling is done based on the values of net to gross that have been inserted into the simulator by an 
equation. This equation established according to cut off values that has been estimated according to a certain 
calculations. Where this equation is built in the form so that NTG property is set equal to a value of 1 if porosity ≥ 
porosity cut-off value and water saturation  water saturation cut-off value. 
 
Volumetric calculations 
 
one of the main purposes of building geological model is to estimate how much the hydrocarbons that is stored in the 
formation. Volume calculation option in petrel simulator is used to calculate the total volume of hydrocarbons stored 
in a reservoir prior to production. Reserves estimates from this method of calculation often high because this method 
does not consider the problems of reservoir heterogeneity.  
 
Note: - Volumetric calculations step need accurate estimate for the positions of water-oil contact of each reservoir in 
the formation, these positions can be estimated from Well tests, petrophysical analysis and production data. These 
data were reviewed in number of wells penetrate producing zones to constrain the position of the OWC by the 
accurate identifition of The oil down to (ODT) and water up to (WUT) subsea depthsin each well[3]. The values of 
oil-water contact setting positions have been estimated and used in volumetric calculations for Rumaila units are:- 
 
Oil- water contact TVDSS for RU1=-2810 m. 
Oil- water contact TVDSS for RU2a=-2910 m. 
Oil- water contact TVDSS for RU2b-U =-2945 m. 
Oil- water contact TVDSS for RU2b-L&RU3=-2970 m. 
 
Up- scaling 
 
Most flow simulators cannot cope with the typical size of geological models (millions of active model cells). Up 
scaling is the concept of creating a coarse simulation 3D grid from a fine- scaled geological 3D grid. This process 
consists of two sub-processes which are: - scale up structure and scale up property. Scale up structure is to change the 
number of 3D grid cells vertically and/or aerially to result in a smaller geological model size that is more suitable to 
the latter dynamic flow simulation processes. While property scales up is the process of averaging the original model 
petrophysical properties to suit the cells of new up scaled model using different scale up property methods. Porosity, 
NTG and water saturation are up scaled using the arithmetic mean method[8].  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
from the above work of building a 3D geological model the following results are estimated:- 
Porosity values in RU1 zone as shown in figure (9) is relatively higher than other formation zones, where it ranges 
from 16% to 28% with an average of 23%. Water saturation model for this zone is characterized as shown in figure 
(15) with relatively lower values than other formation zones. The values for this property are ranges from 17% to 91% 
with an average of 74%. Frompetrophysical modeling it obvious that RU1 zone is represented as a good 
hydrocarbons bearing reservoir with relatively higher hydrocarbons contents than the other lower zones. Porosity 
modeling of RU2a zone in the formation as shown in figure(10) is characterized with moderate to low values in 
relative to RU1 zone, where these values ranges from 3% to 25% with an average of 16%. Water saturation values as 
shown in figure (16) is higher than RU1 water saturations values, where it ranges from 20% to 97% with an average 
of 77%. This zone is characterized with moderate hydrocarbons content which is much lower than the content of 
upper Rumaila's formation zone. 
 
RU2b zone in Rumaila is divided into two subzones separated from each other with dry barrier. Each zone with a 
different water-oil contact. The upper RU2b zone which is RU2b-U is characterized with low porosity values than 
other Rumaila zones. The values of this property are ranges between 1% and 24% with an average of 14% while 
water saturation for this zone is range between 2% to 90% which is lower than RU2a water saturation. This zone 
represents as a good reservoir with high to moderate hydrocarbons content in relative to other Rumaila reservoirs 
and most of Rumaila production is from this zone (most Rumaila wells are perforated in this zone). The lower RU2b 
zone which is RU2b-L is characterized with very poor hydrocarbons content where the values of its porosity is low 
range from 3% to 17% with an average of 11% and the higher water saturation content in relative to other zones 
which is range between 3% to 98% with an average of 95%. 
 
The last Rumailas' hydrocarbon zones is RU3, this zone is characterized with good porosity values range from 9% to 
25% with an average of 21%. But due to the high water saturation found in this zone which is range from 20% to 98% 
with an average of 77% this zone is represented as a poor oil reservoir zone. Volumetric calculations results of OOIP 
is matched with the results concluded from pertophysical modeling of each zone, where RU1 zone have the higher 
hydrocarbons content compared to other zones, while RU2b-L and RU3 are characterized as the lower oil bearing 
zones in Rumaila formation.  The total OOIP results from geological model has been built for Rumaila formation is 
equal to 109(*106 m3) as shown in table (2) below. Up scaled process results in decreasing the number of grid cells of 
original 3D grid model has been  built for Rumaila formation from 144,000,000 grid cell to 495,264 grid cell with 
slightly change in the OOIP estimated from each zone in the formation (total OOIP after up- scaling is 106 (*106 m3)), 
in turn this considered as a good up-scaled process that helps in increasing the storage capacity of the software while 
lowering the time of processing run by the simulator which is very important for development stages of simulation 
study. The results of volumetric calulations for each zone in the formation after up-scaling process are shown in table 
(3) below. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Geological model is the first main step that simulation study must start with; as this model consider as the start 
towards understanding reservoir performance and uncertainties, and ultimately to field development planning 
decisions which is the purpose of doing simulation studies. Reservoir evaluation study prior to starting with building 
geological model is very important, where understanding the behavior of petrophysicalproperties (e.g. porosity and 
water saturation) along formation from logs and cores data is very helpful, this is due to the fact that these properties 
control fluid contents and flow within the reservoir layers. Therefore layering process is based on accurate reservoir 
evaluation process.Petropgyical modeling process gives simulation engineers a good insight toward identifying the 
good oil bearing reservoir zones form the bad zones in the formation, where it will help with simulation results in the 
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development stages on knowing the zones where more wells should be drilled to increase hydrocarbons recovery 
and the zones that should avoiding them. (ForRumaila formation petrophysical modeling shows that RU2b-U is the 
better zone for drilling while RU2b-L is the worst zone). Increase geological model accuracy is important to reduce 
field development uncertainty. This accuracy increased with additional accurate reservoir data collected which will 
add value by increasing the chance that field development decisions lead to expected ultimate recovery. up-scaled 
process is very helpful step where it helps in increasing the storage capacity of the software and lowering the time of 
processing run by the simulator while in the same time keeps the built geological model properties unchanged. 
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Table 1. Number of Layers in Rumaila Reservoir. 
 

Zone Layers per zone 
RU1 20 
RU2a 10 

RU2b-U 15 
RU2b-L 10 

RU3 10 
 
Table 2. Volumetric Calculations of Rumaila units final results. 
 

Unites Bulk volume (*106 m3) HCPV (*106 rm3) OIIP (*106 sm3) 
Zone1 (RU1) 676 61 47 
Zone2 (RU2a) 626 19 15 

Zone3 (RU2b-U) 488 31 24 
Zone4 (RU2b-L) 432 16 13 

Zone5 (RU3) 160 15 12 
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Table 3. Volumetric Calculations final results after UP- Scaling of Geological model  
 

Unites Bulk volume (*106 m3) HCPV (*106 rm3) OIIP (*106 sm3) 
Zone1 (RU1) 674 59 45 
Zone2 (RU2a) 625 19 14 

Zone3 (RU2b-U) 487 30 23 
Zone4 (RU2b-L) 431 16 12 

Zone5 (RU3) 159 15 11 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Ahdeb field location.[4] 

             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Model areas for Mi4-Ma1. [2] 
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Figure 3. 3D structural modeling of two units fromRumailareservoir in Ahdedoil field. 

Figure 4- The skeletons f Rumaila reservoir in Ahdeboil Field. 
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Figure 5. Main Horizons of Rumaila reservoir Figure 6. Main Zones of Rumaila formation 

 
Figure 7. Scale up of porosity and water saturation for well ADR47 
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Figure 8-   Histogram for Porosity Model of Studied Area. 
   

Figure 9- Final porosity model for RU1 unit 
 

Figure 10- Final porosity model for RU2a unit 
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Figure 11- Final porosity model for RU2b-U Figure 12- Final porosity model for RU2b-L 

Figure 13- Final porosity model for RU3 Water 
saturation modeling 

Figure 14- Histogram for Water saturation Model of 
Studied Area 
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Figure 15, 16 - Final Water Saturation models of RU1, RU2a units respectively 

  
Figure 17, 18- Final Water Saturation models of RU2b-U, RU2b-L units respectively 
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Figure19- Final Water Saturation model of RU3 unit. 

  
Figure 20, 21- Final NTG modeling for some RU2b-L layers in the formation 
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Environmental stresses are the main risk affecting plant activity and agricultural production.. Abiotic 
stresses are the most dangerous for plants, from these stresses: water stress, salinity stress, temperature 
change, and intensity of lighting stress, as well as the accumulation of heavy metals in the soil.The 
mechanisms that occur in plants when exposed to stress, including many of the activationsignal factors 
and changes in gene expression, the Synthesis of stress protein within cells and the construction of 
antioxidants as Pox, APx, CAt, GR, DHAR and SoD, in addition to a hormonal balance within the plant 
tissues.Biotechnologies have been used to reduce the damage caused by these stresses on plants, 
including plant breeding and improvement techniquesand hybridization of plants. The method of genes 
transport of stress tolerance is one of the most important methods used. 
 
Keywords: stress tolerance, stress protein,genes transport,Abiotic stresses, Thermal stress. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Environmental stresses are the main threat to agricultural activity, given the magnitude of the losses caused by these 
strains in reducing agricultural productivity. Water scarcity alone accounts for 64%, and the temperature factor is 
27%. Other stress factors are coming from immersion with water, light, and soil and air pollutants (Luan, 2002)(1). In 
view of the importance of the subject, scientific research has been more and more directly developed in recent years 
(Figure 1) to double the number of published research to tens of times, demonstrating the importance of the subject 
and its threat to food security(Shahbazi, et.al. 2009)(2). Plant breeding and improvement technologies and proper 
management strategies continue to play an important role in plant improvement (Hasegawa, et al. 2000) (3). Formerly 
employed traditional plant hybridization methods continue to be used for the transfer of genes responsible for 
carrying one or more environmental stresses from vegetation to plant and the susceptibility of hybridization between 
plants based on plant affinity(Srinivas J., et al. 2013) (4). 
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The rapid development of bio-technologies has been positively reflected in the development of sustainable 
agriculture and in the production of stress-tolerant plants in particular after the availability of gene transport and the 
crossing of plant boundaries (distant gene pools) provided by modern technologies in comparison with traditional 
methods(Siedlecka,et al., 2001) (5) . It is known that plants cannot escape the stresses and are constantly exposed to 
them without any protection unlike the animals that move to avoid them (Vanaja, et al. 2011) (6). At the same time, 
plants have developed different mechanisms to cope with the difficult conditions that they are exposed to, such as 
avoiding the stresses of morphological mutations and unfortunately not all plants do so(Blikhina,et al. 2003) (7). The 
choice of plants is to change their mechanisms, such as accumulation of iodine and increased gene expression. The 
products of the gene Act play a role in stress-bearing mechanisms (Lungu, et al. 2011) (8).Transgene silencing is one of 
the determinants of gene transfer that causes the genetic expression to decrease(Feizi, et al. 2007) (9). The cultivation of 
plant cells, tissues and organs has contributed to the fact that they are easy, economical and workable, and have 
greatly facilitated and accelerated programmes to obtain durable or stress-resistant crops. It is necessary to 
understand the mechanisms of endurance or resistance and the accompanying changes, thereby promoting increased 
endurance (Athar and Ahmad, 2010) (10). 
 
Abiotic stresses 
 
Abiotic stressesnegatively affect plant growth, development and productivity (Tewari, et al., 2002) (11). The plant 
developed mechanisms for endurance (for certain limits), including the avoidance of stress Avoidance through which 
the plant's appearance and anatomical form to reduce the impact of stress with the difficulty of transferring such 
qualities and introducing them in plant improvement programs, which requires a focus on the mechanisms of 
endurance(Zhao, et al., 2009) (12). Benefiting from this heterogeneity is important in developing stress-tolerant plants. 
Most stress factors produce inter-plant partnerships, although each factor has its own specific effects (Shalata, et al., 
2001)(13). Abiotic stress factors are often common to cellular membranes that operate under normal conditions to 
perpetuate vital events (Figure 2). Active oxygen species (ROS) is always associated with aerobic conditions and that 
stress factors Abiotic accelerate their production ROS in plants causing damage to cellular membrane systems and 
other cellular processes(Tan, et al., 2008) (14). Antioxidants, whether enzymatic or non-enzymatic, play an important 
role in preventing oxidative damage, although the production and efficacy of antioxidant systems depend on plant 
type and genetic composition(Unyayar,et al., 2004) (15). For the purpose of minimizing the impact of stress, plants 
have developed different bearing mechanisms that can be summarized in the following points (table 1). 
 
The most important mechanisms that plants adopt when exposed to stress(Islam, et al., 2007)(22): 
 
1- Active of signaling factor. 
2- Altered genes expression 
3- Accumulation in compatible solutes 
4- Synthesis of stress protein 
5- Enhanced anteoxidativ metabolisms. 
6- Ion homeostasis and compartmentation 
7- Membrane transport 
8- Polyamines 
9- Hormonal balances. 
 
Given the importance of producing plant-tolerant plants under the threat of salinization of agricultural land, as well 
as the need to develop drought-tolerant plants in conditions where water warfare has become a reality in the near 
term. Vital pathways for signal transmission that reveal stress play an essential role in stimulating the stress-bearing 
mechanism (Cavalcanti, et al., 2004)(23). Gene transfer technologies are important methods of conveying stress 
tolerance (Tammam ,2003)(24). 
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Development of drought-tolerant crops  
 
Traditional plant improvement programmes require the research of the genetic variability of drought tolerance in 
cultivated crops, especially their sexual compatibility, and the introduction of drought-bearing characteristics into 
desirable field characteristics, taking into account the limitations of species and gene carriers bearing 
Drought(Ghaffari, et al., 2012)(25). Traditional plant improvement methods have increased drought tolerance (albeit 
limited) in rice, wheat and mustard crops, and in the development of yellow maize hybrids for this characteristic 
while continuing with election processes (Selection)(Majeed, et al., 2011)(26). On the other hand, there is a need for 
drought-bearing genes in a number of cultivated and terrestrial plants for the purpose of isolating them and 
transferring them to strategic crops through genetic engineering methods(Liu, et al., 2017)(27). Dehydration causes 
many physiological responses that in turn affect the activity of a number of genes, as experiments have indicated that 
genetic manipulation may succeed in diagnosing several hundred genes that have been stimulated or discouraged 
when the plant is dehydrated(Vanaja, et al., 2011)(28). Textile farming technologies have opened up wide horizons 
from sifting through the cells of different plant species under controlled conditions and electing the ending of the cell 
to a complete plant and a field-borne test(Geetha, et al., 2012)(29). 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Plants are exposed to different stress that affect the physiological processes within the cell.Many mechanisms occur 
within the cell to resist or tolerant stress.Gene transfer technology is one of the most important techniques for 
producing resistant or tolerant plants 
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Table 1.Some of the environmental stresses and their subsequent effects and plant responses to them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plant responses The effect  Stress type 
Work the protein repair systems 
efficiently and try to stability, which 
increases the chance of survival of the 
plant. T can lead to plant 
acclimatization 

High temperature (T) leads to high 
evaporation and lack of water. This results in 
an increase in the enzyme transformation 
and thus the death of the plant(Gunes,et al., 
2006)(16). 

Thermal stress 

Plant growth ceased. In species that 
adapt, they may be overtaken by 
secondary metabolism change. The 
formation of ice crystals can be avoided 
by the accumulation of osmotic 
solutions and the manufacture of cells 
for water-loving proteins(Shinohara 
and Leskovar, 2014)(17). 

The biochemical reactions are slowed, the 
photosynthesis increases, the slower the CO2 
fixation, resulting in damage to the oxygen 
roots. The freezing formation of ice crystals 
causes damage to cell membranes. 

Cold stress and 
freezing. 

Wrapping of leaves and other 
morphological adaptations. Closing the 
stomata will reduce the result of the 
ABA buildup. The accumulation of 
secondary metabolic compounds 
reduces the internal water. 

The inability of the plant to transfer water to 
the leaves, causing a reduction in the speed 
of photosynthesis(Hussain, et al., 2013)(18) 

Drought stress 

Developments in the spaces within the 
roots which facilitates the exchange of 
O2 and ethylene between the vegetative 
and roots growth (aerenchyma). 

Reduces oxygen levels (anoxia) and 
anaerobic conditions interfere with 
mitochondrial respiration(Saleem, et al., 
2010)(19). 

Stress immersion 
with water and 
flooding 

Increased accumulation of mineral ions 
may be controlled by transferring them 
to the gaps and may generate free 
oxygen roots(Heged,et al., 2001)(20). 

In the case of increased mineral 
accumulation, detoxification reactions may 
be insufficient and accumulation may be 
more than the cell's ability to store 

Mineral accumulation 
stresses 

Increased exposure to light caused 
inhibition of manufacturing and 
production of ROS. The latter oxidizes 
fats, proteins, and enzymes necessary 
for the performance of the cell's 
functions(Munné-Bosch,et al., 2002)(21). 

Increased light increases the production of 
high intermediate compounds for interaction 
and the formation of accidental products that 
cause damage as a result of photooxidation 
and the discontinuation of photosynthesis 

High-light stresses 
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Figure.1. The number of publications in the years 2001 through 2011 published in international magazines 
regarding the election of plants for stress-tolerant. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Biochemical determinants to stress tolerance 
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